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Abstract

There has been, and still is, much interest in several disciplines in reasoning using analogy and 

similarity. Recent efforts in psychology and artificial intelligence have seen the development of 

general analogical reasoning mechanisms, which work on a variety of symbolic analogies from 

various domains. It is in the context of this work tha t this dissertation presents a unifying 

framework for analogy and similarity, which is designed to accomodate all current general 

theories and models of analogy. The approach places models of analogy into a unifying 

framework comprised of seven stages and four types of similarity. This framework allows 

current models to be assessed and compared, and déficiences observed. A new general model 

for analogy, which fits within this framework, is presented, overcoming many of the observed 

déficiences with other models. A computer program which embodies most of the key features 

of the new model is described, and the results of its application to several example analogies 

shown.
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C hapter 1

A I and A nalogy

“Logic ... is the mental equivalent of the chastity belt ... if we had aU worn logic since the 

beginning we would still be crawhng around tha t sickeningly dull garden.” Woman to Man 

in John Fowles’ Mantissa.

1.1 Introduction

To understand the nature of reasoning is a central goal of artificial inteUigence (AI), cognitive 

psychology and cognitive science. Reasoning and its paragon -  purpose directed and rational 

problem-solving -  pervades many of our actions and its comprehension is necessary not only 

to understand how we act, but how we (and artificial systems) should act. This is as true 

for the often apparently simple task of getting from one physical location to another as it is 

for the problem of developing predictive, scientific laws concerning the nature of the physical 

world (see, e.g. [57]). In artificial intelligence many have focussed on logics or rule-based 

expert systems to provide both knowledge representation and reasoning mechanisms which 

approximate, emulate or better human reasoning capabilities. However, in the past few years 

it has become generally accepted that alternative methods should also be considered along 

with more ‘conventional’ approaches if the spectrum of human problem-solving and reasoning 

capabilities is to be captured. One type of reasoning tha t is receiving increasing attention -  

and which many believe pervades cognition at every level -  is reasoning by similarity, which 

has the two foci of case-based reasoning (GBR) and analogical reasoning (AR).

In general, GBR approaches make two assumptions about the nature of reasoning. First 

th a t past experiences from the same domain are often useful guides to direct reasoning about 

current experiences, and second that these experiences often take the form of a structured
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sequence or report of not only the actions taken but the whole reasoning process concerning 

the past experience. This allows similarity judgements to be made in various ways, from 

looking at individual components of the past experience to making use of its structure and 

the available domain knowledge. Domain knowledge can also be used to fill in the gaps of 

partial analogies, find replacements, or accurately determine similarities between individual 

components in the past and current experience. Analogical reasoning on the other hand 

accepts the importance of past experiences, but uses little or none of the aspects of that 

experience tha t tie it to any particular domain. This allows all types of past experience 

to be seen as relevant to the current one, as opposed to those past experiences from the 

same domain, concerned with solving the same -  or a closely similar -  problem. Thus the 

determination of analogical similarity can be more difficult but the similarity judgements 

tha t analogical reasoning can produce are potentially more novel.

This dissertation concentrates on issues which in the main concern the topic of analogical 

similarity. Additional knowledge which can be used to give structure to experiences as hap

pens in case-based reasoning can also be used to some extent in analogical reasoning, but 

the im portant aspect of analogy is determining similarity in novel ways, w ithout the guide 

of certain types of structures or domain knowledge which in some cases may be stifling.

1.2 Progress in analogy

Research on analogical reasoning began before the advent of artificial intelligence. Psycholo

gists have been interested in analogy as one form of reasoning, scientists have reflected that 

analogy plays a large role in their creativity, philosophers of science have asserted its im

portance in theory creation and extension, and linguists have investigated its close relation, 

metaphor. It was only comparatively recently tha t nearly all research on analogy adopted 

the structure of symbolic, information-processing or computational models. For example, 

Hesse’s work (briefly covered in Chapter 2), though undeniably im portant, offered at most a 

retrospective account of how analogies were made. Later, C entner’s Structure-mapping the

ory of analogy began as a predictive psychological model [19], using predicate-type notation, 

then saw a computational implementation [13] which could not only be used stand-alone, but 

also be embedded in other cognitive or AI programs. At about the same time as Centner, 

Holyoak’s earfier work with Cick presented a fragmented psychological model of analogy [23], 

whilst his later work with Thagard presents a computational model which not only offers a 

more precise formulation of the theory, but borrows techniques, tools, and architectures from 

artificial intelligence (such as an automated thesaurus and the technique of paraUel-constraint
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satisfaction) [39].

This transition from retrospective to psychological to computational models has both advan

tages and disadvantages. On the one hand, it allows more precise evaluation and comparison, 

and requires th a t a theory not only states what happens in analogy but to some extent how 

it happens. Computational models are also more amenable to time and space complexity 

analysis, and often offer an unbiased system in which to test the underlying theory. On 

the other hand, computational models often lack the power of the theory, due either to its 

complexity (what can be simply said might prove difficult to implement) or non-modularity.

A nother problem with computational models -  and a point addressed in this dissertation 

-  is th a t they can induce the observer to believe a model is actually more powerful than 

it really is. Fortunately, quite a few aspects of analogy are open to investigation indepen

dent of other types of reasoning, and a computational model presented in the right manner 

can allow the modular aspects of analogy to be usefully investigated. However, one must 

question all computational approaches in this currently vague area of research, especially the 

representations used and the ways experiences are encoded in them, and if analogy is to be 

considered in-the-large, ultimately its interaction with other reasoning process must be taken 

into account.

From the point of view of this dissertation, the main points concerning the convergence of 

models of analogy on a computational and symbohc paradigm is tha t this convergence has 

happened recently and that the models and theories have come from several domains. One 

result of this is that, although many ideas are evidently shared, the field can appear quite 

unstructured. This is the starting point of this dissertation. The mid point is a unify

ing framework for analogy, with the end-point being an associated theory and program to 

dem onstrate im portant aspects of the theory. The theory and program attem pt to say some

thing im portant about all the stages of analogy described in the framework, but concentrate 

on the central stages of analogy.

1.3 M otive and results

As stated above, on examining the various models and theories of analogy developed at the 

time this work was carried out, it became evident tha t many convictions about the nature 

of analogy are shared. However, on a first glance, the precise similarities and differences be

tween individual models or theories are not always inunediately obvious, and a more detailed 

analysis can be hindered by the number and complexity of issues tha t sirise when examining 

the process of analogy or the nature of analogical similarities. I t is also evident th a t many
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models can not account for some quite well-known analogies, and indeed many were devel

oped with a limited application in mind. Given this current state of research on analogy, it is 

appropriate to develop a general computationally-biased model of analogy th a t borrows the 

most fruitful aspects of existing models and includes new aspects where appropriate which 

can account for most of the analogies used as examples when describing these various existing 

models, as well as some new analogies to test it. Before this model is developed, a unifying 

framework which can account for current models of analogy, and within which a new model 

can be formulated, is first presented.

The purpose of the work which is reported here is therefore to:

•  Develop a unifying framework for analogy which can be used to describe the processing 

components (stages) of general analogical reasoning and the types of similarity employed 

in analogy. This results in a contribution to research efforts in analogy because it 

highUghts the complete process of AR, making prominent stages (such as elaboration 

and inference) which are often ignored in AR models.

•  Critically review the main general models of analogy developed to date within this 

framework, and identify deficiencies of these current models, both in terms of stages 

considered and types of similarity employed. This results in a contribution to the area 

of analogy because it shows how weak many of the models are when processing certain 

types of similarity; it also reveals many commonalities.

• Develop a general model of analogy which takes into account the stages of analogy 

advocated by the framework, and uses appropriate types of similarity in each stage, 

which overcomes as many of the deficiencies detailed above as possible. This is the main 

contribution of the dissertation; to develop a new model of analogy th a t historically 

relates to previous successful models, but which goes further in the use of types of 

similarity. Im portant contributions are made on the theoretical level (for example 

the investigation tha t the types of similarity used in analogy should be viewed along 

a continuum, and not as completely different) and on a practical one (for example, 

the decomposition of one of the types of similarity into more precisely defined types, 

which allows the mapping process in analogy to be optimised to work successfully 

with complex analogies that other models would not be successful with, and to work 

quickly with simpler analogies). Important contributions are also made in new areas; for 

example a general model for analogical inference is presented, and analogical elaboration 

and the priming of analogies because of the representation used -  something virtually 

unconsidered previously -  is examined in some detail.
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•  Develop a computational implementation of some of the salient aspects of the model, 

to illustrate the new model, develop a controlling architecture for the model, and allow 

experimentation with the types of similarity developed. The main contributions here 

include the development of terminology for analysing current implementations, the 

subsequent analysis, and the honest presentation of many examples which show how 

sensitive analogical reasoning can be to representation. This chapter also serves as a 

justification of the assertions made in the central chapters, as it describes a working 

model of analogy based on the model developed in those chapters.

1.4 Overview

The rest of this dissertation comprises four main areas. First, the current state of analogy 

is reviewed in more detail and the nature of analogy and similarity is discussed (Chapter 

2). Second, a critical review of the most prominent analogical models developed to date 

is presented, by placing each model in a unifying framework (Chapter 3). Third, a new 

model of analogy within the framework is offered, with chapters devoted to main analogical 

stages such as mapping, elaboration, inference and justification (Chapters 4 to 8). Fourth, a 

computational implementation of some aspects of the model is described, through an overview 

of its architecture, followed by a description of its operation on various examples (Chapter 

9).

One basic stance taken in this dissertation which pervades both the theory and program is 

th a t analogical reasoning can be carried out with fittle or no domain knowledge. This was 

adopted for several reasons:

•  I t is a working hypothesis for some psychological models of analogical reasoning.

• It is at least partially true in many analogies (especially those involving learning where 

by definition there can be Uttle or no knowledge of the domain being leam t, and where 

it is not general knowledge, but quite specific knowledge, th a t should be used).

•  A computational model of analogy will be more realisable the less it relies on domain 

knowledge.

•  Domain-free and domain-dependent models of analogy can be complementary to each 

other, but in the main, as with any theory, general models are preferable.

•  Assuming some types of domain knowledge can detract from the investigation of analogy 

as a novel reasoning process.
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Although this hypothesis is no doubt inaccurate in some areas, because of the above reasons it 

is nonetheless im portant to investigate just how far one can go into accounting for analogical 

reasoning from a domain-independent perspective. Many significant models of analogy also 

make this assumption -  if implicitly -  and with the current alternative interest in reasoning 

by similarity using much domain knowledge (as is prevalent in case-based reasoning), with 

the potential narrow ranges of application that that might involve, it is seen as an im portant 

aim to try  to present a definitive statement on the nature of general models of analogy, the 

principles on which they are based, and how they can be extended without sacrificing their 

independence of the domain in which they are appUed.

Investigating a general, domain-free framework and model for analogy is thus the overriding 

general aim, and contribution, of this dissertation.
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C hapter 2

A  first look at analogy

“It is proper to consider the similar, even in things far distant from each other” Aristotle 

Metaphysics

2.1 Introduction

After an informal discussion on the nature and use of analogy, this chapter provides a his

torical approach to analogy and some simple criteria and definitions to distinguish analogical 

from other types of similarity-based reasoning.

Although it is Chapter 3 which contains a detailed analysis of current models of analogy, 

one cannot escape using certain terminology and referring to certain models when offering a 

first non trivial glance at analogy. In this chapter some AR and Al-related terms are defined 

as they are used. Precise explanation and analysis of some of the most im portant terms 

for analogy, as well as descriptions of the more complex ones, follows in Chapter 3 and the 

subsequent chapters.

2.2 The nature and use of analogy

AR has been attributed to a wide range of cognitive processes including everyday case- 

based reasoning (e.g. [73]), concept learning (e.g. [47]), knowledge refinement (e.g. [85]), story 

comprehension (e.g. [69]) and scientific theorising (e.g. [6]), and what we might intuitively 

think to be ‘pure’ analogy. Indeed, many cognitive scientists see AR as the basis of aU 

reasoning and learning (e.g. [30]).

The purpose of this dissertation, however, is an examination of analogical reasoning in gen
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eral. This section therefore offers an informal introduction to the nature and use of analogy, 

using every-day terminology, with the following chapter describing three general and precisely 

formulated AR models in some detail. Four general reasoning-based applications of analogy 

are:

•  arguing and explanation of arguments

•  tutorial learning

• understanding new domains of knowledge

•  problem-solving.

A more passive application (and one often used in research literature to describe types of 

analogical similarity) is determining similarity between

•  stories.

A possible further passive apphcation -  which has a less obvious appUcation in AI, bu t which 

might be im portant when apphed in conjunction with the above -  is the

•  reorganisation of knowledge.

Also interesting is

•  metaphor.

Finally, an even less important apphcation of analogy, but one which sheds some Ught on the 

(all too often simplistic) use of metaphor and transference of the structure of one domain to 

another is:

•  humour.

Many analogies involve more than one of the above, for example the solution of a problem 

by being told an analogous problem-solving instance in the form of a story. However, for the 

purposes of informal exposition the above classification should suffice.

2.2.1 Arguing

Although we may often think of analogy in the context of esoteric problem solving or creativ

ity, the scope for analogy is much wider. One area where people regularly use analogy quite 

naturally is in argument. TVpical analogical arguments can be found readily in press reports
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and opinions concerning political decisions. Quite surprisingly, they are also often found 

in philosophical works to elucidate and clarify what would otherwise possibly considered to 

be ‘logical’ arguments. A more institutionalised example is law, where much reasoning and 

argument on both sides is through past cases which set precedents for the outcome of future 

ones (see [28] for examples and [66] for a computational treatm ent).

As a simple example, the psychiatrist R. D. Laing used analogy to explain a certain opinion 

about psychotherapy. He said that if someone was in a dungeon, and suddenly the door 

opened and the person were told they could go free, they would. They would not refuse to 

go free until they understood why they had been put in the dungeon in the first place; that 

would quite simply be silly. Laing suggested the same should be true about psychotherapy; 

clients need not have to know how they came to have psychological problems in order to get 

rid of them.

An example of philosophical analogy (from [40], pages 258-9) concerns the Principle of Induc

tion, which asserts tha t to understand how nature works we should adopt the methodology 

whereby we carefully observe it, note any apparent uniformities and exceptions to these uni

formities, devise explanatory hypotheses which describe its behaviour, test them, and so on. 

There is no a priori reason to beheve that adopting this principle (presuming uniformities 

exist and that hypotheses can be developed to explain and predict them) will work and re

sult in explanations concerning nature (nature might be such tha t, at some level of detail, 

uniformities do not exist), and it cannot be defended either deductively or inductively (to 

defend it inductively would be to assume it, as induction depends on uniformity). However, 

it is asserted th a t if the goal is to understand nature by developing predictive powers, then 

adopting this principle is the only way it can be done, and so the decision is thus rational 

when this principle is adopted. The argument stops there.

An analogy is then introduced presenting the same dilemma. We are told th a t a surgeon is 

in a situation where he or she does not know whether or not a particular operation will cure 

a patient, but if anything will, it will be this operation. This is then generalised, and we are 

told tha t even if the sufiicient conditions of success cannot be determined, the necessary ones 

can be. This situation is therefore analogous: we wish to achieve something, do not know 

how to, but assert tha t we can make some valid assumptions about the nature of our task 

which will limit what avenues should be explored without rufing out any of the ones that 

would prove successful.

This analogy is explanatory in one sense but vacuous in another. We can sympathise with 

the fine of reasoning presented and to show that a similar line of reasoning can be adopted 

in another domain can only reinforce the sympathy. However, what we really want is the
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reason for adopting the Principle of Induction over any other principle, but all the analogical 

story can offer here is that the surgeon knows tha t he or she must operate but they don’t 

tell us how they know this. With the Principle of Induction analogy the operation does not 

really follow from evidence given concerning the patient’s condition (at least, the required 

evidence is not presented), it is compatible with ‘common sense’, but the antecedent to the 

argument is not fully elaborated. The selected analogical argument is often much simpler 

(which is why it was chosen) so the analogy may be inadequate for other than explanatory 

purposes. Laing’s analogy is much stronger, however, as some reasoning is given relating the 

situation to the conclusion, and so an analogous argument can be constructed for the current 

argument.

The soundness of an analogical argument (in the sense tha t the conclusion follows from the 

premises) might be considered to be a pre-requisite for any analogy. However, many analogies 

presented in argument exist to show a point (to prove a point is almost impossible through 

analogical reasoning), and the presenters of the analogy would argue th a t there is little point 

in dwelling too much upon the analogical argument when what they are really concerned 

about is the argument at hand. The problem, though, is tha t the listener may be convinced 

about the conclusions of the argument because of the presentation of the analogy, even though 

the analogical example really has the status of a story. General analogical mechanisms tend 

not to be tied to a formal reasoning mechanism and so cannot rely upon the soundness of 

examples. As mentioned, though, this is not a significant problem, though future reasoners 

will undoubtedly have to be aware of this in order to determine the status of any inferences 

made as a result of the analogy.

2.2.2 Learning

An intuitive application for analogy is in learning, where some new principle or solution 

can be learnt from a precedent suggested by a knowledgeable tu to r [3] [83] [84]. Many of the 

easily comprehensible analogies are from this area, possibly because they lack the contentious 

nature of analogical arguments and the more creative and tentative analogies, are given in 

a well-defined context with a well-defined purpose, and are ‘valid’ as someone ‘in the know’ 

thought up the analogy and deemed it applicable.

Typical examples of analogical learning involve the guided investigation of a new domain 

through the use of several analogies to highfight the im portant structures of the new domain. 

Invariably a global correspondence is given (‘the solar system is like the atom ’, ‘a variable is 

like a box’) and the tutee works out cause-effect and other typical relationships by inferring 

them from the analogical example. Any discrepancies can be corrected with subsequent
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analogies or simple factual corrections.

We can also understand new domains independently of any tutor. We initially comprehend 

a new domain metaphorically, in terms of what we already know and understand. I t is here 

th a t analogies are made by borrowing both the terms and their relationships when building 

up a first model (mental or otherwise) for a new domain.

2.2.3 Problem-solving

Research into analogical reasoning in problem-solving has varied from psychological studies 

[23] [24] [45] to case-based reasoning type approaches using conventional AI tools such as 

the work by Carbonell [4] [5]. In all these cases similarity metrics to  compare both problems 

and problem structure have been developed. Although Carbonell’s work integrated analogy 

with conventional means-ends analysis problem-solving, the sorts of problems of interest to 

researchers in analogy are not normally of this nature. They often involve stories or dilemmas 

about new domains, where (in problem-solving terms) the operators and state-space are ill- 

defined thus preventing any combined approach. W ith current attitudes to analogy, the fact 

tha t an analogy involves a problem is largely irrelevant to the actual underlying process of 

determining the analogy. Thus problem-solving in general analogy is largely subsumed under 

stories.

However, one difference between problem-solving analogies and story analogies is th a t often 

in problem-solving the result of the analogy is that one uses things in novel ways to come to a 

solution to the problem (that is the purpose of the analogy -  to allow a novel approach to solve 

an otherwise unsolvable or difficult problem). Thus problem-solving analogues invariably 

involve some ‘inference’ of the problem solution (which is typically a novel solution) from the 

analogical problem to the current problem.

2.2.4 Stories

When hearing or experiencing some sequence of events, or reading some text, one is often 

reminded of another event or story that bears some similarity to the current one. For example, 

on being refused a skin-head haircut in a barber’s shop one might be reminded of a waiter 

refusing you an order of a very rare steak (on the other hand you might not, but it appears tha t 

Schank was [69]). The commonality between such events or stories is not immediately obvious, 

and yet there is an agreed similarity, generally because the stories have the same ‘them e’. 

Pragmatically, reminding in story comprehension can often allow solutions to problems (the 

current ‘story’ may effectively be a problem statement, with the reminded one being a similar
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statem ent with solution).

2.2.5 Reorganisation of knowledge

One thing we often use analogy for, which also sometimes occurs as the analogical reasoning 

process is carried out, is the reorganisation of knowledge. T hat is, as a result of perceiving, 

or in order to perceive, some similarity between two things, the way the knowledge is stored 

is altered in one of them (and possibly both).

Gick and Holyoak experimented with the hypothesis tha t analogical reasoning could result 

in the creation of abstractions (units of knowledge roughly corresponding to well-defined 

sequences of experiences but independent of any actual experience-sequence) by repeatedly 

presenting subjects with problems and solutions of a particular type of abstraction [24], which 

was not an existing abstraction used by the subject (cf. meta-heuristics described later on 

in this chapter). The evidence suggested that with use subjects found it easier to tackle 

‘similar’ problems (i.e. problems that were also related to the abstraction they were trying to 

induce). The im portant point being made was tha t problems or stories may be represented 

or understood in a totally new way because of the abstraction, allowing the creation of links 

in memory to other stories or problems that were not related previously and, initially, might 

appear not be similar.

Amongst several psychologists who have recently begun to investigate the operation of reor

ganisation and insight in problem-solving, Ohlsson has investigated the use of w hat is called 

‘restructuring’ in an information-processing framework, and an example from [62] concerns 

the re-representation of a geometrical problem to allow a simple proof. Ohlsson also gave 

some simple symbolic examples (such as realising tha t an object is an instance of a class 

allowing novel operators to be applied to it.)

So, analogy and similarity not only have an im portant role to play in the reorganisation of 

knowledge, but analogy itself can benefit from such reorganisation.

2.2.6 Metaphor and analogy

Although metaphor does not play a large role in this dissertation, this is where analogy has 

its origins. Certainly it is in the theories of metaphor tha t one can find the most discussion 

on the distinction between the literally and non-literally similar (e.g. [55] [63]) -  something 

which only a few models of analogy address. More recent analogical mechanisms have dropped 

this distinction as a criterion for whether a reasoning process is analogical or not, possibly 

because the models of analogy put forward work well with both types of similarity. Another
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point is tha t discussion of metaphor is often concerned with the semantics of metaphors and 

how they can come to mean something, or what tru th  values (if any) they have. Models 

of analogy concern themselves with more practical issues, such as what two things must 

have in common for them to be considered analogous, or how analogy can be used to infer 

something new. Certainly there is some overlap, and these types of questions can also be 

addressed to metaphors to some extent. A simple distinction, which will suffice to exclude 

models of metaphor here, is that metaphors are linguistic analogies, used for hterary effect 

and communication, as opposed to having some immediate and useful pragmatic purpose.

2.2.7 Humour

One area in which analogy and metaphor are commonly used is in humour, which often relies 

on a simple pun, where a word is used polysemically (one word with two related meanings) 

or homonymically (two words with different meanings but which sound the same) where 

the second interpretation is taboo or unexpected. Some humour, such as this joke from an 

Enghsh Saturday-night television show, reUes on a more elaborate analogical or metaphorical 

mechanism:

Here we are at the Palladium in the heart of London... I suppose if this is the 
heart of London then Piccadilly Circus is the kidney... (laughs) W hat I want to 
know then is what Nelson’s Column is..., (more laughs)

Here a joke first introduces then extends an analogy through a dead m etaphor (where a term 

is used so often as a metaphor that eventually becomes to be understood in a literal way), 

which rehes on polysemy (where one word has two alternative meanings, which are -  albeit 

often distantly -  semantically related). It might not be a very good joke, bu t illustrates the 

importance of metaphor and polysemy,

2.3 W hat analogy is

Given the above informal exposition, we now formalise the nature of analogy for the pur

poses of this dissertation as follows: Analogy (or Analogical Reasoning) is th a t subject-area 

concerned with useful and justifiable similarity judgements between complex things th a t are 

of different types.

A type (as used in the sense above) being a non ad-hoc categorisation, hteral similarity, as 

understood in this thesis, is concerned with similarity judgements between things of the same 

type. By definition, then, analogical similarity is a form of non-literal similarity.
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A complex thing is a thing that is represented as more than one component. A component 

is a unit of knowledge representation.

An analogy is a statement about analogical similarity, often with justification as to what the 

nature of the similarity is.

This dissertation is concerned with the types of similarity judgement useful for analogising, 

and the process of analogising. The process of analogising, i.e. reasoning about two things 

for the purposes of making an analogy, will be called determining an analogy] the represen

ta tion of the things with which analogies are determined will be called situations, this will 

sometimes be referred to as a situation representation, when emphasising the representational 

issues relevant to analogy; the components of situations and the relationships between these 

components will be called parts. The structure of a situation is a loose-term referring mainly 

to those relationships in a situation which relate relationships themselves, bu t sometimes also 

to a subset of parts in a situation where the relationships share a large proportion of their 

arguments with other relationships. Causal relationships are structuring relationships in the 

first sense.

The types of similarity used in analogy will often be referred to as similarity constraints.

An analogical inference is the assertion that a situation can justifiably have more parts than 

originally represented, on the basis of an analogy existing between tha t situation and an

other one. Analogical inference is the process of determining an analogical inference. W ith 

analogical inference, the situation upon which the inference occurs will be called the target, 

whilst the other situation used in the analogy will be called the base. This terminology will 

also be used for analogy in general: an analogy is a statement of similarity between a base 

and a target.

Analogical reasoning often begins with a target and the requirement th a t an appropriate base 

must be retrieved from a set of possible bases before analogy proper can begin.

Analogy also often makes use of domain knowledge of the target or base.

So, one might determine an analogy between a situation representing im portant facts about 

the solar system and a situation representing im portant facts about an atom. The analogy 

would be tha t these situations are analogically similar. The analogy might also contain 

assertions about the nature of the similarity; for example tha t the sun in the solar system 

is analogous to the nucleus in the atom. There might be analogical inference, with the solar 

system (as base situation) being used to infer tha t electrons revolve around the nucleus in 

the atom (target situation).

After the following section clarifying similarity a historical approach will be offered, amd
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example analogies and basic issues will be considered using this terminology.

2.4 W hat sim ilarity is

This thesis consists of a study into one main type of similarity -  analogical -  and the types of 

reasoning tha t analogy can entertain. There are various methods through which similarity can 

be stated or understood, and a particular type of reasoning underUes each of these methods. 

Thus we understand similarity in various ways, and reason about a similarity according to 

our understanding of what type of similarity it is. This dissertation implicitly shows that 

what is most im portant and most interesting about analogy is tha t it can involve the use of 

all types of similarity and similarity-based reasoning.

Several points should be made on the nature of similarity as it is generally understood:

•  Similarity can be best understood in its most general sense as a three-place relation, 

two ‘things’ and the type of similarity. First, a similarity exists between one ‘thing’ 

and another. Second, there are many types of similarity; things are not ju st similar, 

they are similar in some sense.

•  Similarity can be determined even if the things under consideration are of different 

types. For example, the similarity between an instance and an abstraction (schema). 

This is one of the cornerstone statements of analogy.

•  Determining similarity can often be understood as a process, which begins possibly with 

the assertion tha t two things are similar in some way, and ends with a more complete 

understanding of the nature of the similarity and its hmitations.

•  Many of the types of similarity that exist are expressed between words. T hat is poly- 

semical (one word with two related meanings in different domains), metonymical and 

synecdochal (part for whole references), homonymical (one word with two non-similar 

meanings), and often metaphorical (one word understood non-Uterally in a domain other 

than its home domain) similarities are often stated as similarity between, or involving, 

the meanings of single words.

•  W ith more comphcated forms of similarity, the similarity can be broken down from a 

similarity of wholes to individual similarities between parts (which are often objects or 

relations represented by a single word),

The last observation made is more of an axiom. It asserts tha t we can understand complex 

similarities by breaking then down to into components and understanding simpler similarities
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between these components. This is by no means self evident, and even if this stance is adopted, 

it is not clear how wholes should, or can, be broken up. This point is continued in Chapter 

5, on elaboration.

Now th a t analogy and similarity have been defined to some extent, a historical approach will 

be given.

2.5 A historical approach

The historical overview of approaches presented here provides not only a useful background to 

analogy, but shows the commonality of purpose (and results) of many researchers in different 

areas. Many of the observations made by philosophers such as Mary Hesse and psychologists 

such as Karl Duncker have been adopted and developed by later researchers, and the overview 

begins by reviewing their contributions to similarity-based issues, especially the contribution 

of Duncker. This general discussion on the nature and use of analogy provides a context 

for the later chapters describing the framework and model, as well as putting analogy as a 

research programme in AI and psychology into more perspective.

The origins of research in analogy seem to lie in retrospective accounts from philosophy 

(see, e.g. [40]) and especially philosophy of science [7] [29], with more detailed analyses from 

psychology [75]. Many scientists when reflecting on their original and creative work have 

stressed how im portant analogies were to them. It seems tha t the use of analogy pervades 

all forms of creativity -  from extending the expressivity of language [53] to developing new 

theories about the natural world [29] -  with a similar mechanism: borrowing term s (and 

possibly structures relating those terms, for example causal relationships) from understood 

domains, and applying them to new domains. Analogy can also be applied using the same 

mechanism within a single domain: borrow structures and relationships from past experiences 

and apply them to current ones. Thus ‘analogy’ in a general sense can account for something 

as complex as the development of a new theory and something as simple as the solution to a 

mundane problem.

Two of the most im portant earher contributors to analogy were the Gestalt-influenced psy

chologist Karl Duncker and the philosopher of science Mary Hesse, and although their con

tributions may not be the earliest they do provide convenient starting points chronologically 

prior to any computational models. Although Duncker’s work was primarily concerned with 

the psychology of human and animal problem-solving, and his comments on analogical rea

soning are often implicit, his work nonetheless introduced many concepts and much of the 

context adopted by later AI researchers and psychologists. Some of Hesse’s main interests
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concern creativity using analogy in scientific theory formation, and her attem pt to formalise 

the process of analogy in the context of scientific theory formation again influenced later 

research.

2.6 Duncker - On problem -solving

Dimcker’s work concentrated on the reasoning process underlying problem solving. In par

ticular he was interested in the creative aspects of problem-solving. He stated that

He who merely searches his memory for a “solution of tha t such-and-such prob
lem” may remain just as blind to the inner nature of the problem solution before 
him as the person who, instead of thinking himself, refers the problem to an in
telligent a g en t. . .  truly these methods are not to be despised . . .  one can arrive at 
solutions in that fashion. But such problem-solving has h ttle to do with thinking 
[9],

Duncker saw analogical reasoning as a way of capturing the ‘inner-nature’ of new problems 

by virtue of their similarity to, and the inner-nature of, previous ones. So he did not reject 

the importance of experience, but stressed that memory should offer more th a t ju st the same 

sort of problem and its solution. He was therefore interested in the novel as opposed to 

case-based elements of reasoning with similarity.

A tum our was located in the interior of a patient’s body. A doctor wanted to 
destroy the tumour with rays. The doctor wanted to prevent the rays from de
stroying healthy tissue. As a result high intensity rays could not be applied to 
the tum our along one path. However, high intensity rays were needed to destroy 
the tumour. So applying one low intensity ray would not succeed.

Figure 2.1: Duncker’s Radiation Problem

On examining protocols of subjects attempting to solve the Radiation Problem -  a version of 

which is presented in Figure 2.1 (from [23]) -  without an explicit analogical hint, Duncker saw 

subjects use analogy spontaneously to help solve the problem (one solution being th a t low 

intensity rays from many directions could be used to converge on the tum our). However, the 

analogies used did not offer an immediate solution to the problem; rather, they allowed the 

problem to be viewed from a new perspective. Many of the analogies subjects initially adopted 

were subsequently shown to be ‘false’ when they were “wrecked on certain components of the 

situation not yet known or not yet considered by the subject” , which suggested analogy was 

a multi-stage process having at least adoption (of the base) and verification (in the target 

domain). For example, Duncker sometimes presented a diagram with the problem as shown
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in Figure 2.2. As can be seen, the body is represented as an ellipse with the rays passing 

through the thicker part (in Duncker’s case, unintentionally). This encouraged subjects to 

suggest initially that the rays could pass through the thinner part, then reject the idea as 

this did not prevent healthy tissue being destroyed, but merely caused less destruction.

Tum our

Body

Ray

Figure 2.2: Diagram of rays and tum our in Duncker’s experiments

Duncker explained this effect by postulating what he termed a dynamic functional level, or 

in more modern terms the operation of meta-heuristics (to borrow Wilensky’s term  [81]) in 

the problem-solving process. A meta-heuristic, in this context, can be understood to be a 

rule of thumb to direct problem-solving in general, for example, ‘if there are two solutions 

which could be considered opposites, then try something tha t could be considered to be in 

between’.

Thus each meta-heuristic, or set of them, once adopted, did not offer an actual solution 

bu t rather allowed the problem to be approached in a new way. For example, one heuristic 

involved avoiding contact between the rays and healthy tissue, which gave rise to particular 

solutions involving moving the tumour, sending rays down the esophagus etc.

Thus Duncker suggested that analogy involved the reminding of a past case, followed by 

mapping over the meta-heuristic, which then imposed additional structure on the target 

situation, possibly allowing a solution. This was termed restructuring, as it allowed the 

target to be represented in different ways. Duncker thus saw the process of problem-solving 

as the “development of the solution or as the development of the problem” .

Duncker also discussed the nature of ‘functional fixedness’, where objects are perceived in 

their ‘natura l’ functional roles thus hindering the solution of a problem. In the Candle 

Problem, which is one of Duncker’s most noted examples, the subject is instructed to affix a 

candle vertically to a wall using only a box of drawing pins. If the drawing pins are presented 

inside the box, the subject often fails to see tha t the box can be used as a bracket, whilst 

if they are presented separately (as a box and a pile of pins) the box has less functional 

fixedness and subjects solve the problem more readily. Although this might appear to be 

an independent issue to analogy, it does involve the attribution of a novel function to an
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object, which is both implicitly and sometimes explicitly [86] seen as an im portant factor in 

analogical reasoning.

When the current state of analogical models is reviewed, it will be seen th a t many of Duncker’s 

suggestions about the nature of analogy in problem solving have been largely ignored. There 

are possibly several factors behind this. First, current general models of analogy (as opposed 

to models of analogy tha t address a particular domain) seem to make little distinction among 

the various types of reasoning by analogy. Duncker was specifically concerned with problem

solving and the analogical meta-heuristic approach is not readily applicable to other areas. 

Second, the use of a meta-heuristic as the basic component of analogical transfer means that 

any Duncker-type model of analogy would have to include a problem-solving component. This 

goes against one current fashion of modular models of analogy, which are largely domain 

independent and largely general-knowledge free. Third, the restructuring of situations (of 

which the recategorisation of the box in the Candle problem is an example) seems to be 

a complex task, and it has not yet been formalised to any great degree within AI. Only 

recently have psychologists begun to experiment again with insight problems and attem pt to 

formulate them in information-processing terms (e.g. [54] [62]).

However, Duncker did influence research on analogy in several ways. Most notably is his 

use of the Radiation Problem as a prime example of problem-solving amenable to analogy, 

restructuring and insight. Second, he stressed the importance of what would now be termed 

meta-heuristics in problem-solving, which might see an application in analogy through schema 

or abstraction instantiation (by instantiation of abstractions it is meant attaching the roles 

of an abstraction to actual relations or objects in a situation), not only in intra-domain 

reasoning but also cross-contextually. These findings are echoed in, for example, Wilensky’s 

model of planning [81], and more recently in Birnbaum and Collins’s work which asserts 

th a t truly general problem solvers must be able to learn and apply domain independent 

strategic concepts [2]. Thirdly, Duncker believed tha t the “essential features of problem

solving are independent of the specific thought material” . Not only is this assumption made in 

conventional problem solvers (e.g. the work by Newell and Simon [59]), but some researchers 

now assert tha t the essential features of analogical problem-solving and analogy in general 

are independent of the domain. This belief is largely due to C entner’s primarily syntactic 

model of analogy [19], the tenets of which are not only accepted for explanatory analogies 

(C entner’s initial area of interest) but problem-solving analogies as well [36] [46].

The work reported here acknowledges the relevance of Duncker’s work on several counts. 

F irst, it adopts the initial quote in this section; it is novel similarities th a t are more inter

esting, and although case-based reasoning methods are not to be despised, they have little
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to do with thinking in the sense being investigated here. Second, the work here is also about 

analogy in general and therefore attempts to capture those domain-independent aspects of 

analogical reasoning. Third, several of Duncker’s observations are seen as essential aspects 

of the general analogical reasoning process. It is not, however, the aim to offer an integrated 

account of the use of meta-heuristics in novel analogies in problem-solving. This topic is still 

an area for investigation in AI.

2.7 H esse - M odels and Analogies in Science

Mary Hesse’s work on analogy is related to creativity in scientific theory construction, where 

she notes the pervasiveness of analogical reasoning. Her basic observation is th a t if some 

features are shared by two domains, then the causal relations between features in one domain 

tend to be mirrored by similar causal relations in the other. This seems to be the starting 

point for most models of analogy today which assert the importance of constraining higher- 

order (causal) relations, which can be understood as being relations between relations (as 

opposed to relations between attributes and /  or objects). A relation can be understood as 

a relationship between two or more ‘things’, such as physical objects, abstract concepts, or 

other relations.

As many of the observations on the nature of analogy in science observed by Hesse in 1966 [29] 

are echoed in recent psychological and computational models (e.g. Centner [19] and Winston 

[84]) the importance of this research cannot be overstated. However, it should be noted 

tha t, apart from the observation, Hesse did little to develop the importance of the central 

concepts of analogy used today (which are described later in Chapter 3 onwards) bu t rather 

concentrated on its evident use in the domain of science.

2.8 Basic issues

2.8 .1  E xam ples analogies

Perhaps the two favourite analogies used in describing many models of analogy are Duncker’s 

Radiation Problem (mentioned above, see Figure 2.1) and its analogues, especially Cick and 

Holyoak’s Ceneral and Fortress problem, shown in Figure 2.3, and the explanatory Solar 

System /  Atom analogy based on the Rutherford model of atoms, shown in Figure 2.4. The 

aim of the la tter analogy is that we know little about atoms but are told ‘The atom  is like 

the solar system’. From this we can identify the relevant features from our knowledge of the 

solar system and apply this knowledge to our (assumed) currently impoverished knowledge
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of the atom, and in doing so end up with a richer conceptual understanding of atoms.

A fortress was located in the center of the country. Many roads radiated out 
from the fortress. A general wanted to capture the fortress with his army. The 
general wanted to prevent mines on the roads from destroying his army and 
neighboring villages. As a result the army could not attack the fortress along one 
road. However, the entire army was needed to attack the fortress. So an attack 
by one small group would not succeed. The general therefore divided his army 
into several small groups. He positioned the small groups at the heads of different 
roads. The small groups simultaneously converged on the fortress. In this way 
the army captured the fortress.

Figure 2.3: Fortress Problem analogue to the Radiation Problem

The planets revolve around the sun. The sun is more massive than the planet. 
The planet and sun attract each other. The sun is hotter than the planet. The 
planet is small. The sun is yellow. The fact tha t the sun is more massive, and 
the fact tha t they attract each other causes the planet to revolve around the sun.

The electrons revolve round the nucleus. The nucleus is more massive than the 
electron. The electron and nucleus attract each other.

Figure 2.4: Solar System /  Atom analogy

W ith the two examples of analogy presented here, one can see how analogy is perceived as 

having a broad range of apphcation - the Solar System /  Atom analogy involves learning; the 

Radiation /  Fortress analogy involves problem-solving, where at least one of the situations is 

presented as a story.

2.8 .2  K now ledge representation  and analogy

The knowledge representations employed in analogical mechanisms have varied from the very 

simple, such as Usts of attribute-value pairs [75], to the quite complex, such as the Frame 

Representation Language [84]. Quite surprisingly, the most recent models tend to employ 

the more simple knowledge representations such as a predicate-calculus type notation (often 

w ithout formal semantics). However, the use of predicate-like notations -  though rather 

primitive, in the way tha t they are used in AR, when compared with the representations used 

in natural language processing and in some intelUgent knowledge-based systems -  has allowed 

researchers to formalise the syntactic nature of analogy which emphasises the possibility of 

determining analogies without having to know much about the meanings of situation parts, 

by analysing the way they interrelate.
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For example, Centner distinctly and clearly classified literal, metaphorical and analogical 

similarities according to the degrees of object, attribute, relational, and higher-order rela

tional similarity, all of which have meanings derived from predicate calculus. Predicate-like 

representations have also allowed critics to question the degree to which certain types of 

similarity holds [36] [86]. Although the more recent general models of analogy maintain 

predicate-like representations, they include other notions of similarity, with several models 

using long-term memory lookups [46], reference to semantic taxonomies [84] and thesauri 

[39], and meta-predicates which are not mapped themselves [46], bu t impose structurings on 

representations to constrain the mapping space (i.e. the set of all possible mappings between 

parts of the base and target). These enhancements often use more complex, custom-designed 

knowledge representations and procedures which work on them.

It must be stressed here that AR researchers have developed representations based on those 

used in predicate calculus. These representations, however, although relying in part on their 

similarity to the representations used in predicate calculus to gain ‘semantic’ credibiUty, are 

often at variance with accurate predicate representations (Shanahan, private communica

tion). The im portant point is that representations have been made grossly simple to allow 

assertions about theories to be easily demonstrated, and th a t ’scafing-up’ theories or models, 

or interfacing them to models using predicate-calculus correctly is not trivial.

Clearly knowledge representation is one of the most im portant issues when discussing any AI 

problem, not just analogy. The knowledge representation adopted by an analogical mecha

nism determines to a large extent what sorts of procedures the mechanism itself can use, and 

can sway the model in the direction of pure analogy working on minimal representations or 

knowledge-intensive case-based reasoning that also makes use of other representations (such 

as extensive domain knowledge).

2 .8 .3  C ase-based reasoning and analogy

W hilst this dissertation is mainly concerned with analogy, in any computationally oriented 

investigation into similarity one cannot avoid case-based reasoning (CBR). I t too is a field 

of AI concerned with similarity and evidence from current research suggests it is capable 

of being commercialised with a similar enthusiasm as tha t which greeted the introduction 

of rule-based production systems. CBR also offers techniques the essence of which can be 

abstracted and applied to analogy in general.

The computational approach to CBR began in a concrete way with Abelson and Schank and 

related Yale work on memory organisations [69] [70]. When Schank et al. were attem pting to 

produce natural language understanders they were struck by the significance of expectation
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and existing experience in story comprehension in people. To account for and make use of 

this, they postulated the existence of higher-order structures which were basically generahsed 

experiences. The suggestion was that when trying to understand a new story, these structures 

would be ‘reminded’ through a partial match. The entire structure could then be filled out 

with the details of the current situation. Filling out an abstract structure (or abstraction or 

generalisation) representing the commonalities of a class of situations with a specific example 

is called instantiation. Instantiation could give the agent a context and expectations in which 

to interpret the rest of the situation allowing, for example, ambiguities to  be resolved. Thus 

the organisation of memory (to allow relevant reminding of past generalised experiences), 

instantiation of generalisations, and the structure of these generalisations were at the core 

of this work. It also became evident that not only were generalisations im portant but also 

actual past reasoning experiences. Thus an organised memory was seen to consist of a  multi

dimensional hierarchy of generalisations from the most general to the most specific, with the 

leaves being actual instantiations of the generalisations. The hierarchy was multi dimensional 

as there were many paths to a generalisation or instance. Generalisations were themselves 

composed of generalisations, possibly ‘coloured’ (part of them  instantiated) according to the 

domain.

For example, a visit-to-the-dentist generahsation might consist of several scenes: making 

the appointment, getting there, checking in, waiting, seeing the dentist, paying, leaving and 

getting home. These scenes are comprised of sub-scenes and so on. A ‘reminding’ can occur 

through a similarity between any generalisation, scene or sub-scene. Thus on going to the 

dentist one might be reminded of other dentist visits, another professional visit where the 

scenes were similar (e.g. making an appointment with a doctor), or another situation where 

one part of a scene was similar (e.g. you might be reminded of going to the cinema by bus 

when the bus broke down and missing part of the film, if you were going to the dentist and 

the bus breaks down). Organising memory in this way can account for remindings from the 

same domain, a similar domain and disparate domains.

This work formed the basis for CBR. Most case-based reasoners working in micro-worlds 

use a less sophisticated indexing mechanism which often just involves looking for similar 

attribute-value pairs. Thus one main feature of many case-based similarities is th a t they 

occur between situations which are already known to be at least partially literally similar 

as they both come from the same domain and so share attributes (few case-based reasoners 

involve cross-contextual similarities of the sort Schank considered, and most of those th a t do 

involve the same sorts of cross-contextual similarities). The result is a reasoning system that 

can make use of quite objective (i.e. generally agreed) knowledge concerning similarities. Just
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as with other applications of similarity, the similarity of two whole cases is broken down into 

(quite easy to determine) individual similarities between parts. Many problems associated 

with analogical reasoning never or rarely arise with CBR because of the assumptions made 

about the similarities a case-based reasoner handles.

So, the first main component of a case-based reasoner is a well-defined notion of literal 

similarity for a domain, and possibly a memory organisation technique which can reflect this 

similarity when a memory of past cases is indexed with respect to a current case.

The second main component of case-based reasoners is the extensive use of domain knowledge 

in both the reminding and mapping processes. Perhaps one part of this which places case- 

based reasoners apart from general analogy programs is the use of the domain knowledge 

to repair mappings. T hat is a base is retrieved, attributed to the target situation and its 

domain, and any parts which do not fit in with existing knowledge of the target situation or 

its domain are altered.

2 .8 .4  T yp es o f analogical sim ilarities

Analogical reasoning is a term that has been used to refer to almost all types of similarity 

imaginable, from quite hteral analogies through situations sharing some common pattern 

to situations similar on some highly abstract, context-dependent level. Today, analogy is 

invariably associated with the use of past experiences in problem solving, learning or story 

comprehension, but some earfier (and indeed some current) work examines psychometric-type 

analogies (of the form A is to B as C is to ?), and other work emphasises the ‘holistic’ nature 

of some types of similarity (e.g. between faces represented in a non-symbolic manner, such as 

pixel-values in a pixel-array) [8]. This dissertation concentrates on symbolic and concrete -  as 

opposed to holistic and /  or abstract -  analogies. T hat is, it assumes that the representations 

with which analogies can be determined are expressed as structured relationships between 

parts of the overall representations (eg. a set of predicate-like relations relating parts of a 

face to each other), as opposed to unstructured knowledge where no such relationships are 

expressed (eg. an array of pixel values representing a face).

2.9 Conclusions

This chapter has introduced some basis terminology used throughout the thesis. Example 

analogies have been presented, and the knowledge representations used for analogy have been 

briefly discussed. Case-based reasoning has been presented, and various types of analogy have 

been covered.
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In the next chapter, the most important general models of analogy developed over the past 

decade are reviewed in detail, in the context of a seven-stage and four-constraint framework. 

A more detailed review, which also covers other, more specific, models is published elsewhere

[87].
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C hapter 3

A unifying approach

“As long as the use of images and analogy remains a vague promise . . .  the outlook for AI is 

grim indeed” Dreyfus and Dreyfus in Mind over Machine

3.1 Introduction

Earlier approaches to analogy mainly discuss its nature and use, but, with the advent of the 

information-processing paradigm in psychology and artificial inteUigence, models of analogy 

have appeared tha t are subject to rational reconstruction, critical analysis and computational 

implementation. Further, virtually all of these models fall within the symbolic computation 

paradigm tha t pervades much of conventional artificial inteUigence and cognitive science. 

These similarities on outlook allow the unifying approach to analogy presented in this chapter.

In this chapter a seven-stage and four-constraint framework is developed, and a critical and 

detailed review of several important models of analogy within this framework is presented. 

The review includes the most important models of general analogical reasoning -  by Centner, 

Holyoak and Thagard, and Keane. The unifying approach and critical reviews are a major 

part of this dissertation. The reviews are not only comparative; for each of the major models 

a detailed discussion concerning the specific issues tha t the model raises is given.

3.1 .1  A  fram ew ork for analogical reasoning

Given a target situation with the requirement that this must somehow be augmented (whether 

this takes the form of finding a solution to a problem, finding a plan to achieve a goal, simply 

augmenting the knowledge held on the target, or just finding tha t it is similar to something 

else), some or aU of the stages of analogical reasoning presented in the framework have
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appeared (sometimes explicitly recognized, sometimes -  especially outside the central stages 

-  implicit) in models of AR over the past years. These stages, or components, of analogy 

also seem to fall naturally from the consideration of what constitutes analogy discussed in 

C hapter 2.

To help identify what may occur in each stage, a possible reasoning process of drawing the 

well-known analogy ‘The atom is like a miniature solar system’ is given, on the basis that 

much is known about solar systems, but httle about atoms, save tha t they consist of a nucleus 

and electron, and the nucleus is more massive than the electron.

The stages of analogy are:

0 Identifying tha t analogical reasoning may be helpful.

In our case we are told (by the word ‘like’) tha t this is a case for analogical reasoning.

1 Retrieval of a potential base example.

Again we are told the base -  a solar system.

2 Clarification of the parts of the base that bear a similarity to, or may be useful in aug

menting, the target. Clarification may involve re-representation (thinking about the 

base in the appropriate way to allow the similarities with it and the target to be most 

easily determined), or removal of parts of the base situation tha t are perceived to be 

irrelevant to its use in the analogy.

We know many things about the solar system, but only some are relevant in drawing 

this particular analogy. For example the fact tha t the sun is yellow is inapplicable in the 

atomic domain, and if we knew this we might discard this and other similar attributes, 

whilst retaining those we feel to be relevant.

3 Determining the analogical relationship between the base and target -  th a t is determining

which parts of the base should be placed in correspondence (a correspondence is another 

name for a mapping) with parts of the target (i.e. a breakdown of overall similarity of 

whole to similarity of individual parts, by pairing off parts from each situation).

Here we would place the sun in correspondence with the nucleus, planets w ith electrons, 

the size disparity between sun and planet would therefore correspond to a size disparity 

between nucleus and electron etc.

4 Determining which parts of the base not yet placed in correspondence can be inferred (in

some form) to the target.
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We may know that the planet revolves around the sun and so ‘analogically’ infer that 

electrons revolve around nuclei.

5 Evaluating and Justifying both the parts placed in correspondence and the parts inferred.

We may use other knowledge about the atomic domain to determine if our analogy is 

meaningful, or we may experiment to corroborate the inference. We might justify the 

analogy by stating that one of the reasons for planets revolving round the sun is that 

the sun is much more massive, and as we postulated th a t the nucleus was more massive 

than electrons, a similar ‘revolving’ relation may hold.

6 Consolidating and Learning from the analogy. For example we may form a generalised

‘schema’ (involving abstraction of the analogy), or integrate what we have learnt by 

analogy into an evolving, dynamic memory.

These stages are shown in Figure 3.1. Henceforth, they will be referred to  as:

0 Id e n tif ic a tio n  that we have a potential case for AR

1 R e tr ie v a l of a base example

2 E la b o ra tio n  of the base according to its current use in the analogy

3 M a p p in g  parts of the base with parts of the target

4 In fe ren ce  of parts of the base to the target

5 J u s tif ic a tio n  of the mapping and inference

6 L e a rn in g  from the previous 6 stages

This framework is presented as a convenient way of looking at current models of analogy. 

Also, it is not asserted tha t stages 0-6 are necessarily carried out sequentially nor th a t they are 

independent of each other, but that at most a partial ordering of the more salient components 

of the process of analogical reasoning have been identified, in th a t either a t least some of 

each previous stage must have been carried out for any stage to begin, or tha t two adjacent 

stages must begin at the same time. The central chapters of this dissertation which deal 

with the above stages of analogy are largely independent of an incremental or sequential 

implementation. The program described in Chapter 9 adopts the sequential approach, for 

reasons described there. Most computational models of analogy developed so far involve 

some or all of the above stages, in the order given, and, if not, in a partial order as described 

above.
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Figure 3.1: Seven Stages of Analogical Reasoning

3.1.2 Sim ilarity constraints for analogy

In examining the seven-stage framework, and the models of analogy reviewed here, it becomes 

apparent that there are four general types of similarity important for analogy (which are also 

called constraints in this dissertation, as they must be satisfied in analogies). These are:
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•  S tructural similarity, which relates to the similarities between structures of situations, 

th a t is the structure of the immediate representation of their parts and how the parts 

relate to each other.

By immediate representation it is meant the representation of the part only (eg. a 

predicate) and not any representation of any other knowledge concerning the part (i.e. 

links to, and the contents of, other representations such as of domain knowledge).

The most prevalent type of structural similarity is predicate ‘structure’. T hat is, two 

predicates are considered structurally similar only if they take the same number of 

arguments, and the arguments are of the same fundamental type (predicate, object). 

Structural similarity is based on the premise tha t if two things are similar: in the world 

then they will be immediately represented in a similar way. It clearly is not true in all 

cases, but is true in many cases in analogical reasoning.

Structural similarity is also called syntactic similarity, because of the use of the repre

sentation of parts to determine similarities, but see Chapter 4 for a clarification of these 

terms. The only additional point that will be made here is tha t it could be argued that 

structural similarity is not semantic similarity because it can be determined without 

knowing what the meaning of the parts under consideration are; it could also be argued 

th a t structural similarity is a form of semantic similarity because from any reasonably 

consistent representational formalism one can infer at least something about the mean

ing of a term  from its representation, for example tha t it takes two arguments, or that 

it is an object.

• Semantic similarity, which relates to conventional ideas on semantic and literal similar

ity (as stated in Chapter 2, this is understood as similarity between things of the same 

type).

T hat is, semantic similarity relates to the similarities between parts taking into ac

count all the things that are meaningfully related, in whatever way, to the parts in 

question; this clearly includes things not in the current situation, but, for example 

general knowledge about the parts.

The best definition for the purposes of AR is that two things can be asserted to be 

semantically similar to a degree if a typical human who understands the referents of 

the terms used indicates the degree to which the things under consideration can be said 

to be similar independent of any context or other information being supplied. This 

similarity is what has been termed semantic similarity in AR.
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Semantic similarity, as used in analogical reasoning, is generally implemented as some 

form of look-up similarity, where either predicates are explicitly asserted to be ‘seman

tically similar', or predicates are asserted to have components and these components 

are asserted to be semantically similar. The assertion of similarity is simply this and 

could be ultimately formulated in most cases as semantically-similar(x,y,degree).

T hat is, for the purpose of much of AR, the degree to which semantic similarity holds 

between two things (whether they are objects or predicates) can only really be an 

approximation based on intuition or empirical study; an analysis of the exact philo

sophical meaning of semantic similarity in AR is not presented here and is not appro

priate. Thus, with the type of semantic similarity used in AR, ‘a ttack’ and ‘h it’ can 

be asserted to be more semantically similar than ‘kiss’ and ‘lift’. Conventional ideas 

on semantic similarity include semantic overlap (e.g. some conceptual-dependency like 

primitives are shared), thesaurus (mainly associational) similarity, and taxonomic (i.e. 

shared ancestor) similarity, and these have been used in several AR mechanisms.

• Pragmatic similarity, which relates to domain dependent similarities, such as similarities 

between goals, problem statements, failed plans and successful plans in the case of 

problem-solving, by their being goals, problem statements etc.

T hat is, pragmatic similarity relates to the similarities between parts taking into account 

all the things tha t are related to the parts in question, so long as these relationships 

are dependent on the nature of the parts’ place in, and relationship to, their respective 

situations; this clearly includes the above examples.

Thus the goad-relation of a base and goal-relation of a target are pragmatically similar. 

Pragmatic similarity can only be determined by looking at parts in some context (i.e. 

the role of a part in a situation), whilst (most of) semantic and (most of) structural 

similarity can be determined by looking at parts in isolation of the rest of the situation 

representation.

•  Organisational similarity, which relates to the processes of retrieval and learning (adding 

new knowledge to a memory or knowledge base and possibly altering its structure 

accordingly) which can occur in a manner independent of the similarities used in the 

central stages of analogy. That is, if a knowledge base is structured so it can be said 

th a t one situation is ‘closer’ to another situation than a third situation, then the first 

two are organisationally more similar.

Severed researchers have examined organisational similarity in people (e.g. [21] [22]). 

Organisational similarity can only be determined by looking at situations in the context
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of their storage with and relationship to other situations. Two situations are generally 

organisationally similar if the way they are stored is similar. For example two situations 

are organisationally similar if they are stored in a database using one index and the 

index values of the situations are similar, according to the similarity defined by the 

type of the index and how it is used.

The constraints will become more apparent as the reviews are read. Of course, ju st because 

a model uses a certain type of similarity does not mean tha t it has used it exhaustively, 

or appropriately. The same argument apphes to consideration of the individual stages of 

analogy. More detail on the role of the similarity constraints, and their role in each of the 

seven stages can be found in [86]. In Chapter 4, each of structural, semantic and pragmatic 

similarity is analysed in detail.

The next sections critically review the main general models of analogy developed in the 

last decade. The example analogy between Duncker’s Radiation Problem and the Fortress 

Problem analogue is described from the perspective of the model under discussion. The 

purpose of doing this is to show how (the computer program embodying) tha t model operates. 

A dry-run of a model or program on a complex example reveals the features and limitations 

of th a t model.
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3.2 G entner — Structure-m apping Theory

Perhaps the currently most widely known model of analogy is C entner’s Structure-mapping 

Theory (SMT) [19]. This has developed from psychological theory to com putational imple

m entation and as such has much support from both a cognitive and artificial intelligence 

perspective. Recently the Structure-mapping Engine (SME) [13] [14] was built, providing a 

computational tool kit for experimenting with SMT. Since Structure-mapping Theory bears 

a very strong resemblance to, and in many cases is a core concept of, work on analogical 

reasoning by Burstein [3], Holyoak and Thagard [39], Keane [46], and W inston [84], it will 

be described in some detail.

The main tenet of Structure-mapping Theory is that:

Analogy conveys a system of connected knowledge, not a mere assortment of 
independent facts [19] (my italics).

T hat is, analogy involves a mapping process from base to target domain ‘which conveys 

th a t a system of relations known to hold in the base also holds in the ta rge t’ [13]. Gentner 

asserts tha t connected relations are those constrained by higher-order relations (typically 

cause). Thus it is the higher-order structure (the sub-set of a situation th a t comprises the 

higher-order relations and all the relations involved in those higher-order relations, see below 

for a more formal definition) of situations that determines what is mapped from base to 

target when an analogy is made. In this dissertation, relation is used interchangeably with 

predicate; although this might induce a negative response with any reader knowledgeable 

with predicate-calculus, the word relation more accurately conveys the informal nature of 

the predicate-like representations used in AR in general.

Gentner best describes Structure-mapping in an operational way (i.e. according to how it can 

be achieved through the apphcation of operations) assuming a predicate form of knowledge 

representation. Given a situation description in terms of base and target predicates pbl ... 

phn, p tl  ... ptn, and base and target objects ohl ... o5nand otl ... otn, the process of Structure- 

mapping is a mapping placing base objects in a preferably 1-1 (isomorphic) correspondence 

with target objects:

M l: ohi —  ̂ otj

with a mapping placing base predicates in a preferably 1-1 correspondence with target pred

icates:

M2: phi — > ptj
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where M2 is a mapping obeying the following rules:

•  A ttributes of objects (which Gentner defines as one place relations) are dropped:

phi(obj) —\  -+ pti(otj) 

e.g. red(cupl) —\  —► red(cup2)

•  Relations between objects in the base tend to be mapped across:

phi(ohl, oh2) —  ̂ ptk(otl, ot2) 

e.g. collide(halll, cupl) —  ̂ collide(hall2, cup2)

•  The particular relations mapped are determined by their systematicity. Gentner has 

formulated the ‘systematicity principle’ which effectively states th a t the existence of 

higher-order constraining relations determines the connectedness (or systematicity) of 

relations (i.e. two relations are connected if they both belong to the same higher-order 

structure). It is systems of connected relations tha t are mapped in analogical reasoning. 

The most prevalent higher-order relation is cause. Here a higher-order relation is taken 

to be a two or more place relation with at least one of the arguments being a relation, 

higher-order relations are themselves mapped:

pbi (pbj(obk, obi), pbk(obm, obo)) — >

pti (ptj(otk, otl), ptk(otTn, o to)) 

e.g. cau3e(push(balll, cu p l), collide(balll, c u p l) )  — >

cause(push(ball2, cup2), collide(ball2, cup2))

A relation or object’s degree of systematicity is therefore the degree to which it is connected 

to other relations or objects. A relation or object, A is connected to relation or object B, if 

there is a relation R where A and B are both arguments of R or where one of the arguments to 

R  is A and another C, and C is connected to B. A higher-order structure is a set of connected 

relations where at least one of the relations is a higher-order relation. The structure of a 

situation  thus relates to the connectedness (and types of connectedness -  i.e. the ways in 

which parts are connected) and higher-order structure of the situation. These are my, not 

Centner’s, definitions.

It should be noted tha t Structure-mapping is an essentially syntactic process; it is the struc

ture of the situation tha t is relevant when drawing analogies. Gentner has therefore chosen 

a mainly predicate form of representation, which allows the order of a relation, and its con

nectedness to other relations, to be easily determined. The order of a relation is 1 plus
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the maximum order of any of its arguments, where the order of an object (which has no

arguments) is 0. A higher order relation normally has an order of 2.

3.2.1 S tru cture-m apping in th e unifying fram ew ork

0. Id e n tif ic a tio n  -  Structure-mapping Theory itself does not deal with the process of iden

tifying tha t AR may be useful. Recently, though, Falkenhainer [11] has used the SME 

in conjunction with an implementation of Qualitative Process Theory [16], in learn

ing physical domains. When the Qualitative Process Engine gets stuck, the SME is 

called upon to try  to augment the theoretical knowledge held on the problem domain 

by drawing analogies with another physical domain. The analogous domain must be 

specified though, and the reasoner does not decide which knowledge enriching method 

(analogical reasoning, weak methods etc.) is best to use. Although this work uses SME 

in a wider context, it still does not address identification of AR over other methods for 

solving problems.

1. R e tr ie v a l -  SMT does not deal with this stage. The base example is given. Gentner

has researched into analogical access, though, but questioned how people actually do 

it, rather than how it should be done computationally (remember Structure-mapping 

and Centner’s work on analogy relate primarily to human cognition). Gentner suggests 

tha t people tend to access situations in memory on conventional (semantic) cues, rather 

than on analogical (structural) cues [22].

2. E la b o ra tio n  -  No elaboration is made on the base example -  thus the entire knowledge

of the base is used in the mapping stage.

3. M a p p in g  -  As already mentioned, this takes the form of object, relation and higher-order

relation correspondences. In the SME, first possible pairings of objects and predicates 

are considered, but only those pairings satisfying one of a set of ‘match constructor’ 

rules are considered as ‘match hypotheses’. SME uses the fact that, due to the system

aticity constraint, object mappings will only exist if there is relational support for them, 

so avoiding the creation of many spurious object correspondences. A typical match hy

pothesis rule might be “if the predicates have the same name, then install them  as 

a match hypothesis” . These match hypotheses are then given a numerical plausibil

ity rating, by running ‘match evidence’ rules on them. A typical match evidence rule 

might be “if both predicates are facts and their functors are the same, then provide 0.5 

evidence in favour of the match hypothesis” [13]. For example, the relation B (x l, y l)  

being mapped with T(x2, y2) could, if rules existed, imply additional weighting to the
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x l  — > x2 and y l  — * y2 match hypotheses. That is, the systematicity of object and 

relation mappings can be reflected in the plausibility rating, where the ordering of a 

predicate’s arguments determine what these arguments are m apped with.

Relations are divided into functions, e.g pressure (piston), attributes, e.g. red(hlock), and 

predicates, e.g. hits(mary, john). Predicates are divided into commutative predicates 

(where the orderings of the arguments cannot be used to systematically create mappings 

or transfer support from mappings from the predicate to the arguments’ mappings) and 

those where argument ordering is allowed to determine other mappings. Only predicates 

of the same name are mapped, whilst functions of different names can be matched.

After considering local pairings, global matches are created. This is done in three steps. 

First, all ‘entity justifiers’ are constructed. An entity justifier is a match hypothesis 

th a t directly supports an object correspondence. The (entity) mapping sanctioned by 

the match hypothesis is known as an EMAP. For example, if we map sun to nucleus in 

the Solar System /  Atom analogy, then this mapping is an entity justifier and sun — * 

nucleus is an EMAP.

Second, each match hypothesis is associated with the set of EM APS th a t it implies 

(through its arguments, and its argument’s arguments, and so on). For example, if we 

match a revolves relation between sun and planet to one between nucleus and electron, 

the implied EMAPS are sun — ► nucleus and planet — * electron.

Third, all possible globally consistent mappings (GMAPS) are created. These are 

combinations of local mappings with no inconsistencies (i.e. no predicate or object is 

involved in more than one mapping -  the parts of the base and target mapped must be 

mapped isomorphically).

4. In fe ren ce  -  SMT dictates that the predicates and objects of the base which are inferred

are those tha t belong to the systematic structure of the objects and predicates already 

mapped (i.e. unmapped predicates connected to mapped predicates through the exis

tence of higher-order relations). These ‘candidate inferences’ can be found by traversing 

(following) the causal or other higher-order arcs (from argument, to causal relation, to 

other argument) from predicates already mapped to predicates not mapped. Candi

date inferences are “base predicates that would fill in structure which is not in the 

GMAP”. They “must be consistent with the GMAP’s structure and be supported by 

some member of it” [13].

5. J u s t if ic a tio n  -  In the case of more than one potential set of consistent mappings from

base to target, the criteria for evaluating the most suitable analogue are;
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• the number of candidate inferences

•  the number and plausibility of predicates and objects mapped

•  the number and relative size of connected components (i.e. components sharing 

the same higher-order relations; components are parts of the situation).

No justification for why the analogy was determined and not rejected is made (other 

than the above criteria: i.e. a mapping was made tha t allowed some candidate inferences 

to be sanctioned, so the two situations are possibly meaningfully similar, as they are 

structurally similar). Falkenhainer [11] has used a form of verification-based learning, 

in which applying the results of the analogy to the real world or to domain knowledge of 

the target yields either corroboration if the sanctioned inferences tu rn  out to be valid, 

or falsification if not.

6. Learning -  Neither SMT nor the SME have any scope for learning from their analogising.

3.2.2 D un cker’s R adiation  Problem  and its  analogue

This problem is now worked through to show how SME would operate on an example analogy, 

between the Radiation problem by Duncker and the Fortress analogue, both  presented earlier. 

The problem, as SME would approach it, is worked out in some detail as it highlights many 

of the current issues of AR.

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 diagrammatically summarise one representation of the two problems. A 

predicate-like representation (adapted from [23]) is shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. Note that 

in the original presentation of the analogy no semantics of the representational formalism 

were offered.

W hat may be immediately obvious from this chosen representation of the problem (these 

problems can be represented in many other ways) -  which is used here as an example repre

sentation from an actual paper on analogy -  is the difficulty of forming an accurate represen

tation. We have objects for roads, different roads and one road w ith no predicate indicating 

the relation between them. We also have a prevent predicate as a one place relation and 

as a two place higher-order relation. Possible solutions would be enforcing some canonical 

form on representations, or allowing ‘special’ predicates tha t describe certain relationships 

between objects (such as suhset(x, y)) that would be treated differently from other predicates. 

Otherwise, as Structure-mapping is syntactic, the reasoning process will have no knowledge 

of the special relation between such objects. This suggests tha t some semantic interpretation 

of some of the knowledge used for the analogy is needed to allow the required understanding 

of the relationships between objects and relations in the analogy.
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Prevent2 ■^Desire2(general, preventl (destroy 1 (mines, army/villages))

Attackl (entire army, fortress, one road)

Require(capture2(fortress), entire army)

Prevents

Attack2(small group of army, fortress)

^  Desire 1 (general, capture 1 (army, fortress))Cause2Cause 1

Divide(general, army, small groups of army)

Radiate(roads, fortress)
EnablesEnable 1

Position(small groups of army, different roads)

Locate(fortress, centre(country))
Enable4Enable2

Simultaneous(converge(small groups of army, fortress))

Capture2(fortress)

Figure 3.2: Structure of Fortress Problem analogue to Duncker’s Radiation Problem

SMT and SME would approach this problem as follows (note tha t as SME is a tool-kit, 

the exact correspondences and candidate inferences depend on the rules used to create and 

evaluate match hypotheses, and those which determine candidate inferences. For example, 

we have to alter the current analogy-match rules tha t SME uses because in this analogy 

predicates of different names match):

0 Id en tif ic a tio n  -  No identification would take place.

1 R e tr ie v a l -  The base would have to be given.

2 E la b o ra tio n  -  No elaboration would take place.

3 M ap p in g  -  Objects and predicates from base and target would be placed in correspon-
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Prevent2

Prevents

Cause 1 Cause2

EnablesEnable 1

Enable2 Enable4

Enables

Existing relationships

D esire2(doctor, preventl(destroy2(rays, heathy tissue))) 

Apply 1 (high intensity rays, tumour, one path)

Require(destroyS(tumour), high intensity rays) 

A pply2(one low  intensity ray, tumour)

Desire 1 (doctor, destroy 1 (rays, tum our))

D ivide(doctor, rays, low intensity rays)

Radiate (paths, tumour)

Position(low  intensity rays, different paths) 

Locate(tumour, interior(hody))

Sim ultaneous(converge(low  intensity rays, tumour)) 

DestroyS(tumour)

Predicates and arguments that can he inferred from the radiation problem  base exam ple 

(concerning the general and fortress)

Causal chain the whole o f which SM E m ight have problem s in inferring 

Figure 3.3: Structure of Duncker’s Radiation Problem

dence. This is the first main problem as most of the relations in the story are predicates, 

and yet the valid mappings involve predicates with different names (e.g. attack — > ap

ply). Thus the identical mapping constraint must be weakened if valid mappings are to 

be allowed. However, if this is totally relaxed then, as there are no other semantic con

siderations, the SME would match virtually every object with every other, as there are 

many mappable two-place predicates. The only limiting factor is the correspondence’s 

numerical plausibility rating, which could reflect consistency of object correspondences 

with constraining relation correspondences.

O ne P lace  R ela tio n s
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FORTRESS PROBLEM  

Objects:

fortress general country villages

roads one road different roads mines

army small group o f army small groups o f  army entire army

Predicates:

centre(country) locate(fortress, centre(country)

radiate(roads, fortress) capturel (army, fortress)

desire! (general, capturel (army, fortress)) destroy! (mines, army ! villages)

converge(small groups o f army, fortress) prevent! (destroy! (mines, army / villages))

desire2(general, prevent! (destroy! (mines, army! villages))) attack! (entire army, fortress, one road) 

capture2(fortress) require(capture2(fortress), entire army)

attack2(small group o f army, fortress) divide(general, army, small groups o f army)

simultaneous(converge(small groups o f army, fortress)) position(small groups o f  army, different roads)

Higher Order Relations:

prevent2( desire2(general, prevent!(destroy!(mines, arm y! villages))) 
attack!(entire army, fortress, one road) )

prevent3( require(capture2(fortress), entire army) 
attack2(small group o f army, fortress) )

cause!( desire2(general, prevent!(destroy!(mines, army ! villages))) 
divide(general, army, small groups o f army) )

cause2( desire!(general, capture!(army, fortress))
divide(general, army, small groups o f army) )

enable! ( divide(general, army, small groups o f army))
position(small groups o f  army, different roads) )

enahle2( position(small groups o f  army, different roads) )
simultaneous(converge(small groups o f army, fortress)) )

enable3( simultaneous(converge(small groups o f  army, fortress) ) 
capture2(fortress) )

enable4( locate(fortress, centre(country) 
simultaneous(converge(small ggroups o f army, fortress)) )

enableS( radiate(roads, fortress)
position(small groups o f  army, different roads) )

Figure 3.4: Predicate representation of Fortress Problem analogue

One place relations fall into two types -  those with objects as argument, and those with 

relations as argument:

Base: centre (country)

capture2 (fortress)

preventl (  destroy! (mines, army /  villages) )
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RADIATION PROBLEM

Objects:

tumour doctor body

one path healthy tissue

rays one low intensity ray low intensity rays high intensity rays

Predicates:

interior(body) locate(tumour, interior(body))

destroy! (rays, tumour) 

desire!(doctor, destroy!(rays, tumour)) destroy2(rays, healthy tissue)

prevent!(destroy2(rays, healthy tissue)) 

desire2(doctor, prevent! (destroy2(rays, healthy tissue))) apply! (high intensity rays, tumour, one path)

destroys (tumour, high intensity rays) re quire(destroyS( tumour, high intensity rays))

apply2(one low intensity ray, tumour)

Higher Order Relations:

prevent2( desire2(doctor, prevent!(destroy2(rays, healthy tissue))) 
apply! (high intensity rays, tumour, one path) )

prevent3( require(destroyS(tumour), high intensity rays) 
apply2(one low intensity ray, tumour) )

Figure 3.5: Predicate representation of Duncker’s Radiation Problem

simultaneous(  œnverge(smaîl groups o f army, fortress) )

Target: interior (body)

destroys (tumour)

preventl (  destroy2(rays, healthy tissue) )

(Note tha t army /  villages means both the army and the villages.) The mapping process 

would (presumably, depending on the sets of rules used in the tool-kit) match:

preventl — > preventl, additionally supporting

destroy 1 — ► destroy2, mines — ► rays 

army — healthy tissue, villages — > healthy tissue 

simultaneous —  ̂ preventl, (if mapping non-identical predicates is allowed) 

additionally supporting

converge — * destroy2, small groups o f army — > rays 

fortress — * healthy tissue

We would also map the following:
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centre —  ̂ destroy3, additionally supporting country —  ̂ tumour 

centre — * interior^ additionally supporting country — * body 

capture2 —  ̂ interior, additionally supporting fortress — > body 

capture2 — ► destroys, additionally supporting fortress — * tumour

Each of these mappings involves single argument first-order relations -  and so in Cen

tner’s terms appear to be attribute mappings. SMT does not in general use these 

predicates as part of the mapping process, unless they are part of the causal structure. 

(Indeed, in earlier papers [13] it was asserted tha t attribute mappings were dropped.)

We may note that, for example, in increasing the support for capture — *■ interior, the 

support for centre — > interior could be reduced, because of the inconsistency.

SME does not seem to be able to cope with mapping a relation of the form B(X1, 

Y l)  to one of the form T(X2, and(Y2, YS)), as is the case with mapping the preventl 

relations. Not only does this imply a 1-2 mapping, but having two arguments in one 

argument position seems to be represented as a conjoin-event (i.e. a third relation 

antfing them. Conjoin-events are also used in Holyoak and Thagard’s ACME [39]). 

Conversely, we could represent T  as T1(X2, Y2) and T2(X2, YS), resulting in two 

alternative CMAPS, if both the Y l — > Y2 and Y l  —  ̂ YS mappings were sanctioned. 

This point is discussed later.

The other possible matches between relations whose arguments are of different types 

would be seen as infeasible, or simply receive a low weighting.

Two Place Relations

Similarly, relations with two arguments would be mapped. Again, these relations are 

of several different types (two objects as arguments, one object and one one-place 

relation, three objects, one object and one two-place relation, one one-place relation 

and one object, and one object and one one-place relation whose argument is a two- 

place relation who arguments are both objects). W hat is apparent here is the complexity 

of relation types depends on a very sensitive approach to the actual encoding of the 

problem. However, using these types to constrain the mapping (or giving low weightings 

to mapped relations of different types), we might have the following strong match 

hypotheses:

locate — ► locate, additionally supporting

fortress — tumour, centre — y interior
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country —  ̂ body 

desirel — > desirel all giving additional

require — ► require support to their

desire2 — > desire2 argument mappings

The largest combinations come from relations with two objects as arguments: 

radiate — >

capturel —  ̂ each mapped with destroyl

destroyl — > destroy2

converge — > apply2

attack2 —  ̂

position — >

giving 22 possible matches, if the identically-named predicates constraint is dropped 

(which it must be for this analogy). The strongest of these mappings would be those 

where the predicate names are the same, and additional support for the correct map

pings would come when higher-order relations were mapped. One m ust remember that 

because semantic dissimilarity cannot be used to reject mappings (analogies are inter

domain) it would be difficult to reject any of these mappings totally. As discussed later, 

however, Centner’s identical predicate name mapping constraint does ju st exactly this.

The strongest matches involving higher-order relations would be prevent2 — > prevent2, 

and prevents — > prevents, causel — * prevent2 matches, but involves an inconsistency 

in mapping desirel — > desire2 and divide — * applyl, as general gets mapped with 

doctor in the first case and high intensity rays in the other, and presumably enforcing 

identical names with higher-order relations is more valid tha t with ordinary predicates.

An example of a weaker match (with one predicate type violation) is enabled — > 

prevents.

Again, these mappings would strengthen support for lower order mappings. In the case 

of prevent2 — *■ prevent2, each of desire2 — > desire2, general — y doctor, preventl — y 

preventl, destroyl — y destroy2, mines — y rays, army /  villages — y healthy tissue, 

attackl — y apply 1, entire army — y high intensity ray, fortress — y tumour, and one 

road — y one path might receive an increased plausibihty rating.

As can be seen, the mappings in the most plausible analogy (typified by the prevent2 — y 

prevent2 and prevents — y prevents mappings) have received much support. However,
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other support for relation and objects pairings may have been supplied by the weaker 

mappings of higher-order relations.

Global M atch Construction

In the later stages of mapping, when global mappings are created by consistently com

bining the local mappings, there may be competing global matches.

The mappings we would hke the SME to combine are:

prevent2 —  ̂ prevent2, implying

general — > doctor, destroyl — > destroy2

fortress — > tumour, entire army —  ̂ high intensity rays

one road — *■ one path, desire2 — ► desire2

attackl — y apply 1, mines — > rays

army /  villages — y healthy tissue

preventl — y preventl

prevents — y prevents, implying

require — y require, capturel — y destroyS 

entire army — y high intensity rays 

small group of army — y one low intensity ray 

fortress — y tumour, attack2 — y apply2

desirel — y desirel, implying

general — y doctor, capturel — ► destroyl 

army — y rays, fortress — y tumour

locate — y locate, implying

fortress — y tumour, centre — y centre 

country — y body

We would hke these to combine into one large GMAP with a high plausibihty rating. 

However:

• As already discussed, the army /  villages — healthy tissue mapping, must be 

reduced to villages — y healthy tissue to prevent conflict with army — ► rays, 

if isomorphism is to be maintained. SME could not cope with this. It would 

simply notice the inconsistency and therefore fail to create the maximal GMAP, 

creating one GMAP with attackl — y applyl rather than prevent2 — y prevent2,
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and forming another GMAP composed of prevent2 — *■ prevent2 combined with 

attack2 — *■ apply2.

•  We have a conflict mapping mines —  ̂ rays and army —  ̂ rays. The problem arises 

as there is no analogue of mines in the target, where the rays destroy the tissue as 

opposed to mines destroying the army and villages in the base. SME would detect 

this inconsistency, minor as it is, and produces much smaller GMAPs, creating 

one without desirel^ and one without prevent2.

If these problems could be surmounted (and SME as it stands would not surmount 

them, and it is not clear if it did how many other unrequired mappings would then 

become plausible, due to the deeply rooted use of isomorphism in SME, see later) we 

would have our required GMAP.

All other plausible GMAPS would not involve higher-order relations, and would there

fore have a much lower rating.

4. In fe ren ce  -  The candidate inferences are found by looking for a structure in the base 

tha t shares predicates with the GMAP, and inferring predicates from the base belonging 

to this structure bu t not to the GMAP. Exactly what support is required to sanction a 

potential inference is unclear. Here we shall follow the maxims of SMT, placing empha

sis on the more abstract structure of the base, by traversal from existing mappings of 

relations (but not objects) upwards to higher-order relations which have them as argu

ments, and from the higher-order relations downwards to arguments. So, the candidate 

inferencing might occur as follows:

•  Prom desire2 — y desire2^ postulate

— causel(desire2(...), divide(...)) As divide is not in any mapping, postulate

— divide (doctor, rays, ???). We do not have any existing mapping for small 

groups o f army. We know that small group o f army — y one low intensity 

ray, but from this cannot deduce the plural small groups o f army — y low 

intensity rays. For this we would need domain knowledge of rays, as well as 

knowledge of the relation between small group and small groups. We could 

not simply place the same relation in base and target, and rely on it being 

in the GMAP, as no object low intensity rays initially exists in the target, so 

introducing this relation would, if we wished to be consistent, introduce many 

other such relations regarding the objects in both domains. Of course, in the 

encoding of this problem, we might simply call the objects small group (divide
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the army into small group, converge small group on the fortress) and so avoid 

this problem.

•  From locate —  ̂ locate, postulate

— enahle4(locate(...),simultaneous(...)) — > enahle4(locate(...),simultaneous(...)). 

As simultaneous is not in any mapping, postulate

— simultaneous (converge(...)). As converge is not in any mapping, postulate

— converge (?9?, tumour) (as above we have no mapping for small groups of 

army).

•  From capture2 — * destroys, postulate

— enables (simultaneous (converge (999, tumour), destroyS(tumour))).

•  From desirel — ► desirel, postulate

— cause2 (desirel(...), divide(doctor, rays, 999)).

We thus have:

causel (  desire2(doctor, preventl (destroy2(rays, healthy tissue))), 

divide(doctor, rays, 999) )  

enahleS( simultaneous(converge(999, tumour)), destroyS(tumour) )  

enahle4( locate(tumour(centre(hody), simultaneous(converge(999, tumour)) )  

cause2( desirel (doctor, destroyl (tumour)), divide (doctor, rays, 999)

At this point, we would infer no more, as the other relations {enable2, enablel, enabled, 

position, radiate) could not be said to fill in structure in the GMAP, and have no support 

from any existing GMAP relations. However, they are clearly plausible relations in the 

target domain, and if we traversed not only from GMAP relations, but inferred relations 

as well, we could postulate:

• from simultaneous, enable2, and from enable2, position

• from position and divide, enablel

•  from position, enabled

• from enabled, radiate

We therefore would end up with the following inferences, and a more complete analogy.

• enable2( position(999, 999), simultaneous (...)  ̂ -  we have no mappings for small 

groups or different roads, but would wish to say something like position (low inten

sity rays, different paths)
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•  enahlel( divide (doctor, rays, ???), position(???, ???) )

•  enahle5( radiate(???, tumour), position(???, ???) )  -  again we would wish to say 

radiate (different paths, tumour), effectively stating tha t there are many potential 

paths to the tumour.

Inference should therefore be a process of traversal of ‘causal chains’ (sets of relations 

roughly of the form: causes(a,b), causes(b,c), causes(c,d) and so on; if a has a mapping 

to a ’, then infer b ’ and causes (a’,b’), then, as b in the base now effectively is mapped 

to b ’ in the target, infer causes(b’,c’), and so on) from those parts m apped to those 

parts not mapped, which are inferred (my definition, though the term  ‘causal chains’ 

is sometimes used in AR). This point is clarified in Chapter 6, on inference.

5. J u s t if ic a tio n  -  SMT’s and SME’s only justification would be the high plausibility rating

for the mapping. However, these ratings are latrgely relative to each other within one 

analogy, and do not reflect any sort of global plausibility or probability.

6. L ea rn in g  -  Structure-mapping theory currently does not include learning from the anal

ogy. SME would go through the same process given the same analogy. However, given 

the augmented target description, it would not be too difficult to integrate it into a 

knowledge base once some form of validation had taken place. No general architecture 

for the types of knowledge organisation that might be required for analogical reasoning 

is discussed, though.

3.2.3 D iscu ssion

There are several points to be made about Structure-mapping and its associated engine. It is 

evident th a t the engine is a special instance of SMT, and further th a t the above evaluation of 

how it would tackle the Fortress /  Radiation analogy is dependent on the rules selected from 

the tool-kit which SME offers. However, some general points can be made, both  about the 

inherent limitations of the engine, and limitations of SMT tha t transcend any computational 

implementation or formal model. Fuller discussion of these issues in a more general context 

can be found in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 of this dissertation.

S y n tac tic  o p e ra tio n ?

Centner asserts tha t SMT is syntactic, but what exactly does this mean? Some aspects 

of the operation use syntactic knowledge as an approximation to (or reflection of) semantic 

knowledge. For example, in transferring support and creating mappings from existing relation
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mappings to their objects (i.e. creating object mappings) and similarly from higher-order 

relations to relations, the ordering of a predicate’s arguments determines the lower order 

mappings. This assumes tha t the argument position has a consistent meaning, which is safe 

with unary and binary relations as they invariably have object or subject /  object arguments, 

but with three or more place relations, the meaning of any argument position becomes specific 

to the relation, which would mean that valid matching with such complex relations would 

also involve knowing what the extra positions mean.

There are two clear semantic considerations made in SME. Firstly predicates with the same 

name are given a higher plausibility rating, which assumes tha t predicate names will have 

consistent meaning across domains. Secondly, the ty p e  of a relation is considered in map

ping. SME distinguishes between o rd e rin g  or functional relations (such as more-maasive, 

taller, greater) and other qualitative, boolean relations (such as revolves, hits), only matching 

relations of like types. Although this is a useful constraint to impose on matches, it is a clear 

semantic similarity constraint. Such semantic constraints must be imposed, though, even for 

analogies as simple as:

attracts (planet, sun), revolves (planet,sun), more-massive(sun,planet), 

cause ((attracts,more-massive),revolves)

and

attracts (electron, nucleus), revolves (electron, nucleus) more-massive (nucleus, elec

tron),

cause( (attracts,more-massive),revolves)

as attracts in this context could be a commutative relation (we could say ‘the sun and planet 

a ttrac t each other’ or ‘the planet and sun attract each other’ as to assume an ordering 

implicitly assumes the more-massive-than relation as well). This would also be borne out 

if the predicates were derived from Newton’s gravitational equations. W ith commutative 

relations, the argument positions are not to be used to impose argument mappings, and the 

two arguments could occupy each others positions with no loss or change of meaning. Here 

equal support is provided for revolves — *■ revolves, and more-massive —  ̂ more-massive, or 

the converse revolves —  ̂ more-massive, and more-massive —  ̂ revolves. Supporting same- 

name mappings and distinguishing types saves this analogy, though, as otherwise there would 

be no criteria to distinguish between the two interpretations.

Some degree of semantic similarity could be added to SME by changing the mapping rules 

(SME is, after all, a toolkit). However, here one must distinguish between similarity cues
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which can support mappings and those which can determine if a mapping should be rejected. 

This point is continued in Chapter 9. W ith analogy, semantic similarity can in general only 

be used as the former type of constraint.

This leads on to the current usage of only mapping identically-named predicates in SME. 

This is effectively the strongest semantic assumption, so rather than saying th a t SME uses 

no semantic similarity, one should say it enforces total semantic similarity between predicates. 

This clearly must be weakened to allow many analogies to be made. However, if this is done 

in SME, it may well suffer a large loss in performance, because many more relation (and 

therefore object) mappings will be considered. This might well result in more processing 

in the later stages of mapping, where GMAPS are combined, as there will be many small 

alternative systems representing isolated predicate mappings. The most im portant deficiency, 

though, is tha t enforcing identically-named predicates in mapping excludes a whole range of 

analogies tha t do not exhibit mappings of only identically-named predicates.

Encoding and representation

The encoding and representation used in SME pays no attention to partonomic knowledge, 

such as the fact tha t small group of army is related to small groups o f army and army. 

Not using such knowledge both allows for implicit non-isomorphisms (1-many or many-1 

mappings: though army be mapped to rays, small groups o f army might be m apped to 

something not related to rays) which SME attem pts to avoid, and does not give certain 

object mappings their full due (after all, if small group of army maps to one low intensity 

ray this could increase the support for army mapping with ray) .

A further problem with encoding is tha t virtually any predicate could be made to look like a 

higher-order relation if no rules are specified to exclude this. Indeed, C entner’s definition tha t 

the order of a predicate is one plus the maximum order of its arguments (with objects order 0) 

would class simultaneous(converge(small groups o f army, fortress)) as a higher-order relation, 

where the intuitive interpretation is tha t of a constraint on converge (and whether this should 

be treated as higher-order in the same sense as causal relations is questionable). This could 

have been encoded as converge(small groups, fortress, simultaneous), making converge order 

1, simultaneous order 0 (an object?), and enable2 order 2. Another example is a m an with 

broken arm; this could be encoded as hroken(arm(man)) implying broken is a higher-order 

relation.

In the above analysis, a higher-order relation was defined by the author as a 2 or more place 

relation which has at least one argument which is a relation. Being 2-place relates more 

accurately to Centner’s claim that higher-order relations determine connectedness; a one
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place ‘higher-order’ relation can only connect to itself.

Inference

As we saw in Duncker’s analogy, using the rule tha t candidate inferences must have support 

from the GMAP prevented us from making additional useful inferences. The question is, 

how much traversing of higher-order chains can we make when there is no other support? 

Structure-mapping Theory does not clearly address this point at the moment. In the original 

paper on SME, Falkenhainer et al. asserted that inferences “must be consistent and supported 

by some member of the GMAP” ([13] page 276), whilst Gentner later states tha t inferences 

must “belong to a system, largely shared with the mappings” ([21] page 70).

Non-isom orphic mappings

A problem encountered in attempting Duncker’s Radiation Problem was the 2 to 1 mapping 

of mines — > rays and army — > rays. The problem here arises not out of an inadequate 

representation but because of role. In the target the rays play both the role of mines and 

army. If we could determine that one object playing two roles was acceptable in the context 

of the current problem, such a mapping would be plausible.

It should be noted that although Structure-mapping Theory actually prefers a maximally con

sistent (1-1) mapping, and Gentner believes tha t most explanatory analogies are isomorphic 

[21], the main tenets of systematicity and connectedness can both be applied as analogical 

similarity constraints in their own right (through the use of ‘child’ mappings -  if R(a,b) 

maps with R’(a’,b’) then map the ‘children’ a to a ’ and b to b ’ -  and use of higher-order 

relations), and can be interpreted as allowing for some degree of non-isomorphism. The 

appearance of non-isomorphism in the Fortress /  Radiation analogy is nothing out of the 

ordinary; non-isomorphisms are present in many analogies and metaphors. As Mac Cormac 

states in an introductory chapter, “Most fruitful analogies are not isomorphic” ([55], page 

10). However, the Structure-mapping Engine actually uses an isomorphism constraint when 

checking for consistent EM APS and when combining GMAPS. The systematicity and con

nectedness constraints have therefore been specialised in the implementation which means 

it is less feasible to be altered to allow non-isomorphic mappings. Insisting on isomorphic 

mappings also simpHhes inference, as the question of which of a number of target mappings 

should be substituted for a base name when it is an argument to a relation tha t is being 

inferred does not arise. It seems, though, tha t non-isomorphisms generally occur between 

objects, and not relations (as is the case with this the Fortress /  Radiation analogy), thus
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the isomorphic constraint implicit in SME is not too far from the ideal. I t will cause the 

Fortress /  Radiation analogy to fail, though. Holyoak and Thagard take a much more general 

approach, where alternative mappings are also allowed for predicates and objects [39], see 

later.

Falkenhainer et al. suggest that many to one mappings can be dealt with in the existing SME 

architecture, as all that will happen is the creation of two alternative GMAPS, each with an 

alternative mapping. Not only does this seem cognitively implausible and computationally 

expensive (if there are many GMAPS how will the complementary ones be found, what 

happens if there are several many to 1 mappings?), but this simply will not work with many 

examples.

Consider the simple analogy in Figure 3.6. Here GMAPS simply cannot be created for the 

causal mapping, nor the hits mapping as the mapping structure in each is inconsistent. Thus 

no combination of GMAPS will allow the complete analogy to be made, as the relevant 

GMAPS do not exist. This also occurs in the Fortress /  Radiation analogy, where mappings 

occur over a binary causal relation with inconsistent objects mappings. The two GMAPS 

created would consist of the causal relation’s arguments, thus combining them would still 

mean the causal relation was missing.

CAUSE CAUSE

HITS

►
HITSHURT

X X

HURT

GMAPS:

1. HURT -  HURT 
B -  X

2. A - X
3. B -  X

Figure 3.6: Example analogy where several GMAPS will not cover non-isomorphism 

C o m p lex ity

SME is theoretically combinatorially explosive as larger problems are considered. Though 

Falkenhainer et al. [13] suggest SME is efficient and fast, and their analysis of the program
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shows tha t in the ‘average’ case it is something hke O(n^), they admit combinatorial com

plexity in some (generaUy difficult) cases. Keane [46] has suggested a similar model to SMT, 

where the implementation uses incremental analogy creation. As the exhaustive approach in 

Structure-mapping involves basically what is known as the sub-tree isomorphism problem, 

which is NP-complete [18], all such approaches must have poor worst-case complexity. Such 

worst-cases will be those where there is much syntactic similarity between the parts of the 

structures to be mapped (e.g. they have the same order and number of argument positions). 

Keane prefers a simpler approach with less complexity, but also less chance of finding an 

obscure analogy. Very fittle formal work has gone on in this area, comparing alternative 

approaches, though both SME and ACME (see the section on HolyoaJc’s work) have been 

given a complexity analysis for both average and worst-cases analogies.

3.2 .4  K now ledge representation  used

As Gentner admits, the SME is extremely representation sensitive [13]. We noted before tha t 

a slight difference in the base and target representations where army /  village was mapped 

to healthy tissue would cause SME serious problems. Furthermore, no notion of importance 

can be attached to salient objects (apart from adding important(p), which is an attribu te and 

would therefore be dropped in the mapping process) thus preventing SME taking these, and 

possibly other attributes of predicates, into consideration when mapping. Additionally simi

larity of predicates can be determined solely on their names being identical, though Gentner 

does distinguish between quantitative predicates such as ‘greater’, ‘less’ etc. and quahta- 

tive ones such as ‘revolves’, ‘attract’. Again we might represent greater(mass(x), mass(y)) as 

morejmassive.than(x, y)so  either losing the distinction, or accepting tha t semantic knowledge 

of predicates must be used. Automatic and /  or canonical encoding of stories is something 

Winston [84] has addressed, though it is of doubtful practice as first the English input must 

still be quite simple, and second the knowledge representations used for analogy are currently 

far too simple to be able to represent natural language accurately.

One more serious issue with some of the examples presented to show SME in operation is 

tha t they seem to bear Uttle resemblance to the actual stories they are supposed to represent. 

This point is addressed in Chapter 5, on elaboration.

Recently, Gentner [20] has modified SMT, whereby the actual mapping process is seen as the 

core of analogical reasoning, with pre- and post- processors tackling retrieval and evaluation. 

The plans and goals (i.e. purpose) of the current situation provide a context in which retrieval 

can be directed and in which elaboration can be carried out. There has also been work on 

enhancing SME to take into account additional types of similarity [17].
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3.2 .5  Sum m ary

Centner’s work, and the subsequent implementation, has identified and elaborated upon an 

aspect of analogy practically undisputed by other researches -  the importance of causal and 

other higher-order relations in mapping and inference. However, SME is not a full model; the 

stages of identification, retrieval, elaboration, and learning are not dealt with, and inference 

is simple. Recently Centner’s revised model [20] and Falkenhainer [11] have gone some way 

to addressing these problems. However, as Keane [46] notes, such a model appears rather ad- 

hoc, with many pre- and post-processors modifying the information and inferences so SMT 

and SME still work. W hether this is indeed true, or whether Centner has simply incorporated 

Structure-mapping Theory into a more complete framework remains to be seen. However, 

it is a point of this dissertation that such peripheral processes are necessary for effective 

analogical reasoning.

We have also seen how SMT (as nearly every other current model) runs into problems with 

2-1 and 1-2 (i.e. non-isomorphic) mappings which nonetheless may be valid. It also only maps 

predicates of the same name again restricting its use. Slight variances in representation also 

cause problems. Any more complete model of analogy would have to cope with these problems 

and address other stages of analogical reasoning, rather than assign them to pre- and post

processing components attached to what appears to be an inherently limiting architecture in 

some im portant areas.
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3.3 K eane -  Increm ental Analogy

3.3 .1  E arlier work

Keane’s initial work in analogy is described in [45] where he presents a critical review of 

(mainly) C entner’s and Holyoak’s proposals regarding analogical reasoning, and offers alter

native models for representation, retrieval and mapping. Apart from some aspects of his 

model of analogical mapping, little of this earlier work has filtered through to his computa

tional implementation, yet it does offer a model of analogy, which is first discussed before 

discussing the later, computational, model.

The first main point tha t Keane makes is basically one of representation. He points out that 

representing the Radiation Problem as a schema (goal, objects, operators, constraints) as 

Holyoak did [34], and using the knowledge in the schema (applying the operators to reach 

the goal without violating any of the constraints) cannot account for the various solutions 

th a t people offer when presented with the problem. For example, someone might suggest that 

medium intensity rays be used, or that the patient be left alone on hum anitarian grounds, 

and these solutions cannot be derived from the schema alone.

Keane would rather interpret the Radiation Problem as a dilemma, characterized by a goal- 

conflict situation. He suggests that if meta-heuristics (as developed and described by Wilen- 

sky [81] [82], but initially discussed in the work of Duncker [9]) are apphed, then the various 

solutions people offer to the problem can be explained. A simple example is tha t if two con

straints seem to require opposite extremes, then try  to satisfy both by considering something 

between them; this might be the meta-heuristic behind someone suggesting tha t medium 

intensity rays be used.

Although Keane provides evidence that such goal-conflict situations might be approached 

(and solutions offered) through the use of meta-heuristics in people, it is not immediately 

clear how this approach might affect the central stages of analogical reasoning. Clearly there 

are many ‘m eta’ approaches to problem-solving, and a complete model would include all of 

them, but it is debatable whether, given the current state of AR, it is appropriate to attem pt 

to formulate a model that takes into account large amounts of domain and problem-solving 

knowledge tha t integrates smoothly with the processes of analogy.

Alternatively, it could be argued that other forms of reasoning determine the sorts of repre

sentations tha t should be used when considering analogy, and this point is quite valid when 

one considers the problem of abstracting simphfied representation schemes (that are actually 

necessary for some main models of analogy) when one wishes to make analogical compar

isons at a higher level. Keane makes use of higher-level representations in his computational
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model to simplify and strengthen the mapping process (see below), and a main point here is 

th a t additional levels of knowledge representation can structure the domain. This pragmatic 

knowledge can be used to constrain what mappings are made on a more specific level. The 

question is, therefore, what are the most appropriate types of higher level representations 

th a t can be used (as pragmatic knowledge) in analogy? Keane suggests psychologically plau

sible ones th a t will also integrate with other forms of problem-solving. There are alternatives; 

for example Carbonell’s model of Derivational Analogy [5] which makes use of problems ex

pressed as statem ent followed by a series of failed plans; this higher level structure is used to 

simplify the mapping process. W hat is im portant is tha t both base and target are considered 

in the same way, and tha t some knowledge re-organisation may be required to make this so.

The second main point that Keane makes is that the structure of the memory where cases are 

held is instrum ental in retrieval. Keane adopts Schank’s approach, where Thematic Organ

isation Packets (TOPs) [69] are used to represent cross-contextual generalisations. Further, 

the main aspects of a TOP -  such as the goal relation and objects -  provide information 

about what the initial analogical mappings should be. However, no model of TO P creation, 

or overall memory organisation is presented.

The th ird  main point concerns mapping. Keane asserts tha t objects should be placed in 

correspondence according to semantic and pragmatic constraints. He states tha t something 

being an actor /  object /  instrument etc., its conventional meaning, and its Functionally 

Relevant Attributes (FRAs) all affect how it is mapped. FRAs are those attributes of an 

object which become sahent in the analogy process -  tha t is they are contextually relevant 

functional aspects of the object in question. An example might be tha t a cup having the 

attribute  insulate when being used as a container for hot liquids. FRAs have been mentioned 

before, by Carbonell in AI but their analysis in psychology goes back to the 1970s, e.g. Ortony 

et al. [64].

Keane also stresses the importance of purpose when mapping relations, and summarises his 

ideas in what he calls the Solution Generation Theory of Analogical Mapping [43], which 

emphasises the importance of critical objects (objects directly related to the goal) and their 

FRA ’s. He suggests tha t analogy proceeds first by identifying object mappings (according 

to the above procedure), which is followed by incrementally mapping and justifying  relations 

predicating the critical objects, and causal relations predicating these relations. Inference 

occurs if a causal relation predicates a relation mapped, but also a relation not mapped. 

The relation not mapped is then inferred in the target. Finally goals are re-evaluated, which 

involves access to a long-term memory (a store of past cases) to retrieve a plan involving 

similar goals and relations to the current problem. It is this part of Keane’s work, which
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suggests an incremental approach to analogical mapping, tha t is most closely related to his 

computational model, which is now discussed.

3.3 .2  T h e  Increm ental A nalogy M achine

One of the latest models of analogy in the Structure-mapping line is Keane’s model of mapping 

and inference in the Incremental Analogical Machine (JAM) [46]. The main criticisms Keane 

makes of Structure-mapping Theory, and particularly the Structure-mapping Engine, are 

that:

•  Creating many alternative mappings and then evaluating them is not cognitively plau

sible.

•  The stages SME goes through result in an over-complex process of analogical reasoning. 

The Structure-mapping stages (EMAPS, GMAPS etc) of analogical mapping are largely 

unnecessary, as incremental analogical reasoning can provide the same results with less 

effort ([46] and Keane, private communication). Keane also argues in a similar manner 

against the ACME architecture proposed by Holyoak and Thagard.

Keane also suggests than human analogising involves access to long-term memory of schemata 

as the mapping process is carried out. This access (if successful) can provide a quick way of 

completing the mapping. This schema look-up is an attem pt to integrate analogical mapping 

of situations with the generalisations that exist in memory.

However, JAM is also similar to SME in many ways, e.g. use of primarily predicate-type 

notation for representation, the use of higher-order relations, and a local version of system

aticity. It could be seen as a more plausible architectural alternative to SME, which also 

uses pragmatic and semantic knowledge, and in this sense it is similar in aim to Holyoak and 

Thagard’s model, ACME. The architecture, however, is totally different.

3.3 .3  Increm ental A nalogy in th e  U nifying Fram ework

0. Id e n tif ic a tio n  -  This stage is not addressed.

1. R e tr ie v a l -  This stage is not addressed.

2. E la b o ra tio n  -  Although Keane adopts a similar representation scheme to Gentner, an

im portant point he makes (which follows from his earlier work) is tha t analogical reason

ing involves what he terms a comprehension part, which can produce a representation 

from a natural language input. Although no such comprehension part is specified,
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Keane asserts that not only will it produce predicate like assertions, but also provide 

“any higher-order structurings which may be comprehended from the domains” [46].

lAM assumes that such comprehension -  or elaboration -  has already taken place and 

suggests tha t heuristics using this higher-order knowledge can be applied to prune the 

knowledge held on the base. An example he gives is (from [46]):

If the base domain has

problem statement 4- failed plan 4- successful plan structure 

then analogise problem statement 4- successful plan to target domain

Keane suggests tha t these and other such heuristics can prevent bad analogising (e.g. 

between the target solution and a failed plan in the base because the failed plan is more 

structurally connected than the successful one in the base).

3. M a p p in g  -  This stage is carried out in conjunction with inference.

4. In fe ren ce  -  As the matching process is incremental, this and the mapping stage are

combined in Keane’s model. Matching heuristics are used incrementally to try  to match 

a base relation with a target relation; if no match can be found the next relation is 

considered. On a successful match being made the mapping is ‘installed’ and a long

term  memory lookup occurs to determine if a schema already exists tha t can be applied 

to existing mapped relations to complete the mapping. If a schema is retrieved then 

the mapping is completed by applying (instantiating) the schema in the current target.

Keane states that the matcher works on relations of the same arity, with explicit match

ing of ‘cause’ with ‘cause’ and not other higher-order relations. When the antecedent of 

a causal relation is mapped, but no analogue for the consequent exists in the target, one 

is created, with the appropriate substitution of base arguments with their target ana

logues. Mapping consistency is maintained to prevent matching parts already placed in 

correspondence with other parts. Thus mapping is carried out by repeated applications 

of a localised version of Centner’s ‘Systematicity Principle’.

I t should be noted tha t this method copes with causal chains, as W inston’s model 

does but Centner’s may not (depending on the inference rules). Keane also notes the 

potential problem of mapping one of two similar causal chains. He asserts, however, 

th a t the structure-exploiting pruning heuristics in the elaboration stage would have 

removed any inappropriate causal chains before the matching stage. Keane’s model 

enforces an isomorphic mapping.
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During each match, the potential mapping is evaluated according to evaluation heuris

tics, such as (from [46]):

If a successful match has occurred and a successful causal

relation is later found 

then abandon the former in favour of the la tter

Such evaluation heuristics can either preserve correspondences determined earlier (say, 

preventing one base object mapping two target objects), or indicate tha t ‘back-tracking’ 

should occur, with revision of some earlier decisions.

Keane provides no detail on the exact order in which relations should be matched, 

though causal antecedents, predicates and consequents are considered first (Keane, 

private communication).

5. J u s t if ic a tio n  -  As each mapping is installed, a justification component attem pts to

determine why this might be the case. Currently, the relations might be one of identical, 

polysemically similar, or semantically similar due to some degree of semantic attribute 

overlap (Keane, private communication). No other justification is currently used.

6. L e a rn in g  -  Although long-term memory lookup is used to determine if existing schemas

fit the analogy, no method is suggested for learning from the analogy by creating and 

placing in long-term memory such abstraction-oriented schemas created by the per

ceived similarity between the base and target.

The fiow of control in JAM is diagrammatically represented in Figure 3.7 (adapted from [46]).

(next base relation)

1 r
Input base 
relation

T
Match/map 

-►to target
domain

Long term 
memory lookup

Add to M

working memory

T
Schema
application

Evaluate
mapping

Figure 3.7: Flow of control in the Incremental Analogy Machine
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3 .3 .4  D u n ck er’s R adiation  P roblem

Currently, the lAM can only match identical predicates and so would not work with such a 

problem (this is due to the early stage of development of the I AM, rather than theoretical 

considerations!). However, given the addition of some semantic distance metric, the end 

results should be similar to those with SME, but would appear in a much shorter time. 

Any similarity metric would have to be sensitive enough to allow predicates of dissimilar 

names matching, whilst not allowing incorrect matching of predicates (which would cause 

back-tracking later).

The representation of the problem would be the same as for Centner’s. Using such a repre

sentation, an idealised lAM could cope with this problem as follows.

Firstly, structure-exploiting analogy heuristics would be applied. Duncker’s Radiation Prob

lem could be considered as a case of a failed plan followed by a successful plan (as opposed 

to the traditional way of treating it as a ‘dilemma’) as follows:

failed plan: attackl (entire army, fortress, one road)

reason for

failure: desire2(general, prevent 1 (destroyl(mines, army /  villages)))

successful divide(general, army, small groups)

plan: position (small groups, different roads)

simultaneous(converge(small groups, fortress))

(In fact, we have a further failed plan, where capturing the fortress is implausible with a 

small army.)

If this were recognised, the structure-exploiting heuristics would remove the failed plan (and 

its causal constraints) from the representation, thus losing some of the useful information 

tha t could be mapped. As Carbonell has pointed out, when drawing analogies in problem

solving situations, the whole problem-solving process (including failures, and not just the 

correct solution path) is useful is determining both overall similarity between situations, and 

in mapping parts [5]. Carbonell also states tha t all that need be kept of failed plans is the 

initial reason for beginning the failed solution path, and the final reason for failure. Such a 

mechanism may also be useful here if it is not known if the target has failed plans, and also 

as the reason for starting off on a successful plan is the reason why the failed plan failed.

From this we can conclude that structure-exploiting analogy heuristics should be applied 

only if in doing so the structure of the base and target are brought closer together. As the
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more im portant information in the initial target in this case consists mainly of information 

on failed plans, removing failed plan detail from the base would cause considerable difficulty 

in completing the analogy. We shall assume that lAM was clever enough to realise that 

retaining information on failed plans was beneficial (in this case).

Mapping objects first, we could possibly only safely match general w ith doctor (though if we 

adopted Keane’s own suggestions from his Solution Generation Theory we could map the 

goal-related objects such as fortress and tumour, army to ray, country to  body etc.).

Going on to map relations (no causal relations can be mapped unless the antecedent part has 

already been mapped) mappings such as centre(hody) — > interior (body) and therefore coun

try — ► body could be installed, followed by mapping capture2(fortress) — > destroy3(tumour) 

and fortress — > tumour, and then locate(fortress, centre(country)) — ► locate (tumour, inte

rior (body)). Clearly, getting the order right allows correct mappings.

However, if we now mapped destroyl (mines, army /  villages) with destroyl (rays, tumour) 

(as opposed to the semantically dissimilar but analogically correct capturel (army, fortress)) 

we would map mines with rays and army /  villages with tumour. We now have a confiict with 

the previous mappings of capture2 yj'ith. destroyS. As Keane’s heuristics prefer to ... preserve 

the correspondences found between objects in earlier matches’ [46] this (incorrect) match 

would be discarded. Had we mapped this first then the other (correct) match of capture2 

w ith destroys would have been discarded. It is not clear how much back-tracking JAM could 

do to correct bad mappings (if indeed they were detected), as potentially a whole causal 

structure would have to be discarded. Possibly an analogue of a T ruth Maintenance System 

is required. Of course, it could be argued that the relations could be presented in ju st the 

right order to allow correct mappings, but Keane offers no method of doing this, and it seems 

th a t in general one could not be found, as knowing the right order presumes the achievement 

of a good set of mappings.

Continuing, matching capturel (army, fortress) with destroyl (rays, tissue) preserves object 

correspondences (and adds the mapping of army with rays). We would like to go on to 

match destroyl (mines, army /  villages) with destroy2(rays, healthy tissue), but this entails 

matching mines with rays, so again we would discard it. We run into the same problem as 

SME with a 1 to 2 mapping, though rays in the target play the saune role as mines and army 

in the base.

We could, allowing non-isomorphic mappings amd assuming the mapping order caused no 

problems, go on to map the rest of the two situations and finally infer the solution to the 

problem, naunely, the causal chain causel, divide, enablel, enable2, enableS, enable4, and 

cause2.
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enables, whose causal antecedent is radiate (which is neither in the target nor inferred through 

any other causal relation) would not be inferred. If causal consequents were sufficient to 

infer the cause and its antecedent, enableS and radiate would be inferable. Such potentially 

dubious inferences (which are nonetheless apparently essential in analogical inference) from 

consequent to cause and antecedent do appear in SME (and in the backward traversal of arcs 

in W inston’s model), though.

As in C entner’s model, no analogue of small groups o f army could be suggested.

We have seen how incremental analogy could be used to solve the Radiation Problem. How

ever, JAM runs into similar problems to SME, e.g. 2-1 mappings and lack of domain knowledge 

to infer domain objects from the relations in which they play a part. Additionally, JAM could 

run into serious problems where similar predicates play different roles in situations, where 

the incorrect matching of one predicate could lead to no analogy being determined, or need 

for back tracking and removal of many already inferred relations and causal structure in the 

worst cases. It must be remembered, though, tha t lAM is a cognitive simulation and such 

confusion of lAM may be corroborated by experiments reveahng similar confusion in humans!

3.3 .5  D iscu ssion

In the above example I chose a fairly arbitrary order of matching. The same representations 

(but in a different order) could produce separate analogies. There is some preference for the 

order in which parts are mapped in I AM, though, as e.g. causal relations are considered to 

be im portant and could be mapped first, though it seems no heuristic or rule for ordering 

mappings can circumvent the discussed problems above concerning the need for elaborate 

back-tracking.

In effect, the matching metric is similar to that in SME, with the evaluation process similar 

to creating plausibility ratings, EMAPS and GMAPS, the only m ajor difference being that 

analogies are determined on-the-fly with all the consequent problems if mistakes are made. 

I t is clear, though, tha t this is the main difference between lAM and other structurally 

biased approaches, and the current method (which is mapping relations according to how 

they were ordered in the representations) must be improved upon if lAM is to be seen as 

plausible competition to the architectures of Gentner and Holyoak. We have also seen how 

the structure-exploiting heuristics must be refined to prevent them having negative effects.

A problem with Keane’s local version of systematicity is coping with non-isomorphic map

pings. If we allow non-isomorphism, then, as lAM only looks at local systematicity -  and not 

the general mapping trends in the whole analogy -  it is possible tha t many sets of mappings
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(with varying degrees of non-isomorphism) would be deemed acceptable, as (similarly to 

SME) the isomorphic constraint is embedded in the control mechanism. One of the possible 

sets would then be implicitly ‘selected’ according to the order or presentation of predicates 

and objects to I AM, thus making order of presentation even more im portant and the need 

to develop mechanisms that can cope with it more pressing.

Duncker suggested the presence of meta-heuristics when investigating how subjects solved 

problems. These were adopted from similar past problem solving traces and applied to the 

current problem. For example, in the Fortress /  Radiation analogy it could be argued that 

the meta-heuristics of divide and converge are inferred over from the base and used to start 

the solution off, with the final target solution a result of this cue and general problem-solving 

abilities, as opposed to the result of a more detailed analogical analysis involving such things 

as near-isomorphic correspondences. Meta-heuristics can be applied across domains and 

so provide a simple mechanism from cross-contextual reasoning th a t is domain insensitive. 

More ‘domain-coloured’ meta-heuristics typify many stories and can be used to determine if 

analogical similarities exist.

However, mainstream analogical research suggests tha t story similarity can be determined by 

a conventional analogical analysis not using explicitly-typed and domain dependent higher- 

order structures, but by using general analogical techniques (such as the structural constraint 

advocated by Gentner). Keane’s model is a first step in the direction of unifying a schema- 

based approach to analogy with the more conventional lower-level and detailed mapping 

approach found in most models.

We also saw tha t the structure-exploiting heuristics Keane advocates must be applied sensi

tively, to retain all the knowledge that may be useful for the analogy.

It should be stressed tha t Keane is mainly interested in psychological models and a deficiency 

in human analogical reasoning that is refiected in JAM could be considered a positive aspect. 

His main points are tha t analogy is best performed as an essentially incremental process, with 

schema lookup in long-term memory, and it is around these ideas tha t future modifications to 

JAM will be based. As such, JAM offers the beginnings of a powerful architectural alternative 

to SME to account for analogical mapping, inference and justification.

3 .3 .6  Sum m ary

In his model of incremental analogy, Keane has taken the fundamental assumptions from 

Structure-mapping theory and his previous work on analogical mapping, and produced an 

implementation tha t draws analogies incrementally. Further, his model includes the look
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up of schemas from long-term memory, and can infer extended causal chains (as W inston’s 

model can but the Structure-mapping Engine currently doesn’t seem to). There do seem to 

be problems with drawing analogies incrementally, and such problems might be magnified the 

larger the analogy. W ith large analogies, extensive back-tracking may be required if a mis

match is found late on in the analogical reasoning process. To prevent such mistakes, more 

heuristics will have to be developed to ensure that no (or a minimum number of) incorrect 

predicate mappings are made.

If we compare SME and JAM, they offer different architectures to apply similar constraints. 

The ‘correct’ approach to analogical mapping will probably be a combination of the two. On 

the one hand one must take into account the entire mapping process to gain an accurate 

perspective on some mappings and on the degree on non-isomorphism, and on the other it 

does seem th a t many analogies can be determined incrementally, which is not only simpler 

and computationally cheaper than the complicated mapping process of SME, but appears to 

be more cognitively plausible.

The next model reviewed offers a totally new architecture for analogical mapping.
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3.4 H olyoak et al. — Analogical problem -solving and m ap

ping

Holyoak’s work began in psychological theory and experimentation in conjunction with Gick 

[23] [24] [33]. In this section Holyoak and Gick’s earlier approach to analogy is overviewed, 

then his later work mainly carried out in conjunction with Thagard [39] is discussed.

3.4 .1  G ick and  H olyoak -  A nalogical problem -solving

In their initial work on analogy, Gick and Holyoak attem pted to develop a psychological 

framework for analogical problem-solving, making extensive use of Duncker’s Radiation Prob

lem in experimentation. Their initial thesis was the apparent close connection between the 

concepts of analogical similarity and those of schemas, by which they meant representations 

th a t included more abstract predicates which give additional structure by grouping other 

predicates together into sub-components of the overall representation (for example, the for

mulation of Duncker’s Radiation problem into two failed plans followed by a successful plan). 

They postulated that in solving problems of a similar type, a schema could be created (in

duced), generalising the problem statem ent’s and solution’s commonahties. For example, 

with Duncker’s Radiation Problem and its analogues, a ‘convergence schema’ might be cre

ated, with the goal of using force to overcome a central target, constraint of inability to 

apply full force along one path, and solution of application of weak forces along multiple 

paths simultaneously.

Gick and Holyoak also identified the importance of separation of relations and arguments 

(roughly predicates and objects), where semantically similar relations with semantically dis

similar arguments may nonetheless match in an analogy. They extended this notion to include 

the basis of G entner’s work -  similarity of higher-order relations (e.g. cause) where the base’s 

and target’s other relations need not be semantically similar. Gick and Holyoak suggested 

th a t similarity between relations can be expressed in terms of their component identities 

and différences. They saw schema induction as the process of deleting differences between 

analogues whilst preserving their similarities. ‘Structure-violating’ differences are differences 

tha t do not conform to the general transformation relating the schema to its analogue, thus 

making the analogy incomplete. They asserted tha t increasing the level of representational 

abstraction of knowledge will tend to delete mismatching details (both the above structure 

violating differences and ‘structure preserving’ differences tha t do not cause problems with 

the rest of the analogical mapping).

Although no computational implementations arose out of Gick and Holyoak’s work, some
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of the problems they identified appear in Holyoak and Thagard’s later work, which is now 

discussed.

3.4 .2  H olyoak and T hagard -  A nalogical M apping by C on stra in t Satisfac

tio n

Holyoak and Thagard have developed a theory and implementation of analogical retrieval and 

mapping using an approach based on satisfying interacting syntactic, semantic and pragmatic 

constraints [36] [38] [39]. The implementations involve cooperative algorithms for paraUel- 

constraint satisfaction. Their theory is intended to account for empirical findings of human 

processing of analogies, and although primarily intended as a cognitive theory of AR in 

humans, it offers a plausible framework of analogical reasoning for AI.

Holyoak and Thagard identify analogical mapping as the core of the analogical reasoning pro

cess. They have developed a system, ACME, that performs analogical mapping on predicate- 

calculus-type situation descriptions (a situation description is a loose way of referring to a 

situation - i.e. a representation with which analogies can be determined). A further system, 

ARCS, based in part on PI [37] [78] (which, for the purpose of discussing general, domain-free 

analogical mapping mechanisms, is largely superseded by ARCS amd ACME, and so is not 

discussed here) performs the role of analogue retrieval. ARCS and ACME complement each 

other to jointly provide a theory of analogue retrieval and mapping.

Holyoak and Thagard suggest that three basic types of constraints -  structural, semantic and 

pragmatic -  operate in the retrieval process. Semantic constraints have the greatest weight 

and serve as the main retrieval cues for information held in long-term memory. Semantic sim

ilarity between two concepts is determined through synonyms, superordinates, subordinates 

and antonyms, which are held in a frame-like structure for each concept. This information 

has been drawn from the automated thesaurus WORDNET [58].

Retrieval in ARCS begins when the target analogue and constituent predicates are activated 

(simply flagged as being relevant). Predicates semantically similar to those (activated) pred

icates in the target in long-term memory structures are then accessed through intervening 

concept nodes. A further stage removes ‘clang associates’ which share semantic but not struc

tural similarity to the target. This is achieved by building excitatory networks similar to that 

used in ACME (see below). Each network built compares an alternative stored structure with 

the target, with excitatory and inhibitory links between imphed and inconsistent base-target 

pairings respectively. T hat is if pairing p implies pairing q (say because pairing q is between 

object pairings which are arguments to the predicates in pairing p) then an excitatory link 

will exist between them, but if pairing p is inconsistent with pairing q (say together they im
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ply one predicate in the base is mapped to two in the target) then an inhibitory hnk will exist 

between them. Nodes in the networks are given initial excitation values and the networks 

are then allowed to ‘settle’. The network with the highest activation once all networks have 

settled is selected as having the greatest structural similarity. The output of the retrieval 

process is therefore the beginning of a complete mapping between the target and retrieved 

source.

As with retrieval, mapping involves the satisfaction of structural, semantic and pragmatic 

constraints. Holyoak and Thagard develop the structural consistency constraint in terms of 

a morphism, where all objects and relations from the base are mapped 1-1 with objects and 

relations in the target. Further, if P(x,y) holds in the base then M (P)(M (x), M(y)) will hold 

in the target where M is an isomorphic mapping function. It is this constraint tha t is used in 

the Structure-mapping Engine when identifying with each match hypothesis the EMAPS it 

imphes, when creating GMAPS, and possibly when giving additional support to the argument 

mappings of a predicates when the predicate itself is matched. Holyoak and Thagard note 

th a t strict isomorphisms are not too useful in AR, but tha t many analogies are approximate 

to isomorphisms. They therefore treat ... the structural constraint of isomorphism as an 

ideal tha t can be satisfied to some imperfect degree, rather than as an absolute requirement 

for mapping’ [39].

Holyoak and Thagard note the several attem pts to associate semantic similarity with struc

tural consistency, for example Falkenhainer et al.’s [13] approach regarding identical names of 

predicates. Referring to empirical evidence [22] [35] [80] which shows how structural consis

tency and semantic similarity have differing effects with respect to analogue retrieval, and in 

judging the soundness of an analogy, they therefore include a semantic similarity constraint 

in their model.

The final constraint of pragmatic centrahty comes from previous models tha t stress the 

im portance of the purpose of the analogy, or the use of high level information about the 

domain of the analogy [4] [5] [47]. They see pragmatic factors as guiding transfer, and that 

pragmatic importance of elements can directly constrain the mapping.

All three constraints constitute ‘pressures’ (in Hofstadter’s [32] sense) tha t guide the mapping 

through local decisions about element correspondences.

3.4 .3  A C M E  and A R C S in  th e  unifying fram ew ork

0. Id e n tif ic a tio n  -  This stage is not addressed

1. R e tr ie v a l -  ARCS [38], as mentioned, compares the current target with structures held
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in memory, utilising a semantic similarity procedure based in part on thesaurus-type 

similarities. Such similarities are held in concept frames which provide the bridge 

between predicates. A second stage purges those structures retrieved semantically that 

do not possess the required degree of structural consistency with the target. See Chapter 

8 for more detail on ARCS.

2. E la b o ra tio n  -  This stage is not addressed.

3. M a p p in g  -  This is the only stage that ACME really addresses. ACME creates a network

of nodes connected with excitatory and inhibitory links. Each node represents one 

possible pairing between an object, predicate, or predicate class (that is both  predicates 

and their instances have mappings) in the base and one in the target, and is given an 

initial excitation value. Once set up, the network is allowed to ‘settle’. The links vary 

the activation of each node according to their excitatory or inhibitory value, and the 

excitation of the node from which they originate. The network is said to have settled 

when the nodes’ activation levels vary minimally over time; effectively this meams that 

the constraints (represented by the links) have been co-operatively satisfied.

Holyoak and Thagard refer to M arr’s [56] argument tha t cooperative methods such as 

this capture the principles of graceful degradation (where degrading the input results in 

a partial answer) and least commitment (which avoids back-tracking). Further, advan

tages over serial methods arise when a global decision is the result of many constituent 

decisions; when decisions are dependent on multiple constraints; and when there is no 

preference for ordering constraints but the outcome of a decision could depend on the 

order in which the constraints are applied. Holyoak and Thagard state th a t analogical 

mapping exhibits all these features.

Pragmatic (of the form ‘P is im portant’) and semantic (of the form ‘P is similar to 

Q ’) aspects of the situation are implemented through having semantic and pragmatic 

nodes, with excitatory links to the mapping nodes in sympathy with the pragmatic 

or semantic information. Presumed mappings are also allowed (e.g. they may have 

been created in the retrieval stage), again resulting in a hnk from the pragmatic unit 

to  the relevant mapping node. The number of nodes formed is restricted by type -  

the pairings are propositions to propositions, n-place predicates to n-place predicates, 

objects to objects. Further, only pairings between the same parts of descriptions are 

created. If the structure of the situation were problem statem ent, failed plan, successful 

plan, then only those predicates in the failed plan part of the base would be paired to the 

failed plan part of the target, problem statement predicates would be paired to problem 

statem ent predicates, and so on. Such restrictions are however open to revision, they
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exist to ensure tha t no nodes are created whose activation levels would never get even 

moderately high. This is similar to Keane’s structure-exploiting heuristics used to only 

analogise between relevant parts of the base and target [46]. Pragmatic and structural 

constraints thus limit the number of nodes created, and semantic and other pragmatic 

constraints are represented by excitatory links between nodes.

The ‘isomorphic’ and ‘connectedness’ aspects of the structural constraint are repre

sented by links. Effectively, when setting up the network for a given proposition pairing, 

an excitatory hnk is created between every node required to represent the pairing (i.e. 

between predicate and argument mappings, and between each argument mapping and 

every other). The ‘isomorphic’ aspect of the structural constraint is also represented 

by the creation of inhibitory links between nodes tha t when taken together imply a 

non-isomorphism.

So, as can be seen from the partial network (from [39]) shown in Figure 3.8, inhibitory 

hnks exist between nodes holding inconsistent mappings, and excitatory hnks exist 

between predicate mappings and their respective argument mappings. For predicates 

with more that one argument, the argument mappings also support each other. All 

links are symmetrical, with the same weight (initially a global default value) regard

less of direction. Also shown in this figure is the existence of nodes representing the 

actual propositions mapping, and nodes representing the predicates mapping. Pairing 

predicate classes as well as instances furthers the isomorphic constraint by reinforcing 

a consistent mapping between predicates of the same name.

The network is run using straightforward application of constraint-satisfaction methods 

[67]. Initially, the pragmatic and semantic nodes have activation 1, with all other 

nodes having some minimum activation, but which is more for nodes th a t have links 

coming in from more than one source (e.g. more than one proposition might support 

an object mapping). The updating procedure, based on Grossberg’s [27], takes the 

current activation of a node, reduces it according to; a global decay value, then adds 

the excitatory input and inhibitory input (both of which are scaled to prevent activation 

going too high or too low).

4. In fe re n c e  ACME will accept query variables in place of arguments in some cases. These 

fall into cross-structure queries, where the answer comes from seeing the relevant cor

respondences in the base; and internal queries, where the answer is to be found in the 

structure containing the query. I t appears these are the only mechanisms for analogical 

inference in ACME. Thus ACME primarily performs mapping as this inference system 

is very weak, being limited to arguments of known relations, so none of the features or
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Figure 3.8: Input and network with ACME

problems of inference (such as traversing causal chains toward a goal) arise.

5. Ju s tif ic a tio n

6. L ea rn in g  -  These stages are not addressed.
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3 .4 .4  D u n ck er’s R adiation  P roblem

As Holyoak and Thagard’s theory is one of mapping and not analogical inference, it is difficult 

to see how it can cope with completing partial problems, by analogy to completed ones. 

However, given both completed problems, or problem statements (the general /  fortress and 

doctor /  tum our), it would find an analogy between them, as non-isomorphic mappings are 

allowed. Indeed, Holyoak and Thagard have tested ACME on a similar problem to this 

(where the base problem is use of lasers to repair a filament in a light bulb, without melting 

the glass surround) [39]. However, these tests were on problem statem ents, not complete 

problem sequences. Further mechanisms will have to be developed to take a mapping of 

problem statements, and infer the solution of one problem given the solution sequence for 

the other.

3.4 .5  K now ledge representation

Holyoak and Thagard’s implementations of their theory, ARCS and ACME, take predicate- 

calculus-type representations of situation descriptions. Semantic similarity between predi

cates is explicitly stated, as is the pragmatic importance of predicates. Further, only very 

limited expressivity is allowed (basically, as stated earlier, either ‘P is im portant’ or ‘P is 

similar to Q with degree d ’). Holyoak and Thagard have not tackled developing the mech

anisms required to identify semantic similarity in ACME, though in ARCS thesaurus-type 

similarity is used. No work has been done to identify pragmatic importance (which, by its 

nature, is hard to generalise as the pragmatics of each analogy will differ). There is also some 

mechanism to allow each proposition to be assigned to a (pragmatic) part of its situation.

As mentioned, predicate class are also mapped, in addition to their instances. I t also appears 

th a t object classes are mapped (so in the well-known missionaries and cannibals problem we 

would have nodes mapping the concept missionary, as well as nodes mapping missionary-1, 

missionary-2 etc.). A further point about the representation is th a t a compromise called 

a ‘conjoin-event’ is required if relations (understood intuitively, not mathematically) should 

have more than argument in a particular argument position (e.g. destroy (mines, army /  

villages), which has two objects in the second position, i.e. is a representation of the sentence 

“The mines destroy the army and the villages” where there are two direct objects to the verb). 

This prevents splitting relations into two. It is not clear whether the creation of this ‘conjoin- 

event’ involves a node in the network representing both arguments, or whether it is merely 

used in describing situations, and the network created is the ‘correct’ one (which would have 

excitatory connections between all combinations of the arguments in the particular argument
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position and all arguments in the target argument position). From the algorithm given it 

seems tha t the former is true, which compHcates and distorts the network. For example, can 

we map conjoin-events with any relation, or with only other conjoin events? If a conjoin-event 

(or a conjoin-object) represents two objects, then it should be mappable with an object, but 

then this comphcates the links in the network (for a 2-1 mapping we want links between 

the two base objects and the one target, not between one conjoin event representing the two 

base objects and the one target). If we avoid conjoin-events by representing what would be 1 

relation as n (with each of the n having a different argument in one of its argument positions), 

we might well end up with non-isomorphic relation mappings, and though ACME could cope 

with this, the network would be larger and thus take more computing power to settle.

3 .4 .6  D iscu ssion

A main deficiency of ACME and ARCS as they now stand is the lack of real analogical 

inferences. Although ACME can fill variables with internal or cross-structure values, no 

scope is provided for the sort of inferences available in, say, SME or W inston’s model. All 

ACME does is identify correspondences in analogues, taking into account structural factors, 

and pragmatic and semantic factors if available. Thus the admirable collection of examples 

in [36] and [39] involve mainly problem statements with no solutions. Although it could 

be argued tha t inference is simply a m atter of traversing causal chains, inferring relations 

and objects not mapped and where possible replacing any arguments in the base with their 

analogues in the target, once non-isomorphism is allowed several problems arise. These 

include relations and objects that should be inferred ‘sharing’ a target relation or object 

w ith another mapping, thus they will not be considered for inference as they already have 

analogues, albeit weak ones. Also, if a 1-n mapping exists, and the base part is the argument 

to an inferred relation, which of the n alternative should be substituted? A part from such 

structural problems, other matters of inference, such as the vafidity of a relation in a new 

domain, are not addressed.

ACME can create large mapping networks even for small problems. The laser /  bulb and rays 

/  tum our example had between 10-20 predicates in base and target yet took 192 nodes and 

1773 links in the network. Although these networks settle quite quickly (70 cycles or so) there 

are nonetheless over 200,000 calculations required for such an example (1773 links means 3400 

connections to nodes, over 70 cycles). There also seems to be a certain amount of over-kiU 

in the links created. For example, when representing a proposition mapping in the network, 

links are created not only between predicate and arguments, but also between arguments. 

Not only does increased support for an argument mapping filter through indirectly through
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the common parent predicate to associated mappings, it also filters directly through the 

created link. A similar case holds for increased predicate mapping support filtering indirectly 

to arguments through the actual proposition, and by direct links as well. Thus even when a 

predicate mapping has fallen out of favour and has low excitation, argument mappings still 

seem to support each other (and the predicate). Not only does the network have over-kill, 

bu t this over-kill is contrary to the concept of the structural similarity constraint.

As mentioned, predicate classes are also mapped and their nodes are treated in the same 

manner as others with excitatory and inhibitory finks. Although this might appear to be a 

valid extension of the structural constraint, this technique could be taken further semantically 

or logically. For example, in one of their examples they have can-destroy and cannot-destroy. 

I t would seem simple to have excitatory finks between the node representing a mapping of 

the form can-destroy — * can-X and cannot-destroy — * cannot-X. One step in the semantic 

direction could examine the sorts of consistent transformations tha t might occur with some 

analogies. For example, if a node represented instances of slaughter being mapped to in

stances of attack^ then an excitatory fink could exist between this node and one representing 

instances of kill being mapped to instances of hurt^ reflecting the same semantic transforma

tion. W ith an appropriate extension, this technique could also be used for both determining 

and justifying inferred relations - see the development of this in Chapter 5.

Holyoak and Thagard argue strongly in favour of a parallel-constraint satisfaction approach 

to analogy, asserting tha t the problem domain of analogy exhibits features tha t make parallel- 

constraint satisfaction appropriate. Their model avoids back tracking, which is a problem 

with Keane’s incremental model [46], and indeed there are multiple constraints in anal

ogy. However, some ordering of constraints can be applied, which goes against the parallel- 

constraint argument. Indeed, ACME really has two stages, which is not always made clear, 

as the pragmatic constraint of ‘similar parts’ and the structural constraint of ‘no object map

pings unless supported by a predicate mapping’ are used in setting up the network prior to 

applying semantic and further structural and pragmatic constraints when running it. The 

implication is tha t at least one ordering can be placed on the application of similarity con

straints in mapping. Holyoak and Thagard also allow for the existence of assumed mappings 

which may have come from earlier stages of the analogical reasoning process. Most analogies 

also involve some temporal aspect, which can be exploited in deciding on mappings, and 

in applying constraints. Keane’s lAM implicitly uses this temporal constraint (even when 

it isn’t really ‘there’ but when the order in which relations are presented in time-less sto

ries can be relied upon), and indeed the presentation of a situation may affect its internal 

representation and therefore application in AR. If intended as a model of human analogical
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reasoning, ACME cannot cope with this: it is too good as order of presentation does not af

fect performance. Of course, not using some of the knowledge available may result in greater 

com putation in completing the analogy, but it seems tha t ACME is intended as a test-bed 

with which to examine the types of similarity tha t affect analogy.

3 .4 .7  Sum m ary

Holyoak and Thagard have provided an illuminating theory for analogue retrieval and map

ping. Unlike other researchers, they have incorporated semantic, structural and pragmatic 

constraints, which compete in a cooperative manner. Other constraints (e.g. temporal) could 

easily be added to their theory, by creating excitatory hnks between nodes conforming to 

the constraint, and creating inhibitory connections between nodes which together violate it. 

However, no mechanisms have been developed for anything but the most limited of analogical 

inferences, nor anything but the most hmited notions of semantic or pragmatic similarity, nor 

the elaboration of knowledge to make it amenable to the analogy. Further, the knowledge 

representation is still limited to predicates, which cannot capture all the knowledge required 

for analogy in an efficient manner.

However, ACME is rightly described as a successor to Structure-mapping. It also (along with 

Keane’s lAM) introduces architectural considerations into reseeirch on AR. ACME stands as 

a model of analogy against which any new approach tha t asserts anything about analogical 

mapping should be judged.

3.5 Sum m ary

The above critical review has shown tha t the adoption of a unifying framework can highhght 

features and déficiences in models of analogy, as well as offer a useful tool with which they 

can be compared. This was one of the purposes of this chapter.

The second purpose of the chapter was to critically review the three main general models 

of analogy. The example run-though of each model with the Radiation /  Fortress analogy 

has revealed to some extent how these models are implemented, as well as identified certain 

problems, both conceptual with the model and practical with the implementation, in the 

sense th a t the well-known Radiation /  Fortress analogy can not be completed (mapped and 

inferred) with any of the three models. Now tha t these models have been reviewed, the 

remainder of the dissertation can be presented. This includes a general model for analogy 

and associated implementation with sufficient advances such th a t the Radiation /  Fortress 

analogy can be mapped and inferred.
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The remainder of this dissertation is a study into the central stages of analogy, in the context 

of general analogical reasoning: it re-examines the four similarity constraints (structural, se

mantic and pragmatic similarity are presented in Chapter 4 on mapping, and organisational 

similarity is re-examined in Chapter 8 on memory), and offers general techniques for elabo

ration, mapping, inference and justification, as well as providing an outline for the peripheral 

stages of analogy in Chapter 8. At all times the current state of work in the relevant area is 

examined and enhancements suggested. In this way the ideas presented in this dissertation 

belong, hke those embedded in the three models presented here, to the continuing develop

ment of the knowledge of the theory and implementation of general analogical reasoners.

Chapter 9 describes a program developed to experiment with many of the contributions to 

general AR offered in the central chapters.

In each of the remaining chapters, the overall aim is to re-examine the relevant stage afresh, 

determine what the most important déficiences of current models are when it comes to that 

stage, and then offer some general techniques tha t can begin to overcome these problems. 

The first stage considered is mapping. This is because it is the central stage of general AR. In 

order to provide an account of mapping, the three main types of similarity are re-examined. 

The remainder of this dissertation thus answers, or begins to answer, the question ‘W hat’s 

missing from models of analogy’, by offering an account of each stage and each type of 

similarity, which in conjunction with the discussion in this chapter of current models, offers 

remedies or suggestions as to what the hmitations are and how they can be overcome.
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C hapter 4

M apping

Lok discovered ‘like’. He had used likeness all his life without being aware of it 
. . .  Now, in a convulsion of understanding Lok found himself using hkeness as a 
tool as surely as ever he had used a stone to hack at sticks or meat. Likeness 
could grasp the white-faced hunters with a hand, could put them  into the world 
where they were thinkable and not a random and unrelated irruption” William 
Golding The Inheritors

4.1 Introduction

It is generally acknowledged that the central stage of analogical reasoning is mapping, and 

th a t even in the other stages of analogy, often some form of mapping must at least im

plicitly take place. Quite simply, mapping involves placing paurts of the base and target in 

correspondence, according to similarity constraints which together allow the determination 

of analogical similarity. So the result of mapping a base and target will be a set of individual 

mappings between base parts and target parts. As stated in Chapter 3, similarity constraints 

used in analogy can be divided into four main types. The critical review there showed how 

these constraints had been used to greater or lesser degrees in various models. In this chapter, 

three of these constraints are examined again, with new suggestions and associated argument 

for their extension and use. This chapter also relates the constraints to each other, which is 

a novel theoretical standpoint.

The conventional approach to mapping is tha t various constraints determine which parts 

of the base and target should be placed in correspondence or mapped, bu t effectively each 

constraint offers a way of determining some type of similarity and therefore will offer some 

‘mappings’ between base and target parts. The analogical mechanism (i.e. reasoning mecha

nism implementing the process of determining an analogy) should then decide which are the 

most appropriate. The questions are therefore:
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•  Which of all the types of similarity are most appropriate in determining analogical 

similarity?

•  Which similarities are strongest?

•  How should possibly competing similarities be combined?

The aim is not only an investigation of the various cues used in mapping, but the development 

of a model to describe their use as -  and in -  a computational process. The first sections of 

this chapter are an attem pt to answer the first two questions as they analyse various types of 

similarity and their relevance to analogy, including both quite well-developed and newer ideas. 

The aim in these sections is not only to show what similarities might be useful for analogy, 

but also why this might be the case, so there are sub-sections discussing why structural 

similarity works, and, e.g. how polysemy and metaphor allow it to work. The remaining 

sections attem pt to show how the various useful types of similarity can be performed using 

a small range of techniques. However, no absolute answers are given here. The program 

which implements many of the similarities described in this chapter by necessity offers a 

more precise formulation of the similarities described and method of combination. Thus the 

issues th a t these questions raise are also discussed in Chapter 9. The emphasis here is on a 

general answer.

In discussing the three types of similarity used in mapping, there is considerable overlap, 

and it seems that by extending one aspect of one type of similarity, one ends up discussing 

another type. This is due to the fact that structural, semantic and pragmatic similarity lie 

on a continuum, from making minimal assumptions about the meaning of terms, through 

making conventional ones, to making contextually sensitive and domain dependent ones. 

This is a novel perspective on similarity constraints in AR, and its effects are seen in this 

chapter through the attem pt to find new types of similarity tha t really lie between existing 

types (the new system of types defined in this chapter lies between conventional AR uses of 

syntactic similarity and semantic similarity; the extension of the use of function /  structure 

relationships described later on lie between conventional AR approaches to semantic simi

larity and pragmatic similarity; also see the new use of function /  structure relationships in 

inference). Thus it is most appropriate to begin with the structural type and follow with 

semantic and pragmatic similarity, and finally discuss restructuring, which is relevant to both 

the application of some of the more complex types of semantic and pragmatic similarity, and 

to elaboration. Organisational similarity hes orthogonal to these three: it relates to the 

peripheral stages of analogy and so is discussed in Chapter 8.

A general point to make is that similarity in analogy often has an internal basis -  i.e. the
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structure (how the parts in a situation relate to each other) as allowed by the representational 

formahsm and expressiveness of the base and target help determine the mappings. This is 

opposed to similarity tha t can be determined externally, say by referring two term s to a 

thesaurus or dictionary and looking for semantic overlap. It is also different to similarity 

th a t can be determined absolutely, say by some common abstract property of two parts (e.g. 

their arity). This (new) distinction regarding internal, external and absolute similarity is used 

here to aid explanation, and is continued in the chapter on elaboration, which discusses both 

how analogical structures can be made more internally compatible and how analogical parts 

can be made more absolutely compatible without any loss of meaning. Both this chapter and 

the elaboration chapter discuss how external similarities can help prime the analogy.

Before discussing mapping in more detail, it should be pointed out tha t the word ‘mapping’ is 

used in three senses here: first, it refers to the process of determining a set of correspondences 

between two situations; second, it refers to one of these correspondences; and th ird  it refers 

to the actual set of correspondences between two situations. In this dissertation it should be 

clear in which sense the word is being used.

4.2 W hy have mapping?

Mapping is the core stage of analogy tha t largely answers the question of whether or not an 

analogical similarity exists between base and target. Mapping does this as follows:

•  It provides a set of correspondences between base and target parts. This set of ‘map

pings’ allows a description of the type of analogy tha t exists, insofar as the various 

types of similarity in each correspondence are satisfied.

•  A set of mappings which satisfies certain constraints in itself offers a useful criterion for 

an analogy to be said to exist. That is:

•  The analogy can be justified by examining the plausibility of each of these individual 

mappings and the plausibility of the set as a whole (see Chapter 7 on justification).

•  A ttem pting to formulate a set of mappings often highhghts déficiences in the analogy. 

Indeed, as is pointed out in Chapter 2, an analogy tha t might be readily acceptable to 

a person (such as the Principle of Induction /  Doctor Must Operate analogy) might 

not be as acceptable after one has tried to find mappings between the base and target.

•  Inference is often necessary for analogy to be usefully employed. W hen inferring parts 

in the target, individual mappings are necessary to allow the correct instantiation of
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target parts, and to determine which target parts should be inferred (see Chapter 6 

on inference). Instantiation in inference is similar in concept to instantiation of an 

abstraction (determining values for its roles). Instead of roles are new target parts; 

the function of inference is to assert tha t new parts exist in the target on the basis 

of the mapping and the unmapped base parts; the unmapped base parts are therefore 

instantiated into the target situation and its domain.

4.3 M echanism s o f mapping

The main method used by many models of AR is Structure-mapping or a near relation. In 

almost all cases the use of determining, constraining or causal relationships (i.e. higher order 

relations which state how one relation affects another) is used. Extensions to this have been 

developed by Holyoak and Thagard who include pragmatic and semantic considerations.

The types of similarity used for mapping in analogical models to date are as follows:

U se  o f  h ig h e r-o rd e r  re la tio n s  - Typically causal relations can provide a structure to a 

situation which can then be mapped (as used by Gentner [19], W inston [84], Keane [46], 

Kedar-Cabelli [47], Burstein [3], Russell and Davies [76], and Tenenberg [77]). Mapping 

higher-order relations can identify mappings between lower-order relations and objects 

through the ordering (or role) of the arguments in the higher-order relation.

U se  o f  o th e r  s t r u c tu ra l  re la tio n s  a n d  fe a tu re s  - This is adopted by both  Keane [46] 

and Holyoak and Thagard [39]. If the pragmatic structure of a situation is present 

then it can be used to identify which parts should be mapped with which (and possibly 

which parts in the base should not be mapped at all to the target). For example in 

problem-solving analogies, all problems are assumed to have initial states, final states 

etc. [5]. If we are to draw an analogy between a problem statem ent and goal and an 

analogous problem statement, goal and solution, we know to m ap the two statements, 

two goals, then go on to attribute (infer) the analogous solution to the target.

U se  o f  co m m o n a litie s  th ro u g h  a b s tra c tio n s  - Gick and Holyoak [23], Greiner [26], Rus

sell and Davies [76], and Burstein [3] use this type of similarity to constrain the base 

to the im portant relations, whilst Falkenhainer has examined role-based knowledge in 

analogy by considering context [12]. The essence of this approach is to define a set of 

relation-types and object-types and relationships between them  - this being the abstrac

tion - and then simply attach relations and objects in a situation to various relations 

from the set. If there are two situations which both have relations attached to the
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same abstraction then an immediate mapping can be made. Keane’s model, whilst 

relying on Structure-mapping type techniques, has a long-term memory lookup, from 

which abstractions can be retrieved allowing a quick completion of the mapping, A 

main problem of using abstractions is generating them in the first place, as the sorts of 

abstractions that will prove useful can only be generated through the process of analogy 

itself.

The mechanisms for mapping have included the following:

O rd e r  o f  p re s e n ta tio n  - Keane’s incremental model relies heavily on the order in which 

the predicates and objects are presented to the analogical reasoner.

P a ra lle l  c o n s tra in t sa tis fac tio n  - Holyoak and Thagard’s approach effectively merges sev

eral of the im portant constraints in analogies into a cooperative model [39]. This has 

the added advantage tha t some constraints need only be partially satisfied.

M a p p in g  ov er e n tire  b ase  - This can be followed by perturbation to satisfy the con

straints of the target (e.g. Purpose-Directed Analogy [47], or Transformational Analogy 

[4]). Perturbation is, in AR, the process of altering parts of situations until they con

form to some criteria (such as being appropriate predicates to assert in a particular 

domain, or to being predicates tha t have preconditions satisfied). This can only really 

be achieved in analogies where much domain knowledge is available on the target (e.g. 

Koton’s use of an underlying causal model [51]). A related method th a t also tackles 

the elaboration stage is mapping the goal ‘backwards’ from the target to the base, 

identifying the relevant causal network, then mapping tha t back into the target [84], 

possibly followed by modification. Hofstadter and Mitchell [30] use structural informa

tion about the base and target to transform a relation holding in the base to one tha t 

holds satisfactorily in the target.

The next four sections describe and advocate the types of similarity useful for analogy (which 

continues from the issues raised by the first 4 points above).

4.4 Structural Similarity

Many people believe tha t analogy is a deep, pattern-oriented technique where conventional 

hteral or semantic similarities give way to more abstract ones. Structural similarity, which 

determines analogical similarity predominantly through an assessment of the degree of simi

larity on just the syntactic representations of the base and target, has been seen as a major
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element in analogy. W hat is commonly referred to as structural similarity is actually a set of 

three quite independent constraints:

•  A syntactic similarity constraint -  parts are mapped th a t ‘look’ similar, e.g. objects 

map only with objects, n-place relations with n-place relations, and n-place higher- 

order relations with n-place higher-order relations.

•  A consistency constraint -  the mappings are, or tend to be, isomorphic, i.e. 1-1. This 

is also referred to as coherency.

• A systematicity constraint -  parts tha t stood in some relationship or system of relation

ships in the base in general stand in the same or ‘similar’ relationship in the target. The 

systematicity constraint also embeds what could be called a ‘completeness’ constraint - 

th a t if a relation is mapped, then its arguments must also be mapped with the relation’s 

analogue’s arguments (i.e. systematically).

One thing th a t all these constraints have in common is that they can be seen as either absolute 

or internal constraints - no external references are required in order to employ them, just the 

‘appearance’ of the parts.

Much of the following discussion on structural similarity examines problems with, and looks 

at extensions to, the above constraints. It is important to reahse tha t structural similarity 

is comprised of these largely independent parts, and tha t only the first refers to some cri

terion for evaluating individual mappings (or similarities) -  one can use systematicity and 

consistency with other types of similarity which involve relationships between parts.

As shown in the review of Gentner’s work, strict structural similarity cannot be considered 

powerful enough to act as a general analogical constraint on its own (because of the ensuing 

problems with non-isomorphism and combinatorial problems if identical predicate-matching 

is dropped), and at least some extensions to syntactic similarity th a t begin to verge on the 

semantic must be considered. Gentner has adopted limited notions of semantic similarity in 

her model, and indeed many of the techniques used to enforce structural similarity can be 

seen as very weak semantic constraints. Very little comment is made on the systematicity 

constraint in this chapter, as it is undoubtedly almost always relevant (but see Chapter 5 on 

elaboration which argues that in order for it to be appfied some work may have to be done on 

ensuring there is a common relational structure in the base and ta rge t). It is shown here that 

the consistency constraint must be weaJcened and used along with other types of similarity.
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4 .4 .1  C urrent issues

Considering the critical reviews presented in Chapter 3, several main observations -  which set 

the scene for the discussion in the rest of this section, and to some extent the whole chapter 

-  concerning the current applications and future use of structural similarity can be made:

Sensitivity with syntactic similarity and with using systematicity -  Many structural theories 

simply ‘fall over’ and sanction little or no mapping at all because slight differences in 

ju st one or two relations mean that the base and target lose syntactic similarity and 

systematicity, and these are necessary similarities in many theories.

Complete consistency is too strong -  One way to allow some non-systematicity, if pragmatic, 

semantic, or other structural constraints require it, is to drop the strict isomorphism 

constraint, evaluating analogies along some continuum of coherency, rather than en

forcing it as an absolute. This is because using systematicity results in a mapping. For 

example, if R maps to R’ and R(a,b) and R ’(a’,b’) then, by systematicity, a maps to 

a ’ and b to b ’ and this might be non-isomorphic with respect to another mapping (say, 

if S(a,b) maps to S’(b’,a’) ); here one must either allow the non-isomorphism or accept 

th a t systematicity cannot be used, at least in some cases.

So, analogical reasoners should allow some degree of n-1 and 1-n mappings, especially 

if there are higher-order structures -  groups of connected higher order relations -  that 

remain plausible with the non-isomorphism (see the section on pragmatic similarity). 

Enforcing isomorphism can also be time-consuming because of all the consistency check

ing (e.g. the 0(n!) worst-case process in SME), and so relaxing it can make analogical 

mapping less computationally expensive.

Use o f different types o f higher-order relations when applying systematicity -  Higher-order, 

or structuring, relations are im portant in analogy for both determining child mappings 

(mappings made on the basis of the parts being arguments to relations which form 

another mapping) and ensuring tha t only connected systems of relations are mapped 

(i.e. the analogy is systematic). However, some situations might not have causal or other 

conventionally used higher-order links, or they might be implicit in the representation 

(for example, they might be implicit in the time ordering of relations in the situation, 

or in the order in which relations are presented). Some models for mapping rely only 

on the structure of the causal network, and so may map pragmatically irrelevant parts 

simply because they share more causal structure (e.g. a failed plan with a successful 

one) than pragmatically similar ones [46].
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4 .4 .2  W eakness o f  strong structural approaches

In this chapter, structural similarity -  and especially the syntactic similarity component -  

is presented as just one type of constraint, which must be used in conjunction with other 

types of similarity and other stages of analogy. However, some researchers in analogy have 

suggested tha t not only can the three main components of the structural approach account for 

most analogies, but tha t the actual cognitive mechanism in humans uses something similar 

to the functional operation of largely syntactic structure-mapping in the central stages of 

analogy. Although Gentner might not now fully agree with such a stance (for example, she 

now includes the effects of goals and plans of the analogiser in peripheral stages before and 

after the mapping process [20]), it should be stressed how weak structural similarity really is 

if semantic and other issues are not also employed.

T hat analogy involves more than internal syntax is evident from G entner’s own model, which 

uses (indeed, has to use) a simple notion of relation type (a predicate is a function, an ordering 

relation, or a qualitative relation) . W ithout typing predicates in this way. Structure-mapping 

will not really work computationally for the simplest of analogies such as the Solar System /  

Atom analogy, as is shown in the review in Chapter 3, in the discussion of semantic consid

erations imphcitly made in SME. SME insists on predicates only matching with predicates 

of the same name, which is not only clearly incorrect, but by remaining an absolute con

straint without reference to any semantic component paradoxically enforces a to tal semantic 

similarity (because of the identity) on some mappings. T hat is, although SME does not use 

semantic information on a relation to determine what it maps with, it insists tha t mapped 

relations must be identical, which means tha t they are semantically similar in every way. 

The relations are determined to be identical through their name, which is a (indeed the only 

conventional) piece of semantic information available from the relation on its own.

To illustrate the cognitive weakness of the structural approach, consider the Radiation /  

Fortress analogy again, but this time replace all the terms {general, centre, attack) in the 

base with ones with no meaning, and see how difficult the perception of the analogy becomes 

(see the new representation of the fortress story in Figure 4.1). The structure of the sit

uation has not been changed, and a structurally-based analogical reasoner should come to 

the same set of mappings (with the Radiation Problem as target) as the original Fortress 

Problem representation. Using this representation shows how much semantics humans use in 

performing the analogy, as it is very difficult to understand the structure of the new problem, 

let alone perceive the analogy. This technique of non-sensibiHsing terms has been used before 

in Wason’s selection task to show (amongst other things) tha t familiarity and meaning is 

still im portant in those cases where syntactic, deductive or logical reasoning should prevail.
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Simon and Newell also used this technique to show tha t the representations generated by 

their general problem-solver (GPS) [59] were not over-complex. Given familiar situations one 

might conclude tha t the structure GPS generated is too detailed and intricate, but present

ing the same GPS structure of a structurally analogous situation but with nonsensical terms 

showed just how much work has gone into creating the appropriate interpretation, where the 

meaning of terms came from the structures they appeared in, rather than their names (i.e. 

symbolic references which should carry no meaning in themselves).

c (c o )  l(f ,c (co ))  r ( ro ,f )  c (a ,fo ) d (g e ,c a (a ,fo ) )
d e ( m i ,a r /v i )  c o (sm g ,fo ) p r ( d e ( m i ,a r /v i ) )  d 2 ( g e ,p r ( d e (m i ,a r /v i) ) )
s i(c o (sm g ,fo ))  p o (sm g ,d i)  p re v e n t(d 2 (g e ,p r (d e ( in i ,a r /v i ) ) ) ,a t (e n t ,fo ,o n ) )  
p re v e n t( re (c a 2 ( fo ) ,e n t) ,a t2 (sm g ,fo ) )  c a u s e (d 2 (g e ,p r (d e (m i ,a r /v i) ) ) ,d i(g e ,a r ,s m g ) )
c a u s e (d (g e ,c a (a ,fo ) ) ,d i(g e ,a r ,s in g ))
e n a b le (d i(g e ,a r ,sm g ) ,p o (sm g ,d i) )  e n a b Ie (p o (sm g ,d i) ,s i(c o (sm g ,fo )))
e n a b le (s i(c o (sm g ,fo )) ,c a 2 (fo ))  e n a b le ( l( f ,c (c o )) ,s i(c o (sm g ,fo )))
e n a b Ie ( r ( ro ,f ) ,p o (s m g ,d i) )

Figure 4.1: Fortress Problem with nonsensical term s

The strong structural approach with its emphasis on syntactic similarity also makes object 

mappings purely passive. That is, as objects have no structure in themselves, all objects 

are syntactically similar to the same degree. In order to prevent a large number of object 

mappings in an analogy, they can be generated ‘on demand’ as and when they are required 

to support relation mappings (i.e. any two objects are only paired if they are involved in a 

relation mapping). This is what the Structure-mapping Engine does. However, this prevents 

the opposite: object mappings being used to constraint relation mappings, whilst it is ap

parent th a t this can be done (e.g. the general would not be matched with the tum our on 

‘common-sense’ grounds in the Radiation /  Fortress analogy, and this can prevent a large 

number of relations from being mapped with each other). Although object mappings can be 

semantically determined in intra-domain analogies and case-based reasoning, in inter-domain 

analogies conventional semantic similarity between objects might fail, and so it cannot be 

used to exclude object mappings if no semantic similarity is shared. However, one could 

argue th a t all the higher level mapping (of relations and higher-order relations) effectively 

determines is the ‘role’ of an object (i.e. its meaning in the current context) in the respective 

situation, but in a rather roundabout and inefficient manner. It thus seems th a t structural 

approaches sometimes present an inefficient mechanism of determining what in many cases 

must be known already for the situation to be in any way understood. If the role of an object 

is known beforehand, then it can be used in creating mappings with objects in the other 

situation tha t also have the same or similar role, and similarly be used to exclude mappings
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where the roles of the two objects are incompatible.

A further problem arises with the sole application of structural similarity when larger sit

uations are considered. Given the prevalence of causality as a largely binary higher-order 

relation, and the fact tha t most lower-order relations are two place (e.g. attacks(john, mary), 

kisses(sue, bill)), with many potential analogies (especially those involving a sequence of 

events over tim e), dropping predicate identity in mapping would result in a combinatorial ex

plosion, with many alternative mappings of locally connected structures. T hat is, the same 

abstract structures will appear again and again in comphcated descriptions. So mapping 

two such descriptions together may result in many alternative sets of mappings of relations 

and higher-order relations. This is why isomorphism and identical predicate matching are 

used in the Structure-mapping Engine, to restrict the number of alternative local maps (and 

therefore complexity in forming global maps) by ensuring tha t in combining local mappings 

a fuUy-coherent analogy (i.e. set of mappings) is maintained.

4 .4 .3  W h y  should  syn tactic  sim ilarity work?

Although many models of analogy have used notions of structural similarity, there is little 

justification available as to why it should work. There is also a large step from stating 

th a t analogy involves the coherent conveyance or correspondence of a system of connected 

knowledge to Structure-mapping with its emphasis on syntactic similarity. Certainly working 

on ju st syntactic representations and ensuring syntactic similarity by only mapping parts with 

the same order and arity allows the easy enforcement of local systematicity, isomorphism, and 

consistency. Higher-order relations can connect relations and objects thus allowing for global 

systematicity. However, this does not mean tha t a strongly syntactic structural approach is 

the only or prior one. This is why considerations about semantic and pragmatic similarity 

can also be made to increase the efiiciency or accuracy of syntactic approaches. However, 

largely syntactic approaches can account for a number of analogies, so the question of why 

they work still needs to be asked. There are two possible extreme answers.

The first is tha t analogy is pattern-matching and what Structure-mapping type approaches 

do is basically determine sub-tree isomorphism, or look for the same pattern  in two struc

tures. Higher-order relations are important because they impose additional structure on the 

situation and thus allow for more variation in lower-level patterns. Isomorphism is im portant 

because it imposes limitations on the sorts of patterns tha t are to be considered similar. This 

explanation goes hand-in-hand with the strong syntactic approach and models of analogy 

such as Structure-mapping (and possibly Copycat [30], which stresses the importance of sim

ilar patterns but which does include Hmited semantic information). This answer emphasises
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the abstract and pattern-oriented side to analogy.

The second is tha t analogy really involves semantic and pragmatic knowledge, but th a t this 

can be expensive to use when determining similarity, either because it is inherently expensive 

to find these types of similarities, or because the types of similarities encountered are novel 

and therefore not general enough to allow them to be used in general analogical mechanisms. 

This is a new perspective. However, the syntactic form of this knowledge provides a quick way 

of determining (approximations of) semantic and pragmatic similarity, as distinct pragmatic 

and semantic parts will tend to have distinct syntactic representations or structures. For 

example, semantically similar relations will tend to have the same number of arguments. 

Semantically similar objects will tend to play similar roles in their respective situations and 

will therefore appear in analogous predicates in the same argument positions. As objects and 

relations tend to fulfil the same role in their respective situations, the mappings will tend to 

be isomorphic, and they will tend to appear in the same places of the respective syntactic 

representations. Thus structural similarity offers a way of determining some types of semantic 

and pragmatic similarity in a domain-independent manner, with the added advantage tha t it 

can be determined internally and absolutely, with no reference beyond the two representations 

required. This is shown in Chapter 9, when describing the program developed to experiment 

with the types of similarity found in mapping and other central stages of analogy.

The second answer is more consistent with the emphasis in the rest of this dissertation on 

the employment of several types of similarity for analogy. The first answer is not necessarily 

false, it is just that the pattern-oriented side of analogy arises because analogy involves 

systematic and coherent mappings. The fact tha t these mappings arise out of semantic 

and pragmatic similarities is largely irrelevant, as the patterns can be partially expressed 

syntactically. However, this does not mean that from the syntactic structure alone one 

can determine the analogy, as by necessity some information is lost if only the syntactic 

aspect is used. In adopting this view, understanding the nature of semantic and pragmatic 

similarity is essential if general analogical similarities are to be understood. In summary, 

structural similarities work only because they are approximations of semantic and pragmatic 

similarities, extracting essential and cross-contextual information from the relation or object. 

Computationally they can also be a vehicle for the application of some types of semantic and 

pragmatic similarity. More concrete discussion can be found on the use of syntactic similarity, 

and the power of other types of similarity, in Chapter 9.
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4 .4 .4  E xten sion s o f  structural sim ilarity

Given the above discussion and comment on the nature of structural similarity, any extension 

of the structural similarity constraint must remain simple, cross-contextual, and in general 

make minimal assumptions about meaning, working largely ‘internally’ on the representations 

themselves, not any pointers they might give. Here several structurally-oriented techniques 

conforming to these criteria which prove useful in constraining mappings are presented, with 

examples to show why these are necessary or useful.

4 .4 .5  Isom orphism

As already mentioned in this chapter, and shown conclusively, really for the first time, in 

C hapter 3, isomorphism must be seen as a constraint, rather than a necessary condition 

for general models of analogy. Thus strict isomorphism must be dropped for an analogical 

reasoner to be sufficiently general for it to have any hope of working with arbitrary analogies. 

This is not so simple to do if the analogical architecture is built around the constraint (see 

the later section on architectures for analogy in Chapter 9).

A simple example already mentioned is the existence of non-isomorphic mappings in the 

Radiation /  Fortress analogy. Two predicates where this occurs are:

destroy (mines, army/villages) —  ̂ destroy (rays, healthy tissue)

capture(fortress, army) — * destroy (tumour, rays)

which entails both the army — > rays and mines — > rays mappings.

4 .4 .6  T yp es

G entner’s Structure-mapping theory uses a limited notion of relation types, where parts are 

broken down beyond types that refiect their order (objects, relation, higher-order relation) 

and arity. For example, Gentner distinguishes between attributes and functions, and between 

functions and predicates. So red(hall) is an attribute, height (water,jug) is a function (as it 

has a non-boolean value) whilst kiss(Raj, Sue) is a predicate. O ther theories implicitly or 

explicitly use types, e.g. lAM types higher-order relations by only matching causals with 

causals, prevents with prevents etc. [46].

Here the use of types is extended, and a new simple type taxonomy is presented for both 

objects and relations, giving a simple categorisation tha t will sanction relevant cross-domain 

mappings. Typing is the first stage in enhancing a representation tha t consists solely of the 

situation parts, and no indication of what they mean, to assign parts some semantics, whilst
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hopefully retaining cross-contextual compatibility for analogical mapping purposes. Although 

this extension to structural similarity is quite simple (and oriented towards and limited by 

the sorts of relations found in examples in this dissertation), further work developing a more 

complex system of types for relations could prove to be a powerful way of discriminating 

good from bad mappings early on in the analogical process. This would be especially so 

in constrained domains where the sorts of relations one could expect would be limited, yet 

where enforcing conventional semantic similarities would limit the power of the reasoner.

R e la tio n  ty p e s

Although the simplest distinction of part type can only really be along the lines of tha t 

adopted by Centner (which closely follows the other aspects of syntactic similarity -  arity, 

order and value), several further types of can be distinguished which are useful for analogy. 

The initial, simple breakdown into types can be as follows (see Chapter 9 for additional 

examples):

F u n c tio n  -  where the value of the relation is a non-boolean value. Examples are height(water, 

jug) and pres sure (container). (It should be noted tha t functions can be one or two 

place).

A t t r ib u te  -  which refers to a part or property of something which is non functional, e.g. 

centre (country).

P re d ic a te  -  where the value of the relation is a boolean, examples are loves(John, Mary) 

and attracts (Planet, Sun).

O b je c t -  such as John, dog.

H ig h e r  -  which is a relation which has two or more relations as arguments, such as 

cause(fail(John, exam), sad(John)).

Object and function types can not really be further expanded. However, the other general 

types can. Higher-order types are described in the next section, on causality. A ttributes can 

be broken down into three types, none of which seems to have been used consistently before 

in AR: A c tiv e  -  which expresses that something is happening to the object in question, eg 

running (John)] P assiv e  o r  S ta te  -  which expresses some static condition of the object, eg 

red(haîl)] and P a r to n o m ic  -  which expresses some part of the object, eg centre (country).

Predicates can be broken down into: O rd e rin g  P re d ic a te s  -  which express some rela

tion with respect to a scale -  examples are taller-than(John, Sue) and greater(mass(sun),
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ma3s(planet)) -  and Q u a lita tiv e  P re d ic a te s  - which express a non-linear, complex rela

tionship.

Ordering relations often express the special relationship of a temporal predicate, which can 

be distinguished from other ordering relations. However, temporal ordering relations occur 

between predicates, whilst other ordering relations occur between functions. Because tem po

ral relations occur between predicates they are a type of structuring relation and are therefore 

considered to be a type of higher-order relation (see the section on causality).

Qualitative predicates can be further broken down into various types: A c tiv e /P a s s iv e  -  

when an agent ‘consciously’ acts on or about its subject -  e.g. hits (John, Mary), or bored- 

of (Mary, John), illocutionary acts (such as ordering or promising) fall into this class; A c

t iv e /A c tiv e  -  such a relation occurs when both agents partake in action, e.g. fought(John, 

Mary), these predicates roughly correspond to events; P a s s iv e /P a s s iv e  -  such a relation is 

one th a t expresses a relation in its weakest sense -  hrother(John, Mary), or revolves (planet, 

sun), where no conscious or other effort is required for such relations to exist, and they tend 

to persist over a period of time; S p a tia l -  such as centre (fortress, country)', and C a te g o ric a l 

-  relations such as medical(doctor) fall into this category.

Although, in general, mappings will involve Uke parts with Uke (‘hke’ according to this cat

egorisation), with more complex analogies or metaphors we might wish to map one type 

consistently with another to indicate differing types of dependency. One might say ‘His life 

revolves around hers, he is attracted to her so much he cannot break free of the force she 

exerts’, mapping from the personal and active to the constrained and constant, to show tha t 

freedom has been lost and that the grip (attraction) in one direction (her hold on him) is not 

necessarily reflected. Further distinctions can be made. For example, it can also be useful to 

break relations down into actual and counter-factual (relations which were not true). How

ever, this constraint might be violated, say, in mapping a failed plan (of counter-factuals) 

with a successful one.

The type taxonomy developed here is shown in Figure 4.2

Consider the simple analogous stories in Figure 4.3. Even though many of the relations 

have the same arity and order, as the various relations in the story have different types, 

the number of possible mappings -  according to structural similarity -  can be constrained 

by enforcing type equality, whilst retaining all the correct mappings. Figure 4.4 shows the 

‘correct’ mappings and the relation types (C for categorical, AP for active-passive, PP  for 

passive-passive, AA for active-active arguments). ‘Incorrect’ mappings are not shown, the 

point is to show that correct mappings are not excluded by the use of types.
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O bjectRelation

P redicateFunction A ttribute

Active Passive Partonom ic Q ual

C ontm gent

Active Active Passive Spatial Categorical

passive active passive

Figure 4.2: Simple type taxonomy

John did not like Mary so he attacked her. Mary and John fought, and Mary 
won, because she was a professional wrestler and therefore stronger. John broke 
his arm in losing the fight. John reaUsed tha t Mary was stronger because he lost 
the fight. He realised that is was silly to have attacked her without preparation.

John didn’t like Mary so he criticised her. Mary and John argued, and Mary 
won the argument because she was a philosopher and therefore better at arguing. 
John’s pride was hurt in losing the argument. He realised Mary was better at 
arguing because he lost the argument. He realized it was silly to have criticised 
her without preparation.

Figure 4.3: Fight /  Argue analogy

4 .4 .7  C ausality  and  higher-order relations

Kant saw cause as one of the basic world-structuring concepts, and in studies of analogy 

so far cause certainly does seem to be a useful cross-contextual relation and indeed the 

prevalent higher-order one, often allowing the systematicity constraint to play a large role 

in determining the analogy. However, three points about causahty indicate th a t there are 

possible other ways of satisfying and applying the systematicity constraint. F irst causality 

is often a very primitive structuring relation; second it is not often mentioned in many 

analogies and thirdly the term ‘causality’ is often used very loosely encompassing several 

types of causation; it is also is often a informal reference for many types of higher-order
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Figure 4.4: Predicate mappings in Fight /  Argue analogy

relation. However, its use (and usefulness) in current conceptions of analogy means th a t any 

general account will have to include it.

A problem with general analogical mechanisms with any pretension of cognitive plausibil

ity tha t rely heavily on higher-order causal relations is tha t it seems the lay person very 

often doesn’t think causally, or at least verbal reports don’t often include explicitly causal 

statements. This has been informally observed when asking undergraduates to write down 

predicate representations of the Radiation Problem, and the Fortress Problem analogue; 

many reports did not mention causahty at all. This may well follow from the weakness of 

causahty as a structuring relation (it is often binary, structuring two relations), as useful 

higher-order structures must cut situations up into just a few parts to make the comprehen

sion of a situation and therefore its mapping as simple as possible. This is especially so in 

problem-solving sequences. It is only in more physical analogies (see those given as examples 

by Centner et al. such as the Solar System /  Atom and Water Flow /  Electricity analogies) 

tha t predominantly causal tree like networks arise.

Causahty is also often an informal reference for many types of higher-order relation. However, 

situations often contain a lot of binary structure which is not absolutely causal. Very often 

the higher-order connectives in an argument are something similar to ‘it follows th a t’, or 

‘b u t’. For example, the philosopher of science Karl Popper once beheved th a t the ultimate
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criterion for whether a theory was scientific or not was whether it could be falsified (i.e. 

empirically shown to be false). He asserted tha t this not only demarcated science from non

science, but much rational problem-solving from irrational problem-solving. He also asserted 

th a t falsificationism avoided the well-known problem of induction, which states tha t there 

is no reason to believe in a scientific theory just because it has been generated from a set 

of observations. Popper asserted that it was not where a scientific hypothesis came from 

th a t m attered (which was largely a psychological question) but what should be done with it 

once it was accepted. He then applied this principle to the pohtical domain, asserting that 

w ith governments what m atters is how easily they can be removed once installed, as opposed 

to our procedure for determining government, which concerns itself with how they get into 

power in the first place. Analysing this analogy, one can find little causality, rather th a t the 

argument is just a series of connected assertions, with the target argument simply having 

a structure tha t can be constructed by applying each statem ent in the base to the target 

domain.

These points indicate tha t one can lessen the importance of causality. However, given the 

prevalence of causahty in analogy, it is still appropriate to see how its use can be refined, 

assuming tha t any distinction between the different types of higher-order relation and con

nective will also constrain possible mappings. The aim here is not to give a precise account of 

causation (see [72] for a computational approach, and philosophical references) but simply to 

take its current use in analogy one step further. As with relations, one way of refinement is 

making the type more detailed whilst retaining its cross-contextual nature. Just as there can 

exist several types of relation which tend to remain consistent in cross-contextual mappings, 

so one can identify several quite distinct types of causality and related relations.

T y p e s  in  c au sa lity  a n d  h ig h e r-o rd e r  re la tio n s

W hen investigating the use of higher-order relations in base and target representations, several 

distinct types of cause (used here in its loosest sense) become apparent. Even typing causality 

and higher-order relations according to a simple mechanism can produce effective results. The 

most simple distinction to make is one that divides higher-order connectives and relations 

into:

p re v e n ts  -  where the antecedent stops the consequent.

e n a b le s  -  where the antecedent allows the consequent but does not bring it about.

cau ses  -  where the antecedent brings the consequent about.
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im p lie s  -  where the consequent must follow from the antecedent.

follow s -  where the consequent follows the antecedent (in time, or order in the situation), 

and some undefined ‘causal’ connection exists between them.

Although, as with the basic types described earher, this is not meant to be complete (indeed, 

it follows a typical Al-type classification with several categories, the last of which is intended 

to cover anything not covered in the others), prevention, enablement and cause are clearly 

distinct types of higher-order relation.

Cause can be analysed further. First, cause can operate discretely, or continuously. For 

example, an action causes an agent to be angry, the agent reacts, and the reaction to the 

cause is past. Conversely, a continuous ‘force’ may exist to constrain the future actions of 

something - for example planets rotating around the sun. Both these types of cause occur 

physically and personally.

Second and independent of this division is cause as a constraint or action. An object may do 

something because it has no ‘choice’, or it may do so as a ‘spontaneous’ action. The la tter 

type of cause would only seem to appear in cognitive systems. Something may be caused 

spontaneously by taking some action to enable us to get closer to the solution of the problem 

at hand. It may seem tha t actional cause is related to the antecedent and constrained cause 

to the consequent, but in causal chains, the consequent of one cause is the antecedent to 

another. This use of types has not been used by current models of AR.

Third, a cause can occur in the ‘foreground’ or ‘background’. In many cases the entire set 

of causal antecedents is not considered, but the active ones immediately preceding the event. 

If we strike a match, we would normally say the act of striking caused it to light, but there 

are many other constraining causes (such as the presence of oxygen, the fact it was struck 

on safety-match paper etc.). Although these antecedents are normally not considered, and 

rules can be formulated to eliminate them from discourse (if they are commonly present in 

the situation and in themselves cannot produce the effect, then ignore them), they may turn 

out to be of the utmost importance in an analogy where some of them  are not satisfied (as 

preconditions) in the target domain. In the Fortress Problem, the explicit version of:

The general divided his army into small groups and, sending each one down a 

different road managed to capture the fortress.

might be (for the purposes of the analogy):

Because the army was divisible, and because a combination of divisions of the 

army would have a summing effect, the general divided his army into small groups
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and, sending each one down a different road managed to capture the fortress.

W hat is considered to be a foreground or background cause changes according to the use (or 

purpose) of the situation. If I say X hitting Y caused Y to bleed caused Y die, the answer 

to the question ‘Why did Y die?’ is not necessarily either the start of the causal chain (a 

pathologist might say the cause was loss of blood), nor the penultim ate relation in the causal 

chain (a jury  might say X killed Y), nor necessarily anything in the explicit causal chain (a 

journalist might say it was increasing racial tension, or tha t the ambulance failed to arrive). 

This suggests tha t matching on individual causal relations might give spurious results. The 

purpose of the situation needs to be examined to determine what in the current context 

should be considered the main and subsidiary (or contributing) causes. However, for most 

purposes, using the enable relation in examples of background causahty can suffice.

If analogy is to be used for arbitrary examples then, for any degree of surity, the preconditions 

and effects of a cause will have to be stated explicitly. For example, in the Radiation Problem, 

one can only infer the converge relation if the effect of converging rays in the target has the 

same effect as tha t of converging armies in the base.

Classifying cause in this way allows predominantly syntactic situation descriptions to embed 

more knowledge and thus structural techniques to be apphed more appropriately. For ex

ample, we would not want to map the cause where planets are continuously constrained to 

revolve around a sun with the cause in a problem-solving situation where an agent sponta

neously acts, taking the first obscure steps to achieve some goal. Given this discussion a new 

simple categorisation of causal and other higher-order relations for analogy is:

D isc re te  -  Such relations involve an agent. For example ‘John hit M ary’ caused ‘Mary hit 

John’. Here the consequent is a reaction to the antecedent.

C o n tin u o u s  -  Such relations involve systems tha t mutually interact. For example the 

planet revolves around the sun because the sun is more massive than the planet and 

they a ttract each other. Another example is where one relation is true so long as 

another is.

C o n s tra in e d  -  Such relations involve involuntary action of behalf of the consequent. For 

example ‘John hit Mary’ cause ‘Mary die’.

This simply taxonomy is shown in Figure 4.5. The causal relations for the Fight /  Argue 

analogy are shown in Figure 4.6. Again, these types maintain the correct mappings.
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Figure 4.5: A simple taxonomy for causal and higher-order relations
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Figure 4.6: Causal relations in the Fight /  Argue analogy

4 .4 .8  T em poral know ledge

The use of knowledge about the temporal ordering of relations is a simple structural technique 

tha t does not seems to have been employed so far -  apart from its implicit use in Keane’s 

lAM where the ordering of presentation of relations to the incremental analogiser avoids 

any computationally expensive algorithm for detecting a primarily structural analogy, at 

the expense of a making a possibly non-recoverable incorrect mapping. The ordering of 

presentation Keane uses is similar to the ordering one would get by sorting the relations 

chronologically through making use of any temporal relationships between them.
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W hat Keane’s model indirectly showed is that the way in which relations are ordered, and 

making use of this knowledge, can affect how quickly the analogy is completed (which is a 

separate issue from asserting that analogies should be performed incrementally). Although 

this is true for Keane’s lAM, it intuitively feels untrue for humans in some situations, espe

cially those cases where the situations are well understood. This is possibly because domain 

knowledge can be used to impose a structure on them which has its own ‘tem poral’ ordering 

(separate from the order of presentation). For example, in the Academia /  Wedding Bells 

analogy presented in Chapter 5, there is some temporally and pragmatically-based juggling 

required to allow consistency with a ‘correct’ map of the two situations.

For most situation descriptions involving some progression, change, or story, a partial tem 

poral ordering can be determined from the order of presentation and higher-order relations. 

A temporal constraint to take advantage of this can be applied in three ways.

First, one can simply ensure that no temporal violations exist in the mapping (or if they 

must, they are minimised). That is, do not map p with q, if x and y are stronger mappings, 

and X occurs after p, but y before q. This can either be implemented through an incremental 

analogiser, or as a technique to determine which of two mappings is more appropriate with 

respect to a set of mappings. Temporal consistency has not yet been used in AR.

Second, use of time can also affect the mapping algorithm by mapping parts linearly and 

incrementally according to time, beginning with the start of a situation, though this goes 

against some suggestions from the literature that we should be primarily concerned with 

higher-order relations, as they are both the most im portant and have the greatest chance of 

matching with minimal problems.

Third, one can only map parts that belong to roughly the same tem poral place in their 

respective situations. That is, don’t map anything at the s tart of one situation with something 

at the end of the other. Even such as simple technique as this has not been used, or even 

suggested in AR to date.

Consider a simple analogy where both base and target are A hits B, causing B to be hurt, 

causing B to call the police, causing A to be arrested, causing A to be sent to prison. Here 

we have a causal chain of discrete acts and discrete causes ( A hits B causes B hurt causes 

B call Police causes ...) so the relations mapped can be constrained by tem poral ordering. 

For example we know tha t the mappings going to prison — arrest, and arrest — > going 

to prison taken together are implausible, as the causal relation between these events imply 

one must come before the other. A more plausible example is when the base is A hits B, 

B is hurt, B hits A back causing A to be hurt; if we now had C hitting D as the target we 

would end up with two plausible mappings, one where D hit C first and one where C hit D
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first, where the clear implication is that it is C who initially did the hitting. (I am, however, 

grateful to John Campbell who told me of the case where a referee saw one player h it another 

a t a rugby match. The referee immediately went up to the player who had ju s t been hit and 

said “If you start any more fights, you’ll be sent oflT’.)

The temporal relations for the Fight /  Argue analogy are shown in Figure 4.7. Again, 

enforcing temporal consistency maintains the correct mappings.
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Figure 4.7: Temporal orderings in the Fight /  Argue analogy

4 .4 .9  C onclusions on structural sim ilarity

We have seen in Chapter 3 how pervasive structural similarity is in some models. Structural 

similarity refers mainly to internal or absolute ways of finding similarities, including global 

constraints such as systematicity in the form of shared relational structure and coherency 

in the preference for an overall isomorphic mapping; and local constraints in the form of 

syntactic similarities between individual parts. Structural similarity works because analogies 

do invariably possess some shared relational structure, and analogous parts often have a 

similar syntactic form. The syntactic form of a part bears some relationship to its meaning 

allowing syntactic similarity to be justifiably used.

However, structural similarity can easily be applied too strictly, making any reasoner em

ploying it very sensitive to slight representational variances. The assertion th a t structural 

similarity is all there is to analogy is also weak when considering analogising in people. It
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also cannot be used solely; other types of similarity must be considered, and severad new 

approaches have been presented here:

• Higher-order structures other than causality can be considered

• Isomorphism must be less strict. The discussion presented here, and in Chapter 3, 

shows this beyond doubt.

• The type categorisation can be extended, both with higher-order and normal relations 

and parts, indeed to the extent where it could be said tha t the comparisons are quite 

clearly semantic.

• Temporal orderings are generally not violated in analogies, and thus temporal relation

ships can be used in mapping.

In the next two sub-sections, the scope for the use of semantic and pragmatic similarity in 

analogical mapping is considered. In Chapter 9, all of these types of similarity are explored 

from a computational point of view.

4.5 Sem antic sim ilarity

Some general analogical mechanisms developed have rejected semantic similarity because 

the cross-domain nature of many analogies means tha t what is considered to represent a 

superficial ‘normal’ similarity between terms does not often occur, as the domains of base 

and target can differ so much (e.g. [19]). Those tha t have employed semantic similarity have 

done so only in limited ways (e.g. [84] [46]). In the discussion above it is argued tha t structural 

similarity is often just the determination of semantic and pragmatic similarities in the simplest 

ways which in general seemed to be context free. It was suggested tha t -  e.g. in Structure- 

mapping -  mapping relations of the same arity is in effect a simple semantic assumption 

about the nature of relations, and also tha t even the stronger structural approaches make 

some quite clearly semantic assumptions (e.g. about the types of relation tha t exist).

Other models see semantic similarity as one of the constraints tha t guide analogy. For 

example, Holyoak and Thagard [39] use thesaurus-type similarity measures, and Winston uses 

taxonomic similarity (or “classification exploiting hypothesising” as he termed it). However, 

in analogy, objects and relations are often used and viewed in ‘novel’ ways -  just opposed to 

what taxonomic or thesaurus-type similarity judgements might suggest. This is probably the 

main reason why semantic similarity has sometimes been disregarded and researchers looked 

towards other similarity constraints for analogy.
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W hat is normally referred to as semantic similarity can be determined in many ways. One 

of the main new points made in this section is that if semantic similarity is to be included 

as a constraint for analogy, the difference between static (or conventional) and dynamic (or 

contextual) similarity must be made. The static form of similarity -  as found in dictionaries 

and thesauri -  may be useful for determining semantic similarity in everyday situations, but 

in general it will not suffice as a way for determining semantic similarity in analogy. As 

with the relationship between more complex structural similarity and semantic similarity, 

determining semantic similarity in more complex ways -  such as according to purpose -  is 

primarily semantic, though it does have some relation to the types of pragmatic similarity 

discussed in the next section.

In this section, the idea that parts of situations can be mapped according to various semantic 

cues is extended. The relevance of each of several quite distinct ways of determining semantic 

similarity to analogical similarity is discussed. The intention of this section is not to provide 

a complete analysis of semantic similarity, rather to describe those types tha t are specifically 

useful for determining analogical similarities.

4 .5 .1  Sem antic decom position

It is suggested in the section on structural similarity that certain aspects of parts (their arity 

and type) -  especially with relations -  were useful in determining cross-contextual mappings 

because correctly mapped parts from arbitrary domains invariably shared these same aspects. 

These aspects are really components resulting from a ‘semantic decomposition’ of a part into 

constituent parts, with each component having a clear relationship to the part. T hat is, a 

relation is a structure which has an arity, type, order, and arguments. Thus it may be that 

decomposing pairts and looking for other overlaps may prove useful in mapping.

There are two simple ways in which this can be done. First, relations themselves can be 

classified in terms of semantic primitives, and second the relation can be given more structure, 

especially in describing each argument position. This second way effectively promotes a 

relation to being a case, i.e. a data structure expressing relationships between an event or 

relationship and the parts that play roles in tha t event or relationship. Both these techniques 

have been developed in many AI areas, including the case relations of Fillmore [15] and 

in Schank and Abelson’s Conceptual Dependency Theory [70]. In AR, giving additional 

structure to relations is used by Winston in his ‘comment frames’.

An example of simple classification of relations (in additional to the ‘syntactic’ ones and the 

type taxonomy already presented) is the division of actions into the mental and physical 

(MTRANSes and PTRANSes in Schank’s terminology). However, it is difficult to see how
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these can be used in analogy as there are many examples where analogies involve a mapping 

from the physical to the mental (e.g. the Fight /  Argue analogy presented earlier), and this 

involves mappings PTRANSes to MTRANSs. Although there are undoubtedly analogies that 

violate the type taxonomy described earlier (an example is presented in tha t section), this, 

and any more ‘semantic’ distinctions will be weaker, as the more semantics used the more 

rigid become the comparisons.

Having roles of relations with well-defined meanings seems a surer representation when ap

plying systematicity, as opposed to the simple use of systematicity with mapping arguments 

according to their place in the relation (1st argument, 2nd argument etc.), as some roles (e.g. 

DIRECTION) can constrain mappings. This is what Winston did with his representations 

for analogy, where most relations were unary or binary, and additional ‘arguments’ were held 

in comment frames with a type (e.g. the INSTRUMENT of knife in a binary attack relation). 

Case relations can provide similar expressivity. Jansson provides an example taxonomy for 

the cases of Sowa [74], using a Sanskrit-based taxonomy [41]. The basic distinction drawn 

from the cases in Sanskrit is between agent, object, instrument, recipient and location. This 

is shown in Figure 4.8, adapted from [41], page 86.

Clearly this type of semantic similarity is very similar to the syntactic similarity taxonomy 

presented earher. Similarly, the syntactic taxonomy is similar to a taxonomy which just 

divides arguments up into argument 1, argument 2 and so on. This further highUghts the 

continuum from what has been called syntactic to what has been called semantic similarity.

4 .5 .2  T hesau ru s and taxonom ic sim ilarities

One simple way of determining if two terms are semantically similar is to have a simple 

look-up list and, for each term, list semantically related terms, with, if required, each having 

its own degree-of-semantic-similarity value (which could be simple and quantitative, or more 

qualitative, e.g. identifying the sense under which the terms can be considered similar). Of 

course this method is not new; the thesaurus has been around for a long time. Thesauri 

are easy to implement and can be used for simulating a small number of semantic similarity 

judgements in contrived intra-domain analogies, or accounting for how semantic similarity 

can be determined in general analogies if the thesaurus is large enough. For example, Keane’s 

I AM uses this in the justification stage of analogy, and Holyoak and Thagard’s ACME can 

theoretically determine semantic similarity by accessing the automated thesaurus WORD- 

NET [58] (which is, however, much more complicated tham table look-up and uses some of 

the other techniques described elsewhere in this section).

Semantic similarity is also seen in a more two-dimensional way. Conventional categorical
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Figure 4.8: Sowa’s cases in a simple taxonomy

organisations (as opposed to the above more associational organisations) rely on a hierarchical 

metaphor which involves structuring the objects under consideration into some sort of tree or 

lattice, where objects lower down the tree are instantiations of objects higher up. The lower 

objects inherit both static and dynamic aspects (such as necessary, sufficient and defining 

qualities, or procedures) from their ancestors. In computational models, the ISA link is well 

known, which is the basic connective in taxonomic organisations. In general, similarity can 

be determined using the heuristic that the fewer aurcs traversed in getting from one term  to 

another, the more similar: they are. Thus categorisation and similau'ity are tightly bound 

to each other, as the former offers a way of determining the la tter (and many argue the 

perception of the la tter gives rise to the former).

Many current views of semantic similarity refer to categorical organisations representing of

ten what is asserted to be an ‘objective’ categorisation according to necessary and sufficient 

attributes of the object in question. These conventional taxonomies evidently do have their 

use in analogy, where the mappings involved are sometimes between categorically similar 

parts. For example, in the Fortress /  Radiation analogy some objects such as general and 

doctor are easily taxonomically matched as they are both instances of people (if not men or 

women). W inston’s model of analogy used classification exploiting hypothesising, or taxo

nomic similarity.

There are several points to be made about the use of taxonomies for determining similarity.
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First, the taxonomic representation must be rich enough for sensible discriminations to be 

made. If all objects were direct instantiations of the node object then there could be no 

discrimination between différent types. If some parts of the taxonomy are more detailed than 

others this must be compensated for (say by having semantic distances associated with each 

ISA arc) otherwise a distance function based on traversal cannot be relied upon.

Second, a taxonomic network can often be traversed in various ways, for example if ‘similar-to’ 

links (which here are understood to represent looser categorical relations) are present, which 

represent more horizontal similarities (i.e. between things at the saune level of abstraction). 

Two parts might be similar to one degree if one looks for a common amcestor, but a ‘similar- 

to ’ link (which could have been created as a side-effect of tha t similaurity appearing in am other 

analogy) might offer a stronger and quicker similarity meaisure through a ‘short cu t’.

Third, and related to the second point, there are many possible tatxonomic organisations of 

relations. Objects such as doctors, rays, armies and fortresses are relatively eaisy to place 

in ju st one tauconomy but with relations such as apply, attack, hit or capture there are many 

possible organisations (aWacfcand hit axe instances of violence, whilst apply, hit and attack are 

instances of interaiction). Many relations are polysemical which makes them  more difficult to 

capture in one taoconomy (for example, attack and capture above could also refer to behaviour 

in a (non-violent) game of chess, hit could refer to share prices reaching a low vadue, capture 

could refer to the capturing of terms in a taxonomy).

For semantic similarity in amadogy, aissociational amd categorical representations can be useful 

but even if a tautonomy or thesaurus combining adl the senses in which terms can be used is 

used, the use of semantic similarity will be limited, especiadly when things are used or done 

in novel ways -  one of the hallmarks of analogy.

4 .5 .3  L ingu istic  and  m etaphorical sim ilarity

This is the final type of static semantic similarity to be considered. Linguistic and metaphor

ical similarities are those similarities tha t can be determined because of the use of language. 

Polysemy hats already been mentioned ais a type of similarity, where the same term  is used 

in a variety of senses. Many polysemical terms arise through the use of a metaphor, with 

the term  eventuadly becoming a ‘dead’ metaphor. Often polysemy amd m etaphor are com

bined where a term  gradually loses its precise meaning, and adopts a more varied and loose 

meaning, allowing it to be used in mamy senses.

Perhaps the use of the term  ‘cause’ in analogy is one of the best examples of polysemy and 

m etaphor -  its use is now very loose and because of this it can be used to find individual cross-
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domain similarities and allow the application of systematicity. T hat is, not only does explicit 

(physical) causality often appear in situation descriptions, but ‘cause’ and associated words 

are regularly used metaphorically when referring to abstract concepts, with the metaphorical 

base being the physical concept of cause or ‘force’. Johnson [42] has shown how personal 

conceptions of force (e.g. ‘She attracted me so much, I was forced to go and talk to her’) 

image-schematically ‘m ap’ onto more primitive conceptions of cause grounded in the physical 

(bodily) domain (see the later section on image schemas when discussing pragmatic similar

ity) . Causality is just one of the structuring metaphors used to describe and explain abstract 

personal and intentional actions in terms (groundings) of physical actions, and is thus not 

necessarily prior to any other structuring mechanisms tha t may exist. Cause’s polysemous 

(and sometimes mis-) use allows for an apparent consistency when mapping higher-order 

relations, though.

M etaphor is a powerful technique for expression, and because by definition it involves the 

attribution of terms from one domain to another, it lends itself naturally (and indeed is closely 

related) to analogy. Two types of metaphor (in addition to those metaphors subsumed under 

polysemy) can be distinguished:

•  Disregarded here because of their complexity are completely novel metaphors (such as 

the Shakespearian “W hat light through yonder window breaks, it is the east and Juliet 

is the Sun”), which require a complete analysis for their comprehension.

• Third party (pervasive) metaphors, where two domains are described in terms of some 

third domain. This allows systems of polysémie mappings to be found. A clear example 

of this is the metaphorical grounding of both argument and disease in terms of war. 

One talks of winning or losing an argument, defeating or destroying the opponent etc. 

Similarly, one talks of destroying a disease. Of course the metaphor doesn’t normally 

completely pervade the domain so some terms such as ‘getting be tte r’ have no analogue 

in argument.

As hinted, this type of similarity is not necessarily one tha t can be actively employed in an 

analogical reasoner. Certainly the first type is too complex. However, because polysemy and 

m etaphor exist, cross-domain identities between relation and higher-order relation names 

exist, and can therefore by used within a structural, syntactic approach, and this is not 

always appreciated in theoretical analyses of AR. Polysemy and metaphor allow terms to 

be used in varying senses, often systematically (as with the second type of metaphor), and 

knowing identical-name similarities are of this type can help the justification stage determine 

the plausibility of mappings (see Chapter 7). Image-schematic metaphors, the la tter type,
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can be actively used in analogy and are described more in the section on pragmatic similarity.

4 .5 .4  S ta tic  and  dynam ic sim ilarities

As mentioned earlier, many views on semantic similarity involve taxonomies. Such views 

could be associated with an ‘objective’ approach to similarity and categorisation (see, e.g. 

[40] as an example and [52] for exposition and criticism), where objects are instances of one 

kind by virtue of their fixed qualities. The appeal of such a method of classification is that 

it relates well to formal ways of representing and operating on knowledge and information. 

However, determining similarities by reference to such classifications, especially when deter

mining similarity in analogy, is inadequate. Categorisation is a function of use; taxonomies 

are the result of organising things according to what are considered to be their im portant 

functions or attributes. In analogy however, the sahent features of a relation in the current 

situation  must be considered when determining similarity. The qualities of an object that are 

used to determine its similarity with another object will depend on the contextual purposes 

of the objects, rather than any features that might have been used in placing the object in a 

conventional taxonomy.

An im portant quahty of the types of semantic similarity mentioned so far (apart from 

metaphorical similarities to some extent) is that in general they only work when consid

ering similarities between two things either from the same domain or in the same context, 

because the similarity judgement is invariant of the context. They are completely external 

types of similarity. W ith analogical reasoning things are used in novel ways, or the similarity 

between parts is ‘tenuous’ on an ‘objective’ level. Analogical similarities are often only true 

for ju st th a t analogy (otherwise determining the mappings would be all too easy, or at least 

as easy as in case-based reasoning). Thus what seems appropriate for analogy is a dynamic 

categorisation of objects and relations according to what role they actually play in their re

spective contexts -  i.e. a type of similarity based on a combination of an internal and external 

approach. The next sub-sections discuss this.

In addition to analogical semantic similarities often being novel, in some cases static semantic 

similarities can give the wrong cue for a map. In the Radiation /  Fortress analogy there is 

a mapping between identical relations destroy — > destroy^ but also a capture — * destroy 

mapping. Consider the Laing analogy from Chapter 2 again. Laing stated th a t if one had 

been thrown in a dungeon one would not refuse to leave if the doors were opened unless told 

why they were in there in the first place. Imphcit in this is tha t people get thrown into 

dungeons for no reason. Laing initially said ‘prison’ instead of ‘dungeon’, but then changed 

presumably because people often get thrown into prison (in Britain, anyway) for very good
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reasons, and if they didn’t know why they were in there might certainly want to find out 

before being set free in case they did the same thing again and ended back in prison. This 

would weaken the intended analogy with people having psychological problems, so a dungeon 

was used in the base. In an analogy where dungeon is being mapped with prison, only 

a dynamic analysis of what the relevance of the dungeon and prison are can provide any 

meaningful comment on whether the mapping should be semantically sanctioned.

It has been shown tha t people are quite good at inventing novel categories, where the cate

gorisation is dependent on a highly specific purpose. For example, when asked to name those 

things to rescue from a house on fire as you left it [52], people have no trouble in generating 

many examples. W hat the things chosen have in common is often some overlap with a set 

of attributes tha t makes them relevant to be rescued (e.g. light-weight, valuable, sentimental, 

alive). The same overlap occurs in cross-contextual mappings in analogies: the mapped parts 

share some set of functionally relevant attributes.

4 .5 .5  C o n tex tu a l sim ilarities

Dynamically recategorising objects according to their current use means analysing them 

according to their function, both in terms of what it is and how it is satisfied. Two objects 

may be apparently semantically dissimilar but in a certain context fulfil very similar roles. 

Analysing objects in this way allows useful comparisons. Existing approaches for drawing 

analogies (e.g. SME) rely on the use of higher-order relations to determine the ‘place’ of a 

relation or object in a situation, but in many cases all this really determines is the role or 

function th a t the object or relation plays. Also, a structural approach can go no further in 

examining if there is any viable semantic justification for such a match.

Kedar-Cabelli’s work on Purpose-Directed Analogy (the name of her model) is relevant from 

this perspective. Kedar-Cabelli [47] noted tha t the causal structure of a situation in an anal

ogy may change according to the purpose of the analogy. She not only developed techniques 

to create the required causal network for mapping, but techniques tha t used extensive domain 

knowledge to show how preconditions in the network tha t were not satisfied by any relations 

could be satisfied through objects having certain structural and /  or functional attributes. 

The issues surrounding the (possibly useful) complete generation of a contextually relevant 

causal network is beyond the scope of discussion with respect to a general analogical reasoner 

(more domain-free techniques are described in Chapter 5). However, the techniques Kedar- 

Cabelh used to describe the relationships between the causal structure and how preconditions 

are satisfied are most relevant.

To sketch the main points of her theory, Kedar-Cabelh used three levels of structure and
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function. First, there is the structural level, where structural attributes of the object are 

described. Second, there is the first functional level, where individual functional attributes 

are described in relation to the structural attribute(s) which satisfy them (e.g. a hammer is 

graspahle because it has a handle). Finally, there is the highest functional level which relates 

to objects playing parts in relations. For example, a hammer can be used to drive in nails 

because it is heavy-headed and graspahle. It is heavy-headed because it has the structural 

a ttribu tes of head and heavy.

W hen it comes to general AR, background causality’ in the form of enablement can often 

express structural or functional relationships to the consequent. These often express what 

would be causal-chain type relationships in Kedar-Cabelli’s approach (the existence of one 

relation allows another). Sometimes these are actions, e.g.

enable (divide(general, army y small groups), position(small groups, different roads))

Sometimes they represent more functional or structural qualities, tha t work up from the 

individual qualities of the situation to actions, specifying how pre-conditions to relations are 

satisfied, e.g.

enable (radiate(roads, fortress), position(small groups, different roads))

These relationships can be quahties of the situation (as above), but they can also describe 

qualities of individual parts:

enable (divisible(army), divide(general, army, small-groups))

So the types of structure /  function satisfaction used in analogy can be simply divided into 

three types. The first two relate to the qualities of the situation or previous actions that 

satisfy the preconditions of the current relation. The third is structural satisfaction proper 

in th a t it relates to the quahties of an individual part. The first two types of precondition 

satisfaction are already evident in many analogies (though not necessarily distinguished or 

acknowledged as such), whilst the third only appears in more domain-tied theories, such 

as Purpose Directed Analogy. For the purposes of general analogical reasoning, one could 

insist th a t if there is no perceived semantic similarity in a mapping, the mapping should 

exhibit some ‘precondition similarity’. Systematicity enforces this by having precondition 

relationships in the form of enable relations, with actions or qualities as the antecedent. 

W hen it comes to attributes being functional or structural preconditions of some relation, 

one can encourage the analogue argument mappings to possess the same attributes. So, in
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the Fortress /  Radiation analogy, the army and rays should possess the ‘divisibility’ attribute. 

Thus in some cases, one can enforce a form of conventional semantic similarity (not between 

parts, but between their shared functionally relevant attributes) in the mapping.

This does not really allow a full implementation of contextual similarity (a model at least 

as complex as Kedar-Cabelli’s would be required for that, which could determine analogous 

functionally relevant attributes which might not be identical or similar), but is (as with many 

other types of similarity considered in this chapter) a simple extension to  current AR models 

th a t shows first how other types of similarity can be useful, and second how additional forms 

of similarity manage to find themselves being involved in what might initially appear to be 

a syntactic enforcement of systematicity.

Adding precondition /  function /  structure relationships to situations allows much more pre

cise analogical reasoning to be carried out, not only in mapping, but in inference, elaboration 

and justification. This point has not been appreciated in general models of AR. In the Radi

ation /  Fortress analogy, a prerequisite of both solutions is the divisibihty of the force, and 

tha t it has a summing effect when re-combined at the target. This is why the analogy is 

useful, because one can do the same (or polysemically similar) things to the ray as is done 

to the army (division followed by convergence), as they have the same functionally relevant 

attributes. One could imagine another situation where the target force did not have these 

properties, yet a structural approach would draw the (bad) analogy.

W hat Kedar-Cabelli’s technique allowed is an effective dynamic recategorisation of the ob

jects in the two situations, as perceived through their roles in their respective situations. Al

though there is no explicit recategorisation, objects are analysed afresh from their structural 

attributes, as opposed to their attributes which played a role in conventionally classifying 

them. Thus, rather than working from a functional requirement to class to instance, function 

/  structure relationships are used to jum p almost directly from functional requirement to 

structural quality to object. This technique can he used in general AR. Using this type of re

categorisation to allow novel comparisons to be made is weaker than Kedar-Cabelli’s complete 

technique as there is no global ‘restructuring’ (repair at the causal level by replacing mapped 

causal relations). However, global restructuring requires much domain knowledge (e.g. a 

planner or problem-solver) to actually create and modify the relevant network of relations. 

Making use of function /  structure recategorisation is more general and domain-free.

4 .5 .6  C onclusion  on  sem antic sim ilarity

It is shown in the critical review how little semantic similarity has been used as a powerful 

constraint in analogical mapping. No model has fully differentiated between the simpler static
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types of semantic similarity and those involving an analysis according to the current purpose 

and role of parts. A first analysis was presented here. Kedar-Cabelli has also implicitly 

offered a simple technique that allows dynamic similarities to be determined.

One new point to make about static semantic similarity is tha t in general it cannot be used 

to reject analogical mappings, only support them. However, extracting semantic primitives 

which are apparently cross-domain is a possible viable extension of the simpler ‘syntactic’ 

approach which just types relations in a simple way. Dynamic (contextual) similarities are 

more powerful in analogy as they can be used to reject mappings (e.g, if some functionally 

relevant attributes are not shared).

Two of the techniques described here -  the use of pervasive metaphors and structure /  

function relationships -  begin to look at parts in the context of the situation in general. 

Both these techniques verge on the pragmatic -  they involve looking at situations as sets 

of inter related parts and examine how higher-order structures can be used to interpret and 

understand them. Of course, the reason tha t the use of these higher-order structures can be 

effective in analogy is tha t they are in general cross-contextual. In the next section the use 

of several types of higher-order structures to determine mappings is considered.

4.6 Pragm atic Similarity

One of the madn aims of this dissertation is to argue for the need for extra types of similarity 

to be employed in analogy. One can quite clearly present a case for the consideration of 

semantic similarity, which is a well-known constraint tha t has suffered neglect at the expense 

of the apparently more cross-contextual structural similarity. However, several researchers 

have suggested the importance of pragmatic similarities in analogy. In general the use of 

this term  refers to a slight deviation from one of the dictionary definitions of pragmatic; 

tha t a pragmatic analysis is one where the parts being analysed m ust be examined in the 

light o f their particular use. From this meaning of pragmatic, one can see why such models 

as Kedar-Cabelli’s purpose-directed account of analogy, and Gick and Holyoak’s earlier work 

which stressed the role of relations, were labelled as being pragmatic. Holyoak and Thagard’s 

later works emphasises a ‘pragmatic’ constraint which in ACME basically refers to statements 

such as ‘P is im portant’ which are introduced if P has some pragmatic relevance in the current 

situation (it may be a goal object or goal relation, for example). In this section the types of 

pragmatic similarity developed to date are described, followed by some new types for analogy.

Pragmatic similarity considerations to date include the following:

•  Pragmatic similarities involve similarities that can only be determined through an anal-
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ysis of the purpose of the current analogy.

• Pragmatic similarities involve parts, or systems of parts, tha t play the same role in 

both situations.

• A part P is pragmatically im portant if P is related to the current purpose of the analogy, 

or the embedded purpose (e.g. goal) in the situation. Pragmatically im portant parts 

cen be said to be similar simply because they are pragmatically im portant in the same 

way.

• Pragmatic similarities involve similarities that cannot be classed as being structural or 

semantic.

The distinction used here to separate dynamic semantic similarity from pragmatic is tha t 

pragmatic similarity involves structures tha t already exist, rather than one-off relationships 

(say between structure and novel function), but which need to be correctly attributed (or 

instantiated) in the base and target before an analogical mapper can employ them. As stated 

earlier, there is a continuum of similarity including semantic and pragmatic similarities. As 

with the relation between semantic similarity and structural similarity, the problem of distin

guishing the pragmatic from the semantic is tha t a complete analysis of semantic similarity 

would show tha t things are only semantically similar because they can be used for the same 

purpose, and purpose is a pragmatic concept! Static semantic similarities involve looking 

at parts according to some normal purpose, whilst dynamic semantic similarities take into 

account the current context and therefore purpose.

As pointed out earlier, one can take the argument further and assert tha t viewing a situation 

structurally simply highlights its pragmatic structure (the role an object plays is partially 

determined by the relations which have it as arguments). Structure-mapping on syntactic 

representations is thus a relatively domain-free way of mapping what is effectively pragmatic. 

If pragmatic information is exphcitly included in situation descriptions, structure-type map

ping (in the form of systematicity and consistency) is possible, but the matching can be on 

pragmatic knowledge as well as structural. Using pragmatic knowledge in this way can reduce 

the problem from what might initially be syntactic tree-isomorphism to one of matching lin

ear sequences, because of the additional structure offered by the pragmatic knowledge. This 

also reduces the importance or necessity of causality -  as other higher-order relations and 

structures are available. Doing this can reduce analogising to case-based reasoning, if the 

pragmatic structures are tied to a particular domain. The aim in this dissertation is not to 

do this, but to see if there are any general pragmatic structures th a t can help the analogy 

process but the use of which would not constitute ‘cheating’.
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In the rest of this section, several types of pragmatic structures are presented that can be 

used as additional higher-order descriptions in situation representations. As mentioned, using 

these structures is perfectly consistent with much structural similarity (indeed, the structural 

similarity components of systematicity and coherency are needed to generate the mappings).

4.6.1 Pragm atic partitions

The simplest type of pragmatic knowledge that can be employed is a simple structure which 

indicates how a situation can be divided in such a way that only parts from the same division 

will be ever be mapped. There are many types of ‘pragmatic partition’ (which is what I 

shall call this) that can exist (indeed there may be several competing ways of pragmatically 

viewing the situation).

A common partition has been mentioned several times already -  the division of a problem

solving trace into a problem statement, failed plans, successful plan, and goal. This partition 

as applied to the Fortress /  Radiation analogy is shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10.

desire(general, capture(army, fortress))

aUack(entire army, 

one road)

destroy (m ines ,  

a rm y ,  v illages)

i
attack(sm all group, 

one road)

require(cap ture(for tress ,  

entire  army))

d iv ide (gene ra l ,  arm y,  

sm all  g ro u p s  o f  arm y)

I
po s i t ion (sm a l l  g roups  o f  

a rm y ,  d i f fe ren t  roads)

I
s im u ltan eo u s  (con verge 

(small  g ro u p s  o f  a rmy, 

for tress))

Initial steps to achieve  goal

G oal  - cap ture(for t ress ,  army)
Failure

Figure 4.9: Trace of base of Duncker’s problem

Some other simple partitions include dividing stories into beginning (where basic relationships 

between the main actors are presented), middle (where the events occur), and end (where 

the final event occurs, and possibly a moral statement is made). These types of partition 

arise with many types of situation. Similarly, the goal objects or relations of a situation can 

often be quickly identified (e.g. the doctor /  tumour /  rays, and general, fortress, army as the
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desire(doctor,destroy(tumour, rays))

app ly (h ig h  int. rays, 

tu m o u r ,  one  pa th)

app ly(one  low intensity 

ray, tum our)

d es troy (rays ,  heal thy  

tissue) I

require(des troy  (tumour,  

high int. rays))
G o a l  - d e s t ro y ( tu m o u r ,  rays)

Initial steps to ach ieve  goal

Failure

Figure 4.10: Initial trace of target of Duncker’s problem

controller, object to alter, and means in the Radiation /  Fortress analogy). These are quite 

mundane structures, though evidently very useful. There are, however, some more interesting 

structures which may also be of use in analogy, which are now discussed.

4.6.2 C ognitive and M etaphorical Prim itives and Schem as

In the section on structural similarity, the Fortress Problem is presented with the relations 

replaced with nonsensical ones, with the assertion that the story is very difficult to under

stand in a purely structural way. However, if some terms are replaced then some obvious 

mappings (to people at least) can be created. For example, if only the spatial relationships 

in the story are made clear, one can make an immediate analogy between the problems 

(something in the centre of a sensitive medium and something on the outside that has to 

get to it). Gick and Holyoak [23], Keane (personal communication) and Lakoff and Johnson 

[42] [52] [53] have stressed the importance of physical and physically grounded relations for 

story comprehension. A collection of these relations, appropriately abstracted, constitutes a 

schema. In their earlier studies Gick and Holyoak mentioned that the roads radiated out from 

the fortress ‘like spokes in a wheel’ [23] but apparently found this too powerful a suggestion 

(many more students could solve the problem when told this) and removed it in later exper

iments. Gick Holyoak have also suggested that sometimes important features of situations 

can be extracted [24], where once the underlying schema is sahent, the rest of the base can 

be largely disregarded. For example, the most important terms in the Fortress Problem are:

lo c a t e ( f o r t r e s s ,c e n t r e  ( c o u n tr y ) )  c o n v e rg e  ( sm a ll  g r o u p s  o f  a rm y , f o r t r e s s )

d iv id e ( g e n e r a l ,  a rm y , s m a ll  g ro u p s  o f  a rm y )  p o s i t io n  ( sm a ll  g r o u p s  o f  a rm y , d i f f e r e n t  ro a d s )
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The creation and use of these schemas evidently requires much comprehension, and to assert 

their existence has implications for learning and retrieval and well as mapping. However, 

these types of schema are beginning to become domain-specific, and so even if relevant for 

some types of analogy, are just beyond the area of detailed investigation here. Perhaps 

the most one can assert when taking about domain-free, general analogy is the existence of 

structures tha t pervade language, which apply across all domains. Pragmatic partitions are 

one example of this: they seem quite obvious to us, but this is only so because we structure 

new experience using them -  all problem-solving sequences are interpreted as a statement, 

failed plans, and solution. Stories are seen to have at least beginnings, middles, and endings, 

and we always like to interpret them in this way to help us understand them. (But playwrights 

sometimes hke us to have to throw away these conventional structurings, for example Tom 

Stoppard’s play After Magritte which begins with a conclusion and works backwards in time 

to the beginning). Another example of a pervasive structuring technique is image schemas.

4 .6 .3  Im age Schem as

Recently, researchers in finguistics and philosophy have suggested th a t much of language has 

a basis (or grounding) in terms of metaphor and in particular kinesthetic and metaphori- 

cal image schemas [42] [52] [53]. The fundamental assertion is tha t many concepts, when 

expressed linguistically, have metaphorical mappings to image schemas. T hat is, they are 

expressed in a reasonably consistent manner using the terms of, or relationships within, these 

image schemas.

An image schema, for the purposes of this dissertation, is a particular type of a schema: i.e. a 

structure consisting of roles and relationships between roles. The roles, however, are limited 

to a set th a t first have inter-domain applicability and second tha t have an experimental 

justification as being more fundamental or primitive in human cognition than other possible 

roles. The image schema is often named after the roles it employs. Examples are given below.

Image schemas naturally apply across domains, as their roles naturally have this charac

ter. Perhaps the most extreme interpretation of this is that, as the most abstract and rich 

concepts can ultimately be analysed in terms of these ‘primitives’, they can provide the cog

nitively plausible canonical form which, among others, Schank and Abelson were attem pting 

to find when they developed scripts [70]. Clearly there is a possibility tha t any description of 

situations in terms of primitive third-party terms might offer a way to determine analogies.

Image schemas are not only useful to analogy in providing higher-order structures with which
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to  impose a common ‘view’ on the base and target, but their effects are essential for struc

tu ral and semantic similarities as well, as they account for polysemical relations applying in 

different domains, which along with other types of metaphor allows the transcendence from 

taxonomic organisations that just apply to one domain.

These types of structures (and combinations of them) can account for and offer an eflBcient 

way of determining many analogies. Of course, there are some situations which might not 

be describable in these terms, and in these cases other similarity constraints become more 

useful, bu t where common higher-order structurings exist it seems obvious to employ them. 

The point is tha t to date only a few of the possible structurings tha t do exist have been 

employed, and tha t image schemas as such have not been previously considered.

Many expressions have metaphorical groundings, i.e. their parts map to either basic image 

schemas (as “he is in  luck” maps to the what is termed the ‘container’ schema of being 

in or out of something), or they can -  as a whole -  be expressed in term s of some more 

primitive structure. An example would be comparing a disease with an argument, as both 

are commonly grounded in terms of war: “He fough t off the cancer but it was too s tro n g  

for him and slowly d es tro y ed  his body”, “He fough t off his opponent but she was too 

s tro n g  and slowly d es tro y ed  his argument” . These examples are analogues because of their 

common grounding - we might use this similarity as a simile: “She unceasingly attacked his 

ideas like a cancer tha t attacks you all over” .

Similarly, in Duncker’s Radiation and analogue Fortress Problem, the divisibility of the rays /  

army and their convergence, and the many-paths-to-a-goal aspect are the common groundings 

(this was the basis of the ‘convergence schema’ that Gick and Holyoak suggested). Both army 

and rays are seen quantitatively, physically, and as sums of individuals tha t can be arbitrarily 

divided. This similarity could be seen either as certain objects sharing the same functional 

attribu tes (discussed previously under semantic similarity), or as both mapping onto the same 

quite specific schema involving division then summation when converged. T hat such schemas 

appear in people has been commonly argued (as is discussed above). These two situations 

could also be interpreted as examples of the more general and primitive ‘centre-periphery’ and 

‘source-goal’ image schemas which have been advocated by Lakoff and Johnson (see below).

A nother good example is the Fight /  Argue analogy presented earlier in this chapter. This 

involved similarities between the domain of fighting and arguing, and it is plausible because 

we do often think of argument in terms of a fight, or war. Thus we can not only talk about 

winning an argument or fight, but the build-up (attack then fight, or criticise then argue) 

and consequence (there is a loser who is hurt in some way) match. This is not to say tha t the 

two situations should be represented as instances of some conflict schema, but the common
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grounding is one reason why the structures are analogically compatible: i.e. the domains are 

thought about in similar ways because of pervasive schemas (or ways tha t people structure 

the world).

Exam ples o f  Metaphorical Grounding

Three commonly-used groundings in language are those of the container schema, the source- 

goal schema, and the centre-periphery schema [42]. These basic image and kinesthetic 

schemas, as they are called, have instantiations in many domains, both abstract and concrete. 

They are responsible for the structuring and ‘logic’ of abstract domains. Each of these basic 

schemas has types of reasoning associated with it. To ground something in terms of one of 

these schemas is also to accept that the underlying ‘logic’ of the schema is applicable. Several 

examples are given below.

The Container Schema

This is one of the most basic schemas. There is a simple logic to this schema - either A is in 

B or it is not (it is out of B). If A is in B and B is in C, then A is in C.

A formal example of the container schema is hierarchical categorisation and organisation of 

knowledge. For example, if A ISA B and B ISA C, then A ISA C. Venn diagrams which are 

used to give an intuitive notion of set theory have their grounding in terms of the images 

associated with the container schema.

A more human example is “Mark is in love” , or “Mark is out of love” . Many abstract concepts 

such as this are made concrete in terms of containment. Basic image schemas do not only 

provide a simple means of expression, they allow us to reason about the abstract concepts 

they instantiate. For example “Mark cannot really fall in and out of love tha t often - i t ’s just 

not possible” .

The Source-Goal Schema

This is another basic schema which we use to structure the world. Problem solving in its 

many forms is seen as instantiations of the source-goal schema. We have a source -  where we 

begin -  and a goal -  where we are to end -  and a means of traversing the space between the 

source and goal. We also have a notion of distance between our current position and any other 

position, and assume tha t the best way to solve a problem is take the most direct routine 

- tha t is travel the least distance. We get side-tracked or see a solution a long way off  ̂ or 

think we are getting there. We therefore ground the abstract conceptions of problem-solving 

in term s of everyday movement from one physical place to another.

A formal example of this schema is its use in Means-Ends Analysis, where problems are
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viewed as described above. The addition is a collection of operators which transform  one 

state  into another. MEA involves the application of operators which reduce the perceived 

distance between the current state and goal state.

This schema is so pervasive that all of problem-solving is now seen as a source (problem 

statement)-goal schema. This is why pragmatic partitions can be used when drawing analo

gies between problem-solving sequences: because the base and target will have this structure. 

This schema (and a similar schema known as the path schema) can be applied to examples 

other than problem-solving. An example is the Radiation Problem where the rays begin at 

the outside of the body, and undergo a novel traversal (division) to get to the goal (tumour). 

Of course, this is shared by the Fortress Problem analogue.

The Centre-periphery Schema

This schema involves a concept of centre surrounded by periphery. The container schema 

is often mapped as well onto things understandable in terms of centre-periphery, so tha t 

anything not in the centre is outside, and things in the centre inside. Duncker’s Radiation 

Problem requires tha t the tumour /  body be understood in this way, with the additional 

concept th a t things can radiate out from the centre.

4 .6 .4  A bstractions

Abstractions are seen in analogy as an effective way of constraining the im portant and infer

able parts of a situation. In the context of analogical reasoning, an abstraction is taken to 

be a fixed, or relatively fixed, structure consisting of roles which relate to each other (i.e. a 

schema and an abstraction can be used interchangeably for the purpose of this dissertation, 

though these terms are used with distinct meaning elsewhere). Given a representation, an 

abstraction can be instantiated (its roles assigned values) using parts of the representation 

tha t are deemed to be similar to the particular role.

Abstractions have been used in several models of analogy, and many of case-based reasoning. 

The types of schema considered above are also examples of abstractions. Schemas and ab

stractions capture the relevance and causality in the situation. In short, they act as templates 

th a t can be instantiated with plausibility. Often they act as large causal structures, where the 

abstraction (which includes the consequent) is instantiated so long as the antecedents of the 

abstraction match. Two problems with abstraction are: first, how an abstraction is created 

(as a result of analogy itself?), and second, if analogy involves making novel comparisons, do 

abstractions tha t apply across domains already exist (and if so, how did they come about if 

the similarity has not been seen before)?
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The approach taken here is that domain-specific abstractions do not exist before the analogy 

is carried out (and after the analogy should exist as a result of learning), but tha t domain- 

invauriant abstractions (such as image-schémas) do exist and tha t novel applications of them 

to the current analogy can aid mapping. This distinction, and the assertion th a t the use of 

certain types of abstractions is valid in general AR, is a new perspective. A model or theory 

for the generation of abstractions hes beyond the scope of this dissertation, though some 

suggestions are made in Chapter 8 on memory organisation and learning.

4 .6 .5  C onclusion  on  pragm atic sim ilarity

Pragmatic similarity is understood here to mean similarity due to a common or similar role. 

T hat is, when describing a situation, statements describing the purpose or use of a part in its 

current situation can be made about certain parts, such as ‘This is the goal’, or ‘This is the 

instrum ent’. This can be determined semantically and structurally to some extent (through 

being an argument to similar relations, or existing in the same part of a syntactic structure). 

However, in this section, using higher-order structures apphed to both base and target to 

determine this role has been suggested.

Very little work has been done on what types of structure can be apphed in AR, with 

most work looking to rather domain-specific abstractions. The extreme of simple abstraction 

instantiation (e.g. Greiner [25]) has been adopted in some caises. All this involves is performing 

a mapping on the basis that a known abstraction, which has already been instantiated in the 

base, can be instantiated in the target domain. This make pragmatic similarity of central 

importance. Others have taken the other extreme -  tha t pragmatic similarity is not at all 

relevant in mapping.

Here, another, new, option is offered, which is that there might be certain types of overall 

structure tha t exist for many examples (such as the failed plan /  successful plan structure in 

problem-solving), and tha t many situations might be partially described in term s of higher- 

order structures (e.g. the spatial relations in the Fortress /  Radiation analogy) through an 

image schema. Some of these structures are prevalent across domains, either because they 

are so useful tha t situations are naturally understood in terms of them, thus analogising 

can employ them as something existing in common between two situations, or because they 

actually direct knowledge representation of situations in the first place because they structure 

the way in which the world in general is perceived to be organised. This means th a t structural 

approaches will also tend to work because of the shared commonalities at the pragmatic level.

As far as a general model of analogy goes, all pragmatic similarity can offer beyond dynamic 

semantic similarity is the application of certain types of pervasive higher-order structures, or
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schemas, which may be most useful in a computational sense if the structure divides up the 

situations being considered into manageable pieces. Future work on pragmatic similarity will 

undoubtedly begin to explain the workings of other stages of analogy (such as learning and 

retrieval), as well as unify general approaches, which must rely on the syntactic, structural 

and semantic, and case-based approaches, which usually rely on rather restricted types of 

schema.

4.7 Restructuring

In this chapter one assertion has been that in drawing an analogy schemas could be imposed 

on the base and target to give a common structure through which cross-contextual similarity 

could be determined. In mapping it has been shown how similarity can be determined through 

novel categorisations (e.g. effectively categorising things dynamically according to their role 

and their functionally relevant attributes in the current context). Both these techniques are 

examples of restructuring, where the situations are viewed in new or novel ways to allow a 

similarity to be perceived.

Figure 4.11: Duncker’s Candle Problem

As an example, consider the type of recategorisation in Duncker’s Candle Problem (mentioned 

previously), shown in Figure 4.11. In this problem a candle must be fixed to a vertical wooden 

wall. The only objects to hand are a candle and a box of drawing pins. Consider that the 

problem-solving process begins with a purpose- or goal-based retrieval (or generation of) a 

plan involving a bracket, nail, and candle, where the bracket is nailed to the wall and the 

candle placed on the bracket. With a structure-map (possibly using pragmatic problem

solving knowledge such as goal-object, problem statement etc.), it is quite easy to match the 

candle with candle and nail with drawing pin. But a match between the bracket and the box 

(holding the drawing pins) must now be made (see the solution in Figure 4.12). This is a
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weak case of ‘restructuring’ -  as the box can be ‘recategorised’ to belong a currently salient 

classification -  ‘means of support’. Just as the bracket has the saUent quahty ‘L-shape’ so 

does the box, thus allowing the mapping. Restructuring can be effective by having to hand 

existing plans, and trying to place the current situation in correspondence to one of them 

by using novel categorisation. This is an alternative to having domain knowledge available 

to construct novel plans (e.g. seeing that the wax in the candle can be heated then plied to 

create a bracket shape with a drawing pin moulded into it).

JL

■̂1
Figure 4.12: Solution to Candle Problem

‘Restructuring’ is a term borrowed from Gestalt psychology, in which the appropriate per

ception of a problem is seen as essential in order to achieve a quick solution. Ohlsson has 

re-examined restructuring in problem-solving within the information-processing paradigm in 

psychology.

Ohlsson saw tha t a complete theory of problem-solving must be able to account for both re

structuring and the idea tha t problems are solved through a search through a space where the 

traversals take place through certain well-defined operators. He described the old Gestalt the

ory of restructuring in terms of several principles, of which the more sahent ones of relevance 

to a computational analysis of analogy are [61]:

•  “Every situation embodies a structure, defined by various relations in the situation” 

[61].

• Structures have gaps in them (typically where the solution sequence should go). Re

structuring changes the structural relations and therefore the gaps.

•  Restructuring is likely after several failed attem pts at a solution.
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•  Restructuring includes such things as different parts becoming salient.

Several aspects of these older principles are relevant to analogy as has been presented in 

this dissertation. The ‘structure’ mentioned is not necessarily the structure embodied in 

a predicate representation. Example structures included systems of relations which corre

spond to (and are probably the forerunners of) the image schemas of Lakoff and Johnson, 

such as centre-periphery, part-whole etc.. Thus restructuring includes altering the structur

ing schemas in which situations are perceived to make them more appropriate for mapping. 

Carbonell has noted the importance of failed plans, which corresponds to the principle that 

restructuring often occurs after several unsuccessful attem pts. W hat failed plans do is ef

fectively provide additional information on the underlying constraints of the problem, which 

can give rise to a reminding of a past problem with similar constraints. The reminded prob

lem can then be used to impose a new view on the current one. Earlier in this chapter, it is 

shown how dynamic categorisations could alter notions of similarity and salience of attributes 

depending on the situation.

Ohlsson also presented his own information-processing flavour of restructuring [60], the im

portan t principles of which are:

•  The function of restructuring is to revise the set of applicable operators.

• Restructuring is a memory retrieval process, which can be used to construct a new 

encoding of the situation.

•  Restructuring brings a goal state within the horizon of visible future states (thus filling 

the above-mentioned ‘gap’).

Restructuring as used here is quite different in several im portant respects from the information- 

processing compatible version considered by Ohlsson. Ohlsson seems to accept th a t conven

tional problem-solving is prior to restructuring (as restructuring occurs when the problem- 

solver is stuck, or if the cognitive system is overloaded). Here restructuring and analogy are 

seen as one of the central aspects of problem-solving, where similar past experiences guide 

the current problem. There are contexts in which restructuring occurs here:

•  Restructuring occurs when a ‘conventional’ analysis of the situation yields past expe

riences tha t are superficially similar to the current one, yet do not allow the current 

one to be solved. The situation is analysed in novel ways allowing the retrieval of more 

appropriate, analogical situations (see Chapter 8 on memory organisations for analogy).

• Restructuring occurs when a past case has been reminded, but where it is not obvious 

how it applies to the current case (what the mappings should be). Here parts can be
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analysed according to their contextual function (re-categorised according to role) and 

m apped (or inferred -  see Chapter 6) accordingly. This type of restructuring is covered 

in the section on contextual similarity in this chapter, and examples can be found in 

C hapter 9.

•  Restructuring occurs when a past case has been reminded and where the base and 

target are examined to see if a common (higher-order) structure can be imposed on 

the two situations, if none already exists. This type of restructuring includes using 

pragmatic partitions and image schemas. It also relates to analogy as mapping through 

systematicity, which determines just if a common higher-order structure exists. It is 

also considered in Chapter 5, on elaboration, which looks at techniques for making 

situations more structurally compatible.

This view of restructuring is quite compatible with information-processing, through not with 

the view th a t conventional problem-solving is a prior problem-solving technique. The central 

point above is used in the program described in Chapter 9.

Restructuring also has relevance to retrieval, as the current situation may need to be altered 

to get different cues, allowing different types of past experience to be reminded. This is 

discussed in Chapter 8.

4.8 Conclusions

In this chapter the rationale for mapping has been presented, and several novel theoretical 

points have been made (concerning isomorphism, strong and weak structural similarity, why 

structural similarity should work, and the assertion tha t all types of similarity for analogy 

can be viewed on a continuum). The three types of similarity used in mapping have been 

discussed. Although each of these three types of similarity has been used in previous AR 

models, new approaches have been made in this chapter with each type, which are now 

summarised.

It was shown tha t structural similarity can be divided into syntactic similarity, consistency 

and systematicity, and that consistency and systematicity could be used with all types of 

similarity. This point is not always appreciated. W ith syntactic similarity a new system of 

types for analogy was developed to show how this similarity constraint can be apphed more 

effectively. The type system used presented types for both higher-order and non-higher-order 

relations. Semantic similarity as used in AR was presented and the im portant difference, 

between static and dynamic similarities, was described. Pragmatic similarity was then de
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scribed, and various types presented, ending with restructuring and image schemas. By 

describing similarity in this way the continuum of similarity for analogy was again high- 

Ughted; these types of similarity, with a framework in which they can be understood, is 

presented below. The relationship between certain types of similarity and restructuring was 

made; restructuring has not previously been appreciated in general AR programs, and an 

example of this model’s approach concerning the Candle problem is given in Chapter 9.

In any competent mapping mechanism these types of similarity will exist only to fulfil the 

purpose of the mapping stage: to place parts of the base and target in correspondence. Some 

current methods rely on either ordering of the situation in such a way as to make a 1:1 

mapping, or structuring the situation in such as way tha t it is immediately obvious which 

parts should be mapped with which (especially the more CBR-oriented approaches), whilst 

others make minimal assumptions about the existence of cues tha t would allow immediate 

mappings and employ Structure-mapping type techniques which allow mappings to emerge 

from the internal structure of the two situations (but see the next chapter on elaboration). 

The trade-off is between using all similarity-determining techniques described above (time, 

cause, structure, pragmatics, purpose, abstractions, failures, importance, semantics etc.), and 

the simplicity of the knowledge representation, overall ‘algorithm’ and cost of integrating all 

the constraints used. Some experiments which address this question in an informal empirical 

way are described in Chapter 9, in describing the program.

In the preceding sections quite a wide range of techniques for determining similarity have 

been discussed. In developing an analogical mapping mechanism there are many alternative 

choices. One could argue that, to allow a model to be implemented or subjected to empirical 

investigation, only some of the above constraints should be considered. However, even though 

there are many types of similarity classified as structural, semantic or pragmatic, only three 

basic mechanisms need be developed to account for many of them, which are now described. 

This conceptual organisation of similarity for analogy is new.

Firstly, it is undeniable tha t a s t ru c tu ra l  c o n s tra in t (in the form of systematicity and 

some degree of coherency) should lie close to the heart of any model of analogy. I t is without 

doubt the most im portant of the similarity constraints tha t can be determined internally. 

Even those models tha t fall into the pragmatic category use a structural constraint to realise 

the pragmatic similarity (a part that stood in some relation to  a pragmatic structure, or 

two parts that stood in some pragmatic relation to each other in the base, stand in the 

same relation in the target). Techniques (i.e. algorithms and representations) for structural 

mapping have already been devised, and the only new comments to make here are tha t they 

should not be tied up with the architecture of the analogical mechanism too tightly, or be
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too strict to the detriment of other valid analogical similarity constraints.

Secondly, there are some static ab so lu te  an d  e x te rn a l s im ila r ity  c o n s tra in ts . Some 

of the sy n ta c tic  c o n s tra in ts  and conven tional sem an tic  s im ila r ity  c o n s tra in ts  are of 

this type. Most static similarities can be determined by reference to non-changing knowledge 

structures such as dictionaries or thesauri. All tha t need be provided for these is some function 

th a t takes two parts and determines the ‘distance’ between them according to some static 

similarity function. There are many such notions of static similarity, bu t for the purposes of 

investigating analogical similarities the architecture for the determination of static similarity 

is not im portant. For example, this can be be implemented by developing a taxonomy of terms 

from the general to the specific, with a notion of distance along each ISA or ‘similar-to’ link, 

or in terms of a simple table look-up, with special links for semantic primitives describing the 

relation (which include the arity and structural constraint of ‘type’). The other consideration 

is what type of similarity is used to exclude mappings and what types just provide more 

evidence for existing mappings. It is clear, for example, tha t semantic dissimilarity should 

not exclude a potential mapping, as it often occurs in analogy. Exclusion criteria also affect 

the power and efficiency of the mechanism as more exclusions mean quicker analogies but 

more possibihty tha t an analogy will fail. If nothing is excluded then it is possible tha t the 

later stages of a mapping mechanism will be hindered by spurious potential mappings (see 

C hapter 9 for a continuation of this discussion).

There are finally dynamic s im ila rity  c o n s tra in ts  which can only be determined by an anal

ysis of the function, role and purpose of parts in the situation and the current context. It 

is these similarity constraints that have typically been ignored to date in analogical mech

anisms. Beyond the examination of individual relations and objects to determine what the 

fu n c tio n a lly  re lev an t a t t r ib u te s  are, nearly all of them are classified as p ra g m a tic  s im i

la ritie s . So these divide into similarity through structural attributes satisfying function and 

role, and similarity due to being in the same parts of a pragmatic structure, such as a domain 

structure (e.g. problem-solving sequences are divided up into goal, problem statements, failed 

plans and successful plans), abstraction or image schema. For dynamic similarity, knowledge 

representation needs to be more expressive about why an object or relation fulfils a particular 

role. This has been done in Kedar-Cabelli’s work to some extent. Although pragmatic simi

larities are varied in origin, the effect of any one pragmatic constraint is tha t a higher-order 

structure is generated tha t places some parts of a situation in some relation to each other. 

Thus this class of similarity constraint is quite easy to implement as basically a (generally 

non-binary) higher-order relation with some information indicating what type of higher-order 

relation it is and what types of higher-order relation it can be mapped to. Because, of the
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three types covered here, pragmatic similarities require most domain knowledge to be applied 

sensitively, the general program described in Chapter 9 does not utilise them  fully, nor in a 

completely ‘sound’ way. This is justified as the point being made is tha t they exist and are 

useful, and all the program does is begin an exploration into their general use.

A summary of this chapter, in the form of a list of the types of similarity useful for analogy is 

described in Figure 4.13. Such an exhaustive fist of types of similarity has not been presented 

before.

Similarity Constraint

S y n ta c t ic

S y s te m a tic i ty

C o m p le te n e ss
C o h e ren c e
T im e

T y p e s
C a u s a li ty
E n a b le m e n t

R o les to  re la tio n s

T h e s a u ru s  s im ila r ity

T a x o n o m ic  s im ila r ity  
P o ly se m y

M e ta p h o r
C o n te x tu a l  s im ila r ity  
P r a g m a t ic  p a r t i t io n s  
C o g n itiv e  p r im itiv e s  
Im a g e  sc h e m a s

R e s tru c tu r in g

Use for analogical mapping

S im p le s t ‘se m a n tic ’ c o n s tra in t

E m p h a s ise  im p o r ta n c e  o f  c o n n e c te d  s t r u c tu r e  
E m p h a s ise  im p o r ta n c e  o f  c au se  
E n su re  p lau s ib le  in d iv id u a l m ap p in g s  
E n su re  p lau s ib le  o v e ra ll m a p p in g  
E n su re  p lau s ib le  m ap p in g s

E n su re  p lau s ib le  m ap p in g s
A llow s sy s te m a tic i ty
A llow s b e t te r  u se  o f c a u sa lity
A llow s d e sc rip tio n  o f  fu n c tio n a l re lev an ce
E n su re  p lau s ib le  m ap p in g s
P re v e n t  s lig h t s y n ta c t ic  m ism a tch e s
L oose  se m a n tic  s im ila r ity
Ig n o res  sense
S tr ic te r  se m a n tic  s im ila r ity
L oose  se m a n tic  s im ila r ity
A llow s s y n ta c t ic  m a tc h e s
D e ad  m e ta p h o rs  =  U sefu l s im ila r it ie s
L oose  se m a n tic  s im ila r ity
W h a t ’s c o n te x tu a lly  im p o r ta n t
D iv id es  u p  m a p p in g  sp ace
L oose  se m a n tic  s im ila r ity
D iv id es  u p  m a p p in g  sp ace
S im ila r ity  o f  c o m m o n  sch em as
S ee in g  th in g s  in  a p p ro p r ia te  w ays

How realised

A llow s s y s te m a t ic i ty  a p p lic a t io n  
A rity , O rd e r , V a lu e

M a p  a rg u m e n ts  o f  a  re la t io n  m ap p in g  
O n ly  m a p  r e la tio n s  i f  a rg u m e n ts  m ap  
T ry  to  r e ta in  iso m o rp h ism  
P re v e n t  te m p o ra l  in c o n s is te n c y  
M a p  p a r ts  in  s im ila r  te m p o ra l  reg io n s 
O n ly  m a p  p a r t s  w i th  s a m e  ty p e  
E n su re  u se d  in  r e p re se n ta t io n s

E n su re  u se d  in  re p re se n ta t io n s

M a p  lik e  ro les  in s te a d  o f  a rg  p o s itio n s

E x te rn a l  lo o k -u p  ta b le  
E x te rn a l  ta x o n o m y

S a m e -n a m e  s im ila r ity  so  ‘fre e ’ 
P o ly sem y , im a g e -sch e m as  
F u n c tio n a lly  re le v a n t a t t r ib u te s  
U se h ig h e r-o rd e r  s t ru c tu re s  
S y n ta c t ic  ty p e s

U se h ig h e r-o rd e r  s t ru c tu re s  
Im a g e s  sc h e m a , p ra g m a tic  p a r t i t io n .  
F u n c tio n a lly  re le v a n t a t t r ib u te s

Figure 4.13: Similarities in analogy

One final point to make about any analogical mapping mechanism is tha t it must work 

with any degree of analogy, from the abstract and structural to the highly semantic and 

pragmatic. The assumption taken here is that the more information available about the 

analogy the quicker and more accurate the analogical mapper should be. However, each 

analogy is different and some may not include semantic or pragmatic knowledge, so if a list 

of syntactic relations is presented, the mapper must work just as hard at determining if any 

coherent structural similarity can be found amongst them. The importance of pragmatic and
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semantic knowledge is that it can help determine similarities very quickly in nearly always 

an accurate manner. This obviates the need for a comprehensive structure-m apper to some 

degree, though, as stated earlier, semantic and especially pragmatic similarities are reaUsed 

in higher-order structures which must be mapped to some extent structurally. The danger 

of pragmatic structures is that it is aU too easy to ‘cheat’ with them, by effectively making 

them  so expressive that only a very simple mechanism is needed to produce a mapping. Of 

course this is not to be avoided totally if the analogies are useful, but humans are able to 

make novel analogies which transcend a simple application of an existing shared higher-order 

structure. Higher-order structures are a way of realising an analogy without delving into the 

complexities of a purely structural match, but it must be emphasised tha t in general their 

creation and instantiation should occur to some extent within the analogy process itself.

In final conclusion, there is a lot more to mapping than structure-type mapping, and if analogy 

in general is to be accounted for, one must look to other ways of determining similarity. 

However, at all times the constraints of coherency and systematicity must be maintained, 

to some degree, as it is these that lie at the heart of cross-contextual mappings, though the 

types of similarities they operate with can change quite dramatically.

The program described in Chapter 9 adopts many of the similarity constraints described 

here, not only in the form of an enhanced approach to syntactic and structural mapping, but 

also in the form of thesaurus and taxonomic similarities, the use of pragmatic and temporal 

knowledge, and the use of function /  structure relationships.
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C hapter 5

Elaboration

5.1 Introduction

Elaboration is a little-addressed stage of analogy concerned with ensuring th a t the most 

appropriate representations are presented to the analogical mapping mechanism (and indeed 

most stages of analogy after retrieval). Not only is it effective to have a stage of analogy that 

can take two situations and alter their representations to make them more compatible for 

the purpose of computational analogical mapping, but there is some evidence tha t humans 

re-represent (or re-structure) situations to allow a stronger perception of similarity (this is 

the conclusion Duncker came to in 1926 and there seems to have been much corroboration 

from psychology since). There was some discussion of this in Chapter 4. Appropriate re

representation allows the mapping mechanism to be as simple as possible (and many mapping 

algorithms developed to date are functionally very simple in some senses, including sensitivity 

to slight changes in representation). Indeed, as some of the basic assumptions of mapping 

mechanisms impose limitations on their ultimate power (e.g. syntactic similarity between 

relations), in an attem pt to ensure that only ‘true’ analogies are determined, it can sometimes 

be necessary to ‘pre-process’ or ‘prime’ representations so analogies can be completed with the 

mapping techniques available. This ‘pre-processing’, both implicit (in terms of representation 

formalisms used) and explicit, is the concern of this chapter. Most of the work presented in 

this chapter is new as analogical elaboration has not been considered much to date.

There are five main issues that come under the topic of analogical elaboration:

•  Minor changes can be made either to existing structures (a structure being a subset of 

the parts in a situation where all parts in the subset are connected) or by removing 

knowledge irrelevant to the analogy. This prevents spurious knowledge from detrimen

tally affecting the mapping.
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•  Additional higher-order relations can be imposed on (ie. added to) both base and target 

to effectively provide a common abstraction or abstractions under which a systematic 

mapping can take place.

•  Relations can be re-represented to allow the analogy to be determined under the re

strictive similarity constraints used in mapping (e.g. actual alteration or addition of 

particular relations in a situation so they fit the precise requirements for a match more 

closely). A related possibihty is generating or altering the representation to offer a 

contextually relevant causal network specifically for purpose of the current analogy.

•  Knowledge can be altered and re-represented after mapping and /  or inference has taken 

place, according to some external criteria.

•  One can ensure that the knowledge representation used will allow analogies to be made 

as easily as possible. Although this might appear obvious, discussion in this chapter 

examines the sorts of representation tha t can be used for analogy.

Removal of knowledge and some simple types of re-representation are discussed here and some 

com putational suggestions are made. The need for major restructuring is argued, but any 

com putational approach hes beyond the scope of this dissertation. Altering knowledge after 

mapping and inference, i.e. repair -  which is more often associated with the CBR approach 

to reasoning by similarity -  is discussed both here and in Chapters 3, 6 and 7 (the review, 

and on inference and justification) as it is bound up with the failure to justify knowledge 

inferred in the target.

Part of this chapter is devoted to arguing tha t elaboration is a necessary stage for analogy, as 

even recent analogical mechanisms mention it little, if a t ah. Thus a continuous point in the 

foUowing discussion is that the problem of analogy is in no way solved by offering a method 

of mapping, and tha t the types of re-representation tha t occur in elaboration are as essential 

to analogy as is the process of mapping. This perspective, although not new in the field of 

AR in general, has been largely forgotten in the more recent analogical reasoning models.

5.2 M echanism s o f elaboration

The mechanisms used for elaboration in analogical models to date are as follows:

N o n e  - Assume tha t only the relevant aspects are given, or tha t irrelevant aspects will be 

ignored in later stages (assumed by Falkenhainer et al. [13], Holyoak and Thagard [39], 

Keane [46], Burstein [3], Tenenberg [77], and Hofstadter and Mitchell [30]). In some
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cases such as tutorial learning, or planning, it is reasonable to assume only relevant 

information will be presented to the analogical reasoning process.

A d d  im p lie d  know ledge Although W inston’s model of analogy [84] did not have an elab

oration stage as such, he did assert that his model had ‘demons’ in it which could add 

predicates imphed by the mapping. This was especially so for higher-order relations. 

For example, persuade involves causing something, whilst dissuade involves prevention. 

This seems an unusual approach, given that W inston’s model used similarity based on 

classification-exploitation hypothesising, as in a classification, the concept of persuasion 

(for example) could be set to be an conceptual instance of the concept cause (amongst 

others), so obviating the need for demons.

C re a te  th e  re le v an t causa l n e tw o rk  - This can be achieved by the use of domain knowl

edge and pragmatic information (as used by Kedar-Cabelli [47]).

U se  s t r u c tu r e  - Structure-exploiting heuristics can be used to prune irrelevant information 

(as used by Keane [46]). This can be imphcitly carried out by only mapping those parts 

causally connected to some important relation(s), such as goal relations [84].

R e ly  o n  a b s tra c tio n s  o r  com piled  know ledge - This can constrain the information to 

th a t which is im portant (as used by Burstein [3], Greiner [26], and Russell and Davies 

[76]).

So models rely on either highly constrained situation representations, or use the connect

edness to a goal relation to determine which relations and objects should be considered for 

mapping. Few models have an elaboration stage as such, and those tha t do involve micro

world knowledge or make use of already existing domain abstractions.

Some of the models that make use of domain knowledge have an implicit elaboration stage 

later on in the analogy process, after mapping has taken place. This involves both local 

alteration of relations to reflect the new semantics of the target [3], and wholesale alteration 

of the causal network mapped over using domain knowledge to replace any inappropriate 

sub networks [4] [47].

5.3 W hy elaboration might not be needed

Existing techniques (especially those based on structure-mapping or case-based reasoning) 

play down elaboration and concentrate on mapping and inferring using what, from the per

spective of this dissertation, are effectively already ‘elaborated’ representations. Because of
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this some situation representations used as examples of analogy are rather too contrived (see 

later), which is one reason to investigate the necessity of an elaboration stage. However, it 

is also im portant to stress that elaboration for mapping or inference is not always required, 

depending on the application and the architecture of the analogical reasoner. For exaunple, 

several appUcations have shown that an elaboration stage is not required if the situation 

representations are created solely for the purpose of analogising (that is, the situation rep

resentations exist solely to draw certain well-defined types of analogy), or if the appUcation 

results in naturally highly constrained situations. Because of the resulting constrained de

scriptions, working within limited domains is one aspect tha t makes case-based reasoning 

simpler than analogy in some areas. Koton’s CASEY [49] is an example of this, where the 

cases are past problem-solving sequences concerning heart failure. The cases are generated 

as a side effect of running an expert-system that diagnoses types of heart failure, so a well- 

defined system is used to generate them. CASEY shows tha t the case-based component 

could be quite effective, even with what from an analogical reasoning perspective would be a 

severely hmited concept of similarity.

5.4 W hy elaboration m ight be needed

One of the main features of analogical mechanisms (both in themselves and with respect to 

other AI mechanisms) is a mapping stage which determines novel similarities according to the 

‘internal’ structure of the situations. Analogical mapping is not simply a m atter of matching 

up lists of attributes and computing some function of their quantitative values (this, at the 

current moment, is what distinguishes it from much reseaurch on CBR); it involves talking into 

account all the (hopefully) domain-free cues from the entire situation representation when 

determining the most appropriate correspondences. So, whether or not elaboration is needed 

will sometimes depend on the amenabiUty of the situation representations to the ‘internal’ 

analysis th a t occurs in mapping. Not only might there be additional knowledge irrelevant 

to the use of a situation as a base in a particular amadogy, but essential knowledge might be 

represented in the ‘wrong’ way for the purposes of that amalogy.

Taking the first point, Kedar-Cabelli (amongst others) has already pointed out tha t, in gen

eral, a large amount of knowledge will be held in the base domain of explanatory analogies, 

and there will be many causal connections between virtually all of the terms in the domain 

[47]. This can cause problems for both inference and mapping. General models of mapping 

(including ACME and Structure-mapping) consider all combinations of relations and there

fore potentially many object correspondences, so even if the final mapped structure is causally
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isolated from the other knowledge in the base, the other knowledge will still play a part in 

the initial mapping process, meaning more complexity. Further, inference sometimes involves 

traversing outwards along causal arcs from parts mapped to parts not mapped, resulting in 

too much inference if all relations are ultimately connected to each other. For example, there 

might be a king in the Fortress Problem, who is killed after the General marries his daughter 

and proclaims himself as the new ruler, yet for the purpose of solving the Radiation Problem 

inferring this knowledge would not only be wrong but wasteful.

The second point made here -  that commensurable representations between the base and 

target cannot always be guaranteed -  has hardly been discussed to date, apart from in 

rather vague terms in the context of restructuring [62]. A situation is understood to be 

commensurable to another situation (ie the representations are commensurable) if the manner 

in which the representations have been made makes the mapping process simpler to implement 

or perform. This problem of appropriate representation for a particular example of similarity- 

based reasoning is more pertinent in analogy than in CBR, which often employs a well 

developed notion of surface (i.e. semantic) and causal similarity, and can rely on canonical 

or near-canonical forms and restrictive use of semantic similarity to constrain the mapping 

space. However, the point being addressed is how analogical similarity can be perceived 

between arbitrary situations, and with this type of similarity-based reasoning one cannot 

rely on naturally compatible representations (with respect to a particular analogy), even if 

they employ the same formalism, unless the formahsm becomes so complicated tha t existing 

techniques (such as syntactic similarity) lose their meaning.

Perhaps the simplest general example of this is the number of arguments a relation might take, 

as many relations could have additional arguments attached, preventing them  being mapped 

with other similar relations that do not have the extra argument. W inston saw this, and 

in his system most relations were binary or unary with what would otherwise be additional 

arguments represented in ‘comment frames’ [84]. The advantage of this is tha t it allows 

slightly syntactically dissimilar relations to be mapped; the disadvantage tha t this might 

result in many more relations being compatible with each other, which would otherwise be 

incompatible because of diflPering arity. Comment frames should be reserved for those parts in 

a relationship tha t are not necessary for the relationship to be asserted; for example, because 

‘h its’ should be (at least) a two place predicate one should not have a hits relation with one 

argument and then an additional argument, say the object, in the comment frame.

If the predicate and object mapping paradigm is to be maintained using quite simple rep

resentations (and it seems that with analogies any computational implementation tha t uses 

as little domain knowledge as possible must use simple symbolic representations), techniques
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must be developed to show how apparently disparate representations which are analogous 

to a human can be shown to be analogous through the types of similarity described in the 

previous chapter. The available methods to allow this include more appropriate knowledge 

representations (as Winston advocated), relaxing the strictness of the similarity constraints 

in mapping (shown in the previous chapter and also in Chapter 9), manually altering the 

representations when creating them (though possibly no researcher in AR would adm it to 

this -  beyond accepting that representations are written down very carefully -  the evidence 

is strong), and providing techniques to re-represent situations before the mapping stage is 

carried out. Several of these required techniques fit under the topic of elaboration, and are 

discussed here.

Elaboration in various forms may be needed later on in the AR process, as it may only be as a 

result of mapping or inference tha t the need for elaboration becomes apparent. For example, 

if a relation is inferred in the target it may be changed to refiect the semantics of the target 

domain (determined by its causal role in the target, and the meanings of its arguments). This 

is discussed in Chapters 6 and 7.

5 .4 .1  T yp es o f  elaboration

Given th a t elaboration is needed, there are several approaches. Some more specific ones are 

acknowledged here, with the rest of this chapter covering more general approaches.

The current model tha t addresses elaboration most (Kedar-Cabelh’s Purpose-Directed Anal

ogy) does so within a Hmited domain, where a ‘domain model’ can be used to generate an 

appropriate causal network, which can then be mapped over to the target. Kedar-CabelH’s 

model goes against current thinking in CBR, where a current case is retrieved^ and not gen

erated. However, recent work by Clements suggests that there is very often a generation and 

not retrieval process in analogy [6]. Although this is not investigated here, it does support 

the hypothesis tha t some of the analogy constraints can be used to either create or retrieve 

a base (psychological evidence stresses the difiiculty of using the constraints employed in the 

mapping stage for retrieval).

Another form of elaboration occurs wholly after the mapping process and involves wholesale 

repair of the mapped and inferred knowledge. This technique often occurs in CBR. In general, 

with the analogical mechanisms developed to date, it is impossible for the mapping stage to 

determine an analogy that needs much repair, as mappings will not be made unless they 

satisfy the similarity constraints, and if an analogy satisfies the similarity constraints there 

is no need for extensive repair. However, case-based reasoners often have a simple mapping 

and inference stage which involves attribution of the entire base to the target, followed by a
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repair stage to correct causal relations that do not hold in the target (for example because 

some relations mapped and inferred are actually known not to hold). This type of repair 

through attem pted validation and justification is appropriate if domain models are available, 

and where there are other cues such as semantic similarity, but seems infeasible as a general 

analogical technique.

The question of repair strategies in similarity-based reasoning is a topic in itself, with many 

approaches. For example, a possibly more appropriate approach instead of analogical repair, 

where domain knowledge is available, might be to adopt the meta-heuristics (higher-level 

problem solving strategies) used in the base analogy and use them to constrain the search 

space for the target analogy, using more conventional problem-solving techniques in the ta r

get, rather than to actually alter the mapped and inferred knowledge at the lowest level. 

Tenenberg’s approach [77] is similar to this, but allows many differing degrees of abstraction.

So several variations of the same theme of repair can be offered, all different enough to warrant 

further investigation. Such an enquiry is beyond the scope of this dissertation. The point is 

made because ultimately if one is to see analogy in its right context all such approaches must 

be considered. For the purposes of this dissertation, which concentrates on domain-model- 

free approaches, repair is rejected and minor forms of what could be called elaboration are 

placed within the later stages of analogy (see Chapter 6, on inference).

5.5 R em oving knowledge

This is the first and most simple general elaboration technique. One of the features of many 

inter-domain analogies is tha t the correspondences and inferences only occur over pari of the 

base or target. Given the computational complexity of many mapping mechanisms (some are 

factorial and even the better ones that have a good chance of finding a structural analogy -  

if one exists -  are 0 (n ‘̂ ) -  i.e. the number of fundamental operations required is proportional 

to the number of parts involved in the analogy raised to the fourth power -  with worst-case 

analogies), it seems appropriate to remove as many objects and relations as possible tha t are 

not relevant to the current analogy.

Consider again the Solar System /  Atom analogy, with some extra knowledge:

cause( and( hotter(planetl, planetS),

greater(mass-of.water.on(planet3), mass.of.water.on(planetl)), 

more.life.on(planet3, planetl))

This structure maps well with the following knowledge of the atom,
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smaller (electron, nucleus)

greater(mass-of(nucleus), mass.of(electron)

Even using SME’s limiting approach of only matching identical predicates, this is a valid 

syntactic mapping as the smaller — * hotter mapping is effectively between attributes if the 

representation is greater-than(temperature (planetS), temperature(planetl)). This could lead 

us to deduce

cause( and( smaller(electron, nucleus),

greater (mass (nucleus), mass(electron)), 

moreJife.on(nucleus, electron))

if the mapping and inference stages are carried out.

Depending on the actual mechanism, removing knowledge may not be required (e.g. as in 

[46] and apparently [84]). For example, if a goal relation is known and mapping occurs 

through traversal outwards from the goal relation to its causal antecedents, then only those 

parts (causally) relevant to the purpose of the analogy (epitomised by the goal) will be 

m apped anyway. So, an appropriately chosen mapping mechanism (e.g. an incremental one) 

can possibly embed both mapping and this simple type of elaboration. Although there are 

problems with incremental approaches, one can use causal relevance, or systematic relevance, 

as a form of elaboration.

5.5 .1  S tru ctu ra l rem oval

It has been suggested tha t because situations are often comprised of globally relatively uncon

nected -  yet locally tightly connected -  structures, irrelevant knowledge can be determined 

through a structural approach. Simply, the relevant connected structure need be identified 

and the rest of the situation discarded. One could argue tha t an effective matching mech

anism will do this automatically as some networks will contain relations and objects which 

will match parts of the target (both semantically and structurally), whilst others will not, 

so a first answer is to simply select those networks that do. However, as discussed above 

and in the review of Structure-mapping in Chapter 3, there may be many such networks 

in the base, yet when an analogy such as ‘the atom is like the solar system’ is introduced, 

people can readily focus on the ‘right’ relations and objects to consider, without having to 

consider potential mappings from the atom to the non-physical aspects of the solar system. 

The Structure-mapping Engine avoids this problem to some extent by mapping only identi

cally named predicates, yet a large base would mean a longer initial match. If one drops the
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identical-predicate constraint (and as already argued one must) the problem of the base con

taining too much knowledge becomes even more salient, resulting in the necessity to elaborate 

before mapping is carried out.

One effective and safe way of structural ‘pruning’ (which is what I shall call it) is simply 

to remove any object, attribute or function not taking part in any two-place or higher-order 

relation. This of course assumes systematicity is central to analogy (and th a t unconnected 

parts will not be mapped). This technique is used within the mapping stage in SME where 

attributes and objects are only mapped only when the mapping is implied by a relation (i.e. 

predicate) mapping.

When one considers the other problem of removing large chunks of connected yet irrelevant 

knowledge, it is difficult to see how structural pruning can take place without some mapping 

already having taken place, and even if a mapping has been identified (say, through retrieval) 

it is not clear tha t the relevant causal network can be identified without examining the purpose 

of the analogy, nor tha t all the relevant networks will be connected and the irrelevant networks 

not connected. Thus in general syntactic pruning techniques are not feasible. Of course, if an 

unconnected structure can be identified (say, no part in it is related to anything used as a cue 

for retrieval) then it clearly can be removed; it is just tha t this will rarely be the case with 

general analogies. However, this technique is valid when considering simple rules to decide 

what should be relevant for a particular analogy.

5.5.2 P ragm atic  rem oval

If we just match structurally in the mapping stage, a failed plan might be matched with a 

successful one simply because they are more structurally similar than two successful ones. To 

prevent this, and to simplify elaboration, pragmatic knowledge of the situation can be used 

to indicate which sets of parts should be mapped with which.

Keane [46] has already used what he terms ‘structure exploiting heuristics’ to partition situ

ations into pragmatically relevant parts (problem statement, failed plan, successful plan etc.) 

and discard unwanted parts (e.g. failed plans) then map like parts with like. W ith many types 

of analogy (problem-solving, stories etc.) some general higher-level structures can nearly al

ways be identified that can constrain the story to the essentials, and be used to add additional 

structure to a simple predicate-calculus type report of the situation. These can therefore be 

apphed to situations and any parts not belonging to such a shared structure can be discarded. 

They also constrain mapping, as hke pragmatic parts should only be mapped with Uke. This 

approach implies tha t the analogy is dependent on domain knowledge which goes against the 

emphasis in this dissertation of investigating the domain-free aspects of analogy. However,
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some structures are so pervasive across domains (including the metaphorical image schemas 

introduced in Chapter 4) that some types of pragmatic division can be used.

When one considers the Solar System /  Atom analogy, it seems tha t people can elaborate out 

much irrelevant knowledge on the solar system, and just retain tha t relating to the physical 

relationships between the sun and planets. It seems clear that this occurs because of the 

target (one is talking about the physical relationship between the nucleus and electron) and 

yet not because of any detailed shared-structure. Rather, one can select ju st th a t relevant 

knowledge given the cue ‘sun /  planet relationships’. Thus it seems vahd to allow such 

‘context markers’ (of the form ‘this is physical knowledge’ etc.) to be added to relations in 

the base and elaborate according to those (and leave it to further research to suggest how 

they are created or how a system could be given a context and situation and elaborate it 

accordingly).

5.6 R eplacing knowledge

One technique used (though not necessarily acknowledged) by Falkenhainer et al. in encoding 

representations for the Structure-mapping Engine is the alteration of the names of (already 

semantically similar) predicates so they are identical. This allows the mapping stage to greatly 

constrain mappings by only mapping predicates of identical names. Although it might be 

feasible to do this with some sorts of analogy, it also seems to obviate the need for a mapping 

stage (apart from confirmation of the analogy) as the purpose of mapping is to find what the 

correspondences are, yet this is what is done by giving predicates in the base and target the 

same name. Consider the Hawk /  Missile analogy in [14]. The English stories as originally 

presented are shown in Figure 5,1 and original predicate representations (and mappings) in 

Figure 5.2. There are quite a few predicate name changes, e.g. The hunter said he would 

not shoot at the hawk, Gagrach said they would not attack Zerdia. These have both been 

encoded as attack predicates. This also occurs where give and sell are changed to obtain, 

know to realise etc.

The only possible justification for doing this is that a subset of relations has been employed 

in the representation formahsm, and tha t each (Enghsh) relation must be represented by the 

semantically ‘closest’ relation in the subset. There are three points regarding this, which have 

not been appreciated before. First, clearly this encoding, as it is on such a large scale, is part 

of the model and should be described (and in the main papers advocating SME and SMT it 

is not). Second, this is a clear semantic constraint, and third, as a semantic constraint it can 

be violated in analogies.
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B A S E  -  Karla, an old hawk, lived at the top of an old oak tree. One afternoon, 
she saw a hunter on the ground with a bow and some crude arrows tha t had no 
feathers. The hunter took aim and shot at the hawk but missed. Karla knew tha t 
hunter wanted her feathers so she glided down to the hunter and offered to give 
him a few. The hunter was so grateful that he pledged never to shoot at a hawk 
again and went off and shot deer instead.

T A R G E T  -  Once there was a small country called Zerdia tha t learned to make 
the worlds smartest computer. One day Zerdia was attacked by its warlike neigh
bour, Gagrach. But the missiles were badly aimed and the attack failed. The 
Zerdian government realised tha t Gagrach wanted Zerdian computers so it of
fered to sell some of its computers to the country. The government of Gagrach 
was very pleased. It promised never to attack Zerdia again.

Figure 5.1: Hawk and Missile stories

bird( Karla) country(Zerdia)
person(hunter) country(Gagrach)
w arlik^hunter) warlike( Gagrach )
weapon(cross-bow) weapon(missiles)
Karla8-asset(feather8) Zerdias-asset(super computer)
u8ed-for(feathers, cross-bow) used-for(supercomputer, missiles)
not(used-for) not(used-for)
attack(hunter, Karla) attack(Gagrach, Zerdia)
n o tl(a ttack ) no tl (attack)
see( Karla, hunter)
follow(see, attack)
success(attack) success(attack)
equals(success, Failed) equals(success, Fûled)
cause(not, equals) cause(not, equals)
desire(hunter, feathers) des ire( Gagrach, supercomputer)
realise(Karla, desire) realise( Zerdia, desire)
follow2(equals, realise) follow2(equals, realise)
offer(Karla, feathers, hunter) offer(Zerdia, supercomputer, Gagrach)
cause2(reaJise, offer) cause2(realise, offer)
obtain(hunter, feathers) obtain(Gagrach, supercomputer)
cause3(offer, obtain) cause3(offer, obtain)
happiness(hunter) happiness(Gagrach)
equals2(happiness, high) equals2(happiness, high)
cause4(obtain, equals) cause4(obtain, equals)
promise(Gagrach, Zerdia, not2) promise(hunter, Karla, not2)
cause5(equals2, promise) cause5(equals2, promise)

Figure 5.2: Predicate representations of Hawk /  Missile analogy

Identical-predicate mapping is clearly limited, a further counter-example being the attack —  ̂

apply mapping in the Fortress /  Radiation analogy. It would take much semantic abstraction 

to make this mapping identical-predicate. The approach described in Chapter 4, on mapping, 

asserted tha t it is better to look at primitive components (such as type and role of arguments) 

of relations which remain cross-contextual, rather than only map identical or semantically
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similar relations. Of course, case-based reasoning type similarities work under the identical- 

predicate approach, as may some analogies involving a consistent transformation of base 

relations into target ones. For example, Hofstadter and Mitchell’s analogies involve consistent 

mappings of concepts such as left-of to right-of [31], and Holyoak and Thagard’s ACME 

maps not only relation instances but relation classes, preferring a consistent (ie. systematic) 

relation transformation. Again, this is not guaranteed. In the Fortress /  Radiation analogy 

the classes of capture (the fortress) and destroy (the army and villages) both map onto destroy 

(the tum our and the healthy tissue) in the target. However, treated as ju st one constraint, 

encouraging class mapping (as in ACME) does enforce one aspect of coherency.

5.7 A dding knowledge

Another simple elaboration technique to use with analogies is to add knowledge which can 

speed up the mapping process by constraining the number of possible mappings, or allow a 

mapping to be made tha t without the addition would have been impossible. Of course, if 

(say) a higher-order structure is to be added to a situation to speed mapping, the situation 

itself might need altering so it is a vahd instantiation. The next section discusses this. In 

this section it is assumed that the representations will simply be augmented with additional 

knowledge.

There are several sources from which this can come. Additional predicates required for a map

ping might be implied in the analogy but not initially represented. Higher-order structures 

tha t impose a common structure on both situations can also be used to constrain mappings. 

A higher-order structure can be taken to be a set of higher-order relations which are related 

to each other by having (some) common arguments. These include simple pragmatic parti

tions, image schemas, and existing thematic abstractions (ie. domain-specific abstractions). 

Basically, the mechanism for each of these additions is similar: determine if the abstraction 

applies to both base and target, and if it does use tha t abstraction as one to  guide the 

mapping process.

5.7.1 T h em atic  abstractions

Thematic abstractions are taken to mean domain-specific abstractions. The word ‘them atic’ 

is used to highhght tha t the domain under consideration might not be a conventional one (eg. 

physics) but a rather more ad-hoc one that embodies a theme or simple commonality that 

one might perceive or attribute between situations tha t superficially might appear dissimilar. 

Thus one might tha t thematic abstractions for the domain of disputes, or the domain of
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moral-stories etc.

One could argue tha t existing thematic abstractions would be ‘traversed’ when (ie. be ac

cessed by being involved in the process of) retrieving the base (or if the base is given in a 

context which implicitly indicates such an abstraction), and tha t they could be used in the 

same way as pragmatic partitions to impose higher-order structure on the base and target. 

Thus abstractions can not only account for remindings, but as they are traversed in memory 

they can also filter out any knowledge not included in the abstraction, thus giving elaboration 

effectively for free. However, a main emphasis in many models of analogy is tha t using these 

sorts of abstraction would constitute cheating. After all, if a conunon abstraction applicable 

to both base and target is there, what is the purpose of drawing a detailed analogy? Most 

models of general analogy assume the mapping must be carried out with no such abstrac

tion cues at all for the reason that analogies are novel. However, it was shown in the last 

chapter tha t some genuine abstractions (such as image schemas) can plausibly be asserted to 

exist. Thus the elaboration stage can analyse the two situations to see if any such common 

abstraction can be imposed on them. The purpose of this dissertation is the examination of 

domain-free techniques for determining similarity, so abstractions that presume the match 

will not be employed, though their usefulness in certain circumstances is acknowledged.

5 .7 .2  A d d in g  predicates

One way to capture tha t fact that many analogies involve impUcit knowledge is to infer new 

predicates in the base or target. This can then allow a more appropriate (and structural!) 

match. For example, consider the Wedding Bells /  Academia analogy from Seifert [71]:

ACADEMIA: Dr. Popoff knew that his graduate student Mike was unhappy 
with the research facihties available in his department. Mike had requested new 
equipment on several occasions, but Dr. Popoff always denied Mike’s requests.
One day. Dr. Popoff found out that Mike had been accepted to study at a rival 
university. Not wanting to lose a good student. Dr. Popoff hurriedly offered 
Mike lots of new research equipment. But, by then Mike had already decided to 
transfer.

WEDDING BELLS: Phil was in love with his secretary and was well aware tha t 
she wanted to marry him. However, Phil was afraid of responsibiUty, so he kept 
dating others and made up excuses to postpone the wedding. Finally, his secretary 
got fed up, began dating, and fell in love with an accountant. When Phil found 
out, he went to her and proposed marriage, showing her the ring he had bought.
But by tha t time his secretary was already planning her honeymoon with the 
accountant.

Most people can immediately see the similarity with this analogy (and indeed can abstractly 

paraphrase it in terms such as “trying to lock the stable door after the horse has bolted”),
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grad-student-of(Mike, Popoff) unhappy(Mike)
equals(facilities(dept), bad) cau8e(equals, unhappy)
know(Popoff, unhappy) request(Mike, Popoff, equipment)
often(request) deny(Popoff, request)
always(deny) study(Mike, rival)
accep t^(riva l, study) find-out(Popoff, accepted)
not(want(Popoff, lose(Popoff, Mike))) offer(Popoff, Mike, equipment)
cause(not, offer) transfer(Mike, rival)
cause(find-out, offer) decide(Mike, transfer)
too-late(offer) cause(decide, too-late)

secretary-of(secretary, Phil) want (secretary, marry)
marry(secretary, Phil)
aware(Phil, want) in-love(Phil, secretary)
afraid(Phil, responsibility) date(Phil, others)
keeps-on(date) cause(afraid, date)
postpone(Phil, marry) fed-up(secretary)
cause(postpone, fed-up) date(secretary, others)
cause(fed-up, date) in-love(secretary, accountant)
enable(date, in-love) find-out(Phil, in-love)
propose(Phil, secretary) cause(find-out, propose)
cause(in-love, propose) show(Phil, secretary, ring)
buy(Phil, ring) cause(find-out, buy)
plan(secretary, honeymoon) honeymoon (secretary, accountant)
too-late(offer) cause(plan, too-late)

Figure 5.3: Initial predicate representations of Wedding BeUs /  Academia example

and we could imagine Phil advising Dr. Popoff to give Mike his equipment, giving as the 

reason his recent unhappy romantic experiences. Figure 5.3 shows a detailed predicate-type 

representation and Figure 5.4 an attem pted match. Note that many other representations 

could be formed (no assertion is made that the one presented is any more canonical than 

any other), but any attem pt to encode the two situations independent of each other in a 

simple formalism would cause similar structural mis-matches to those shown in Figure 5.4. 

As can be seen there are many differences tha t cause problems with matching where a strong 

emphasis is placed on structural compatibiUty.

There are, however, some changes which can quite plausibly be made. For example, one 

could re-represent want(secretary, marry (secretary, Phil)) as want (secretary, Phil, marriage) 

to make it compatible with request(Mike, Popoff, equipment), and postpone(Phil, marry(Phil, 

secretary)) as postpone(Phil, want) to make it compatible with deny (Popoff, request). There 

are many other changes like this, each of which is quite minor but when added together allow 

a much more complete match. Presumably these are the sort of issue Centner considered 

when she asserted tha t there were strict rules for encoding representations [13].

There are two possible ways to avoid these sorts of mis-matches. The strongest is to assume 

tha t some sort of simple canonical form will exist, and thus that, in mapping, syntactic 

dissimilarities will never occur. Currently, this is very hard to accept. For example, one could 

argue th a t postpone and deny are both instances of prevent, and tha t this sense of prevent
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grad-student-of(Mike, Popoff)

unhappy (Mike) 
equals(facilitles(dept), bad) 
cause(equals, unhappy)

know( Popoff, unhappy)

request(M ike, Popoff, equipment)
often(request)
deny( Popoff, request)

always(deny)

study(M ike, rival) 
accepted(rival, study) 
find-out(Popoff, accepted) 
not(want(Popoff, lose(Popoff, Mike))) 
offer(Popoff, Mike, equipment) 
cause(not, offer) 
transfer(M ike, rival) 
cause(find-out, offer)

decide(Mike, transfer) 

too-late(offer) 

cause(decide, too-late)

secretary-of(secretary, Phil)

fed-up(secretary)

cause(postpone, fed-up)

aware(Phil, want) 
in-love(Phil, secretary) 
afraid(Phil, responsibility) 
date(Phil, others) 
cause(afraid, date) 
keeps-on(date)

want (secretary, marry(secretary, Phil)) 

postpone(Phil, m arry(Phil, secretary))

cause(fed-up, date) 
date(secretary, others) 
enable(date, in-love) 
in-love(secretary, accountant)

find-out(Phil, in-love)

propose(Phil, secretary) 
cause(in-love, propose) 
honeymoon(secretary, accountant) 
cause(find-out, propose) 
buy(Phil, ring) 
cause(find-out, buy) 
show(Phil, secretary, ring) 
plan(secretary, honeymoon)

too-late(offer)

cause(plan, too-late)

Figure 5.4: Attempted match of Wedding Bells /  Academia example
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has a preventer {Phil or Popoff) and a predicate give-equipment(Popoff, Mike) or marry(Phil, 

Secretary). There are bound to be more intuitively plausible representations than this that 

are also syntactically compatible, but it is difficult to see how this can be the general case. 

The second approach is to rely on a better representation formalism, which avoids as far as 

is possible structural mis-matches. Some suggestions for this have already been made, but a 

representation tha t avoided this types of mis-match would have to be qualitatively new (a first 

approach might be the use of case-grammars). Neither of these approaches are totally rejected 

here, but they are both seen as quite large enterprises. The emphasis here is on the sorts 

of operation tha t must be carried out on near predicate-like representations to make them 

syntactically compatible. Perhaps this will have some bearing on future representations that 

are inherently more amenable to analogical reasoning and therefore require less elaboration. 

As already pointed out, however, different representational formalisms might not allow the 

use of some type of constraint, e.g. syntactic similarity, which is ju st what we are trying to 

retain, by suggesting the alteration of the representation of individual parts.

The argument for a richer representation is both supported and refuted when one considers 

people: on being told the Wedding Bells /  Academia analogy many people cannot see any 

problem with the similarities at all. This is most likely due to a combination of strong seman

tic similarity and adequate representation. The fact tha t people can see the analogy which 

involves mapping a relation of the form want(X ,P(X ,Y)) to one of the form w ant(X ,P ,Y) 

means tha t either people don’t worry about (or more hkely, don’t even see) the structural 

mis-match, or tha t the analogy is not perceived to such a level of detail. Either way it calls 

into question the vaUdity of detailed structure-mapping as a pervasive element in analogy in 

humans. Conversely, re-structuring is now an accepted process in people -  we do often get 

stuck with a problem but then quickly solve the problem after re-representing it. W hether 

or not this re-representation could be said to occur at the ‘predicate-level’ (as opposed to 

the ‘thematic level’) is an open question, and has a bearing on psychological models of AR. 

However, the current assumption is that elaboration will be required because of (possibly 

unavoidable) differences in the base and target situation representations, and this is now 

discussed.

W hether these re-representation changes should be made before a first attem pt a t mapping, 

as mapping is done, or after a first mapping has been carried out, depends on whether or 

not the sorts of analogy being considered will need this re-representation often. Because 

structural approaches will map only syntactically hke relations one could argue th a t a quick 

pass through the base and /  or target to expand out relations would not slow down an 

analogical mapper too much. One could also argue tha t these re-representations should only
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be made when there is a ‘hole’ in the analogy which needs filling out. However, if a complete 

match is attem pted then such a hole might prevent many other relations mapping and so it 

might not be obvious which relation needs representing. If a partial match is made (as with 

Keane’s incremental analogy) and the reasoner can find no analogue then re-representation 

can be called upon. It also might be tha t a bad structural analogue can be found, which will 

cause problems later on in the match and again make it difiicult to determine the precise 

point where the analogy began to fail.

Given tha t structural mapping is to be maintained (after all, it ensures th a t any mappings 

made will have some plausibiUty as they must satisfy at least one constraint, and it also 

allows a simple computational technique with which to implement several types of similarity, 

not ju st structural similarity) a simple approach might be to add implied knowledge to either 

the base or target situation. For example, some rewrite rules (in the context of the Wedding 

Bells /  Academia analogy) can be suggested:

want(x,P(x,y)) want(x,y,P)

stop(x,P)

want(x,P(x,y)) stop(x,want(x,y,P))

P(x,y) Q(-x..y)

(where P(x,y) implies/ causes/ enables Q(..x..y))

Some of these are domain-free, and purely syntactic, whilst others require domain knowledge 

(say, to determine what is imphed by a relation). An example of a domain-dependent rewrite 

is tha t Mike transferring to a rival is analogous to the secretaury engaging the accountant, 

yet engage(secretary, accountant) is not represented in the target. However plan(secretary, 

honeymoon(secretary, accountant)) implies this, thus allowing the additional predicates to be 

inferred and a structural match to be made.

Not only can individual relations be re-represented, but groups of relations can have additional 

structural knowledge added. A simple example of this is where a chain of causal relations 

in the base match with just one causal step in the target. The general rules for this new 

elaboration method, which I shall call causal compression, map the left hand side to the right 

hand side below:

cause(P,Q) cause(Q,R) cause(P,R)
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Mike
Popoff
unhappy(Mike)
equipment
request(Mike, Popoff, equipment)
deny (Popoff, request)
rival
study(Mike, rival) 
cause(unhappy, study) 
find-out(Popoff, study) 
offer(Popoff, Mike, equipment) 
cause(find-out, offer) 
transfer(Mike, rival) 
decide(Mike, transfer) 
too-late(offer) 
cause(decide, too-late)

secretary
Phil
fed-up(secretary)
marriage
want (secretary, Phil, marriage) 
postpone(Phil, want) 
accountant
in-love(secretary, accountant) 
cause(fed-up, in-love) 
find-out(Phil, in-love) 
offer(Phil, secretary, marriage) 
cause(find-out, offer) 
honeymoon(secretary, accountant) 
plan(secretary, honeymoon) 
too-late(decide) 
cause(plan, too-late)

Figure 5.5: Match of elaborated Wedding Bells /  Academia example

cause(P;Q) cause(Q,R) 

enable(0, P) enable(0, R)

Adding predicates might seem to be a separate issue to other work on analogy, which has 

mainly concentrated on mapping. However, the main point being made is th a t if analogical 

mapping is to be carried out then some type of re-representation is often required. This is as 

true when considering computer programs as it is when looking at how people use analogies. 

This general argument is continued beyond current computational implementations in the 

section on complex re-representation. As mentioned above, W inston’s models of analogy had 

demons which added predicates (particularly higher-order relations) [84] and therefore had 

a form of elaboration. However, as shown below, this must be a purpose-directed technique, 

otherwise the number of predicates added could grow very large. Also, adding predicates 

here is taken to mean adding a new predicate not just on the basis of one predicate (the same 

effect of re-writing one predicate could be achieved by allowing semantic similarity), but on 

the basis of two or more predicates, which can be re-represented as one.

Figure 5.5 shows an elaborated version of the two stories, which quite easily match. The 

elaborations are described in Figure 5.6.

At first, adding or re-writing predicates might seem an easy way to allow analogies to be 

made. Certainly, causal compression does allow representations at slightly different levels of 

abstraction to be mapped, but actually adding relations (rather than replacing them) has 

hidden side effects. This is because any other relation or higher-order relation tha t has a 

re-represented relation as an argument must also be duplicated. T hat is, if
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want(secretary, marry(secretary, Phil))

postpone(Fhil, m arry(Phil, secretary))

cause(fed-up, date) 
enable (date, in-love)

find-out(Popoff, accepted)

want(secretary, Phil, marry) 
possibly ju s t acceptable

postpone(Phil ,want) 
possibly ju s t acceptable

cause(unhappy, study)
(causal knowledge not initially represented) - acceptable

cause(fed-up, in-love) 
causal compression - acceptable

find-out( Popoff, study)
compression, using accepted(x,y) implies study(x,y) - acceptable 

offer(Phil, secretary, marry)
from propose(Phil, secretary) - essentially a  rewrite

Figure 5.6: Elaborations between initial and elaborated Wedding Bells /  Academia example

P ’(x,y) is added because of P(x,y)

then

each R(...P...) must have R’(...P ’...) added

If a relation has two relations that have be re-represented then it multiplies into four possible 

versions. T hat is, if

P ’(x,y) is added because of P(x,y)

Q’(x,y) is added because of Q(x,y)

then

each R(...P...Q...) must have 

R ’(...P’...Q)

R”(...P...Q’)

and R’” (...P ’...Q’) added

So, although it might seem appropriate to perform re-representation by adding essentially 

equivalent but syntactically different parts to allow syntactic similarity, this cannot be done 

in an insensitive way.
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5.8 A dequate representation

One issue already mentioned with making representations more compatible for analogical 

mapping concerns what sort of representation scheme is considered in the first place. Most 

general analogical reasoners seem to use essentially a predicate-type notation, where each 

relation or object in the base and target is uniquely identified by a name, and its arguments 

are simply associated with it. Simple extensions are often made, for example including (struc

tural) type or semantic information in an associated structure, and allowing both  relations 

where the arguments are ordered (say, causahty) and unordered (say, fight).

There are three avenues to better the representation schemes used. First, the auxihary 

structures tha t provide semantic, structural and pragmatic knowledge can be improved, to 

allow novel determinations of semantic similarity, and more pragmatic structures to be used. 

Second, one can distinguish between arguments to relations tha t are essential to th a t relation, 

and arguments tha t provide additional information, yet the absence of which should not 

preclude a match. For example hit(John, Mary) does not map structurally with attack(Sue, 

Bill, Knife), though the knife in the second relation is optional. Both these issues were 

discussed to some extent in Chapter 4, on mapping.

Third, one can question all existing representations used by analogical mechanisms, suggest

ing th a t either another symbohc or possibly a non-symbohc approach would allow easier 

elaboration, or obviate the need for it entirely. However, it seems tha t with all symbolic 

representations, the need will arise to alter representations from different domains in order 

tha t a similarity can be seen or shown. This is unless some canonical form can be devel

oped th a t allows analogical similarities to be somehow seen ‘literally’. The first attem pt at 

a canonical form for analogy was really syntactic similarity, but as pointed out, it is because 

we wish to retain this that we are having to re-represent relations. No alternative approaches 

to reasoning by analogy have been offered, although there has been some general discussion 

on ‘holistic’ approaches [8].

One could also suggest tha t re-representation does not really occur in analogy, because re

representation must have already occurred before (or in) the retrieval stage, otherwise the base 

would not have been reminded -  only things already considered similar in some im portant 

senses wiU be retrieved from memory. However, as mentioned, there is no guarantee of a 

tie-up between organisational similarity and the combinations of similarity constraints used 

for the other stages of analogy, which means that something organisationally similar might 

be retrieved tha t needs re-representation so tha t the structural and other similarities can be 

fully worked out. People are also able to perform analogy tha t does not involve retrieval.
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yet which also involves re-representation (e.g. the Wedding Bells /  Academia analogy here). 

It seems tha t people also use re-representation when generating an analogy in the context 

of argument, where a base is retrieved or imagined and then worked on to allow salient and 

intended similarities to be highlighted.

5.9 Com plex R e-representation

A second feature occurring in some analogies is, as Kedar-Cabelli showed, th a t the representa

tion used in the analogical mapping process is often specially contrived for the purpose of the 

analogy. T hat is, given a situation, the salient higher-order relations (and thus its structure) 

will vary quite dramatically according to the context of its use, so with some analogies the 

representation may have to be generated from the current situation representation, domain 

knowledge, and context. In other cases, simply making local alterations to the representation 

will suffice. This section examines the need for more complex types of elaboration. The 

assertion is tha t with certain types of analogy there must be some mechanism available to 

re-structure situations on a large scale if the mapping mechanism is to find a coherent set of 

correspondences.

Consider again the Hawk /  Missile analogy shown in Figure 5.1 used as an example by 

Falkenhainer et al. in [14], and the predicate representations th a t SME worked on, shown in 

Figure 5.2. There are many anomahes (in addition to the re-naming of predicates discussed 

above) including:

•  No mention is made of Karla being old, nor that she lives in an oak-tree. These are 

irrelevant attributes and structure-mapping techniques can work efficiently even if they 

are present.

•  Implicit causahty has been made explicit, e.g. there is no expficit causal relationship in 

the story stating tha t Karla giving feathers caused him to be grateful.

•  Selective, impficit temporal relations (i.e. follows) have been added to give additional 

structure to the two situations.

These may be small changes, but added up one can see how much alteration has gone on to 

make the base and target compatible under the rules of Structure-mapping. Perhaps to realise 

how much alteration has been done, one should use a find-and-replace word-processing type 

function on the base altering Karla to Zerdia^ bow to supercomputer etc. This works almost 

perfectly for the predicate representations, but not for changing the English representation
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of base story to the target. Many of the above problems can be overcome through the 

suggestions earlier in this chapter and in Chapter 4. However, if this sort of re-representation 

is needed for contrived analogies designed to show-off an analogical reasoner, what sorts of 

elaboration may be required for more subtle and less-contrived analogies?

If  the aim is to build an analogical reasoner to draw analogies between situations from within 

a particular domain, use can be made of the existence of higher-order structures (and the fact 

th a t knowledge easily fits within these structures) from tha t domain when making similarity 

judgements. A general example is the use of MOPS, TOPS, scripts and scenes in stories [69], 

where the individual scenes can be matched both on an abstract (what types of scenes are 

these?) and specific (what actually happens in this scene?) level. For a general analogical 

reasoner, the usual attitude has been that no such complex higher-order structurings exist, 

and tha t the analogical similarity must be determined according to the ‘internal’ structure of 

the situations (e.g. its causal structure). Simple predicate-like representation schemes have 

also been used which allow the internal structure of situations to be determined quite easily, 

bu t which seem to cause problems when more arbitrary analogies are considered. Some 

analogical models have assumed tha t relevant, rather specific, abstractions do exist (e.g. 

Greiner asserted tha t abstractions have been left by the ‘scholars of the ages’ [26]), and that 

their relevance and relatedness to the base and target is known. However, assuming that 

situations will have pointers to relevant abstractions detracts from the general power of an 

analogical reasoner, as the similarity is already there waiting to be exploited.

Yet it is clear tha t many general analogies involve cross-contextual similarities th a t are neither 

direct instantiations of higher-order structures nor easily captured as a systematic mapping 

between predicate representations. Even where many of the structural constraints are violated 

it can be seen how the situations could be represented where the structural constraints would 

hold and be used to determine mappings, but is this the best way to go about finding a 

mapping?

Consider again the Wedding Bells /  Academia analogy. In the previous section, several 

new techniques (adding new predicates, compressing causal chains) were described th a t went 

some way to addressing the problems tha t would prevent this analogy from being made in a 

structural way. However, is it fair to present an analogical reasoner with such a representation 

in the first place? Would not a fuller cognitive system have other capabilities to capture and 

/  or alter the representations? And if it did, would it end up with representations (to be 

presented to the analogical reasoner) tha t are syntactically commensurable? Fig. 5.7 gives an 

elaborated representation, and, although the techniques described in the previous section can 

account for many of the elaborations, intuitively it seems tha t such a representation could
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request(Mike, Popoff, equipment) want (secretary, Phil, marry)
know(Popoff, unhappy(Mike)) aware(Phil, fed-up(secretary))

deny (Popoff, request(Mike, Popoff, equipment)) postpone(Phil, want(secretary, Phil, m arry)))
unhappy(Mike) fed-up(secretary)
cause(deny(Popoff, request(Mike, Popoff, equipment)), unhappy(Mike))

cause(po8tpone(Phil, want(secretary, Phil, m arry)), fed-up(secretary))

accepted(Mike, rival) in-love(secretary, accountant)
transfer(Mike, rival) engage(secretary, accountant)
cause(unhappy(Mike), transfer(Mike, rival)) 
cause(fed-up(secretary, engage(secretary, accountant)) 
enahle(accepted(Mike, rival), transfer(Mike, rival)))

enable(in-love(secretary, accountant), engage(secretary, accountant))

find-out(Popoff, accepted(Mike, rival))
find-out(Phil, in-love(secretary, accountant)))

offer(Popoff, Mike, new-equipment)) propose(Phil, secretary, m arry)
cause(find-out(Popoff, accepted(Mike, rival)), offer(Popoff, Mike, new-equipment))

cause(find-out(Phil, in-love(secretary, accountant)), propose(Phil, secretary, m arry))

too-late(offer(Popoff, Mike, new-equipment))
too-late(propose(Phil, secretary, marry))) 

implies(transfer(Mike, rival), too-late(offer(Popoff, Mike, new-equipment)))
implies (engage(secretary, accountant), too-late(propose(Phil, secretary, m arry)))

Figure 5.7: Thematically elaborated descriptions of Wedding Bells /  Academia analogy

only be produced knowing what the current analogy is, i.e. as a result of performing some 

mapping and trying to make the representations structurally similar, rather than  making use 

of existing structural similarities to justify the analogy through a consistent and systematic 

mapping. At least it would seem that making use of the current context is a more efficient 

approach than blind re-representation. Also, it is clear ju st how much work has gone on in 

creating representations tha t are syntactically compatible. One cannot expect systems to 

have representations tha t are immediately available for analogical processing, even if implicit 

meanings are captured. So at least one form of the problem of re-representation lies near the 

heart of analogy.

All this shows is tha t some analogies are not immediately mappable according to the strict 

rules of structural mapping, and that elaboration becomes more im portant as more tenu

ous and arbitrary analogies are considered. However, one could also argue if two situations 

are adequately represented (i.e. they have been altered to be analogically compatible at the 

structural level), then the system that could have made the transformation would ‘under

stan d ’ enough of the situation to simply perform a simple incremental run-through to show 

the analogy. Of course, some mapping would have had to be performed in order for this 

run-through to be successful. In fact, one could argue th a t successful elaboration obviates 

the need for any complex mapping stage at all, and that all mapping is needed for (or what
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it can account for in people) is the determination of a particular type of analogy where the 

things being considered similar are already similar in several im portant respects (a sort of 

analogical version of M artin’s Law).

In using thematic abstractions, or any much richer representational form, one finds tha t each 

situation has parts tha t can be justifiably attributed to each part of the thematic abstraction, 

and tha t the causal thread in the abstraction can be instantiated in both base and target. 

We don’t have to examine the analogy in any more detail (apart from possibly local structure 

and semantic mappings for more detailed correspondences and more justification).

The theme for the Wedding Bells /  Academia analogy runs as follows:

• 1. X wants something from Y

• 2. The want is unfulfilled

• 3. X is dissatisfied

2. causes 3.

•  4. X does something about it

3. causes 4. (possibly through a chain)

•  5. Y finds out about 4.

•  6. Y does something about it 

5. causes 6.

•  7. X takes an action

•  8. Y’s action is too late 

7. causes 8.

The question now arises of where did the theme come from? Could it have already existed 

in memory, or was it generated specifically for the analogy, in effect to justify it (after all, 

there are many structural differences so it cannot be justified on pattern-m atching grounds)? 

Although this matches the two stories well, one can easily imagine other stories with the same

general theme as this one, but which do not fit into the 8 point theme above. The answer is

therefore tha t either the theme is generated specifically for the analogy, or an existing one is 

modified just enough so it can accommodate both the base and target.

It thus seems tha t ultimately the most effective way of mapping wiU be to impose pragmatic 

higher-order structurings on situations, rather than altering the lowest levels of representation
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to  make them more compatible. Given the current state of many AR models, this is a 

radical perspective. (Of course, one could use the higher-order structurings to guide the re

representation of lower-level predicates.) The only problem with the la tter approach is tha t it 

requires more knowledge in order to perceive a given analogy and it is therefore less modular. 

The apparent beauty of structural mapping is tha t it is given two abstract structures and 

no other cues, and from this a systematic and coherent analogy emerges. The problem is 

tha t a structural analogy has already to exist in the representations and from the above 

considerations it is clear that this is not always the case in ‘real-life’ situations. As a first 

a ttem pt at simple elaboration, though, structural elaboration can nonetheless prove to be 

effective.

Perhaps Centner and Holyoak and Thagard find so many structural analogies because many 

of the examples are from the physical sciences, where the predicate representation is created 

not from an arbitrary story, but from an equation. As Greiner actually investigated in the 

context of analogy [26], in general the structures in equations borrow from a very limited set 

of m athematical terms which therefore get rephcated again and again in different equations. 

Schank, on the other hand, prefers the thematic abstraction based approach because he is 

concerned more with story-type analogies. Not only do such analogies have slight structural 

mis-matches (such as non-isomorphic mappings) but, unless their representations are heavily 

altered, with some it is difiicult to see any great degree of structural similarity a t aU. This 

assumes tha t the types of re-organisation are not implicit in the representation itself. For the 

purpose of analogy, though, it might be most appropriate to include in a situation knowledge 

on how it might be re-structured.

5.10 E laboration and analogical sim ilarity constraints

Most of the above discussion on elaboration, and on mapping in the previous chapter, makes 

the two assumptions that;

•  For two situations to be shown as analogous a system of coherent mappings must be 

made between their parts.

•  For two parts to be analogous they must share syntactic form.

To some extent this is true, and in the next chapter it will be seen th a t correspondences and 

syntactic similarity are required if appropriate inferences are to be made in the target. Most 

of the suggestions made for analogical mapping assume tha t the more complete analogies 

involve mapping at the lowest (most detailed) level which in general consists of making
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correspondences between predicates, with more abstract mappings existing through higher- 

order structure correspondences (ie. correspondences between causal-relations and the implied 

correspondences between the arguments of causal relations) which help in the determination 

of these lower-level mappings. However, many analogies break down somewhere and the 

question arises of what the most appropriate level is for analogical mapping. I t seems tha t in 

general the sorts of thematic higher-order structures discussed above retain their structure 

across situations, and in the above Wedding Bells /  Academia example it was shown tha t even 

when the higher-order structure was shared, there can be large structural differences at the 

predicate level (both causal and relational, and remember tha t structural techniques are the 

vehicle for the application of semantic and pragmatic similarity). An alternative approach 

would be to deny that analogy involves detailed systematic correspondences and /  or syntactic 

similarity. Some informal experiments regarding completely dropping the syntactic similarity 

constraint are described in Chapter 9. However, no general analogical reasoner (with very 

limited domain knowledge and limited knowledge about abstraction) will be able to fully 

exploit AR without insisting on quite close conformance to these two constraints.

5.11 E laboration for analogy

In this chapter, no complete solution is offered as to how the relevant degree of representation 

(and re-representation) can be achieved, but need for elaboration, and the analysis of the 

questionable representations used in some AR literature -  which is an im portant contribution 

of this chapter -  shows tha t the requirement is strong.

The new suggestion being made in this dissertation is tha t domain knowledge will ultimately 

be required to alter representations, possibly through the creation or modification of higher- 

order thematic structures, but that some more general forms of elaboration can be carried 

out to increase the probability of more knowledge-free mapping. I t must be remembered that 

some sorts of elaboration only have meaning if it is presumed tha t analogical mapping must 

make a coherent set of correspondences at the predicate level.

In this context some computational offerings can be made. First removing knowledge is quite 

easy. Some models of analogy already implicitly do this by mapping incrementally, or not 

mapping one-place relations if they are not supported by two-place or higher-order relations. 

If context-cues are added to relations, the right sorts of relations can be made to remain 

after pruning, and further work might reveal a method of contextual elaboration of arbitrary 

knowledge with respect to some current analogy.

Second, and this is something which is an improvement on previous models, adding knowledge
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in some cases is quite possible, by adding implied knowledge (both syntactic and domain- 

dependent) and by determining whether high-order schemas apply through trying to fit pred

icates to roles in the schema. Making inferences as to what sorts of relation are imphed by 

other relations (e.g. inferring engage(secretary, accountant) from the fact they are planning 

a honeymoon), which has been used by Winston [84] and creating new causal relations to 

span causal chains, which is new, can aUow certain analogies to be completed with structural 

techniques. An appropriate mechanism would create such relations on a ‘demand-driven’ 

basis.

Third, if a higher-order structure can be applied to some set of base and target parts, then 

those parts can be modified with respect to the roles they play in the structure. Thus 

causal chains can be compressed, predicate structures altered etc. Although this will allow a 

more detailed analysis, as mentioned already it is of doubtful practice if the analogy can be 

determined at the higher level of abstraction.

5.12 Conclusions

Elaboration is concerned with the problem of how analogy can be carried out if the situations 

are not currently commensurable according to the notions of similarity used in the mapping 

and subsequent stages. It makes the assumption tha t the mapping stage is ‘correct’ so 

tha t analogicad representations must be altered until they are compatible with the similarity 

constraints employed there. A more sceptical explanation is th a t elaboration is the stage of 

analogy needed if the analogical mechanism is to work with non-contrived analogies. Even 

more contentious is tha t if elaboration has been carried out, then for many types of analogy, 

mapping is either trivial or just not required at all. The detailed discussion in this chapter 

which leads to this point is important, as virtually the whole AR community do not make this 

point very forcefully and there does seem to be a trend towards developing efficient mapping 

programs, which, it is asserted here, is a ill-advised venture given the requirement for more 

appropriate representational formalisms or encoding mechanisms.

An alternative approach to the techniques of elaboration presented here would be to examine 

the similarity constraints again and see if they really do hold when humans are given some of 

the analogies described above. T hat is, do we really restructure the situations until constraints 

such as structural similarity are satisfied, or are there other forms of representation that 

can allow analogies to be perceived more readily with less sensitivity or detailed, low-level 

predicate re-representation? The latter seems feasible, and employing essentially pragmatic 

higher-order structurings to determine which groups of lower-level, more detailed, predicates
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should be made more compatible is a first step in this direction (the last step would be to 

deny tha t the predicates need to be analysed at all, and tha t connecting a situation with a 

higher-order schema is all that is necessary on the detail level, as the analogy can then be 

determined at the schema level which has fewer parts which can be more easily mapped). 

This approach would presumably be advocated by a Schankian, making use of TO Ps in the 

analogy process.

Duncker’s comments on the use of restructuring and higher-order schemas still seem relevant. 

Duncker suggested that the association of a higher-order structure with the target was enough 

to allow the subject’s other reasoning abilities to take control and come to the appropriate 

solution. Thus elaboration is seen by Duncker as the main aspect of analogy, with mapping, 

repair, justification and the later stages of analogy being replaced by schema instantiation 

according to the current domain knowledge (or if none is available, common sense knowledge 

and possibly metaphorical knowledge attributed to the domain). Further, elaboration may 

be a function in the retrieval process, either where situations are looked at in new ways until 

a thematic ‘h it’ occurs, or where cues from the situation are used arbitrarily as indexes for 

a reminding, with thematic structures borrowed from these remindings being applied to the 

current target. This is yet another architecture (but not for analogy as currently understood), 

involving little of the mapping mechanisms developed to date, and little wholesale mapping 

at the predicate level followed by repair.

Although there is some argument in this chapter for the use of higher-order structures, a 

solution employing simple instantiation of higher-order structures or schemas is unsatisfactory 

for three reasons:

• Any computational implementation of an analogical reasoner should be able to provide 

some sort of justification, and one most effective form is as a set of coherent predicate 

correspondences.

•  There are some analogies where higher-order schemas do not exist (and if higher-order 

schemas are pragmatic, then they necessarily cannot exist for some types of abstract 

analogy).

•  The inclusion of pragmatic higher-order schemas necessitates some explanation as to 

how they originate and how they are instantiated. Although there is evidence that 

such higher-order structurings exist in language (e.g. metaphorical image schemas) 

and tha t others arise out of common experiences and the desire in people to relate 

cross-contextual experiences (e.g. TOPs), if they are to be included in an analogical 

mechanism, they must be integrated into the learning process and some mechanisms
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must be presented showing how they are generated. Some more discussion on this is 

presented in the later chapter on learning.

The existence (or discovery) of a higher-order structuring of a situation can aid elaboration 

for structural matching, though the cognitive plausibility of this (as opposed to matching the 

abstractions themselves) is doubtful. Yet computationally it seems th a t this is necessary. Also 

in inter-domain analogies pragmatic information may be less useful and it is here th a t more 

structural and abstract elaboration techniques are needed. However, often-used analogically- 

related concepts such as structure and cause by no means provide an adequate set of answers, 

as this primarily implies removing knowledge and not adding or re-representing it.

The need for elaboration shows that analogy and especially analogical mapping cannot be 

considered in isolation, as other issues -  such as memories (ie. organisations of other cases), 

knowledge organisation and representation, other reasoning techniques, and the ability to 

change or fit knowledge in a context -  arise. For the purpose of this dissertation, these 

conclusions can only be stated: the program described in Chapter 9 makes much simpler 

assumptions about what is needed for elaboration, considering it only in the context of being 

a pre processor for the mapping and inference stages, and not as the core of a model of 

analogy. The program does, however, allow analogies tha t will not work with other general 

AR models (ACME, SME, lAM) to be determined, because of simple techniques such as 

structural elaboration and causal compression.
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C hapter 6

Inference

6.1 Introduction

Many analogies do not just involve the determination of a set of correspondences between 

base and target parts, but inference: this is the attribution (i.e. inference) of unmapped base 

parts in some form to the target. W hat should be inferred is normally dependent on some 

existing mappings, so inference naturally comes after some mapping has taken place. The 

statem ent tha t the target of the analogy belongs to some category typified by the analogy 

(e.g. ‘this is another radiation-type problem’) is a form of inference but is strongly related to 

learning and organisation of situations in memory, and so is discussed in Chapter 8. W ith 

many analogies, though, some new terms (at the same level of detail as existing term s in the 

target) are attributed to the target because of the perceived mappings (e.g. the solution to 

the target if it is a problem) and it is this type of inference th a t is discussed here.

6.2 M echanism s o f inference

The mechanisms of inference developed to date are:

C au sa l ch a in s  fro m  m a p p ed  re la tio n s  - This has been used in some form by several 

researchers (such as Winston [84], Centner [19], Keane [46]). Where the inference is 

directed because of the dependency on some goal relation -  as with W inston’s model 

which works from a goal relation to a mapped relation by finding higher-order relations 

which have the relations as arguments -  causal relations are traversed backwards (from 

consequent to antecedent) in the base, until the analogous relations are found tha t hold 

in the target. Backwards traversal for inference can be formulated as follows: if one is 

trying to infer target part C, one must not simply infer it, but infer a causal or higher-
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order chain from some already mapped base parts to C; thus find those parts A l...An 

such tha t for each Ai there is a higher-order relation Hi where Hi(Ai,C), or such that 

there is a relation Ri(..C..) and Hi(Ai,Ri). If any or some of Al..An are mapped, then 

use tha t mapping (or those mappings) (and the Hi) to infer a mapping for C and Ri 

as well if Ri exists, else repeat the process for all i with C equal to Ai (i.e. find causal 

antecedents to each Ai). Once an inference can be made, a new mapping effectively 

exists, and the whole process can be recursively repeated until the original C is inferred 

or no ‘bridge’ can be found from a mapped or inferred part to the original C . W ith 

non-directed forward traversal, relations are inferred on the basis th a t they form part 

of a connected system, some of which is already mapped with the target. This can be 

formulated as follows: For all base relations C where H(R,C) and R has a mapping but 

C does not, infer H and C (i.e. attribute the base relations H and C to the target).

S tra ig h t m a p p in g  follow ed by  p e r tu rb a tio n  - This has been used in problem-solving 

and planning (e.g. Carbonell [4] and Kedar-Cabelh [47]), and learning from exercises 

(e.g. Burstein [3]). In these cases, the entire base is attributed  to the target. However, 

as some relations may be inapphcable or some constraints not satisfied, the target 

situation is modified (ie. perturbed), normally by using domain knowledge, but also by 

further analogising or correction by a tutor.

In s ta n t ia t io n  o f  a n  a b s tra c tio n  - Here all that need be done is fill the variables (roles) 

in the abstraction with objects and relations in the target, though the abstraction may 

require specialisation (ie. the roles may have to be modified) to fit the constraints of the 

target [26] [77]. Abstraction instantiation can sometimes violate Russell’s constraint 

tha t the base of the analogy must be somehow employed in deciding what is inferred 

[76] (otherwise you are not doing analogy), though this constraint is only really violated 

if the abstraction exists before the analogy is carried out.

T ra n s fo rm a tio n  o f  im p o r ta n t re la tio n s  - Both mapping and inference can take into ac

count the different domains of the base and target, and inference can also take into 

account the sorts of mappings tha t have already taken place, to see how a relation 

should be instantiated. Relations may take arguments of a different type, or their 

names might have to be changed to refiect the semantics of the new domain. This is 

named transformation in this dissertation. Consider the way Hofstadter and Mitchell’s 

model [30] approaches analogies of the form ABrBC :: CE:?. Here, the relation between 

AB:BC in the base is transformed according to what they term  ‘shppages’ in the exist

ing mappings between AB and CE. As the mapping AB — ► CE involves the shppage of 

successor to successor’s successor, CE can be transformed to EF in the target. Objects
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and attributes, as well as relations, can be instantiated with respect to the transforma

tions implicitly offered by the already mapped parts. Domain knowledge can also be 

useful in transforming relations, and this is often used in repair strategies.

These are the main aspects of inference: repair and alteration of relations, use of abstractions, 

and deciding what to infer on the basis of what has already been mapped and on the internal 

(particularly causal) structures of the base and target. Some of the issues concerning infer

ence are closely related to the next stage of justification, because inference is the first stage 

going beyond the determination of similarity to assert something a t the same level as the 

base representation. Repair of relations after mapping is considered to be part of inference, 

though it is related to the elaboration stage as similar procedures can apply. This chapter 

contains a discussion of the above types of inference, and offers a mechanism th a t is a distil

lation of existing approaches and new ideas which can make inference more appropriate for 

analogy. The attem pt at a general model for inference covering various types of instantiation 

as presented in this chapter is new, and an im portant step in the development of a general 

theoretical perspective with which to view inference, just as Structure-mapping provided a 

theoretical perspective for mapping.

6.3 A n approach to inference

If arbitrary analogies are to be considered, then the internal structure of each of the base 

and target (typified by higher-order relations, temporal relations and pragmatic structures) 

will continually vary. One must therefore look to the fundamental components with which 

situations are given structure to provide the basis for both a feasible and reasonable method 

of inference. The beginnings of a general model for analogical inference -  which is presented 

later in this chapter -  are the following assumptions:

• The elaboration stage will have removed irrelevant parts.

•  The parts remaining can be divided into those mapped and those not mapped.

•  Inferable parts are unmapped parts.

•  W hat is inferred is a function of what has been mapped. This is usually formulated 

as: unmapped parts must be somehow connected to the mapped parts (say through a 

higher-order relation or common abstraction) in order to be inferred.

The conventional approach (e.g. Structure-mapping) involves ‘propagating’ forwards from 

mapped parts outwards -  along ‘causal chains’ -  to those parts not mapped. Propagation
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is the term  given here to the process of repeatedly or recursively applying a procedure to 

some input, then to the output of that input, and to the output of that, and so on. The 

only problems seem to be those of how to instantiate base parts in the target domain, and 

how to determine when to stop, both in terms of when inference becomes invaHd and when 

it becomes unnecessary. These, especially instantiation and the presentation of a general 

approach for it, are the main points discussed in the next two sections, then new general 

extensions to inference are presented.

6.4 Inference thorough traversal

Several alternatives have been proposed for schemes to traverse causal arcs in order to make 

inferences. Keane asserts that all causally connected parts can be inferred. T hat is, a causal 

chain can be inferred where only the start of the chain is directly related to mapped parts. 

Falkenhainer et al. on the other hand assert that the inferred parts must have some part 

directly in the set of mappings.

Consider the ‘causal chain’ (Winston [85] and Keane [46] also use this term ) of A hits B, 

causing B to be hurt, causing B to call the police, causing A to be arrested, causing A to be 

sent to prison. If C hits D, then the minimum inference would predict tha t D would be hurt, 

but not anything else (indeed, instead of calUng the pohce D might hit C back). However, if 

we also know tha t D called the police, we might like to infer tha t A will be arrested and sent 

to jail. It appears tha t simpler models of inference such as tha t in SME would only sanction 

inferencing A being arrested, see Figure 6.1. This sort of causal chain occurs often in stories 

of actions, but little in physical theory (which is where many of the examples illustrating 

analogical reasoners currently come from), where all terms tend to be tightly connected.

So, as bases sometimes involve a causal chain where only the start of the chain maps with 

the target, it is clear that in general more than tha t directly related to mapped parts must 

be inferred. Casual chains hke this occur regularly. Consider again the Fortress /  Radiation 

analogy where the whole solution can be inferred to the target (see the review of Structure- 

mapping in Chapter 3). However, sometimes inferring a whole sequence of parts th a t form a 

causal chain can lead to undesirable inferences.

Given a large amount of information, it only requires one causal ‘bridge’ to extend an ana

logical inference beyond the local connected structure to another one. Additional rules would 

be required to take into consideration the total support for the inference. W inston has gone 

some way towards specifying these rules.

In order to prevent undesirable inferences, the process can sometimes be constrained, for
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B1
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D esired inference
.C.

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Figure 6.1: Mapping then inference with a causal chain

example where the purpose of the analogy is available. If a goal relation is present one 

can work backward from it (or forward to it), so ehminating spurious inferences subsequent 

or irrelevant to what is required, constraining the situation under study to those relations 

causally prior and relevant to the goal relation. Conversely, parts causally consequent to a goal 

relation can be considered, allowing both “W hat could cause this relation?” and “W hat could 

this relation cause?” to be answered by reasoning by analogy from a precedent. This is what 

W inston did [84]. Such a method satisfies Greiner’s heuristic of minimal inference, which 

prevents analogies from inferring too much, though Greiner preferred to computationally 

formalise this heuristic through the use of abstractions tha t constrained inference [25]. Of 

course the amount of work needed to constrain inference in this manner can be reduced by 

an effective elaboration stage.

This simple approach of causal traversal can offer nothing but the most tentative of analogical 

inferences (indeed, they are often called ‘candidate inferences’ to stress this), because it really 

only answers the question of what can be inferred. It does not answer how it should be, and 

whether or not it should be.

W hat can be inferred also depends on the expressivity of the representation and any other 

knowledge (such as domain knowledge) that may be to hand. For example, I might say that 

violently and repeatedly hitting arbitrary people results in a prison sentence because I can 

find a clear causal connection in an analogical base where this occurred. But then in the 

precedent base used to justify this assertion the criminal might have gone on to die of a drug 

overdose because of the stress in prison, and his existing inclination to taking drugs. Here 

the analogy breaks down -  it seems inappropriate to infer analogically th a t an agent hitting
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someone might result in their death through drug overdose. However, a similar causal chain 

used earlier concerned attacking someone, the police arresting them, followed by them  going 

to prison. Though apparently similar to the current hit /  prison /  drugs inference, this is 

a more plausible inference because more of the ‘reasons’ (or causal antecedents) for later 

relations hold in the target.

In order to distinguish between these types of inference one must rely on the explicit rep

resentation of all the higher-order antecedents to a relation, and ensure th a t the ultimate 

causal root (i.e. traversing back to the start of a causal chain) of any causal consequent has 

an antecedent in the target. Thus an analogy is always dependent on the accuracy of the base 

representation. In the above analogy an antecedent is the relation tha t prison is stressful, and 

this is not represented in the target initially, so unless the instantiation of the object ‘prison’ 

also involves instantiating the attribute of ‘stressful’ one cannot make the final inference with 

much conviction. These are semantic considerations, and so go beyond primarily syntactic 

inference techniques. Inference must have an internal completeness, and in those cases where 

the completeness cannot be found, it becomes the more tentative. However, replacements to 

missing relations, attributes or objects can sometimes be found through a semantic analysis. 

For example, the above case also might have causal antecedents of the person being easily 

stressed (and thus inclusion of this in the analogy would change the chain into a network 

where all the inferences related directly back to the network).

W inston pointed out that the inference of new objects in conjectural analogies has to be 

considered carefully if the analogy is to be justified [84]. As with the issue over whether to 

infer ju st the s ta rt or all of a causal chain there is no easy solution to this problem either. In 

some cases it might be necessary or even beneficial to introduce new relations, objects and 

attributes, or infer causal antecedents. In other cases the reverse is true. Consider W inston’s 

Macbeth story, where several assertions are made about Macbeth being weak. Lady Macbeth 

being greedy and in control of Macbeth because he is weak, Macbeth killing someone. Lady 

M acbeth killing herself and Macduff killing Macbeth. When used as a precedent to show what 

might happen between a married couple where the man is weak and woman is strong, one 

can make the inference that the woman might control the man. However, left unconstrained, 

inference will then go on to postulate that the man will kill someone, then the womam kill 

herself, then someone else kill the man. Conversely, if one adopted the rule th a t under no 

circumstances were objects and attributes introduced into the target, Duncker’s Fortress /  

Radiation analogy would fail, as it involves the suggestion tha t paths can lead out from the 

tumour, along which rays can be sent, and no ‘paths’, or any analogue of roads exists in 

the initial target representation. So unless some ‘common-sense’ knowledge is available to
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differentiate between cases like this, inference of objects and attributes cannot be excluded.

Given tha t sometimes inference makes sense even if it is the causal antecedents tha t are 

being inferred, the only option in the context of a general model for anadogy where domain 

knowledge cannot be relied on to exist is to allow all possible inferences, and possibly to 

attach varying degrees of certainty (which relate to the judgements made in making the 

inference) to each inferred part, leaving it to an external system (e.g. feed-back from a tutor) 

to verify any (and especially the more tentative) inferences before they are used or stored.

6.5 Inference o f parts

As well as deciding how much to infer, just what relations, objects and attributes are to be 

inferred is im portant. Although the inference of parts in a target is tentative without the use 

of much general knowledge, one can begin to divide up the sorts of inference th a t do occur 

in analogy, and offer a few simple, general techniques, which nonetheless extend the process 

of inference as perceived in general analogical reasoners to date.

Many inference techniques simply attribute the base predicate to the target in the hope tha t it 

can be at least applied polysemically if not identically. This is the first type of part-inference 

-  instantiation. However, a part to be inferred can also either be transformed into a target 

part or replaced by an existing target part (or a combination of these). These types of what 

can be seen as simple ‘repair’ to syntactically inferred parts are now described, and constitute 

a model of general analogical inference, which is now presented.

6.6 Transformation

There have been several approaches to transformation. As part of his model, Burstein in

corporated the ability to change the name of an inferred predicate to refiect its new domain 

[3], and Hofstadter and Mitchell’s Copycat system [30] takes into account existing ‘slippages’ 

in mappings (that is, they examined the transformations implicit in existing mappings) to 

determine a transformation function to apply to the parts to be inferred.

Both these techniques can be useful in developing a general scheme for transformation. The 

Copycat approach cannot be directly applied to general analogy because it relies on well- 

defined concepts in a micro-world domain. However, the general technique can be used. 

T hat is, if higher-order or structure/ function relations exist between parts in the base, where 

one of the arguments of such a relation is already mapped and the other is to be inferred, 

then a similar relation can be postulated in the target and used in the inference. This sort
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of transformation seems to have been addressed only by Copycat, yet corresponds intuitively 

to systematicity, which is presented in Chapter 4 as an important feature of analogy.

For example, consider part of the mapping and inference in the Fortress /  Radiation analogy 

as shown in Figure 6.2. Here we can infer the object small-groups as low-intensity-rays, 

working from the existing mapping of small-group and the relation between its analogue in 

the base and the relation between that and the part to be inferred. Clearly, in order to do 

this sort of transformation, the relations must be domain transparent.

small group

small-groups

low intensity ray

apply plural 

relation

infer

Figure 6.2: Transformation of a part with respect to existing mappings

Burstein’s approach is similar to this, but uses relations in the frame being mapped (and 

therefore relevant to the situation) rather than other arbitrary relations in the current rep

resentation to determine how the name of a predicate should be changed [3]. The technique 

he offers is not complex -  simply the predicate to be inferred is analysed to determine if all 

its argument positions make sense in the target domain, and its name is sometimes changed. 

For example, in an analogy between putting things in boxes and variable assignment in the 

programming language BASIC the relation PUT-IN-BOX  might be inferred in the target as 

PUT-IN-VARIABLE  (because the role labelled box in the base will be renamed variable in 

the target). Burstein’s model seems to do little more than this in transformation, though.

Burstein’s approach is viable because of the Hmited domain in which it is applied, but what 

general techniques can be developed to allow transformation of relations and objects when 

instantiating inferences? By linking the name of a predicate to its internal structure Burstein 

constrained the sorts of transformations that a relation could take. The more general tech

nique of looking for relations between the part to be inferred and other already mapped parts 

has some simple examples, like the one above, but can get quite complicated.

The first problem is where there are many relations between the part to be instantiated 

and other mapped relations and the question arises of which should be chosen. This will 

depend on the purpose of the analogy, so the only general option is to take the most closely 

related one, which involves a closeness metric as a function of the causal and other relations 

comprising the situation in which the part exists.

The second problem is that some of the relations in the target might already have parts there
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waiting to be inferred (that is, as a result of mapping, some target parts were left unmapped, 

bu t there are relations in the base and target tha t correspond, so more mappings can be 

created when these relations are considered in instantiating a base part), but some might 

not. Is it better to create a new target part by instantiating a relation where the source 

argum ent’s base analogue is closer (according to the metric above) to the base part being 

inferred, or is it better to use an already existing part of the base, where the relation is further 

away? T hat is, once the first step is taken away from blind instantiation of base parts, should 

one transform a target-part (as suggested here), or use replacement (as suggested in the next 

section) and find the target part by some other criteria?

Third, the simplest assumption to make with this type of transformation is tha t the corre

sponding relations in the base and target must be the same. This is acceptable for domain 

transparent relations such as plural or opposite, but, as shown in Hofstadter and Mitchell’s 

model, bo th  these relations and mappings can involve shppages, and it seems th a t capturing 

these slippages and their consequences for a general model of transformation is very difficult.

6.7 R eplacem ent

The idea behind replacement is that a relation or part to be inferred can be substituted by 

an already existing target part. Clearly, in order to do this some similarity must be found 

between the parts, and as with mappings (replacement rehes on a perceived similarity and is 

eflfectively a mapping) this can come about in both structural and other ways.

Replacement introduces not a new part, but a new mapping into the analogy. The reason 

why w hat effectively is mapping occurs in the inference stage is tha t the target may not be as 

well structured as the base, which means tha t only part of the base will be mapped with the 

target. However, when inference takes place and the target is given the additional structure 

of the base, parts of the target will become nodes or leaves in this structure, and so inference 

must find the analogues of base parts which were previously unmapped.

Because it is the structure that is being inferred, the conventional way of finding analogical 

similarities (i.e. syntactic similarity based on structure) cannot be used, as the structure isn’t 

initially there. For relations, one can see if a mapping cam be made to any relation in the 

target which preserves aurgument mappings (if there aure any) thus using a local and minimal 

version of structural similarity, but this is quite weak. If there are severad such relations 

then conventional semantic knowledge cam be employed to see which relation should be used, 

though this reduces the effectiveness of am analogical reaisoner, because base and tairget parts 

must shaire semantic similarity in the inference stage. Holyoak amd Thagard, in their model
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ACME, map predicate classes as well as individual predicate instances. Although their model 

does not really include inference, if the relation-class mapping is known, a transformation 

of the relation to be inferred can give the appropriate counterpart in the target. If no 

relation can be found in these ways then clearly one must be instantiated (possibly through 

a transformation of the base relation).

Replacement can be more effective when considering attributes and objects, because here 

how they satisfy their roles in the relations in which they are arguments can be taken into 

account, and similar ‘structural’ characteristics in target objects and attributes can be looked 

for. For example, in Duncker’s Candle Problem, one can match up the problem statem ent 

with a similar problem statement involving (say) hanging a bowl of flowers from a wall using 

a bracket and nails. But the main mappings, between nails in the base and drawing pins in 

the target, and bracket in the base and box in the target, can only be made in inference. 

Here nails can be mapped with pins because of both structure /  function similarities (rigid, 

sharp ended) and conventional semantic similarities. However, the similarity between the box 

and bracket can only be determined on structure /  function grounds -  tha t is the structural 

qualities which allows the bracket to function as a bracket in the base (L-shaped and rigid) 

are shared with the box. Some examples of replacement can be found in Chapter 9, when 

describing UAR, the analogical reasoning program designed to show an implementation of 

some of the ideas described in Chapters 4 through 7.

6.8 A  general m odel for inference

The above discussion can be summarised into a new general model for inference, the most of 

which is implemented in the prograun described in Chapter 9.

When inferring a part, it can not only be instantiated, but can instead be transformed or 

replaced by:

•  Finding a semantically similar target part.

•  Finding a target part that belongs to the same class as the class mapping of the base 

part.

•  Finding a target part that bears the same relationship to another target part as the base 

p art does to another base part, where a mapping already exists between the related 

parts. The relationship might involve relations between concepts, such as plural-of.

•  Finding a target part that shares a functionally relevant attribute (ie. an attribute that 

is a  precondition for a p art’s appearance in a relation in the target).
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Predicates of the same class can be mapped to predicates of different classes in the target, thus 

preventing the first two options from guaranteeing a meaningful transformation, whilst the 

third option and fourth options rely on literal (i.e. absolute semantic) similarities. Although 

all can be extended, even in these simple forms they do go some way to making intelligent 

candidate inferences, rather than blind ones.

The first two types of inference are described in Figure 6.3. Here X  is inferred in the target 

as y, for one of two reasons. Either Cx is equal or similar to Cy, or Cx is mapped with Cy 

(i.e. there are other mappings, x l  — > yl, x2, —  ̂ y2, . . .  xn, — y yn, where each xi ISA Cx 

and each yi ISA Cy). Note that the part Y  may or may not have existed in the target domain 

before the inference (i.e. it can be either instantiated or replaced).

ISA infer ISA

Figure 6.3: Replacement in inference using semantic similarity

As an example, in Duncker’s Candle Problem, one might be inferring nail in the target. 

Because drawing pin  is semantically similar to nail, it can be used as the target part. Similarly, 

one might be inferring the final stage of this problem, and so several mappings of nail to 

drawing pin  will already exist (as there will be several cases of putting nails in the wall to 

afi&x the bracket, and several cases of putting drawing pins in the wall to affix the box).

Inference through shared functional relevance is described in Figure 6.4. Here R ( . .. X  .. .  ̂is 

being inferred, which requires the inference of X. As the a ttribute A (X^ is functionally relevant 

in allowing R  in the base, and the target part X ’ (currently unmapped) has attribute A(X^), 

then X ’ is inferred as the analogue of X. This involves the introduction of an additional 

mapping, and is a form of replacement.

R(...X...)  ^  R'(...X'...)
infer

infer
functionally

functionally 
relevant

r

A(X) A»(X’)

relevant
^  relevant

infer

Figure 6.4: Inference of an argument using functionally relevant attributes
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Again, consider Duncker’s Candle Problem. One might be inferring fixing the bracket to the 

wall with the nail. A functional relevance is that the bracket is L-shaped. In trying to find 

an analogue for the bracket one finds tha t the box is L-shaped, and therefore created the 

mapping bracket — > box.

The use of function/structure relationships is described in Figure 6.5. This is the most 

complex type of inference described here. There are three types of transformation:

C o m p le te  tra n s fo rm a tio n  w ith  rep lacem en t. In this case, all the parts and relation

ships in the figure exist, and A^is the target analogue. Consider the Fortress /  Radiation 

analogy again. An inference of small-groups is required, and as shown above there is 

a relationship to small-group. This sort of inference might occur if low-intensity-rays 

were known about in the Radiation Problem, but no mapping existed.

C o m p le te  tra n s fo rm a tio n . In this case, there is no in the target representation, so 

one is inferred, being an instance of the class Cx\ This occurs in Figure 6.2, where the 

concept of low-intensity-rays is known about, but no exaunple exists in the target.

P a r t i a l  tra n s fo rm a tio n . In this case, does not exist (and therefore also X*). Here X ’ 

is inferred, being an instance of the class R ’ of Cy\ This might occur in the Radiation 

Problem if the concept of low-intensity-rays did not exist. Such a concept would have 

to be created to allow the appropriate inference.

Cy ( -------------  Y M ►  V ’ ------------- >  C y '
ISA m app ing  ISA

R f  I R'

Cx f   X  ^  X ’  >  C x ’
ISA in fe r  ISA

Figure 6.5: Inference using relationships to mapped parts

None of these techniques offers a sure way of inference and much more work needs to be done 

to determine just how and when each technique should be applied, they are the beginning 

though of a  general model for analogical inference, and one can see how they can account for 

several types of inference: such as simple types of restructuring (by using functional relevance 

in the Candle Problem); concept formation (by postulating the existence of a new concept 

in partial transformation); and use of appropriate target parts if available with replacement 

through semantic similarity or complete transformation. The simple model presented here is 

the first step towards a general approach to analogical inference.
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The inference stage of the program, as described in Chapter 9, does include Umited versions 

of these techniques to demonstrate tha t they do go beyond the current more blind approach 

to inference in many analogical reasoners.

6.9 A bstractions

Some researchers have suggested tha t abstractions can be used to constrain inference, as 

analogy can proceed from the base, to an abstraction, to instantiation in the target. Although 

as Davies and Russell point out [76] this might sometimes be redundant (if the inference in 

the target could have been made using the abstraction only and therefore without the base), 

in other cases the base knowledge determines the tru th  or falsity of some proposition in the 

target through the abstraction (as in Davies and Russell’s determination rules). However, 

this presumes tha t some abstraction is already there to constrain the inference. W ith the 

approach and sorts of analogies considered here it seems more appropriate to use higher-order 

relationships and a goal relation if possible, rather than rely on abstractions, as abstractions 

are themselves the product of the analogy process.

Hence abstractions in general cannot be used to dictate inference, yet there are some features 

th a t abstractions offer tha t seem desirable whatever the form of inference:

•  Abstractions capture stereotypical and correlational knowledge (ie. knowledge which 

is related by occurring in the same sorts of situations but not necessarily by explicit 

causal links) and so can be useful where it is reasonable to infer something th a t is not 

the exact product of a causal relation and the presence of the antecedent. W ithout the 

correlational knowledge implicit in the abstraction or schema the inference would be 

much more tentative, and possibly not made at all.

•  Inference as discussed above can do no more than make the most tenuous of inferences, 

whilst abstraction instantiation is much stronger.

• Abstractions are implicitly purpose-directed and therefore constrain inference effec

tively.

Abstraction highlights the tradeoff between limited yet probable inferences and possibly novel 

but only candidate inferences. For example, Davies and Russell’s approach ensured tha t the 

analogies were valid by first only allowing literal similarities (i.e. all predicates had to match 

identically) and second chunking all relevant predicates into a determination rule (of the form 

‘R l, and R2, .. and Rn determine the value of P ’), so ensuring tha t the analogy is only used 

in those cases where all relevant predicates existed.
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6.10 Inference for analogy

By being selective about what is inferred and what instantiations are made in the target, the 

need for the types of repair strategies found in CBR systems is reduced, as the work is carried 

out in ensuring tha t the correct parts are inferred in the first place. Both transformation and 

replacement are in effect simple forms of repair tha t might indeed be found in a repair-based 

system.

It seems wiser to first try  replacement strategies for a part to be inferred, and if this fails try  

to transform the relation to refiect both the new domain and its place in the target situation. 

If tha t also fails, all tha t can be done is a simple instantiation of the base part in the target.

Hence there are two main techniques that can be used to achieve arbitrary analogical in

ference, and these form the basis of the new model of analogical inference presented in this 

chapter:

First, causal and other higher-order arcs can be traversed outward from mapped relations 

to unmapped relations, and those unmapped relations inferred. These inferences will have 

differing probabihties (probabihty is used here in an intuitive sense). Those relations which 

are ju st consequents of a higher-order relation where all the antecedents are mapped relations 

will have the strongest probabihty. This will also depend on how strong each of the individual 

mappings are. For example, if all the mappings are identity-preserving (preserving both 

name and sense) then the relation will be more probable than mappings involving different 

predicates. Relations inferred as a consequent of a relation (or relations) where all the 

antecedents are already mapped or inferred have the next highest probabihty of being valid. 

Those relations where some antecedent must be inferred, which is not a consequent of any 

mapped relation in any of the senses above have the weakest probabihty. More discussion on 

justifying individual mappings can be found in the next chapter on justification.

Second, when instantiating relations, attributes and objects, one can see if there is an existing 

unmapped target part that can be used or, failing this, alter the names to refiect the semantics 

of the new domain. Replacement can be achieved by using the same cues as were used in 

mapping, apart from the structural similarity constraint because it is the structure itself that 

is being inferred. Structure /  function relationships are particularly im portant for finding 

analogues of objects and attributes. Causal and other higher-order relations can be simply 

instantiated, without looking for target analogues - as the mapping stage will have already 

done this and failed. Faihng replacement, the part to be inferred can be transformed by either 

ensuring tha t the semantic transformation from base to target is consistent w ith already 

existing mappings (through looking at predicate class mappings or relationships between the
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parts to be inferred and the already mapped parts in the base), or by using domain knowledge. 

More detail on how these ideas are implemented computationally can be found in Chapter 9.

6.11 Conclusions

In mapping -  in the model of analogy being presented -  the assertion is made th a t higher- 

order relations (especially causal relations) give structure to situations and allow some types 

of analogical similarity to be determined that he beyond the scope of analogies th a t can be 

determined solely on the basis of pragmatic and semantic similarity constraints. The mapping 

stage presented, however, makes use of the assumption tha t both pragmatic and semantic 

constraints are most useful useful for mapping. Roughly the same conclusions can be made 

for inference. Because arbitrary analogies are being considered, the only assumptions about 

representation made are those that must hold for things to be considered analogous in the 

first place.

This approach can be justified to some extent because of the strength of the causal relation. 

The argument is tha t if A causes B in the base, and in the context of the analogy A is 

similar to the target part A’, then A’ will cause some analogue of B in the target. W ith 

literal-type analogies where A and A’ have the same meaning, this approach is fully justified 

(of course, so long as the base representation is true and explicit). W ith ‘tru er’ analogies the 

inferences made become more tenuous, and if A and A’ are not at all semantically related, 

one can question the validity of this approach. However, in general there are some semantic 

similarities, either static or dynamic, if not between A and A’ then between other parts closely 

related to them, which suggests a similarity between them in the context of the analogy. One 

can also take into account existing transformations in the mapping, and so adopt the structure 

of the base in the target, but instantiate the components of the structure in the context of 

existing similarities and the target domain. Unless one adopts the CBR approach of a repair 

/  justification stage, inference will remain tenuous. Adopting the CBR approach is expensive, 

requires domain knowledge, and detracts from the appeal of general analogical inference.

This chapter has presented a simple model of general analogical inference, and it is hoped that 

by providing a simple model and describing instantiation, replacement and transformation 

and showing how they can operate with function/ structure and other relationships future 

extensions will result in a set of general AR inference rules and concepts.
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C hapter 7

Justification

7.1 Introduction

The purpose of the justification stage of analogy is to try  to  determine how successful the 

analogy was. T hat is, did the analogy result in any similarity deemed appropriate or knowl

edge being inferred tha t was valid (e.g. true)? There are varying degrees to which analogies 

can be justified, with the two extremes roughly corresponding to the questions ‘Are these 

things analogous according to some similarity said to play a role in analogical reasoning?’ 

and ‘Is what was eventually said about the target true?’, with the pragmatic question ‘Did 

the analogy help (constructing a plan, solve a problem etc.)?’ in the middle. T hat is, the 

mappings and inferences:

•  Can be verified, i.e. shown to be valid.

•  Can be weakly justified, i.e. some evidence can be offered to support the mappings 

and inferences. This justification can come from domain knowledge and /  or analogical 

similarity constraints.

Both these types of justification must be viewed with respect to the aims of the analogy - 

The analogical inference ‘C is to D’ from the analogy ‘A is to B as what is to D’ cannot 

be said to be ‘true’ in a strict sense as there is no agreed domain knowledge with which to 

evaluate it.

Quite surprisingly, there has been very httle work done on analogical validity so far. Possibly 

most researchers believe that analogy is an inherently tentative process, so the question of the 

validity of the conclusions does not arise. Many analogies fail sooner or later so there is nearly 

always some inappropriate conclusion tha t could be made, and most emphasis in analogy has 

been on preventing the wrong inferences and mappings being made in the first place, rather
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than correcting or having to justify them afterwards. However, with the recent interest in 

CBR techniques, which in general work within-domain (and often with a domain model in the 

background), the questions concerning justification and verification become more relevant, 

as the mapping and inference stage in most cases is a simple inference of the base to the 

target. Often the target is then worked upon until the case-based reasoner decides it is fit to 

present as a result (i.e. justifiable), making use of domain knowledge in the process. W ith 

this type of similarity-based reasoning, justification is a most im portant stage as the reasoner 

uses justification as a way of determining if work is needed to alter the target inferences.

7.2 Approaches to  justification

The approaches to and attitudes toward justification used to date in analogical mechanisms 

have been:

G e n e ra te  a n d  te s t  - That is, generate some inferences and then test them using some 

external system. This has been used in two forms. One is simply try  it to see if 

empirical corroboration can be found (e.g. Greiner [26], and Falkenhainer et al. [13]). 

The other uses feedback from a tu tor - Burstein’s CARL [3] does this.

U se  o f  d o m a in  know ledge - This is used by Kedar Cabelli [47] and Carbonell [5]. This 

form of justification often occurs in conjunction with incremental perturbation of a 

mapping. Greiner suggests useful constraints tha t will help justify a mapping [26]. 

Domain knowledge can be used successfully in case-based reasoning.

P o ly sem y  a n d  Id e n ti ty  - A main problem with inferred relations is whether or not they 

will hold in the target. Although domain knowledge may be necessary to transform or 

validate relations, most current models of analogy assume tha t inferred relations can 

be applied identically or polysemically in the target domain (which is more acceptable 

if the base and target domain are identical), though this assumption is not often stated.

It seems that, apart from empirical corroboration and use of domain knowledge, there are no 

‘strong’ methods to justify an analogy, as the process is inherently tentative. However, both 

inferred and mapped relations can be justified on the grounds tha t an analogy was found (after 

all, what would be the point of similarity if it didn’t have some consequences?). Hofstadter 

notes tha t analogies can be justified simply because they are analogies, though if any real 

use is to be made of AR some support that makes appeal to semantics, rather than syntax or 

patterns, must be available for the inference. There are several context-free methods which
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can justify mappings and inferences, such as polysemy, or a conunon grounding in an image 

schema.

7.3 Sorts o f justification

As mentioned, two approaches can be taken with justification. First, analogical inferences 

can be judged with respect to some external reference (such as domain knowledge, or criteria 

for vahdity) to see if the result of the analogy is viable in a general sense. Second, one can 

also examine the inferences made within the analogical reasoning framework itself, to see how 

‘analogically valid’ they are.

Some suggestions have been made about what sorts of analogy can logically exist, and these 

can throw light on the possible types of analogical verification (which is essentially the same 

as justification with the constraint of tha t it is tru th  tha t is required to be justified) and 

justification. Falkenhainer [11] distinguishes between ‘strongly coherent’ analogies, where 

the sentence being mapped is logically entailed by the (domain) knowledge of the target, 

and ‘weakly coherent’ ones, where the analogical inferences are simply consistent with the 

target, but not necessarily entailed by it. The realistic interpretation of this is th a t a strongly 

coherent analogy is one where the analogical inferences could have also been inferred using 

whatever mechanisms the reasoning system uses by default (though it might take longer tha t 

way). This is required because some reasoning methods may infer things to which tru th  

values can not be assigned (eg. patterns), ie. the assignment of semantics for tru th  and 

falsity is a unnecessary burden (consider, eg, Hofstadter and Mitchell’s Copycat analogies 

[30]). Thus the validity of analogy is relative to other types of reasoning, varying from logical 

deduction or means-ends-analysis to heuristic rule-based expert systems.

Strongly coherent analogising (from now on a strong analogy refers to one th a t has strong co

herence, similarly a weak analogy is one with weak coherence) may be useful for constrained 

domains where the computational cost of inferring the required information from the target is 

much greater with the conventional system than the cost of inferring the information by anal

ogy with some base. This type of analogising may thus actually produce the goal information 

required, such as the solution to a problem, tha t would have been computationally expensive 

(and wasteful) to generate from existing problem-solving methods (e.g. as in K oton’s CASEY 

system [50]). Weakly coherent analogising is more useful for tentative analogies, such as the 

explanatory Solar System /  Atom analogy.

One is not always concerned that analogies should involve the inference of absolutely correct 

(i.e. strongly coherent) knowledge, given that one of the aims is to allow rapid learning of a
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novel target domain. Burstein’s model shows not only that in tutorial learning weak analogies 

are essential to allow any analogical inference to be made at all (with a new domain there 

may be no domain knowledge on the target) but also tha t to be consistent with ultimate 

target knowledge is not always necessary, as it may be more effective to infer a large amount 

of knowledge in one go, then correct the few ‘buggy hypotheses’ th a t were carried over en- 

masse, as opposed to analogising bit-by-bit which is closer to making large numbers of literal 

statem ents about the target domain.

It is interesting tha t no techniques have been devised to ensure tha t a strongly coherent 

analogy is the result of the mapping and inference stages; there is always some justification 

and repair required as a distinctly separate stage. This is because, in general, the two 

techniques of sensitive mapping and inference, and wholesale inference followed by repair, 

have been treated in isolation from each other. Koton’s CASEY [51] is an example of the 

la tte r type which implemented a case-based reasoner on top of a heart failure diagnosis 

program. In those cases where an analogue could be found, the number of states required to 

generate a solution was in general reduced by often an order of magnitude, and sometimes 

two, and yet the solutions generated were still strong, in the sense tha t all causals in them 

were sanctioned by justification (and could have been generated from domain knowledge). 

However, the mapping stage simply involved wholesale attribution of the base to the target.

The purpose of classifying various types of analogy in this way is to clarify what sorts of 

justification can be carried out. Strongly coherent analogies pose fewer problems for this 

stage of analogy as one can simply use domain knowledge to verify the analogy. W hether 

those systems tha t employ a repair stage (to transform the inferred knowledge until it fits 

w ith domain knowledge of the target) perform strong or weak analogies will depend on the 

repair mechanism itself -  it can either try  to justify each and every relation to determine if 

it can be validly inferred, or simply ensure tha t no relations inferred are inconsistent with 

domain knowledge. It appears that weak analogies should be further differentiated into those 

where domain knowledge can also be used to ensure the analogy is consistent with the other 

knowledge of the target (these systems invariably make use of this knowledge by having a 

repair stage), and those where no such knowledge is available. Weakly coherent analogies can 

thus be justified using domain knowledge to ensure consistency, but they can also be justified 

by using the domain-free techniques described later in this chapter. Although justification 

is weaker than verification, making an effort to see how the results of analogy compare with 

the ‘ideal’ similarity constraints of isomorphism, belonging to the same part of a higher- 

order structure, or being semantically similar can provide some evidence th a t the analogy 

is well founded. Of course, this can only be applied to those models tha t involve several
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constraints which are satisfied to varying degrees, so this type of justification is limited with 

Structure-mapping, say (although the SME does generate a numerical plausibihty rating as a 

function of the rating of each of the individual matches and the sanctioned inferences) where 

one knows for sure that all mappings conform to the isomorphism constraint, and tha t all 

predicates have identical names.

Another problem concerns the validity of analogical structures, as the connectives in most 

analogies (bases and targets) are not logical but contingently causal or perhaps partially 

causal. By partially causal it is meant that A causes B is represented, bu t A l, A2, A3... 

could be asserted to exist which have a causal role in determining B bu t which are not 

represented in the situation as used for analogising, or A l, A2... are represented but the causal 

relationships are not represented. This means that even analogies involving mappings and 

inferences of Uteral similarities can not be fully justified in a logical sense. This loose structure 

is evident in both the base and target of the Principle of Induction analogy in Chapter 2, 

where the base and target are simply plausible fines of reasoning tha t do not involve any 

apparent illogicalities. Thus when one considers if the reasoning about the ultim ate target 

of the analogy is valid, something other than logical validity must be meant. There are some 

criteria for validating an analogy, as we quite often reject what are asserted to be analogies 

as invalid. The main problem is that the validity of the eventual reasoning trace in the 

target depends on the nature of the reasoning trace in the base and the degree of similarity 

accepted. If all we have to map over to the target is a plausible fine of reasoning then there 

is a necessary limitation in the validity of both the analogy and the target inferences. Thus 

the more explicit and plausible the reasoning trace in the base, the more chance there is of 

making a valid analogy (or finding that the analogy was invalid after all). This also means 

tha t once again strongly coherent analogising may not be attainable, but the anadogy can 

still be acceptable in some sense, because the similarity constradnts provide some means of 

justification.

7.4 R epair and Justification

Carbonell [5] and Kedar-Cabelli [47] both stress the use of repair techniques to correct a 

faulty analogy. The stamce taken here is tha t the use of repair is a misnomer as a stage 

in itself. T hat is, the correction of inherently faulty ‘amadogies’ is not part of the analogy 

process.

The position of those who advocate auiadogical repair is th a t mapping and inference are 

not really necessary; simply the existing base can be attributed  to the target and a repair
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mechanism can correct the analogy if it cannot be justified. It has been asserted th a t this is 

the most im portant stage of analogy [1]. However, it only works if literal similarities are being 

considered (otherwise all relations and objects would have to be repaired). I t can also only 

work if domain knowledge can be used to first judge the inferences and find faults and then 

offer help as to what the repair should be, and it will only work with constrained descriptions 

where the purpose for analogising means naturally elaborated situations will be considered.

CBR-type repair /  justification can also be quite a complex process, and in general it does 

appear tha t the repair mechanism must be of the same order of complexity as the underlying 

model (i.e. the domain model used to produce the justification), as they both must fully 

comprehend domain knowledge. The problem of transforming a mapped and inferred target 

into a domain derivable (or consistent) one is verging on the actual underlying planning /  

problem-solving itself (that is, it seems almost as hard as the original problem of reason

ing using whatever method used the domain knowledge in the first place th a t analogy is 

supplanting). This is shown in, for example, Carbonell’s approach, which involved a means- 

ends-analysis program to generate compatible targets from initial mapped ones (there the 

analogy program worked in conjunction with a means-ends-analysis program which generated 

solutions from problems). Of course, this problem could be solved by yet another apphca- 

tion of analogy (i.e. was there another time in the past when I mapped over this relation 

/  object /  reasoning trace and its preconditions were not satisfied in the same way) and so 

on ad infinitum. No detailed reports have been made to date concerning the efficiency of 

large-scale repair 'analogical' systems versus the original reasoning mechanisms, apart from 

systems using Uteral, intra-domain reasoning. Thus, although domain knowledge may be 

usefully appUed to justify (it may be much easier to verify a proof than generate one), it 

really is of dubious use in repair.

One can also call into question the vahdity of repair as a technique in CBR and analogy (even 

though it has been rejected in the current discussion on general analogy, one could argue that 

it still has its place as a general reasoning tool). Some researchers have suggested tha t one 

of the most im portant stages of analogy is justification and repair, where the m apped and 

inferred knowledge is altered to reflect its new domain [1]. The approach in this dissertation 

reUes on a more complex mapping process (e.g. the expUcit statem ent of functionally relevant 

attributes and ensuring some deep structural similarity between the base and target) so that 

non-plausible analogies do not reach this stage, as opposed to those approaches th a t have 

simpler mapping mechanisms and more complex justification mechanisms involving repair. 

However, if the other approach is being taken and only certain general aspects of the base 

are to be used in solving the target problem, it might be better to employ these as meta
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heuristics or ‘islands in the search-space’, rather than get involved in an analogical process 

with much repair. T hat is, the base can be used to provide an abstraction detailing how 

the target problem can be solved. The PI architecture is similar to this in some ways, the 

essential point being tha t it is not the base structure tha t is im portant, but the implicit 

associations of actions in the problem-solving plan tha t can bring the right sort of operators 

to mind when solving an analogous problem [36]. This is similar to Duncker’s suggestion 

concerning the use of meta-heuristics. The alternative of adapting bases and then repairing 

them at the most detailed level seems computationally expensive by comparison. However, 

with more hteral similarities (as occurs in many CBR systems) and where the underlying 

reasoning system does not or cannot employ abstractions, and always reasons at the same 

level as the case representations, the repair approach would appear to be more feasible.

7.5 Internal justification

It really does appear that the only way of truly justifying an analogy is by using domain 

dependent knowledge. However, this might be expensive or inappropriate if the target domain 

is being learnt, or where arbitrary analogies are being considered and domain knowledge is 

not available. As a weaker alternative, cues for justification can be offered from what has 

happened in the previous stages - this will be called here internal justification.

For example, the type of inference where new relations are inferred by traversing causal chains 

from already mapped ones provides one means of justification -  tha t is if A causes B in the 

base and A is mapped to A’, then one might justify the inference tha t A’ causes B ’ (where B’ 

is some target analogue of B -  the techniques for determining what B’ is are described in the 

chapter on inference) simply because A causes something in the base, and A ’ is the target 

analogue, so, in the target. A’ will cause the analogue of whatever A causes in the base (in 

this case B’, the analogue of B). Though this type of justification is plausible for intra-domain 

reasoning, it is rather weak when we consider inter-domain analogies, but it does seem that 

this type of justification is the best available, if one is to concentrate on looking internally at 

the representations and what they say, and not the domains. The problem with this approach 

is taking into consideration role transformations, domain differences, and mismatches; a part 

of a tree is assumed to have mapped and an unmapped sub-tree in it is inferred. Burstein 

[3] changed the names of domain-dependent predicates when instantiating them  in the target 

domain. Kedar-Cabelli [47] also allowed the repair of the mapped causal network, effectively 

enhancing inference, whilst Greiner [26] constrained the inferences by the use of abstractions 

and a set of heuristics tha t insured the analogy would solve the problem at hand and no
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more.

7.6 Justification  for analogy

Justification should examine all mappings and inferences of both objects and relations and 

attem pts to justify each one. It can also examine systems of mappings to determine if any 

existing higher-order structures can account for both. The evaluation can be according to 

the following criteria:

•  Identical relation -  if the base and target parts are identically named and have identical 

meanings, e.g. hit(Sue, Bill) and hit(John, Mary)

•  Polysémie relation -  if the base and target part are identically named bu t have different 

meanings (senses), e.g. slumped(stock market) and slumped(John).

•  Semantically similar relation -  relations can be semantically similar in three ways: 

semantic overlap (shared conceptual primitives), taxonomic (shared ISA ancestors), 

and thesaurus (shared meaning).

•  Structurally similar (contextually) -  by examining the functionally relevant roles and 

sub-parts of the base and target parts.

•  Functionally similar (contextually) -  by examining the nature of the preconditions and 

effects of the base and target relations.

•  Relation-type identical -  this is a weak form of justification; if no other justification 

can be found then the fact that two relations are of the same type is all th a t can be 

used.

• Pragmatically similar -  if the relations are both goal relations, or problem statements.

•  Structurally similar (analogically) -  by examining the patterns in which the base and 

target parts appear.

This list extends the types of internal justification used in AR models to date.

Systems of mappings can be evaluated as follows:

• Coherency -  the degree of isomorphism in the analogy

• Completeness -  the degree to which the base and target were fully mapped (after 

elaboration).
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•  Pragmatic structures -  whether any subset of the parts in the base and target that 

are coherently and completely mapped with each other are instantiations of the same 

higher-order structure. Currently identified structures range from domain structures 

(such as typical pragmatic partitions for problem-solving situations), through typical 

experiences (which are in essence abstractions created because of repeated similar ex

periences) to Image-schematic systems of mappings. This last higher-order structure 

refers to a coherent and complete mapping tha t corresponds to an image-schema (as de

fined by Lakoff and Johnson). For example, consider locate (fortress, centre(country)), 

locate (army, edge(country)), which typifies the centre-periphery schema. We would ex

pect these two relations to be mapped consistently with locate (tumour, centre (body)), 

locate (rays, outside (body)).

7.7 Conclusions

Justification is an im portant stage in analogical reasoning. Because analogy is tentative, any 

measures offering some reason why the analogy should hold increase the plausibility of both 

the mappings and any inferences made. By adopting the approach tha t domain models cannot 

be used to justify the analogy, only several simple techniques are available, which relate to 

conventional ideas on semantic similarity, or to ideas used in the analogical mapping and 

inference stages themselves. Thus justification as used here is more a consolidation of what 

the previous stages have produced.
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C hapter 8

Identification, retrieval and  

learning

8.1 Introduction

In the past four chapters techniques have been discussed tha t can account for various types of 

analogical reasoning in the stages of elaboration, mapping, inference and justification. In each 

of these stages, the three similarity constraints considered have been the semantic, structural 

and pragmatic. In order to present an account covering the complete scope of analogy there 

are several stages remaining peripheral to the central stages, which are nonetheless essential 

for a complete model. These are identification, retrieval and learning, and involve the use of 

these types of similarity for organisation.

In this chapter techniques are described that can account for some aspects of these three 

peripheral stages. It should be noted that the model is less complete here -  as are all 

analogical and many CBR models -  because it is only recently tha t these stages have been 

considered im portant to analogy.

One of the main points of discussion in this chapter, which is now well established, is that 

although the concept of structural similarity is very useful for analogy, it does not provide 

all the answers in all the stages -  its effectiveness being mostly limited to the central stages 

of mapping and inference. Other considerations must be made to account for the analogy- 

related processes outside these central stages, both to simulate human performance and 

for the sake of computationally efficient processing. Thus the inclusion of organisational 

similarity in the framework. Organisational similarity is similarity tha t can be determined 

through the way things are organised with respect to each other. For example if the things 

are cases, and there is a case-base containing such cases, then there will in all probability be
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some extra knowledge in the case-base (ie. assertions about the cases th a t is not explicitly 

represented in the cases themselves). Similarity that can be determined using this knowledge 

is organisational similarity. Although the organisational similarity constraint is ultimately 

composed of the other three types of similarity, the stresses in use are quite different from 

the apphcation of semantic, pragmatic and structural similarity in the central stages.

The main part of this chapter is devoted to retrieval, because once tha t problem has been 

addressed it will be seen that the sorts of similarities to be considered in all of these three 

peripheral stages is largely prescribed.

8.2 W hat makes these stages different?

The organisational similarity constraint has been introduced to account for the operation of 

similarity in these stages because, although they are all concerned with analogical similarity, 

their purpose introduces new issues which the other constraints cannot immediately address. 

W ith these three peripheral stages:

•  Many situations are being considered, not just two.

•  In the case of retrieval, the concern is with useful constraints tha t can be implemented 

in cost-effective processes to filter out a few relevant situations from many, not with 

strict constraints that will ensure to a high degree the presence of analogical similarity.

•  These stages are concerned not only with situations, but with a memory in which 

they are placed. Whether this place is called a case-base, database or memory does 

not m atter -  the importance is that, with any method, techniques for grouping situa

tions together, and differentiating them, must be defined. Further, if a ‘conventional’ 

database is being employed, this may place restrictions on the types of similarity that 

can be considered for these stages. The stress here however is on how these memories 

should work, rather than how they can be made to work with pre defined restrictions. 

However, memories must be efiicient, and this consideration is im portant whatever the 

architecture.

8.3 R etrieval

The most im portant stage of the three being discussed here is retrieval, as once the issues 

th a t relate to this stage have been covered, the other stages of identification and learning can 

more easily be described.
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In this section some current methods of retrieval are briefly described: databases, the con

straint satisfaction approach of Holyoak and Thagard, and the memory-based approach found 

in many CBR models, A suggestion for retrieval in analogy is then presented, by showing 

just what features of syntactic, semantic and pragmatic similarity should appear in the or

ganisational constraint.

Perhaps the first attem pt at retrieval would be to suggest tha t the similarity constraints used 

for mapping also be used here, as any base retrieved under these constraints would be a good 

candidate for mapping. The simplest and most domain-free of the similarity techniques for 

mapping in structural similarity. However, research has shown tha t retrieval of structural 

analogues is very hard [22] [21]. This is corroborated when one considers th a t structural 

retrieval is an NP-Complete problem if situations are viewed as collections of predicates 

organised in a tree-like hierarchy, as retrieval is then repeated computation of the sub-tree 

isomorphism problem [18]. So, both computationally and cognitively, retrieving by structure 

is infeasible in general.

This implies tha t one must look to other methods for retrieval. At the other end of the 

similarity spectrum, Schank has considered pragmatic similarity as a mechanism for retrieval 

through various types of thematic structures, and developed the notion of the ‘Thematic 

Organisation Packet’. Schank considers thematic organisation to underhe one type of re

trieval or reminding. However, he relies greatly on the amount of understanding required to 

formulate the knowledge representations used when determining whether two situations are 

thematically similar. He does state that thematic similarity is a product of the understanding 

process itself, which relates to the fact tha t memories are dynamic and may be re-organised 

as a result of a new case being processed. The aim of an account of retrieval for analogy is 

th a t it does not employ the expensive techniques needed to index on structure, nor tha t it 

employs pragmatic similarities to such an extent tha t domain knowledge is required.

There is nonetheless the possibility that if certain structures (perhaps along with simple cues 

from semantic or pragmatic types of similarity) could be generahsed into themes and then 

named, the NP-complete problem could be avoided without faihng into the trap  of relying 

on pre defined quite purpose-specific abstractions. This was briefly discussed in Chapter 6, 

on elaboration, where the possibihty of thematic abstractions was discussed. As pointed out 

there, this type of analysis involves an alternative approach to analogy, which rehes much 

more on abstractions in the knowledge representation, and so is not discussed further here.

8.3 .1  M echanism s o f retrieval

The mechanisms of retrieval developed in analogical reasoning models to date are:
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In d e x in g  on  o r  access th ro u g h  sa lien t fea tu re s  -

•  By type of objects and context, e.g. W inston’s work [84].

•  By objects, predicates and structure [21].

•  By structure and predicate’s semantics, e.g. ARCS [38] [79].

•  By initial problem-solving process, as in Carbonell’s Derivational Analogy [5]. 

For example, if in solving a problem an initial plan fails, one might be reminded 

of a past problem where an initial solution failed in the same way. Carbonell’s 

assertion is tha t the solution to the previous problem may be pertinent to the 

current problem, and further that the initial, unsuccessful, plan can be used for a 

means of indexing to retrieve the pertinent past plan.

These methods in general require both an efficient method for organising memories of 

past events and information on what constitutes similarity. W inston uses classifica

tion information whilst Holyoak and Thagard adapt information from an automated 

thesaurus. In problem-solving, im portant features to index on are initially state, path 

constraints, goal state etc.. It is difficult to see how indexing on structure can be for

malised. Centner identified the difference between structure and semantics in human 

retrieval of analogues [21], whilst Holyoak and Thagard only use structural considera

tions when considering already retrieved competing possible bases [39].

H in ts  - Giving the base and an initial pairing in a tutorial context (e.g. Burstein’s CARL 

[3] or W inston’s model [84]) can be very useful for indexing the relevant structures in 

memory.

B e in g  g iven  th e  base  a n d  ta rg e t  - Holyoak and Thagard [39], Falkenhainer et. al [13], 

W inston [85], Keane [46], Kedar-Cabelli [47], Greiner [26], Hofstadter and Mitchell [30] 

all use this method. As UAR (the program described in Chapter 9) does not have these 

stages implemented, the base and target must also be given to it.

R e tr ie v a l o f  o r  th ro u g h  a n  a b s tra c tio n  - This can be done possibly in addition to re

trieval of a base (see Gick and Holyoak’s work on abstraction [23], and the use of 

abstractions by Greiner [26] and Tenenberg [77]). Keane used schema retrieval from 

long term  memory in the mapping and inference stages [46]. This approach, using 

retrieval through abstractions, is often employed in CBR.

G e n e ra tio n  o f  a  b ase  - Clements has recently examined people drawing analogies in sci

entific problems and noted that very often a simpler base example is generated, then 

solved, then the more complicated target problem solved [6]. This technique, as an aid
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to solving mathematical problems was suggested by Polya [65]. This is also done in a 

sense by Kedar-Cabelli’s Purpose-Directed Analogy [47].

Problems with retrieval include those of situations being held at differing degrees of ab

straction (see [23]), and knowing exactly what to index on in inter-domain analogies (salient 

features, objects, predicates and higher-order relations are guaranteed to work well only in 

intra-domain analogies). W ith inter-domain analogies the problem arises of indexing on struc

ture which so far no one has achieved, the only attem pt uses structure to compare competing 

bases [79].

One difficulty with retrieval in ‘pure’ analogy (as opposed to case-based reasoning) is tha t an 

analogical mechanism should produce novel similarities tha t were not explicitly embedded in 

the situation description or structured memory prior to the application of analogy. Although 

it might be acceptable (and indeed optimal) in a CBR context to find a similar situation by 

examining those cases ‘close’ in memory to the current case, according to a well-defined notion 

of similarity (based on pragmatic and semantic factors such as goals, problem statements, 

sahent feature values etc.), it would be ‘cheating’ if an analogical mechanism did this. This 

is a main problem of most models of analogy that include retrieval, such as Greiner’s useful 

analogy, Kedar-Cabelli’s Purpose Directed Analogy, and Burstein’s CARL, which all rely on 

existing abstractions.

Perhaps the best description of this problem (although in a slightly diflferent context) has been 

by Davies and Russell [76], who are concerned with valid analogical inferences. In the course 

of developing a model for logically valid inferences, they formulated the “non-redundancy 

problem” which asserts tha t “The background knowledge that justifies an analogy or single 

instance generalisation should be insufficient to imply the conclusion given information only 

about the target. The source instance should provide information not otherwise contained 

on the database.” This stipulates that information from the base must be useful in drawing 

the analogy. For example, the non-redundancy problem prevents dividing the problem of 

analogical inference into a single instance generalisation as, if a generalisation stands on its 

own, from it alone we can determine something about the target.

The notable exception of models exhibiting this problem in the retrieval stage is Holyoak 

and Thagard’s ARCS, which relies on semantic and then structural similarity to perform 

retrieval. ARCS is now described in more detail, after a brief look a t what databases offer, 

as one of three largely complementary approaches to analogical retrieval.
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8.3.2 D atab ases

It was pointed out above tha t the organisation of situations in memory might be restricted 

by some pre-existing method, such as a database. A database provides a useful starting 

point for considering how situations can be organised, and although the sorts of database 

considered here are not new, it is useful to show just what their potential is when it comes to 

representing situations to be used for analogical reasoning. The essential approach behind a 

database is tha t the situations under consideration can be broken up into constituent parts 

or terms, and tha t although there may exist many terms in a situation, in most applications 

only a few are required to provide an effective way of accessing the required situation in the 

database. This allows the database architecture to ignore most of a situation (it could even 

have no understanding of what sort of knowledge most of the situation is comprised of, e.g. 

the presence of ‘memo’ fields in many databases, and the existence of ‘free-form’ databases), 

so long as the nature (i.e. concept of similarity) of a few im portant terms is well-defined. 

It also allows general databases to be developed, which can be used for many applications, 

so long as one only needs to access situations through a few terms, and those term s have 

simple types. Most databases allow terms used for indexing to only take on numeric or 

alphanumeric types and employ the simplest type of similarity imaginable (either absolute, 

or regular-expression similarity in the case of alphanumeric data, or the simple difference 

between the terms in the case of numeric data).

It can easily be seen tha t database type similarity is of Httle use to analogy, for the simple 

reasons tha t first the types of the indexables are severely restricted, with little scope for 

expression of any of the types of similarity constraint considered so far (indeed, numerical 

similarity, which is the main type of similarity used in databases, has not been mentioned yet, 

as it is so irrelevant to the types of similarity considered with the symboUc representations 

used to express most of the situations considered). Second, databases are structured, with 

fields tha t are shared between cases, and similarities are made only between two instances 

of the same field. Unfortunately, it is these aspects, along with the limited number of terms 

considered in retrieval, tha t make databases so efl&cient.

However, if one can identify what will be im portant for retrieval, then the philosophy behind 

a database can be adopted to some extent, and those aspects of databases which might prove 

to be limitations with respect to analogy can be adapted. As the adaptations will be based 

around just those aspects which allow databases to be efiicient, one must be careful th a t any 

resulting ‘analogy-base’ will remain at least reasonably eflHcient.

So databases are fast, but have limited notions of similarity. If one were to index all parts 

of a situation, then the index tables would get very large. However, the basic function of a
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database -  to allow to rapid access of a record on the basis of literal similarity on a small 

number of cues -  can sometimes be employed.

8.3.3 ARCS

Holyoak and Thagard [39] acknowledge the distinction between similarity for mapping and 

similarity for retrieval, and have two mechanisms for their retrieval stage. One rehes on 

semantic similarity (based on thesaurus-type information) and in general retrieves several 

possible bases. The second mechanism determines which is the most suitable base by deter

mining the structural similarity between each of the potential bases and the target. Constraint 

satisfaction techniques are used which will allow slight deviances from absolute isomorphism 

- their paraUel-constraint satisfaction system rather ‘settles’ on the best match. The ‘settUng’ 

approach is in effect a mapping stage -  as it assesses the initial candidates with respect to 

the constraints used in mapping -  as has been discussed in Chapter 3, when ACME was 

reviewed. The investigation here is more concerned with just how a set of potential bases is 

selected from memory.

Although ARCS uses WORDNET, which provides a large and rich set of thesaurus-type sim

ilarities, including part-whole relationships, the basic operation is quite simple. Predicates 

from the target situation activate concepts in WORDNET, which themselves are related 

to other concepts (both through taxonomic and thesaurus similarities). Potential bases are 

selected on the basis of sharing one or more concepts, or related concepts, with the ta r

get situation. Once a (hopefully small) set of potential bases has been retrieved, a similar 

constraint-satisfaction approach to tha t in ACME is applied to select the best overall base 

situation. This can then be used as input to ACME.

Unfortunately, most of the effort on ARCS has seemed to concentrate on the constraint 

satisfaction stage. Although this means that there is an intermediate stages between retrieval 

and mapping, which borrows constraints from both stages and so provides a neat conceptual 

transition from retrieval to inference, it has resulted in the actual process of retrieving a small 

set of potential bases being very primitive. W hat actually happens is that, for each predicate 

concept, its instances are stored with it, and for each instance, the situation. Thus, in the 

database terminology above, every situation is ‘indexed’ by all its predicate’s concepts. This 

indexing is invisible, however, as concepts are represented as LISP atoms with their property 

lists. Thus the hash-table or other mechanism in the LISP system will perform the ‘look-up’ 

of concept to atom and therefore property list (and therefore concept instances). This is not 

acknowledged in the papers by Holyoak et. al.; it is im portant to note tha t effectively an 

index is built on every part in the situation; no one would seriously do this for a database
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(i.e. index on every field) and it is very questionable to do in AR retrieval.

The advantages of ARCS are that it allows various types of similarity through WORDNET 

before the look-up of other situations is performed, and tha t it offers a smoother transition 

from retrieval to mapping than other mechanisms. However, it really has a very simple 

memory, much of which is implicit (through property lists). There is no scope for abstraction. 

Presumably, if an abstraction predicate was attached to a situation then it could be used to 

look-up related abstractions and then other situations having those abstractions in a similar 

way to the look up of situations through predicates. Though this would not take into account 

any special features of abstractions (see below). Also, many analogies do not involve semantic 

similarity to any great degree, thus the possible retrieval of situations tha t share surface 

similarity but not causal similarity. The second stage of retrieval could possibly be used to 

discriminate here, though. Finally there is no working on the representation to select the most 

appropriate predicates for indexing. Although predicates can be labelled as IMPORTANT, 

there is no suggestions as to what conditions can be used to determine importance.

W hat ARCS really is is an expansion program (using WORDNET) which expands out each 

predicate into similar ones, followed by a conventional look-up as might appear in a free

form database, followed by a more discriminating parallel-constraint satisfaction algorithm 

which attem pts to select the best base retrieved. It has Umitations because it relies totally 

on semantic similarity in its first stage. However, it avoids the problem of absolute Hteral or 

taxonomic access by using WORDNET, and this is a significant advance.

8 .3 .4  A b straction s and generalisation hierarchies

The third and final type of memory to be considered is tha t which uses abstraction. This 

type of memory is most often found in CBR systems. Some analogy theories also stress the 

importance of abstraction, generaUsation or induction in analogy. Some theories actually use 

existing abstractions to constrain analogical inference (e.g. [26]). However, as was argued in 

the chapter on elaboration, the creation of abstractions or generahsations must ultimately 

be as a result of similarity processes, so its application in a general AR program must be 

limited.

The use of abstractions for retrieval has already been used to some degree in case-based 

reasoning and analogical contexts [69] [48] [73]. Generalisations have been used to struc

ture episodes common to one theme or domain. The origins of this approach to memory 

organisation go back to Schank and Abelson [70] and Kolodner [48]. These memories rely on 

generalisations, which are organised hierarchically, and instances (or episodes), which either 

are direct ‘colourisations’ of a generalisation (ie. have certain roles already assigned values),
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or ‘hang off’ generalisations because of particular differences (ie. in a hierarchy are organised 

as a specialisation of a generalisation with the differences forming part of the specialisation 

link) . However, episodes can be specialisations of many themes in many domains, as opposed 

to  simply being a colourisations of just one memory abstraction.

Although some of the memory models developed in CBR have been quite complex, many make 

the assumption of a large base of knowledge (in the form of hierarchies of generalisations and 

situations). Thus, although these methods may be powerful, they are not really appropriate 

in developing a general model which uses limited domain knowledge. Additionally, many 

of them will fail the non-redundancy problem, as the abstractions themselves embed the 

knowledge tha t will allow reasoning to be carried out (remember tha t Schank et al. created 

these generalisations just for this reason). However, ultimately, it may be shown tha t these 

sorts of memories will be most appropriate for analogical reasoning mechanisms. Although 

this might be the case, as discussed in Chapters 6 and 7, the use of abstractions and general 

knowledge would suggest an alternative approach to analogical reasoning, where the mapping 

stage was less im portant.

For the purpose of general analogy, what can be learnt from these approaches is tha t ab

straction can be made to work as a method for at least case-based types of retrieval. Most 

of the models tha t use abstraction treat generalisations as embodying some form of theme. 

However, a simple form of abstraction without necessarily creating any theme, nor violating 

the non-redundancy problem, is the use of just a few of the more im portant predicates or 

objects in a situation as cues for retrieval.

8.3 .5  R etrieva l for analogy

Retrieval differs between inter-domain analogies, where structure may be more im portant, 

and intra-domain ones, where semantic, pragmatic, and domain dependent factors can be 

taken into consideration (e.g. similarity of objects, sharing a common purpose, indexing 

on initial states of a problem). Analogue retrieval is poor in humans, who often retrieve 

bases similar at a superficial level rather than structurally similar. W ith AR, problems 

of restructuring, and storing knowledge at differing levels of abstraction, have not yet been 

addressed. Many of the current methods rely on rather unstructured predicate representations 

of knowledge where useful retrieval may be difficult. Storing additional information, such as 

the pragmatic (higher-level) structure of a situation [46], relations to other situations in which 

the knowledge plays a role [3], or other pragmatic information [39] may allow more refined 

retrieval mechanisms. However, this is effectively an alternative approach to AR th a t might 

obviate the need for mapping and use domain knowledge for inference.
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In many cases, to ensure effective retrieval, semantic information must be used, as in ARCS, 

and additional information on the nature of the problem (such as pragmatic information -  

novelties of the problem, failed plans, functionally relevant attributes etc.) must be included. 

Although the stages of analogy should merge together well, using full-blown structural match

ing for retrieval is too expensive.

In suggesting an approach for retrieval, all the above approaiches have their uses. First, 

to prevent the retrieval process being too restrictive, a predicate expansion process can be 

used (using something functionally similar to WORDNET). Second, once this has been done, 

conventional database techniques can be used to index into situations having this predicate 

(as is implicitly done in ARCS). Third, in order to prevent inappropriate indexing, and to 

reduce the size of the look-up tables, the most im portant parts of a situation can be used to 

drive the indexing process.

This last point needs expanding. The most important parts of a situation are determined 

pragmatically, and can be several things:

• The goal predicate, in the case of a problem. For example, in the Fortress Problem, 

the goal is to capture the fortress.

•  The goal object, in the case of a problem. Again in the Fortress Problem the goal 

object is the fortress.

•  The tool used. W ith the Fortress Problem the tool is the army,

•  The most im portant action in the story of problem. Dividing the army up into small 

groups could be considered to be the most im portant action. This is the first action in 

the problem solution sequence.

•  Functionally relevant attributes to the story. The fact th a t the army is divisible is 

relevant here.

•  The structure of the problem-space. It has already been stated tha t spatial cues could 

be im portant in the retrieval of the Fortress Problem when given the Radiation Problem. 

Not only can these be important, but more mundane aspects can be as well. Carbonell 

noted the importance of failed plans [5] and Schank noted the importance of expectation 

failure (which is what happens when your plan fails). The reason why a plan failed 

often highlights some important aspect of the situation tha t will be integral to its use in 

analogy (e.g. the absence of an attribute that is required of an object (i.e. a Functionally 

Relevant A ttribute)).
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If each of these parts were placed in a ‘header’ to the situation, and just those parts appearing 

in the header were visible to the rest of the retrieval process, then this would not only cut 

down on the number of parts to be considered by retrieval, but also use those parts th a t are 

relevant to the situation. Some of the above cues are mentioned by Keane [44]; the additional 

comment here is tha t the header may contain any information, not just them atic information 

and tha t normal indexing methods can be used on the header contents (ie. the header has 

no structure as such - it is just those parts which have proved useful for analogue retrieval 

in the past). As was shown in Chapters 4, 6 and 7 on mapping, inference and justification, 

functional relevance is an important part of the analogical reasoning process. It is around 

this, with semantic similarity predicate expansion, and conventional look-up techniques tha t 

a feasible computer-model for memory for general AR could be built,

8.4 Learning

Analogy has been mentioned as a useful way to learn, both in case-based reasoning (avoiding 

the creation of often arbitrary expert-system like associational rules), creation of abstractions, 

and formation of associational rules. In inter-domain tutorial contexts, AR can be used to 

learn new information without explicitly being told it. Learning is a large topic in AI, and 

even in analogy. The purpose of this section is to look at the role tha t learning should play 

in general AR, and to describe some minimum requirements such tha t an AR mechanism 

could have been sadd to allow some long-term benefit from the analogy, in the context of how 

situations will be retrieved above.

8 .4 .1  M e c h a n ism s  fo r  le a rn in g

The mechanisms of learning developed in analogical reasoning models are:

R efin in g  co n cep ts  - Kedar Cabelli [47] uses this by extracting structural commonafities in 

two examples, to build up a definition based on structure, rather than function.

R e ta in in g  m a p p e d  know ledge - Several researchers (Burstein [3], Carbonell [4] [5], Tenen- 

berg [77], Russell and Davies [76]) use this method by updating a memory of cases, 

which is used for subsequent AR.

G en e ra lis in g  m a p p e d  know ledge - This has been suggested by Gick and Holyoak [23] 

and Carbonell [4] [5] for use subsequently either for direct instantiation, or as a base 

for a further AR process.
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F o rm u la tio n  o f  a sso c ia tio n a l ru les  from  analogues - As Winston suggested [85].

Many of the above techniques are ways of using analogy for other ends. Thus forming 

associational rules, refining concepts, and generaUsation are ways of creating or modifying 

other structures based on the result of the analogy. The simplest form of learning is simply 

retaining the result of the analogy in the knowledge base.

Given the above suggestion for retrieval, learning could have several influences on the the

saurus (predicate-expansion data) as well as the actual analogy. Several examples are:

•  All mappings could involve the addition of the relevant concept similarity (as implicit 

in instances of the concepts mapping with each other) in the thesaurus. To prevent 

the use of one-off similarities, the similarity in the thesaurus could be updated by some 

function of the strength of the mapping, and not used for retrieval until some threshold 

value of strength had been exceeded.

•  If an analogy failed, then the concept similarity for the cues used in retrieval could be 

reduced.

• The functionally relevant attributes and the strongest mapped relation for each of the 

base and target could be added to the header for the situation, thus altering the access of 

the situations (i.e. in database language changing the fields on which they are indexed)

There are undoubtedly others. As can be seen from these, though, they are largely heuristic, 

and a full empirical study with a large number of analogies would be needed to corroborate 

them. Perhaps the most interesting of these three is the last, which could be said to involve the 

‘restructuring’ of the situation in memory by changing the way it can be accessed, according 

to what was considered important through the analogy. For example, in the Candle problem, 

the fact tha t the box was L-shaped (a functionally relevant attribute) would be placed in the 

header and therefore used in future as an indexable.

Although this section is very brief, it shows how even a quite simple architecture for retrieval 

can allow some interesting hypotheses about how learning could affect future analogising to 

be formulated. Empirical work is needed to go any further.

8.5 Identification

Identification appears to be a main problem of AR. To date, few attem pts have been made 

to integrate AR within a general framework of reasoning (a notable exception is Carbonell’s 

Derivational Analogy [5]). No-one has developed methods to determine when AR should be
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applied in preference to other methods apart from Carbonell’s efforts in problem-solving. A 

simple (and default) answer is to say that if the retrieval stage is successful in producing a 

potential base, then AR may be appHcable. Another method to adopt is try  analogy when 

all else fails, which is the approach offered by Davies and Russell [76].

No-one has really developed the hypothesis that all reasoning is fundamentally analogical 

(put forward by, e.g., Hofstadter and Mitchell [30]). Kolodner’s suggestion th a t when a new 

situation is encountered one should try  to classify it in memory, with the resultant remindings 

of similar cases from which to reason by analogically, or reasoning techniques to  apply that 

were used in similar cases, might be a first step to placing analogy and similarity a t the core 

of reasoning.

8.5 .1  M echanism s o f  identification

Most models of analogy begin either with retrieval (e.g. [46] [84]) or mapping (e.g. [13]). 

The mechanisms of identification (i.e. tha t analogy may be a useful reasoning process in the 

current context) developed in analogical reasoning models are:

T ry  A R  firs t - If fast retrieval is available, it may be sensible to try  to look up a similar 

situation before using other methods, for example Koton’s work [51].

W h e n  a ll else fails - This certainly might be cognitively infeasable, but may be appropriate 

as an extension to deductive reasoning, as in Russell and Davies’ work [76].

B e in g  to ld  - Many of the above models of AR have been developed solely for analogical 

inferences, and so the context in which they are used is always for AR. Examples are 

the work of Falkenhainer et al. [13], Kedar-Cabelli [47], Holyoak and Thagard [39], 

Greiner [26], Winston [84], Keane [46], Tenenberg [77], Hofstadter and Mitchell [30].

U sin g  c o n te x t - Burstein’s model [3], although primarily used in an AR context, can differ

entiate between being told corrective information and analogical hints (which involve 

words like ‘like’), or parallelly constructed sentences (‘One puts objects in boxes’, ‘One 

puts numbers in variables’).

K e e p in g  A R  in  m in d  - In a problem-solving context, Carbonell’s Derivational Analogy [5] 

may be applied when direct plan instantiation or other direct methods have failed. The 

problem is begun to be solved by conventional methods (e.g. MEA), and if the initial 

trace reminds the system of a previous trace, then tha t trace can be brought over to the 

new problem. If no past trace comes to mind, the system continues with conventional 

methods.
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A main problem with AR being a non-deductive and in many cases tentative form of reasoning 

is th a t a modified form of M artin’s Law - ‘You don’t know if you can use AR until you’ve got 

a base’ - apphes, so assuming retrieval before identification. Presumably the human potential 

for AR occurs in parallel with other cognitive abihties to tackle the problem a t hand, or is 

brought to bear if other methods fail, or if AR is hinted at.

Given the applications of analogy, the identification stage must determine if (or suggest that) 

analogical reasoning will be useful In problem-solving if analogy can show, or suggest, a 

solution, and in arguing if analogy can show the argument to be well structured, then the 

application of analogy will have been useful.

However the question of usefulness cannot be answered in the identification stage alone, and 

at least one (and in general nearly all) of the other stages of analogy will be required to 

determine if analogy is (was) useful. Greiner states that the usefulness of an analogy is an a 

posien'ori constraint [26]. Naturally, we would like to apply as few stages as possible in order 

to determine if analogy might be useful, and this is therefore a main issue when considering 

the nature of the other stages of analogy. The generation or retrieval of a suitable base for 

the analogy is perhaps the most im portant decision made before mapping, and it seems that 

the minimum necessary for identification is to try  to find such a base, and possibly evaluate 

it (with respect to the current target) at a higher level than mapping, possibly by looking at 

its overall structure (for example as a problem-solving process) and the current purpose of 

the analogy.

8.6 Conclusions

Many models of analogy assume that an analogical mechanism is invoked at some time in a 

problem-solving process. But how is analogy selected? We have seen tha t it is not always 

obvious when analogy will be applicable. In humans, analogical reasoning is rarely selected 

as a definite process - rather bases appear to us in a flash of insight and we immediately apply 

them. T hat is, it is hard to separate the stages of identifying tha t analogy may be useful 

with those of retrieving a base, elaborating that base in the current context, and mapping 

the base to the target. As soon as we have a base in mind, we have already elaborated it 

in some context and performed some type of mapping (in order to perceive the similarity in 

the first place). This happens in both problem-solving and arguing, though sometimes we 

do stop in an argument and consciously try  to find an analogy -  with invariably poor results 

compared with spontaneous remindings.

Of course, with a fiash-of-insight analogy, the rest of the analogy has to be worked out, but
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this seems a minor stage compared to the processes that brought us so far. The analogy 

may yet fail, but it is in the simpler stages of final mapping and inference where this is 

determined. These and the subsequent stages are also responsible for the final result of 

analogy. Saul Amarel places most emphasis on analogical repair after analogical mapping 

has taken place [1], but perhaps most of the work in assimilation of base and target occurs 

before we consciously do any mapping. The way the base is viewed, the context, and possible 

restructuring of the base to see a likeness with the target are all forms of perturbation of the 

base (and possibly target) until a similarity is seen tha t can subsequently be fully worked out. 

Thus, in general, the retrieval of a base in the context of a current target and purpose seems to 

be one of the most im portant aspects of analogy, as it involves co-operation between memory 

access to retrieve the base, elaboration, and some aspects of mapping. Amarel may be right 

in more direct applications of similarity, for example in case-based reasoning, where there 

exists a memory of well-defined possible bases which need little elaboration (e.g. Carbonell’s 

models [4] [5]) and where the similarity constraints for mapping are well-defined, but often 

there is some definite work on the base (and possibly target) before mapping.

The organisational constraint for analogy should therefore consist of the im portant semantic 

information from a situation, along with pragmatic information. It should not in general 

use structural knowledge, as structural retrieval is hard, and syntactic similarity does not 

allow enough discrimination to select just one or two potential bases from a large collection. 

The order of application of similarity processes is im portant in organisational similarity, as 

predicate expansion processes based on semantic similarity must be applied before a literal 

look-up of other cases.

This chapter has included a simple model for retrieval, with the assertion being tha t the 

indexables of a situation for analogy should change with use and tha t they can consist of 

anything relating to the situation of its previous used in analogy, but th a t they should be 

constrained into a ‘header’ which holds a limited amount of knowledge. In addition to some 

existing suggestions, strongest-mapped relations were suggested as an im portant indexable.
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C hapter 9

U A R  — a general analogical 

reasoning program

9.1 Introduction

The dissertation so far has focussed on the main stages of analogical reasoning tha t are 

necessary for any detailed analysis of analogy, if one is to extend the scope of analogy beyond 

some current models. W ithin each stage the sorts of similarity between situation parts and 

the sorts of processes tha t are required tha t will allow the respective stage of the analogy to be 

carried out have been discussed. This chapter describes the program tha t has been developed 

to experiment with the central stages of analogy and the types of similarity presented in these 

previous chapters. Although it by no means presents a complete and finished program to 

account for all analogy, an attem pt has been made to unify and integrate to some extent the 

various approaches and techniques made in recent years -  as well as add some new ones -  into 

a general program. W ith this in mind, the program is called UAR -  The Unified Analogical 

Reasoner.

Unfortunately, the scope of analogy is too immense for either the stages described earher or 

the program to be fully complete. This dissertation as a whole concentrates on a detailed 

critical analysis of the current models of analogy and a development of a theory of analogy 

from some of the better and more general models. This results in an emphasis on the more 

considered central stages of analogy. The most developed parts of the model proposed in this 

dissertation are thus on these central stages of mapping, elaboration, inference and to some 

degree justification. Similarly, UAR is concentrated here.

Given the main stages of analogy, and the similarities tha t can be used in each stage, the 

two tasks remaining to allow a program to be developed are, first, clarifying both the degree
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to which each type of similarity is to be employed (which includes the overall method of 

combining individual similarity comparisons when determining the analogy); and second a 

precise development of the actual processes required in each stage. These two points are 

discussed first in this chapter, along with an analysis of some current analogical mechanisms.

The reasons for developing UAR were twofold. First, to show tha t many of the assertions 

made in earlier chapters -  which extend current ideas about similarity constraints useful 

for analogy -  are both computationally feasible and useful as general analogical reasoning 

techniques. This is shown through the description of UAR and the many examples given 

towards the end of this chapter. Second, to show the importance of the elaboration and 

inference stages of analogy, by developing a mapping mechanism which was similar in scope 

and in many cases more powerful than other mappers (such as I AM, ACME and SME). 

This makes it simple to show the necessity of these two stages which surround mapping, by 

providing examples which only work if these outer stages are considered. UAR goes further 

than other analogical reasoners in the mapping stage, by allowing non-isomorphism and the 

use of different type systems depending on the complexity of the mapping; it also has a more 

complete inference stage than SME or lAM (ACME effectively has none), taking into account 

the types of inference discussed in Chapter 6. Elaboration is something not considered by any 

of SME, ACME, or I AM, but simple elaboration techniques have been developed in UAR.

9.2 O peration o f U A R

Before going on to describe in detail the approach made and detailed design of UAR, a simple 

overview wiU be given.

UAR is a computer program that takes as input a file of data  which represents general 

knowledge, a base situation, and a target situation. The two situations are each represented 

as a set of inter-relating parts (i.e. objects and relations), whilst the general knowledge allows 

the representation of concepts and information about or relating them. Each of these three 

components is held in a separate extensible data structure. Once the structures have been 

set up, UAR creates an efficient internal representation of the data, which is less extensible 

but which allows rapid access to the sorts of information used later on. There are then 

several functions which can be called to perform the stages, as implemented, of elaboration, 

mapping, inference, and justification.

Each of the first three stages involves the modification of UAR’s internal structures. The 

elaboration stage flags certain parts as being connected, or enhances a situation by adding 

new parts; the mapping stage creates a new structure (list) representing the mappings and
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information associated with them (e.g. their numerical support); the inference stage creates 

a new structure (list) representing the inferences made in the target. The justification stage 

simply prints out the justification information available.

In general, each stage implemented examines the current representation and uses implemen

tations of similarity criteria and procedures to modify it or generate a new structure. Clearly, 

the way in which the similarity constraints are implemented will have an effect on UAR, thus 

the following section includes an analysis on just how they can be applied. The knowledge 

representation must allow the right sorts of information to be easily represented, and this is 

also described.

As has been implicitly noted, the stages of UAR are implemented in a modular way. The 

justifications for this, and other baisic design decisions, are covered in the section after knowl

edge representation. T hat section also describes in detail the main features of UAR such as 

the abihty to vary the use of similarity constraints so allowing experimentation. The general 

procedures used in the central stages are then described.

The remainder of this chapter involves a presentation of several example analogies using the 

actual knowledge representation used as input to UAR, showing the results when they are 

worked out by UAR. After some general conclusions regarding the examples run on UAR 

are presented, a discussion on how UAR could benefit (and benefit from) other models of 

analogy is given, followed by general conclusions on computational approaches.

9.3 A pplying sim ilarity constraints

Although one can discuss the relative importance of similarity constraints, their precise ap

plication cannot be described without a computational model, which is why this section is 

presented in this chapter. In order to describe the operation of UAR (and indeed other analog

ical mechanisms), a simple organisation using some new terms regarding the use of similarity 

constraints has been developed. This organisation, not used previously, with the theoretical 

organisation of similarity constraints into structural, static and dynamic, as presented a t the 

end of Chapter 4, is a further enhancement to the unifying framework for analogy, offering 

terminology which allows a common perspective from which to analyse general AR models.

The first im portant distinction tha t should be made when describing how a model of anal

ogy can be implemented is the difference between using similarity judgements actively and 

passively. An active similarity judgement can be used to exclude a potential mapping (if the 

constraint is not met), whilst a passive judgement of similarity can only be used to increase 

or decrease the measure of the degree of similarity (depending on whether or not it is met)
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and therefore the mapping between their parts. This distinction has not explicitly been made 

before. Secondly and similarly, most similarity constraints can be appUed along a scale, with 

absolute (‘Yes or No’) application at the extreme. Generally, though, a similarity constraint 

can be applied to some extent, i.e. partially. That is, two parts might be considered similar 

in some respect either absolutely or not at all, or more generally similar in some respect, to 

some degree. This distinction also proves useful in analysing similarity constraints.

Active similarity judgements are necessary in analogy to constrain the search space, reducing 

the possible number of mappings. Thus making an active judgement is both im portant and 

potentially dangerous because if a mistake is made either back tracking is necessary to correct 

the analogy, or other mappings might not be made (as sometimes mappings are made on the 

basis of, or using information on, other mappings) so resulting in the failure of the analogical 

reasoner to detect an analogy. Ultimately, the only way of producing an analogy in the form 

of a set of correspondences between two situations is to make active judgements of similarity, 

i.e. exclude certain potential mappings (even though this might be impUcit by the selection 

of other mappings). However, if a type of similarity is only used actively, then it necessarily 

follows tha t the analogical mechanism can only determine analogies tha t exhibit th a t type of 

similarity.

Passive similarity judgements are useful for several reasons. F irst, as argued by Holyoak and 

Thagard, it is not always clear which of a range of similarity techniques should be appHed 

first, as they work in cooperation and competition. Second, using similarity passively can 

avoid back-tracking, as the analogy can proceed by effectively evaluating individual mappings 

in parallel, because the decision of which mapping to reject is delayed. The disadvantage of 

passive similarity is that it does not actually constrain the search space for the analogy. 

Eventually, an active action must be made on the passive similarity judgements if one is to 

come to a praicticably small set of mappings.

W hether a similarity is used absolutely or partially is also im portant. For example, SME 

enforces absolute similarity when mapping predicates (i.e. it only maps predicates with the 

same name). Other models that followed (and indeed preceded!) SME saw this as a limita

tion, and use partial semantic similarity either actively (Winston) or passively (Holyoak and 

Thagard).

In an analogical mechanism, similarity constraints can be usefully used either solely actively, 

or first passively and then actively. (If a constraint is used solely passively, then it can 

only say something about the plausibility of a mapping: it cannot cause its creation or 

exclusion of competing mappings). Clearly an active use of absolute similarity will be the 

most constraining, whilst a passive, partial use of similarity might be of no or h ttle  use in
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determining a minimal set of mappings. It might however, add extra weight to the analogy 

(say, if it involves conventional notions of semantic similarity), and certainly can be useful 

for justification, as was seen in Chapter 7. Examples of these uses of similarity is shown in 

figure 9.1.

A b so lu te P a r t ia l

A c tiv e O n ly  p a r ts  w ith  id e n tic a l  a r i ty  a re  
m a tc h e d

R e la tio n s  w h ich  a re  n o t  s e m a n tic a lly  
s im ila r  to  d e g ree  0 .5  a re  n o t  m a tc h e d

P a ss iv e  In c re a se  su p p o r t  fo r m a p p in g
i f  re la tio n s  b e lo n g  to  sa m e  class

In c re a se  s u p p o r t  fo r m a p p in g  b y  p a r t ’s 
d e g ree  o f  s e m a n tic  s im ila r ity

Figure 9.1: Uses of similarity in a program

9.3 .1  A pp lication  o f  sim ilarity in  current m odels

This section briefly reviews the implementation of the three models reviewed in chapter 3, 

the Structure-mapping Engine (SME), the Analogical Constraint Mapping Engine (ACME) 

and the Incremental Analogy Machine (1AM). Although there is some agreement as to the 

nature of the processes and similarity constraints underlying analogy, different approaches 

and emphases are made in each model. All three models also make different architectural 

assumptions about how the stages of analogy and similarity constraints should be combined.

These models all consist of a control mechanism (referred to here as the architecture) applying 

various similarity constraints. Both ACME and 1AM make explicit assumptions about the 

underlying architecture behind the appUcation of similarity constraints in analogy, whilst 

SME effectively has the two stages of structural similarity followed by application of the 

systematicity constraint to generate maximally consistent (isomorphic) mappings, though 

the architecture is not as apparent or prominent relative to the similarities considered.

SME employs similarity largely actively and absolutely. In the initial stage absolute syntactic 

similarity is used to exclude any mappings not having the same type (function, attribute, 

predicate, object), order (0 for objects, 1 for predicates and some functions, 2 or more for 

higher order relations), or arity (number of argument positions). Predicates even have to be 

instances of the same class (i.e. have the same name) which is therefore an absolute active 

application of the semantic similarity constraint. All these constraints are also used to give a 

passive assessment of the plausibility of the match. In the next stage the consistency (isomor
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phism) constraint is used actively and absolutely, to remove any mappings with inconsistent 

implied mappings. The consistency constraint is used again actively and absolutely when 

combining mappings. Finally the initially passive plausibility assessments are used actively 

to select the most highly favoured mappings (though the other mappings are available if 

desired).

As can be seen SME is largely active and absolute in its application of similarity constraints. 

Its authors argue tha t this does not exclude analogies, though, as the constraints used are 

only those minimal ones which must be exhibited by any analogy. However, as shown, 

isomorphism is not absolute in all analogies, which weakens the usefulness of the SME. The 

active and absolute use of the order and type of a part is largely acceptable, as individual 

mappings must have something in common, and the order and type are the most abstract 

ways of classifying a relation. However, mappings between relations of a different arity is 

sometimes possible (see one example of the Fight /  Argue analogy later on in this chapter). 

As described in Chapter 5, an elaboration stage or more expressive knowledge representation 

(e.g. W inston’s ‘comment frames’) could circumvent this.

ACME makes the assumption that there are several interacting constraints in analogy which 

have no prominence over each other. Although the model is certainly intended to be cog

nitively plausible at some level, the actual mechanism used to satisfy the requirement of 

satisfaction of multiple constraints borrows heavily from existing parallel-constraint satisfac

tion techniques, and it can be taken tha t the model is not intended to be psychologically 

plausible down to this level of detail.

Although ACME aisserts that the competing constraints of analogy are best satisfied in a 

parallel fashion, they actually use pragmatic and structural knowledge, in an active and 

absolute manner, to set up the network in the first place. Whilst Holyoak and Thagard 

state th a t this is to ensure that nodes whose activation would never reach a significant level 

are ju st never created and tha t a larger network could be created with no loss in mapping 

power, they do accept tha t the larger network would take longer to settle. Thus even Holyoak 

and Thagard implicitly accept that a multi-stage approach to analogical mapping may be 

necessary if one is to develop a computationally efficient model, yet the one settUng stage of 

ACME corresponds to the cooperation and competition of the many similarity constraints.

So, ACME might at first appear to be almost the opposite of SME in the application of 

similarity, as a constraint satisfaction network of mappings is used to allow the parallel 

apphcation of similarity constraints in a passive and partial manner. This eventually results 

in an active application of the similarity constraints as some nodes lose all their excitation. 

However, before the parallel-constraint satisfaction starts, there is an active and absolute
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application of analogy, along the same lines as SME in the initial pairing stage, in the setting 

up of the network, where many mappings are excluded if order, arity and type are not 

preserved.

ACME is one abstraction away from Keane's lAM with respect to psychological plausibility, 

which appears to be intended to be cognitively plausible in almost all respects. lAM also 

makes use of pragmatic knowledge in the form of structure-exploiting heuristics (these are 

possibly mis-named as they normally embody pragmatic knowledge), which is followed by 

ju st the opposite of ACME: an incremental approach with the repeated application of local 

systematicity, all the time referencing the already-installed mappings to ensure isomorphism.

lAM appears to be an implementation which uses similarity totally actively, as the rules used 

to describe it involve the absolute creation or exclusion of mappings. Not surprisingly, it is 

also the only implementation that uses back-tracking, when a later mapping is found to be 

preferable to an earlier one.

The active /  passive and absolute /  partial analysis reveals a central problem with both lAM 

and SME. The problem is not just tha t is they both apply a strict isomorphism constraint 

(as many analogies involve non-isomorphism), but tha t the constraint is embedded in the 

architecture. In SME is it used in the creation of global mappings, and in JAM to see if a 

new mapping is consistent with already-installed ones. In both cases a valid non-isomorphic 

analogy would fail. It is also difficult to see how the mechanisms could be modified to allow 

non-isomorphism; as stated, this constraint is embedded in the machine itself. In ACME the 

similarity constraints vary as the processes of mapping and inference are carried out.

9.3 .2  C om p u tation al cost o f  sim ilarity constraints

SME and ACME have effectively two stages. First an O(n^) process is carried out where 

the possibility of mapping each part of the base with each part of the target is considered. 

Second, the possible mappings selected are combined (with some being rejected) to give an 

overall match. This can be a complex process -  0(n!) in SME worst-cases whilst ACME has 

O(n^) complexity.

Keane’s incremental approach in lAM seems to be O(n^) complexity, but should be treated 

with caution as it does not specify how mappings should be ordered as they are presented to 

the analogiser. It is not possible with the available information to determine the complexity 

of the potential back tracking.

Most of the other constraints for mapping can make the mapping mechanism more effective 

as they reduce the number of terms paired in the initial n by n match, but this does not affect
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the order of the complexity. The only constraints tha t don’t are those used to support (but 

not exclude) mappings such as static semantic similarity. The other constraints described 

here (such a pragmatic similarity) ensure that a meaningful mapping will be made.

9 .3 .3  U se  o f sim ilarity constraints in  U A R

UAR is organised along similar hnes to ACME and SME, in th a t an initial stage uses syn

tactic and sometimes other similarities actively and absolutely to exclude what are seen as 

implausible mappings (the reasons for this are explained in the section on the overall archi

tecture of UAR). However, unhke any of the above, UAR includes an elaboration stage which 

attem pts to prevent slight syntactic or structural dissimilarities causing im portant mappings 

to be excluded. Various switches are also available to dictate to what degree the similarity 

constraints are applied actively. The absoluteness of some of the constraints can also be var

ied by altering the ‘depth’ to which they are apphed. For example, parts are actively mapped 

if they are of the same type. However, the ‘type space’ can be varied from something similar 

to SME’s (i.e. just four or five basic types such as object, relation, function, predicate) to 

a more complex taxonomy (with about 15 types) as described in Chapter 4 (and later on 

in this chapter). This allows extension of, and experimentation with, the use of different 

sorts of matching criteria being applied to different sorts of part (object, relation etc.). Later 

examples (particularly with the Karla /  Hawk analogy first used by Centner) show the effects 

of varying the initial matching criteria.

UAR thus differs from other models because it is very sensitive about applying constraints 

actively, given the many types of constraint that have been shown to be effective in similarity. 

I t is even possible to disable syntactic similarity altogether, which has not been attem pted in 

any other programs. None of lAM, ACME, SME have switches th a t vary the use of similarity 

constraints (from active to passive, or from partial to absolute) -  though in principle the 

matching rules in each could be changed -  and none have an elaboration stage. UAR also 

uses similarity more effectively in inference, as (unhke SME and lAM) it makes use of both 

static and dynamic semamtic similarities and other (external) relationships in the base to 

make more appropriate inferences in the target (ACME has no effective inference stage).

9.4 U A R  — K nowledge representation

In this section and those following, UAR is described in some detail. Knowledge represen

tation is discussed first, followed by a description of the overall architecture, then how UAR 

performs mapping, elaboration, inference and justification.
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A situation (i.e. a base or a target description) is presented to UAR in the form of a list of 

parts, with each part having knowledge associated with it. This knowledge is used by UAR 

to determine similarities. The knowledge normally relates the part to semantic and type 

knowledge (e.g. ISA) or to other parts through its arguments. Each part of a situation has 

a unique name, which is used for reference only. All similarities are determined through the 

associated knowledge.

The knowledge representation used in UAR is very informal: there are no formal semantics 

and few checks for consistency. This is in line with the use of UAR -  to experiment with 

the operations which when carried out allow analogical similarities to be determined. It is 

therefore sufficient (either in this section or later on in this chapter) to show how the separate 

types of representation in UAR can be used to perform the necessary operations advocated 

to determined analogical similarities.

9.4 .1  N on -situ ation -sp ecific  representation

There is a representation scheme within UAR to allow the specification and determination of 

some general types of similarity (i.e. the assertions made are about concepts, not situations), 

which can be augmented for the purposes of any particular analogy, but where the representa

tions he outside the actual base and target. In particular, semantic and taxonomic similarity, 

the type of a part (in the sense presented in the syntactic similarity section of Chapter 4), 

and non-domain specific relations between parts (this is called concept relationship later on 

see the section on inference in UAR) are defined using this frame-based network:

(setsimilar concept 1 concept2 degree) 

(settype concept type)

(setisa conceptl concept2)

(setrel conceptl concept2 relation)

- set similarity (0 to 1)

- set the type o f a concept

- set ISA link

- set a relation between two concepts

These types of statem ent allow the mapping and inference stages to determine semantic 

similarity or use relations between concepts, and to apply syntactic similarity by looking at 

the abstract type of a part. For example:

(setsimilar ^attack ’hit 0.75)

(settype ’attack ’active-passive)

(setisa ’general ’person)
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(setrel * singular ’plural ’plural-of)

would allow the concepts of attack and hit to be seen to be similar, or attack be syntactically 

mapped with another active-passive relation.

The type of a part is accessed through its IS As, as is the semantic similarity between two 

parts. When defining a new situation, the classes of all its parts should be placed in the 

frame network, by placing it as an instance of some already defined concept (such as an 

active-passive relation, as above). To re-iterate the basic types (of which parts can be related 

through IS As) as described in Chapter 4:

H ig h e r-o rd e r  re la tio n s

higher, cause, prevent, enable, follows, temporal

R e la tio n s

O rd erin g  p re d ic a te s

predicate, ordering 

Q u a lita tiv e  p re d ic a te s

predicate, qualpred

str-enable (function /  structure relationship), 

active-active, active-passive, passive-passive, mutual, 

spatial, categorical

F unctions

function

A ttr ib u te s

attribute, aspect (part), active, passive

O b je c ts

object

C o m p lem e n ta ry  ty p es

continuous, discrete, constrained.

To summarise the meaning of these again (the meaning of these terms is exactly the same 

as defined in Chapter 4), higher relations are those deemed by the knowledge representer to 

represent causal or other binding relationships between two parts. Unhke other reasoners, 

which might calculate the type of a relation by determining arity, UAR makes a distinction 

between the two. Arity is calculated automatically, but the type of a relation is left to the 

representer of the situation. If they wish, they could employ some strict rule (as embodied
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in SME) to determine the type of a part, or they could use their own judgement. UAR’s 

most extensive typing scheme (it can be altered, see below) divides higher-order relations 

into causals, prevents, enables (background causality), follows (implication or some abstract 

binding) and follows (temporal).

The division of predicates is along very similar lines to Chapter 4, with the additional of 

mutual for predicates where the argument positions are immaterial, and str-enable, for struc

ture/function relationships (see later).

There are three different sets of types in UAR, to allow experimentation. The first is called 

smt-types, as it follows SME’s typing system for determining syntactic similarity. The second 

is called simple types; it is similar to smt-types but includes a type named ‘structure’ where 

the pragmatic part of a situation can be defined; the third is called full-typing, as it used 

the full set of types as described above and in Chapter 4 for determining syntactic similarity. 

The precise types used aure described below in the ‘Select initial mappings’ section.

Parts are assigned to types through the :isa indicator (see the next section). For example:

('professional-hoxer :isa categorical :argl john)

meains tha t the part named professional-hoxer with argument john is a categorical relation. 

Note tha t the name professional-hoxer means nothing to UAR, it is merely a unique identi

fying symbol; the ‘meaning’ of parts comes about from the indicators tha t follow it.

Ordinary relations are divided into predicates (which are ordering or qualitative), and func

tions and attributes. Functions represent some calculable paurt (such as height) whilst at

tributes represent quahtative parts. There are several types of quaUtative relation to account 

for actions and simple static relationships. Qualpred is just a qualitative predicate, whilst 

str-enable is a predicate which expresses that the first argument existing (i.e. being true in 

the predicate sense) -  which is normally a physical attribute, but may also be conceptual -  

is a pre-requisite for the second argument.

There are also some complementary types which can be used to experiment with an alternative 

type taxonomy, as described in Chapter 4.

9 .4 .2  P art representation

A part can be an instance of any number of concepts, which include basic types, through its 

:isa indicator:

(country :isa object)
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This not only makes the object country an instance of the concept of object, bu t allows 

country to inherit all the qualities of the concept object (such as type or semantic similarity).

The arguments to a relation are defined using the :argn indicator. Each relation can have up 

to six argument positions and up to two entries in each position:

(causel :isa cause :argl more-mass-than :argl attractl :arg2 revolves)

This is a relation with two argument positions, with two arguments in the first position and 

one in the second. Two arguments in one position allows the representation of what, in some 

other systems, are called conjoint events.

If required, aliases are available for argument positions: .’antecedent &nd .’subject {or :argl and 

’.consequent and .’object for :arg2. This is syntactic sugar, though.

The preference in UAR’s representation is to keep most relations binary or unau-y, as the 

third and subsequent argument positions in three or more place relations (although ideal for 

structure-mapping) tend to have little semantic similarity with other relations of the same 

arity (unless of course the relations are both instances of the same concept). Also, the third 

and subsequent argument positions are often ‘optional’ in the sense tha t the relation would 

lose little meaning if they were left out.

If desired, UAR can take extra argument positions. However, to allow for the maximum 

structural compatibihty, additional relational knowledge can be indicated by qualifiers which 

contain additional knowledge and a symbolic link indicating the type of tha t knowledge:

(radiate 1 :isa radiate :argl roads :arg2 fortress :qual to country)

Also note tha t in this relationship, the name of the instances of the class radiate is called 

radiatel. The name radiatel itself is meaningless; it is simply used as a unique name is 

required for each part in a situation; one can also say:

(radiate :isa radiate :argl roads :arg2 fortress :qual to country)

because the first radiate names the part, whilst the second refers to the class to which this 

part belongs.

Thus qualifiers are treated in a very similar way to arguments, except tha t they do not affect 

the arity of a relation, and they are mapped according to their name. T hat is the above 

quahfier will only be mapped with a quahfier in another part with a name of ‘to ’. The 

‘to’ does not have any semantics, but it’s value (in this case, country) will only be mapped 

with another qualifier which is a ‘to ’ qualifier. Quahfiers thus represent optional arguments.
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The use of optional arguments and their effect on syntactic similarity is currently an open 

investigation area in AR.

UAR allows the pragmatic part of a situation to be indicated, e.g.:

(preventl :isa not :argl destroy 1 :part problem)

Assigning a pragmatic label to a part ensures that it will only map with other parts having 

the same label.

Function /  structure relations are represented in UAR as a form of enablement, with a special 

type -  str-enable (for structural enablement). For example:

(heavy-headed :isa aspect :argl hammer)

(nailing :isa hammering :argl nail :arg2 wall :qual with hammer)

(allowsl :isa str-enable :argl heavy-headed :arg2 nailing)

The mapping and inference stages use this information, as they treat structural enable (‘str- 

enable’) relationships differently to other forms of quahtative relation or enablement. Struc

tural enable relations are normaUy treated as ordinary predicates in UAR -  they are not given 

the full stature of higher-order relations. This is because they are treated as subsidiary to a 

relation (i.e. the event tha t the relation represents can happen because one of its arguments 

has a certain quality). They do not connect relations together, rather they connect a relation 

with one of its arguments in a specified way.

Temporal knowledge has not been used much in analogical examples in the literature to date; 

rather causal knowledge has been used to structure situations. However, tem poral knowledge 

can also be useful in mapping (as pointed out in Chapter 4). In UAR, in addition to the 

‘s tric t’ follows higher-order relation, the time at which an event (represented by a part) occurs 

can be denoted, in a simple and relative way to other parts. This is relatively new to AR, as 

previous models do not consider time much. Simply, an integer is assigned, if desired, to any 

part, representing the time when that part occurs, relative to the other parts in a situation. 

UAR has a switch which will enable a check, in the initial mapping stage, tha t parts are 

only mapped if they are temporally compatible, i.e. occur in the same period (to within some 

percentage which is a parameter to UAR) in the base and the target. The time stam p of a 

part is indicated as follows:

(see-karla :isa see :argl karla :arg2 hunter :time 1) 

(attack-hunter :isa attack :argl hunter :arg2 karla :time 2)
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(success-attack :isa success :argl attack-hunter :time 3)

UAR also allows the definition of specific mappings, which are known mappings th a t are also 

taken to be isomorphic. The reason for including this feature is to allow experimentation 

with analogies where some information might be available from earlier stages of the analogical 

reasoning process tha t are not available in UAR. It also provides part of a simple interface 

to any programs which might perform this. For example, some mappings might be asserted 

to exist because of identification, or because a common relation was traversed in retrieval. 

The use of specific mappings shows tha t in cases where such mappings are available, UAR 

can perform analogies much quicker. It also allows a slightly different use for UAR: if most 

of the mappings are known then UAR can be used to determine if they are consistent and to 

fill in any slight ‘holes’ that might exist.

Specific mappings are used in two ways. First, in the elaboration stage any part in the base 

not causally connected to a specific mapping is removed. Of course this is not done for the 

target because the aim of the analogy might be to show tha t some parts which are not known 

to be connected to a goal part are in fact causally connected. Specific mappings are thus 

assumed to involve mappings of the more im portant parts of the base and target.

Second, in the mapping stage, any part taking part in a specific mapping is not examined 

further for other potential mappings. It is an assumption -  and limitation -  th a t specific 

mappings are considered to be isomorphic with respect to all other mappings. However, this 

assumption must be made in the current architecture to help direct UAR away from poor 

mappings. A demand-driven mapper would possibly not need such a restriction (see the 

discussion later).

Specific mappings are set up by defining an association list:

(define specific-mappings ’((army rays) (fortress tumour) (general doctor))

9.4 .3  K now ledge rep resen tation  -  sum m ary

UAR’s input is initially to the elaboration stage. This input is in the form of a list of 

parts, each having a type and possibly arguments, qualifiers and other knowledge (sometimes 

expressed internally within the representation and sometimes expressed through semantic 

attachments) tha t can be used in determining an analogy, and a list of specific-mappings, 

which are assumed to be known isomorphic mappings tha t could come from a stage not
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currently implemented in UAR. This is shown in Figure 9.2, where boxes outdie the ellipses 

represent parts and non-arrowed lines represent argument relationships (i.e. the higher parts 

has the lower part as arguments). Boxes inside ellipses represent general concepts which, as 

stated earlier, are not related to a specific part.

T em poral Inform ation

Pragm atic partitions

Function  - 
S tructure

H igher O rder
Specific M appings

ttrributesArity determined 

through num ber 
o f argum ents y

All these arrow ed lines are ISAs

Every part attached 
to a concept (not all 
ISA s show n here)

M ore specific

Sem antic
classes

R elation /  
(eg. plural)Sim ilarity

G eneral
K now ledge

Type
Type Type M ore general

Figure 9.2: Knowledge representation in UAR

9.5 Overall architecture o f U A R

UAR is an implementation of the stages of elaboration, mapping, inference and justification. 

This section describes the main decisions that were made which allowed UAR to be built in 

a limited time and which allowed the main points made in the body of the dissertation to be 

implemented and tested.

M odularity

The first main architectural decision was to implement the AR stages in a modular and linear 

manner. Although the main body of this dissertation presents one stage per chapter, it does
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not follow that the stages should be carried out in a modular manner (first elaboration, then 

mapping, then inference . . .) . However, in order to make UAR as flexible and extensible as 

possible, it was decided that implementing the stages in a modular way, and limiting the 

interaction between stages, would allow most effort to be devoted to a mapping-out of what 

should actually happen in each stage. Clearly, a more comprehensive analogical reasoner 

could have the vaürious stages of analogy interacting with each other (and indeed work has 

begun in this area [10], though perhaps not with a general model in mind). The emphasis 

here, though, is on what the essential considerations should be for each stage of analogy, and 

what types of similarity should be be used. The simple architecture of carrying out each 

stage in its entirety before the next stage begins has nonetheless amply dem onstrated the 

thesis tha t more stages than mapping and more in each stage should be considered.

Switches

The second decision was that UAR should allow experimentation with various types of anal

ogy. Thus stages can be easily turned off, and similarity constraints varied in their use. 

I t is not the intention tha t UAR should itself perform internal adjustments of the switches 

th a t guide what sorts of similarity and stages are used. Again, this is left for future, more 

comprehensive analogical reasoners, which can detect what sort of analogical reasoning is 

required given the current base and target (or even the current context). The aim here is to 

experiment on the use of similarity and examples of how the power and speed of UAR are 

affected are given later in this chapter.

General approach

The third decision was to adopt a general approach which allowed concentration on the 

similarity constraints rather than a precise procedure for mapping in the form of a particular 

search algorithm. Again, the assertion tha t many types of similarity are useful for determining 

analogies does not mean that they have to be applied in a parallel way. A more comprehensive 

analogical reasoner might include a clever search algorithm tha t applies constraints actively 

yet involves little or no back-tracking. However, this has eluded all researchers in analogy 

to date. For example, given that the starting point of the mapping stage of an analogy is 

a base and target, and the end-point a set of interconnected mappings, it is difficult to see 

how the analogy-determining process can be conceived in conventional terms of start-state 

of no mappings, goal-state of global mapping, search-space of local, intermediate and global 

mappings, operators of adding /  deleting mappings, and distance heuristics of how close a 

(sub)set of mappings is to the final set of mappings. SME, ACME and UAR all make an 

initial ‘leap’ to a place in the search space quite close to the goal, by actively creating a 

set of mappings tha t conform to basic similarity measures (such as arity and type), then
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either combine local mappings into global sets of mappings in one step or consider the set 

of mappings generated as a first attem pt at a global mapping and incrementally modify the 

support for each mapping. The start-state is thus a set of mappings, rather than no mappings 

at all, and in each model there is a compromise between how strict the initial pairing process 

is and how manageable the set of mappings after this first stage is. All these models thus 

impUcitly accept that there is no easy traversal of the search space from no mappings to a 

global set of mappings, only from one global set of mappings to another. An incremental 

approach must provide a technique of working in a totally different search-space, and none to 

date has been offered, apart from LAM which makes questionable assumptions about ordering 

of presentation (see its review in Chapter 3). An alternative is to reject the centrality of the 

mapping stage altogether, and (say) concentrate on elaboration or some other technique to 

come to the similarity (as discussed in Chapter 5).

The architecture of UAR is also similar in several ways to parts of the other 3 main models of 

analogy discussed here. Thus it can be seen, through the description of the use of similarity 

in UAR, how existing approaches, which may differ from UAR in other respects, can be 

modified to enhance their analogical reasoning capabilities.

Passive and partial similarities

UAR’s architecture also prefers, as far as is possible, the use of similarity in a passive and /  or 

partial manner to prevent analogies being missed. For example, one very im portant decision 

in UAR is to allow varying degrees of non-isomorphism. Although enforcing isomorphism can 

be expensive (as in SME) and is wrong with many analogies (as in the Fortress /  Radiation 

analogy), it makes the search for an analogy simpler if definite mappings are known in the 

analogy. For example, there might be a higher-order structure that is shared between base 

and target, which allows the immediate determination of many mappings. However, because 

of non-isomorphism, the number of potential mappings to be considered will not change. If 

isomorphism is enforced, then many parts of the base and target will already be mapped 

and therefore excluded from contributing to the mass of potential mappings which must be 

examined to get a final overall match.

U A R  as a test-bed

In conclusion, UAR’s architecture is neither highly original nor uses conventional Al tech

niques -  it was designed to act as a test-bed for various similarity constraints, and the resulting 

architecture achieves tha t very well. No attem pt is made to make UAR as conceptually sim

ple and as elegant as ACME, which realises much of its scope through a simple bu t cleverly 

applied algorithm. Although generalisations such as this are useful, analogy is still quite 

‘messy’ and the aim here is to put forward new ideas in as coherent a manner as possible,
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not letting the criterion of elegance substitute for accurate representation of what actually 

happens with analogy. Conversely, no attem pt has been made to make UAR’s algorithms as 

fast and efficient as in SME. Again, the emphasis is on investigating the types of similarity, 

not implementing a most efficient reahsation of a simple model. The inference stage extends 

inference as perceived in I AM, ACME and SME. The justification stage is largely new and 

elaboration as a specific stage is completely new to any analogical reasoning program.

9.6 M apping in U A R

As stated many times in this dissertation, an analogy is often the result of many types of 

individual similarity. In order to allow full experimentation with the sorts of similarity being 

advocated in the body of this dissertation, at attem pt has been made to keep the control 

mechanisms and similarity constraints as separate as possible. UAR therefore does not belong 

to  the class of all-or-nothing architectures -  which includes SME and LAM -  where there is 

absolute enforcement of most if not all of the constraints. The ACME architecture is also 

not of this type and is exceptionally appealing, and does appear to have a solid theoretical 

underpinning in the form of accepted rules for network topology, connectedness and excitation 

and inhibition -  which are all borrowed from parallel-constraint satisfaction techniques. The 

cost of the architecture of ACME is tha t it can be difficult to observe the application of a 

similarity constraint, as the constraint is first translated into an excitatory or inhibitory arc.

The central mapping architecture in UAR shares both techniques and similarity constraints 

with SME and ACME. It has more types of similarity though, and offers more than one way 

of determining mappings. It is not similar at all to lAM -  it has no back-tracking, and relies 

on the appropriate apphcation of similarity constraints (helped by the above distinctions 

between active /  passive and absolute /  partial).

Like both SME and ACME, UAR involves stages where first individual mappings are con

sidered, and second they are combined to form an overaU set of mappings.

9.6 .1  M appin g  -  deta il

The mapping stage of UAR takes two elaborated situation descriptions and produces a list of 

potential mappings. Although there are several switches which are used to alter the details 

of the mapping process, there is one main algorithm, which is now described along with the 

variants which can be selected by the switches.

The first stage of mapping is active and determines potential mappings by examining each
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part of the elaborated base and determining those parts in the target th a t might plausibly 

map with it. It also makes passive judgements on the plausibility of mappings selected.

The second stage is first passive when it examines the relationships between the potential 

mappings (i.e. the consistency and systematicity of the analogy) but then selects a preferential 

set of mappings by actively removing what are considered to be poor individual mappings, 

making use of a numerical support value which is attached to each individual mapping.

So, both  stages use similarity constraints actively and passively, though it is the first stage 

tha t constrains the mapping space most.

The output is a single set of mappings which is considered to be a ‘good fit’. An analytical 

analysis of whether this achieves the goal of determining an analogy is not presented here, 

though empirical evidence is offered later on. No analysis is presented because there are 

no accepted criteria for what constitutes a best-fit analogy, though UAR does guarantee to 

first find a complete mapping (in the AR sense of completeness, i.e. tha t for every mapped 

part in the mapping the arguments to that part also have mappings) which second also has 

those syntactic, semantic and pragmatic similarity specified as absolutes. The former can be 

asserted because UAR will remove mappings which are not complete; the la tter because such 

mappings and only such mappings are created in the initial stage of mapping, which is now 

discussed.

9.6 .2  S tage 1 — Select in itia l m appings

This stage goes through all parts in the base and selects potential mappings for them  from the 

target. The active constraints are mainly structural (e.g. having the same type and arity) but 

semantic and pragmatic criteria can be actively used if required. They can also be passively 

used to give support to mappings, for use in the next stage.

Every part has a type and is ultimately one of a relation, attribute, object, or higher. Re

lations are divided into functions and predicates. If the switch types is set to none, then all 

parts will have potential mappings created with other parts irrespective of arity and type. 

However, if there are many objects and attributes, and as there is virtually no reason why 

any object should not map with any other object, setting types to anything other than none 

will only exhaustively map relations and higher-order relations. Objects and attributes are 

mapped on a demand-driven basis (e.g. when two relations have a potential mapping created, 

the objects in the respective argument positions will also have potential mappings created; 

this is an implementation of systematicity and completeness).

A potential mapping is created between two parts if certain criteria are met, as now enumer-
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ated:

G e n e ra l c r i te r ia  Neither part is excluded from being mapped (i.e. they are not in the 

specific mappings list).

P ra g m a tic  c r i te r ia  If switch use-pragma is set to true, they must have the same part 

indicator.

S tru c tu ra l  c r i te r ia  If switch types is not set to none, they must have the same arity. They 

must also have a compatible type, which means that either one of them  has no type at 

all (i.e. the type is unknown), or that

•  If switch types is set to smt, they are both objects, attributes, functions, predicates, 

higher-order relations or aspects. This is known as smts typing. If they are 

predicates they must also both be instances of the same class (i.e. have the same 

predicate narnie)

•  If switch types is set to uar, then the same initial classification for types as in 

SME holds, but with the addition of types allowing pragmatic similarity to be 

determined (the ’structure’ type). Also predicates do not have to be instances 

of the same class. This set of types is referred to as simple-types. However, if 

the switch typecheck is true, all parts must also have the same complex and other 

types, tha t is they are both active, passive, categorical, spatial mutual, active- 

passive, passive-passive, enable, cause, follows or prevent; and also th a t they are 

both discrete, continuous or constrained (as described in Chapter 4). This set of 

types and the rules for mapping with them is called full-types.

•  If switch struct is true, they must have the same number of arguments in each 

argument position.

If switch types is set to none, then no syntactic similarity is enforced, which allows the 

mapping of any part with any other (e.g. an object with a causal relation, an attribute 

with a 2-place predicate). This is called no-type checking. (It is quite interesting to 

note tha t many analogies can be determined with no type checking at all - which shows 

tha t systematicity is more central than syntactic similarity of individual parts - see 

later).

S em an tic  c r i te r ia  If switch semant is not set to none, then if it is set to all then any parts 

must be semantically similar (either explicitly by setsimilar or taxonomically through 

ISAs, or both). If semant is set to relations, then relations only must be semantically 

similar.
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T em p o ra l c r i te r ia  If the time-distance value in UAR is set to any value other than 100, 

then the percentage difference between two predicates being considered for a mapping 

must be less than that value. For example, if the time values in the base ranged from 

0 to 10 and in the target from 0 to 20, and if the time distance was set to 20 percent, 

then a predicate that occurred at time 5 (50 percent of the way through) in the base 

would be temporally compatible with one tha t occurred at time 7 (35 percent through) 

in the target, but not with one tha t occurred at time 3 (only 15 percent through the 

target and therefore more than 20 percent away from 50 percent).

If two parts meet these criteria, then a potential mapping is created.

The same criteria are also applied to the arguments of the parts, to create further potential 

mappings. There is a slight complication when looking at child mappings (if R(a,b) maps 

with R ’(a’,b’) then a mapping with a’ and b mapping with b ’ are the child mappings), as 

there may be more than one argument in each argument position. UAR generates both 

interpretations of how the children might be mapped in this case, and creates alternative 

mappings accordingly. For example, in mapping

P :argl a :argl b :arg2 c — *■ Q :argl r :argl s :arg2 t

the following potential mappings will also be created

a — *■ r, a — s, h — y r, h — ► s, c — y t

Qualifiers are also mapped, if identical symboUc links can be found, e.g. with the mapping

radiate :argl roads :qual from fortress :qual to country

— y radiate :argl paths :qual from tumour

the following potential mappings would be created

roads — y paths (same argument), fortress — y tumour (same qualifier)

A summary of the switches available in the mapping stage of UAR is given in Figure 9.3.

9 .6 .3  S tage 2 -  P ropagate m appings

This stage enforces the systematicity and coherency aspects of analogy as it attem pts to 

ensure tha t the mappings are consistent, systematic and complete. It does this by examin

ing inconsistencies and other relationships between mappings. Consistency constraints are
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u se -p ra g m a  (T , F )  - Use p ra g m a tic  kno w led g e  a c tiv e ly
u se -se m a n t (T , F )  - Use se m a n tic  s im ila r ity  a c tiv e ly
ty p e s  (u a r ,  sm t, n o n e ) - O n ly  g e n e ra te  o b je c t ,  fu n c tio n , a t t r i b u t e  m ap p in g s

if  o th e r  m a p p in g s  im p ly  th e m .
C hoose b e tw ee n  2 se ts  o f  s t r u c tu r a l  ty p e s  fo r 
a b so lu te  a c tiv e  m ap p in g , 

s t r u c t  (T ,  F )  - Sam e n u m b e r  o f  a rg u m e n ts  in  e a c h  p o s i t io n
(i.e. a b so lu te  s t r u c tu r a l  s im ila r ity )  

ty p e c h e c k  (T , F )  - C heck a d d it io n a l  ra n g e  o f  s t r u c tu r a l  ty p e s
T h is  a llow s p a r t ia l  ty p e  ch eck in g  o r  a b s o lu te  
ty p e  check ing .

se m a n t (n o n e , re la tio n s , a ll)  - Use se m a n tic  s im ila r ity  p assiv e ly , o r  u se
a c tiv e ly  by  in s is tin g  o n
p a r tia l  s im ila r ity  b e tw e e n  re la tio n s ,  o r  in s is t in g  on  
p a r tia l  s im ila r ity  in  a ll  m a p p in g s

Figure 9.3: Summary of switches used in first stage of mapping

applied in a partial manner (i.e. total isomorphism is not enforced) and are initially appfied 

passively. Systematicity and completeness are absolutely maintained.

Each potential mapping is connected to other mappings in three ways: It may imply them 

through its arguments or qualifiers (systematically) ; it may be implied by another mapping 

which has it as arguments or qualifiers; or it may be inconsistent (i.e. non-isomorphic) with 

another mapping. For example with the mapping

P :argl a :arg2 h :qual to c —  ̂ Q :argl r :arg2 s :qual to t

the mappings a — > r, b — > s, c — > t are impUed, they are effectively children of this 

mapping. Conversely the mapping

has the mapping P — > Q connected as P and Q are the parents of a and r respectively.

If the mapping

P — > R

has also been created in the first stage, then the mappings P  — ► Q and P  —  ̂ R  would be 

non-isomorphic with each other.

These connections are used in this stage in two ways. Firstly, all mappings are checked to see 

if they are complete, or fully supported. This means tha t for each mapping, its arguments 

must also be mapped, according to systematicity, and its argum ent’s arguments and so on.
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Secondly, the connections are used for propagation, which is UAR’s name for the process of 

mappings exerting influences over each other. That is, a numerical support is madntained for 

each mapping. This support is updated because mappings exist tha t support it (i.e. it has 

parent and child mappings) and it is used to update mappings th a t are supported by it (i.e. 

its parents and children).

Each potential mapping is given a nominally low support-value of 0.1 (the support for a 

potential mapping can vary from 0 up to a set value). Each time the propagate sub-stage 

is performed, the numerical support of related mappings is used to update each individual 

mapping as follows:

new-value =  old-value * decay-factor

-f- (max-value - old-value) * max-value * sum-inputs * excitation-factor

The decay-factor is set to 1 in general (i.e. there is no decay, the equation is presented in this 

way to allow comparison with ACME), excitation-factor 0.1 and max-value 1000. sum-inputs 

is set to the sum of all support-values from related mappings, plus the syntactic similarity 

in the mapping, plus (if semantic similarity switches are set) the semantic similarity in the 

mapping, plus (if the pragmatic similarity switch is set) the pragmatic similarity in the 

mapping. These three latter values all range from 0 to 1.

There are two versions of this propagation, as described below

9 .6 .4  Iterative  propagation  and rem oval

In the first type of propagation, the propagation sub-stage is performed three times to ensure 

th a t all mappings have exerted their influence on all other connected mappings (propagation 

from higher-order relations to relations, and then from relations to objects would require 

one repeat; two repeats are made to ensure propagation of influence in the event of more a 

complex structure, e.g. higher order relations having higher order relations as arguments). 

This is then followed by a removal stage which removes what are considered to be weak 

alternative mappings. This is achieved by selecting the strongest mappings as determined by 

propagation and removing mappings tha t both conflict with them  (i.e. are not isomorphic 

with them) and have much weaker support (and are therefore weaker systematically).

The active criteria used to remove mappings come largely from the systematicity of mappings 

(i.e. how strong their role is with regard to being supported by and supporting other mappings 

through having and being arguments). Conflicts are resolved by referring to semantic and 

pragmatic similarities if they are available.
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The propagation and removal stages are iterated until no mappings are considered weak. 

Weakness is configurable, and a useful definition was found to be tha t a mapping is weak 

(and therefore removed) if there is another mapping tha t is non-isomorphic with it tha t has 

30 percent more numerical support, where this other mapping is itself not weak. If the 

isomorph switch is set, the iteration continues until the mapping is isomorphic, or until the 

system cannot find an isomorphic mapping (which occurs when there is no reason at all to 

prefer one mapping over another non-isomorphic with it; i.e. when the numerical support 

values are the same).

9.6 .5  C onstraint satisfaction

As the original version of propagation shared much similarity with the constraint satisfaction 

stage in ACME, it was modified to provide either the original version, or propagation through 

parallel-constraint satisfaction.

In ACME, a network of possible mappings is set up in the form of nodes representing mappings 

and excitatory and inhibitory connections representing systematic and isomorphic influences, 

and allowed to ‘settle’. Although Holyoak and Thagard have adopted an elegant technique it 

is entirely passive -  just altering the respective strengths of mappings. UAR’s first technique 

differs in three im portant respects:

•  It does not have any negative influences. Mappings get support solely from being 

sanctioned by other mappings. T hat is, the positive influences in both UAR and ACME 

represent the systematic constraint. This cuts down on the number of links in UAR 

without any apparent significant loss in performance (see later).

•  As UAR does not involve negative influences, only several propagations of excitation be

tween nodes are necessary to determine systematic influences, not the tens of iterations 

used in ACME.

• The isomorphic constraint is applied in another way (this is what the inhibitory influ

ences in ACME achieve). This is done in the removal sub-stage, which applies partial or 

absolute isomorphism as well as removing any mappings which are not systematic (i.e. 

are not sanctioned by and do not sanction other relation mappings). The distinction is 

tha t isomorphism in ACME is applied in a local way, with global isomorphism emerg

ing from it. This allows non-systematic mappings or incomplete mappings in ACME 

to end up in the final set of mappings. UAR’s removal stage compares non-isomorphic 

mappings with each other and decides which should be deleted.
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•  If required, the syntactic similarity constraint can be turned off. Although this re

sults in many more mappings (as any part will initially map with virtually any other 

part, subject of course to the pragmatic and semantic constraints), it will allow the 

determination of some analogies tha t involve a violation of this constraint.

•  It is active as weak mappings are purged after several propagations. This continually 

cuts down the number of nodes to be considered. Removing mappings is im portant 

for inference. UAR comes to a definite set of mappings tha t are known to be largely 

consistent, and are further fully complete (i.e. the child mappings are also part of the 

selected set of mappings). ACME doesn’t explicitly do this, producing a favoured 

mapping for each part. Having a definite set of mappings is necessary for the inference 

stage. ACME does not have an inference stage and therefore does not address this 

problem, though a simple selection of the most favoured mapping, when it is needed 

for inference, should suffice, if it can be guaranteed tha t the children’s mappings are 

also favoured.

9 .6 .6  C om parison o f  th e  tw o m eth ods

In tests on analogy, the two above techniques of achieving a single global mapping were 

shown to produce very similar results, with the only variation being in the numerical support 

for individual mappings. However, the first technique is more precise about the effect that 

mappings have on each other, as there are only three propagations of positive support before 

mappings are removed. The removal stage is also more definite about when weak mappings 

should be removed. Although in very sensitive stages this might prove a hindrance, in all 

cases tried the first method converges much quicker than ACME is reported to (in three 

propagations for many isomorphic analogies, in fifteen for highly abstract ones involving 

five stages of incrementally removing weak mappings until only an isomorphic -  or near

isomorphic -  core is left), using number of iterations-to-termination as the metric for ’quick

ness’. Thus all the ‘simplifications’ of UAR, as compared with ACME above, do not seem to 

be a hindrance in any significant way and indeed allow for more efficient mapping. It appears 

[Keane, personal communication] that ACME can be configured to reduce the number of 

iterations required to termination, though. Thus the basic conclusion is th a t ACME’s original, 

reported, method is un-necessarily strict in its termination condition and th a t inhibitory 

connections are not required.
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9 .6 .7  M appin g -  sum m ary

The mapping stage takes the initial input to UAR, emd the output of the elaboration stage. 

It first determines all plausible mappings by locally examining each possible mapping. The 

possible mappings vary according to UAR’s switches, from all possible pairings from the base 

and target, through only pairings of the same type, to only pairings with semantic similarity. 

There are other constraints which can be appfied here as well, such as tem poral knowledge 

and pragmatic information.

UAR then uses the structural consistency constraint, along with systematicity and com

pleteness, to select those mappings tha t form a complete and largely consistent set of cor

respondences between the base and target parts. It is here tha t causal structures are most 

im portant.

Once UAR has determined that there is no further need for removing mappings (because 

no mappings can be deleted without compromising structural coherence, i.e. systematicity 

and completeness on a larger scale than individual mappings; the strength of a mapping is 

a function of its systematicity), the mapping stage is complete. UAR produces as output a 

single set of mappings tha t are largely isomorphic and also systematic.

As stated, SME and lAM have more strict and less extensible mapping stages, because of their 

insistence on isomorphism, amongst other things. ACME’s mapping stage is elegant, though 

when one sees how many iterations UAR takes to settle on a solution for most analogies, 

the original way ACME converged on a solution does seem rather slow; but this method 

may none the less be able to determine very sensitive, highly abstract analogies in some cases 

where UAR fails to come up with a satisfactory mapping. UAR does not show any déficiences 

with the main examples of analogy as used in the literature, though, and the mapping stage 

is summarised in Figure 9.4. The conventions used are as follows: squares represent objects 

or relations and un-arrowed fines between then dependency (in the form of one being the 

argument to the other). Shaded squares represent new relations created through the use 

of causal compression. Double-arrowed fines represent mappings. Thicker fines with ISAs 

attached represent ISA relationships.

9.7 E laboration in U A R

There are two main types of elaboration within UAR, both of which use causal knowledge. 

The first type removes knowledge and has two variants. Simple structural elaboration simply 

removes any knowledge in the base tha t is not connected to a higher-order relation. This
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Figure 9.4: Mapping in UAR

is carried out by flagging all higher-order relations, then flagging any argument of a flagged 

relation, or any relation having a flagged relation as an argument, and recursing. There is a 

second type of structural elaboration which is slightly more detailed, in th a t it takes selected 

mappings (which are the specific-mappings input to the program as part of the situation 

representation) and removes any knowledge in the base not related to them. This is achieved 

in a similar manner to the first type of structural elaboration. This sort of elaboration has -  

either explicitly or implicitly -  been noted in previous analogical reasoners.

The second sort of elaboration is more complex, as it involves the addition of knowledge. 

C hapter 5 includes a discussion on the various rules tha t could be employed to ‘reduce’ 

causal chains by adding new causal bridges. The basic rationale behind this type of causal 

compression is either that the base and target might be represented at shghtly different levels 

of abstraction (even if they occur in the same or similar domains), or th a t there might be a 

general ‘non-isomorphism’ between the base and target domains where a group of predicates 

in the base always map to just one predicate in the target (the opposite is also possible). 

Given the amount of abstraction that we continually do, and given tha t a predicate-Hke
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representation can only approximate many relationships, it is surprising tha t the need for 

causal compression has not been perceived before, given tha t it is a largely domain-free 

method to alter representations to increase their use for analogical reasoning.

Causal compression is carried out in UAR by looking for simple causal chains, where A causes 

B and B causes C, and where the relations tha t express this do not involve other relations 

(i.e. it is B and B only tha t causes C, not B and some other relation, D). W hen this is found, 

an extra relation is created which spans the two causal relations (i.e. a relation th a t states 

A causes C ). There are only some valid combinations of higher-order relations. Two higher- 

order relations of the same type must be spanned by a relation of the same type. The only 

cross-type spans allowed are for an enable and a cause (in th a t order) which are spanned 

by a cause. This elaboration part of UAR is primitive, but does show how useful causal 

compression can be. Future work is needed to examine this form of re-representation further. 

After doing this for each valid higher-order relation combination, the process is repeated for 

bridges of three or more causal relations.

In addition to these explicit forms of elaboration that occur in the elaboration stage itself, 

there are also implicit forms of elaboration tha t occur in other stages. For example, pragmatic 

removal occurs in the mapping stage, where only object and relations belonging to the same 

pragmatic part are mapped. This can be used to exclude a whole range of parts, if they 

belong to some pragmatic part of the situation that is not relevant for the current analogy 

(as there will be no pragmatic part of the same type in the target). For example, in the 

Solar System /  Atom analogy, knowledge concerning the religious aspects of the sun could be 

included in the solar system representation, but would be left out of mapping on pragmatic 

grounds as there is no such pragmatic part in the target.

9.7.1 E laboration  -  sum m ary

The elaboration stage uses causal compression rules to bridge causal chains th a t it identified 

in the base and target representations. It also uses specific mappings to elaborate out any 

part not related to a specific mapping, and it uses higher-order knowledge in the base to 

elaborate out any part not taking a place in a higher-order structure (a part takes place in 

a higher-order structure if it is a higher-order relation, or it is an argument to a part taking 

place in a higher-order structure).

None of ACME, SME, or LAM currently employ an elaboration stage. The elaboration stage 

in UAR is summarised in Figure 9.5. The conventions are as for the previous figure with the 

arcs cutting structural elaboration and causal structure off from the rest of the diagram a 

representation of the elaboration stage removing this knowledge.
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Figure 9.5: Elaboration in UAR

9.8 Inference in U A R

The inference stage in UAR maintains the emphasis on the importance of structural similarity, 

but also acknowledges the pragmatic and semantic influences in analogy. The inference stage 

is, in some cases, also responsible for creating mappings which the mapping stage did not 

find. This is because additional shared structure may come about when higher-order relations 

are inferred. T hat is, because of inference, target parts will become part of an inferred and 

therefore shared relational structure.

There are several procedures UAR adopts for inference:

•  Instantiation of higher-order structures whose arguments are already (at least partially) 

mapped. This is largely systematic and syntactic, but any sort of higher-order struc

tures (not just causal ones) can be inferred. This is followed by

•  Traversal of higher-order structures from base parts mapped to base parts not mapped. 

This is syntactic and structural. This involves the

•  Instantiation of base relations and objects, to allow the complete instantiation of the 

higher-order structures. Sometimes the instantiation is of a completely new base part 

-  in which case the inference is syntactic, though some semantics can also be inferred 

from the base -  sometimes it involves the

•  Replacement of the part to be instantiated with a part tha t already exists in the target. 

This is done using either semantic similarity constraints tha t are seen as being relevant
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to the analogy, or by using function /  structure relationships expressed in the base. 

Sometimes no target part can be found to replace the instantiated part, either through 

semantic similarity or function /  structure relationships, but existing relationships in 

the two situations and existing mappings allow a

•  Transformation of target parts in the context of the current analogy. As with the above, 

this uses semantic relationships between base parts tha t are relevant to the situation.

The first three types of inference are fairly well-accepted in analogical reasoners. However, 

replacement and transformation do not appear in many analogical reasoners, including I AM, 

SME and ACME.

To clarify these five uses, consider inference in the Fortress /  Radiation analogy:

•  The pragmatic higher-order structure (problem statement, failed plan, successful plan, 

goal) can be instantiated. Conversely (or additionally), enable and causal relations from 

the failed plans to successful plan can be instantiated.

•  The detailed instantiation of the successful plan (the rest of the base is already mapped) 

follows, through instantiation of the consequents and antecedents of the higher-order 

relations connected to the mapped parts. From this further higher-order relations 

become connected to the mapped and inferred structure, and so are inferred.

•  Relations such as divides and converges can be instantiated.

•  If the target situation included the assertion tha t paths radiated out from the tumour, 

UAR would not map it in the mapping stage with the similar base statem ent as the 

target statem ent plays no part in a higher-order structure. However, using semantic 

information, this radiates relation could be used as a replacement, to prevent a spurious 

new relation being inferred in the target, when the solution higher-order structure is 

inferred.

•  Using concept relationships between small-groups and army (i.e. tha t the concept of 

small-groups is a function - small group of - of the concept of army), and the mapping 

army — > ray, UAR can infer a new object small-rays with a relationship to ray of 

being plural. This is a simple type of replacement, a more complex one is the use of 

function /  structure relationships.

•  Function /  structure relationships might exist in the base, for example to assert that 

it is the divisibihty of army that allows it to be used the way it is in the solution. 

In this case however, the army is mapped to rays on many grounds, and function /
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structure relationships would just strengthen the mapping. However, if one were using 

a very sparse target representation, the mapping between rays and army might not 

exist. In this case, the inference stage would, when trying to infer the army object 

to the target, as part of inferring the base solution to the target, find tha t one of its 

structural quaUties -  divisibility -  was useful to this structure. The inference stage 

would therefore look to objects in the target having this quality, thus finding the object 

rays. However, if this knowledge was not represented in the target, no structurally 

similar parts would be found, so inference would then look for parts having other types 

of semantic similarity (as described below). See the Candle Problem, shown later in this 

chapter, which provides a good example of the use of function /  structure relationships.

9 .8 .1  Inference -  d eta il

Unlike the mapping stage, the process of inference in UAR is much more ‘linear’. Simply, 

each higher-order relation that has not been fully mapped is considered. If the criteria 

for instantiation are fulfilled then the higher-order relation is directly instantiated and its 

arguments considered for inference. The criteria can be selected as either:

Prior - only higher-order relations where the first argument is already mapped are inferred. 

This is based on the assumption that higher-order relations are predominantly imphca- 

tional or causal, and that if A ‘caused’ B in the base and A’ is the analogue of A, then 

something analogous to B will be ‘caused’ in the target.

Any - any higher-order relation with any arguments mapped will be instantiated. This is 

based on the assumption that analogies can be explanatory (working backwards from 

effects to their causes).

The main instantiation algorithm instantiates a higher-order relation tha t satisfies the infer

ence criteria, then recursively instantiates its arguments. It then takes any new inferences 

to represent new mappings and recurses (i.e. traversal along a causal chain is allowed). The 

decision regarding transformation, replacement, or the instantiation of a new part is done as 

follows (in the following order):

U se  ex is tin g  m a p p in g  -  If the base part already has a mapping, use it. If the base part 

has a non-isomorphic mapping, then use the one with the most support.

F in d  s t ru c tu ra l  re p la cem e n t -  This is done by looking for a str-enable relation in the 

base pertinent to the current (object) part being inferred. Such a relation is pertinent 

if it relates the part to be inferred or with the immediate parents of tha t part. The
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immediate parents are defined as the causal relation or its arguments which are currently 

being inferred. Because inference works recursively, an object part is inferred because 

it is an argument to another part that is being inferred. This part will in general only 

be being inferred for the same reasons. If such a structural enable relation is found, an 

object in the target is searched for with the same functionally relevant attribute. If one 

is found then it is used as a replacement for the object currently being inferred from 

the base. The attribute and structural relation are also mapped. Currently, the first 

object found which has an attribute which is structurally relevant to the immediate 

parents of the objects being inferred is used.

F in d  tra n s fo rm a tio n  -  This is done by looking for relatives of the part to be inferred in 

the base (as described in Chapter 6). The result of this is one of:

•  A target part that bears the same relationship to another target part th a t the base 

part being inferred does to a base part, where the two relatives are mapped. In 

this case, the target part is used as a replacement for the base part in inference. 

Currently, as with structural replacement, the first relationship found is used here.

•  A target concept bearing the same relationship as above is found. In this case a 

new target part is inferred, but with a modified category (ISA).

• Nothing, in which case semantic replacement is attem pted.

S em a n tic  re p la c e m e n t -  Look for a target part that is semantically similar to the base 

part to be inferred. If one can be found then use tha t part as a replacement for the 

base part. Semantic similarity is found in the conventional way, if:

•  A target parts has taxonomic or thesaurus similarity with the base part.

I n s ta n t ia t io n  -  The base part is attributed to the target if all of the above fail.

As an example of several types of inference, consider the following simple stories:

Harry was evil so was sent to Borstal. However, he continued to be evil and 

conunitted worse crimes and so ended up in prison.

Bill was evil so was sent to prison. However, he got worse and committed more 

severe crimes.

If ju s t the above stories were given to the inference stage (with the appropriate mappings

made in the mapping stage) all inference could do is conclude tha t Bill would be sent to

some analogue of prison -  just simple instantiation. However, if we knew th a t prison was
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a more severe form of borstal, then we could infer that Bill would be sent somewhere more 

severe than prison. If we had the concept high-security-prison th a t was related to prison 

in the same way (i.e. higher security) that prison is related to horstal, then we could infer 

th a t Bill would be sent somewhere, that somewhere being an instance of high-security-prison 

(transformation to concept). If we actually knew of an object in the target th a t was an 

instance of the concept high-security-prison^ then we could say th a t Bill would be sent to 

th a t place (transformation to object). More examples of inference, including replacement in 

function /  structure relationships, can be found in the examples section of this chapter.

Although the inference stages has adopted several of the suggestions from Chapter 6, it is not 

intended tha t it offers purely sound inferences. Rather the intention is to show th a t inference 

does involve non trivial considerations that the mapping and elaboration stages cannot aid, 

and therefore tha t inference must be considered to be an im portant stage in analogy

9 .8 .2  Inference -  sum m ary

The inference stage takes the product of mapping, and finds those base parts not mapped 

with the target. It then proceeds to traverse higher order structures from base parts mapped, 

through the structure, to base parts not mapped. It then infers these parts to the target by 

either instantiating them directly, replacing the base part with an existing target part (if one 

can be found), or by transforming the base part to target part using a combination of base 

domain relationships and other mappings.

Existing target parts may be found by recourse to conventional types of semantic similarity 

(taxonomic and thesaurus) and, preferentially, contextually sensitive types of similarity, as 

can be found by examining relevant relations expressing function /  structure relationships.

The process of inference often introduces new mappings into the analogy.

SME has a causal traversal inference stage but simply instantiate bases parts in the target. 

lAM is similar, whilst ACME has no real inference stage. UAR’s inference stage is described 

in Figure 9.6. Here the bolder lines with arrows represent the inference of parts to the target 

(which is on the left-hand side), whilst the lighter double-arrowed lines represent the result 

of mapping. The curved lines between boxes represent semantic relationships (e.g. is-plural) 

between concepts. The structure to the left of the arc on the left hand side is already mapped 

and therefore does not play a role in inference (apart from providing the basis for inferring 

new parts because of existing mappings).
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Figure 9.6: Inference in UAR

9.9 Justification

As was described in the chapter on general types of justification (Chapter 7), for general ana

logical reasoning there can be no sure way of justifying an analogy, as one cannot guarantee 

domain knowledge being present in the target. For the most general of analogical reasoners, 

i.e. ACME, SME, JAM, and UAR, one also cannot rely on there being domain knowledge in 

any real sense at all within the analogical reasoning mechanism. Although it might be an 

interesting exercise to use a general analogical reasoner (such as UAR) within a specific do

main, and use a verification technique from that domain (i.e. does this situation, as enhanced 

by mappings and inferences, make sense in the target according to the types of predicates and 

objects in the target, and domain knowledge relating these to valid operations or actions?) 

as a replacement for the justification stage, this would then pose the additional problem of 

what to do if the answer was negative.

Thus, if one is to go beyond perceiving justification as something more than a confirmation 

of the preceding stages, a large step into the alternative architectures of case-based reasoning 

must be taken. This does not mean that the current seven-stage approach is wrong, merely 

that if domain knowledge is going to be used in justification then it should also be used in 

all the other stages as well.
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Justification in UAR therefore offers a passive report on the individual types of similarity used 

in the preceding stages of mapping and inference. It does this on an individual mapping basis, 

reporting on how each mapping conforms to local criteria such as temporal compatibility, 

syntactic, semantic and pragmatic similarity, and global, structural criteria in the form of 

how connected an individual part is (i.e. how many times do other parts refer to  it as an 

argument or qualifier), and how much support a part finally achieved in the propagation 

stage. It also does this on a global basis, by indicating how much of the base and target 

representations ended up being mapped, and how much isomorphism was present in the 

analogy.

Although it might be quite simple to integrate these (mainly numerical) values into some 

overall metric of how analogical an analogy is, any such metric would not have a sound basis 

in a largely domain-free approach to analogy, without at least a very detailed analysis and 

possibly empirical investigation. UAR is therefore content to leave such a metric to further 

work integrating domain-free and domain-dependent similarity metrics, and simply report on 

the results of the previous stages.

9.10 U A R  — actual exam ples

In this section some example analogies are given which highlight the four stages of anal

ogy implemented in UAR. The examples begin with simple mapping-only analogies, then 

cover more complex types of mapping showing the use of many of the similarity constraints 

described in Chapter 4, and techniques as described in Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7.

The examples presented here are intended to highlight the types of results produced by UAR. 

They range from simple types of abstract analogy which show the power of the syntactic sim

ilarity and structural constraints, through examples which involve more complex mappings, 

to examples tha t need elaboration or include inference. Every main feature of UAR is shown 

through at least one of the examples here. There is also some commonality with the examples 

used here and those used to describe other analogical reasoners, to show th a t UAR can de

termine the 'standard analogies’. These standard examples include the Solar System /  Atom 

analogy (Centner and most other researchers have used this), the Karla /  Hawk analogy 

(Centner), and Duncker’s Radiation Problem and its Fortress Problem analogue (Gick and 

Holyoak).
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9.10.1  M apping

The examples on the following pages show UAR’s mapping stage in operation. As with the 

examples shown for inference and elaboration, all representations are taken from UAR’s input 

file and results are taken directly from UAR’s output.
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A b stract analogy I 

D escription

The simplest types of mapping involve the application of just structural similarity.

This example shows the structural and syntactic constraints as the basic constraints of anal

ogy. It also shows how additional constraints (i.e. semantic similarity) can be used to resolve 

ambiguities when the structural and syntactic constraints do not oflfer the required resolution.

In this example, pp l has two argument positions. In UAR’s representation, if two things 

cause a third, for example, then this can be represented directly by having two arguments in 

the same argument position of a higher order relation. This is opposed to representing the 

relationships in the form of two relations and/or a conjoin-event. The effect is the same.

The input to this, and all following analogies, consists of the text under the heading of 

representation. The input here consists of the following assertions; th a t a, b and c are 

objects, tha t p i, p2 and p3 are predicates taking arguments a and b, a and b, and a and c 

respectively, and that pp l is a higher order relation taking arguments p i  and p2 (in the first 

argument position) and p3 in the second.

The outputs, a set of mappings, is shown under the heading of results, in two columns. Each 

pair in each column represents a mapping.

Representation  

G en era l K n ow led ge

( s e t is a  ’p l - ty p e  ’p re d ic a te )

B a se  an d  ta rg e t rep resen tation

( a  :isa  o b je c t)  (b  :isa  o b je c t)
(c  ;isa  o b je c t)  ( p i  :isa  p l - ty p e  :a r g l  a  :a rg 2  b )
(p 2  :isa  p re d ic a te  :a r g l  a  :arg2  b ) (p 3  :isa  p re d ic a te  : a r g l  a  :a rg 2  c )
( p p l  :isa  h ig h e r  : a r g l  p i  :a rg l  p2 :arg2  p 3 )

R esults

UAR was given this example as both base and target instance. T hat is, the analogy was made 

between this situation as the base, and this situation as the target. Although this might seem 

bizarre, because of the cues used for analogical reasoning, identity-analogies (where the base 

and target are identical) can prove difl&cult to determine. Keane’s ACME, for example, would 

determine this analogy very quickly, if the parts were presented in the same order for both 

base and target. Presenting the parts in a different order would cause some complexity. 

W hether I AM would actually fail to find an identity-analogy is an interesting question, if the
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analogy were complex enough and the order of presentation perverse enough the complexity 

introduced could be insurmountable for lAM.

The output was as follows (these outputs are taken verbatim from UAR, which represents 

the situation in terms of SCHEME atoms, SCHEME prints such objects in upper case). This 

output was produced after UAR created 15 initial mappings and then removed some in two 

iterations:

A A B B
C C P I P 2
P I P I P 2 P 2
P I P I P 3 P 3
P P l P P l

Issues

If semantic similarity is not used, UAR cannot resolve the non-isomorphic mapping involving 

p i  and p2^ because neither syntactic similarity nor structural similarity allow this (i.e. the 

two parts look the same and appear in the same relations). If semantic similarity is used, 

then there is a preference for the p i  — > p i  mapping. This shows tha t semantic similarity 

can be used in conjunction with structural techniques to help resolve ambiguities.
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A b stract analogy II 

D escription

This is another example with simple structural analogy, which again shows the use of the 

basic similarity constraints.

Représentât ion 

G en era l K n ow led ge

(s e t is a  ’p l - ty p e  ’p re d ic a te )

B a se  an d  ta rg e t rep resen ta tion

( a  :isa  o b je c t)
(c  :isa  o b je c t)
( p i  :isa  p l - ty p e  :a rg l  a  :arg 2  b)
(p 3  :isa  p re d ic a te  : a r g l  b  :arg2  d ) 
(p p 2  ;isa  h ig h e r  : a r g l  p2  :arg2  p 3 )))

(b  ;isa  o b je c t)
(d  :isa  o b je c t)
(p2  :isa  p re d ic a te  : a r g l  b  :a rg 2  c) 
( p p l  :isa  h ig h e r  : a r g l  p i  :a rg 2  p 2 )

R esults

UAR is presented with the same representations for base and target. 25 initial mappings are 

produced and these are reduced to the 9 below in three iterations. The result is an isomorphic 

mapping:

A A B B
C C D D
P I P I P 2 P 2
P 3 P 3 P P l P P l
P P 2 P P 2

Issues

This shows tha t UAR determining an abstract isomorphic analogy. As argued for in the main 

body of this dissertation, though, there is much more to analogy than this. This, and other 

examples using representations of abstract situations, are only presented here to highlight 

the operation of UAR in a limited context, e.g. structural similarity, or function /  structure 

relationships.
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Specific m appings  

Description

This example shows how setting up some specific mappings (as might be created in retrieval, 

which is outside the scope of UAR) can be used in UAR.

The aim of this example is to show tha t specific mappings can greatly constrain the number 

of initial mappings considered.

Representation

B a se  rep resen ta tio n

( a  :isa  o b je c t)  (b  :isa  o b je c t)
(c  :isa  o b je c t)  (d  :isa  o b je c t)
( p i  :isa  p re d ic a te  :a r g l  a  :arg 2  b ) (p2  :isa  p re d ic a te  la r g l  b  :a rg 2  c)
(p 3  :isa  p re d ic a te  :a r g l  a  :arg2  b ) (p4  :isa  p re d ic a te  :a r g l  c :arg 2  d )

T arget rep resen ta tio n

(a  :isa  o b je c t)  (b  :isa  o b je c t)
(c  :isa  o b je c t)  (d  :isa  o b je c t)
( p i  :isa  p re d ic a te  za rg l a  :arg2  b )

R esults
M ap p in gs -  w ith o u t an y  sp ecific  m app ing

A  A  B A
C A  C  B
D  B P I  P I
P 2  P I  P 3  P I
P 4  P I

M ap p in gs -  w ith  th e  sp ec ific  m app ing  p i  -  p i

A  A  B B
P I  P I  (u n m a p p e d  b a se  p a r ts  n o t  sh o w n )

The mapping without any specific mappings took just 10 initial mappings and one iteration 

to come to the non-isomorphic result. The mapping with p i  — > p i  set as a specific mapping 

resulted again in one iteration, but just three initial mappings to come to an isomorphic, 

correct mapping.

Issues

In this analogy there is very little structure in the target and therefore few cues to go on to 

decide what the target predicates should be mapped with. However, the specific mapping 

allows an immediate isomorphic mapping. This type of analogy is prevalent in learning. For
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example many of the analogies that Winston considered were of the form “show how predicate 

/  action p(x) might be true /  come about in the target” where either p(x) is some predicate 

shared with the base or there is an implicit mapping between p(x) and some base part, and 

where there are few other cues because of lack of knowledge about the target domain.

The reporting of the results highlights UAR’s approach. The dependency of the C-A mapping 

on the P4-P1 mapping is not part of the results as such (although it clearly has been used 

in determining the mappings). UAR (like ACME) produces a ‘good’ set of mappings. SME 

(like I AM) produces an isomorphic set of mappings where there is guaranteed dependency 

(or no dependency at all). In principle, both UAR’s and ACME’s results could be enhanced 

by describing which mappings are dependent on which; this would be a post processing stage, 

though. This information would prove useful in the event of making an inference on the basis 

of a base part tha t is mapped non-isomorphically; the most appropriate mapping to  be used 

for inference could be determined by looking at the mapping dependencies and other parts /  

mappings being used in the current inference.
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C om p lex  syn tactic  analogy  

D escription

This is the first non trivial analogy, which only has structural and syntactic information.

This analogy shows that UAR coping with complex competing mappings and resolving them 

to produce a correct mapping. It also shows that sometimes using inhibitory connections is 

not needed.

R epresentation  

G en era l K n ow led ge

( s e t is a  ’p l - ty p e  ’p re d ic a te )

B a se  a n d  ta rg e t rep resen ta tion

( a  :isa  o b je c t)
(c  :isa  o b je c t)
(e  :isa  o b je c t)
(p 2  :isa  p re d ic a te  : a r g l  a  :arg2  b ) 
(p 4  :isa  p re d ic a te  : a r g l  a  :arg2  c) 
(p 6  :isa  p re d ic a te  : a r g l  c  :arg2  d ) 
( p p l  :isa  h ig h e r  : a r g l  p i  :arg2  p 2 ) 
(p p 3  :isa  h ig h e r  : a r g l  p4  :arg2  p 5 ) 
(p p 6  :isa  h ig h e r  :a r g l  p6  :arg2  p 3 )

(b  :isa  o b je c t)
(d  :isa  o b je c t)
( p i  :isa  p l - ty p e  : a r g l  a  :a rg 2  b ) 
(p 3  :isa  p re d ic a te  l a r g l  c  :a rg 2  e) 
(p5  :isa  p re d ic a te  : a r g l  c :a rg 2  a )  
(p 7  :isa  p re d ic a te  z a rg l b  :a rg 2  c) 
(p p 2  zisa h ig h e r  za rg l p2  zarg2 p 3 ) 
(p p 4  zisa h ig h e r  za rg l p5  zarg2 p 6 ) 
(p p 5  zisa h ig h e r  za rg l p 7  zarg2 p 3 )

As with some of the other structural examples, UAR is presented with the same representation 

for base and target.

R esults

Although this analogy can readily be seen because of the naming of terms and their ordering, 

UAR (correctly) does not assume that these are cues. Because all predicates and all higher- 

order relations are compatible with each other, 110 initial mappings are made. UAR, however, 

does reduce this after 3 iterations of propagation followed by removal to ju st 18 mappings 

(i.e. correctly mapping each part in the base with its identically named part in the target).

Non-isomorphism was introduced into this analogy by replacing all instances of object a, with 

object 6. Although this took slightly longer to converge, the resulting mapping involved both 

the object mappings a —  ̂ b and b — a.

Issues

One note to make about the parallel-constraint satisfaction version of UAR when applied to 

this example is the very large number of inhibitory mappings (for each predicate mapping 

there are 12 other predicate mappings that involve non-isomorphism, and there are 49 pred

icate mappings. Thus there are 588 inhibitory links between predicate mapping nodes). In
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the UAR implementation of parallel-constraint satisfaction this introduced too much inhi

bition in the network. Although this might not be the case for ACME, it does show that 

sometimes the many inhibitory links are superfluous, as this structural example converges to 

an isomorphic mapping in UAR in the equivalent of 9 propagations in ACME.

The representation here has two higher-order relations where the consequent is p3 (they are 

pp6 and pp2). These are totally independent ‘causes’, as represented here. If one wished to 

make them into a single conjoint cause the representation would be:

(p p 2 a n d 6  :isa  h ig h e r  :a r g l  p2  zarg l p 6  :arg2  p 3 )
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F ight /  A rgue analogy

Description

This is the Fight /  Argue analogy, as described and used in Chapter 4.

This analogy shows that mappings can be determined more or less rapidly using more or less 

detailed typing systems. It also shows that, although causal relations can be used, other forms 

of structuring relation, such as time, can also be used to impose a ‘higher-order’ structure on 

a representation.

Représentât ion 

G en era l K n ow led ge

( s e t is a  ’p e rso n  ’o b je c t)
( s e t is a  ’c r it ic ise  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )
( s e t is a  ’a t t a c k  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )
( s e t is a  ’w in  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )
( s e t is a  ’p h ilo so p h e r  ’c a te g o ric a l)
( s e t is a  ’h u r t  ’a c t iv e )
( s e t is a  ’n o -p re p a ra tio n  ’p assiv e -p ass iv e) 
( s e t is a  ’s tro n g e r  ’o rd e rin g )

(s e t is a  ’d is lik e  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )
(s e t is a  ’a rg u e  ’a c tiv e -a c tiv e )
(s e t is a  ’f ig h t ’a c tiv e -a c t iv e )
( se tis a  ’p ro fe ss io n a l-b o x e r  ’c a te g o r ic a l)  
( se tis a  ’b ro k e n  ’a c t iv e )
( s e tis a  ’re a lis e  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )
( s e tis a  ’s illy  ’p a ss iv e -p ass iv e )
(se tis a  ’b e t te r - a r g u e r  ’o rd e rin g )

B a se  rep resen ta tio n

(Jo h n  :isa  p e rso n )
(m a ry  :isa  p e rso n )
(d is lik e  :isa  d is lik e  :a rg l  Jo h n  :arg2  m a ry )
(c rit ic ise  :isa  c r it ic ise  zarg l Jo h n  zarg2 m a ry )
(a rg u e  zisa a rg u e  zarg l Jo h n  zarg2 m a ry )
(p h ilo so p h e r  zisa p h ilo so p h e r  zarg l m a ry )
( b e tte r - a rg u e r  zisa b e t te r - a rg u e r  zarg l m a ry  zarg2 Jo h n )
(w in  zisa w in  zarg l m a ry  zarg2 a rg u e)
(fee lin g s zisa o b je c t)
(h u r t  zisa h u r t  z a rg l jo h n  zqual p a r t  feelings)
(rea lise2  zisa re a lise  za rg l jo h n  zarg2 silly )
(rea lise  1 zisa re a lise  z a rg l jo h n  zarg2 b e tte r -a rg u e r)
(n o -p re p a ra tio n  zisa n o -p re p a ra tio n  zarg l jo h n  zarg2 a rg u e )
(s illy  zisa s illy  zarg l jo h n  zarg2 c ritic ise )
( c a u s e l  zisa d isc re te  zisa cau se  zarg l d is lik e  zarg2 c r itic ise )
(cau se2  zisa d isc re te  zisa cau se  zarg l c r itic ise  zarg2 a rg u e )
(c au se 3  zisa c o n tin u o u s  zisa cau se  zarg l p h ilo so p h e r zarg2 b e tte r - a rg u e r)  
( e n a b le l  zisa e n a b le  za rg l a rg u e  zarg2 w in )
(e n ab le2  zisa e n a b le  za rg l w in  zarg2 h u r t )
(c au se 4  zisa d isc re te  zisa cau se  zarg l w in  zarg2 rea lise2 )
(cau se5  zisa c au se  za rg l rea lise2  zarg2 r e a l is e l )
(causeG  zisa cau se  za rg l n o -p re p a ra tio n  zarg2 r e a l is e l )
(fo llo w l zisa fo llow s za rg l c ritic ise  zarg2 d islik e )
(fo llow 2 zisa fo llow s zarg l a rg u e  zarg2 c ritic ise )
(fo llo w s  zisa fo llow s zarg l w in  zarg2 a rg u e )
(fo llow 4  zisa fo llow s zarg l realise2  zarg2 w in )
(fo llo w s zisa fo llow s zarg l r e a l is e l  zaxg2 rea lise2 )
(followG zisa fo llow s zarg l n o -p re p a ra tio n  zarg2 r e a l is e l )
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T a r g e t  r e p r e s e n ta t io n

( jo h n  :isa  p e rso n )
(m a ry  :isa  p e rso n )
(d is lik e  :is a  d is lik e  ta rg l  jo h n  :arg2  m a ry )
( a t t a c k  :isa  a t t a c k  :a r g l  jo h n  :arg 2  m a ry )
(fig h t :isa  f ig h t :a r g l  jo h n  :arg2  m a ry )
(p ro fe s s io n a l-b o x e r  :isa  p ro fessio n al-b o x e r :a rg l  m a ry )
( s tro n g e r  :isa  s tro n g e r  :a rg l  m a ry  :arg2  jo h n )
(w in  :isa  w in  :a rg l  m a ry  ;arg2 fig h t)
( a rm  zisa o b je c t)
(b re a k  zisa b ro k e n  zarg l jo h n  zqual p a r t  a rm )
(re a lis e 2  zisa re a lise  za rg l jo h n  zarg2 silly )
( r e a l is e l  zisa re a lise  za rg l jo h n  zarg2 s tro n g e r)
( n o -p re p a ra t io n  zisa n o -p re p a ra tio n  zarg l jo h n  zarg2 f ig h t)
(s il ly  zisa s illy  zarg l jo h n  zarg2 a t ta c k )
(c a u s e l  zisa d isc re te  zisa cau se  zarg l d islike  zarg2 a t ta c k )
(c au se 2  zisa d isc re te  zisa cau se  zarg l a t ta c k  zarg2 fig h t)
(c au se S  zisa co n tin u o u s  zisa c au se  zarg l p ro fess io n a l-b o x e r zarg2 s tro n g e r)  
( e n a b le l  zisa e n a b le  za rg l figh t zarg2 w in)
(e n a b le 2  zisa e n a b le  za rg l w in  zarg2 b re ak )
(c a u se 4  zisa d isc re te  zisa cau se  zarg l w in  zarg2 rea lise2 )
(cau seS  zisa cau se  zarg l rea lise2  zarg2 re a l is e l)
(causeG  zisa c au se  zarg l n o -p re p a ra tio n  zarg2 r e a l is e l )
( fo l lo w l zisa fo llow s zarg l a t ta c k  zarg2 d islike)
(fo llo w 2  zisa fo llow s zarg l figh t zarg2 a tta c k )
(fo llo w s  zisa fo llow s zarg l w in  zarg2 figh t)
(fo llo w 4  zisa fo llow s zarg l rea lise2  zarg2 w in)
(fo llo w s zisa fo llow s zarg l re a l is e l  zarg2 realise2 )
(follow G zisa fo llow s zarg l n o -p re p a ra tio n  zarg2 re a l is e l )

R esults

The mappings produced were:

J O H N JO H N M A R Y M A R Y
D IS L IK E D IS L IK E A T T A C K C R IT IC IS E
F IG H T A R G U E P R O F E S S IO N A L -B O X E R P H IL O S O P H E R
S T R O N G E R B E T T E R -A R G U E R W IN W IN
A R M F E E L IN G S B R E A K H U R T
R E A L IS E 2 R E A L IS E 2 R E A L IS E l R E A L IS E l
N O -P R E P A R A T IO N N O -P R E P A R A T IO N SILLY SILLY
C A U S E l C A U S E l C A U S E 2 C A U S E 2
C A U S E S C A U SE S E N A B L E l E N A B L E l
E N A B L E 2 E N A B L E 2 C A U S E 4 C A U S E 4
C A U S E S C A U SE S CA U SEG C AU SEG
F O L L O W l F O L L O W l F 0 L L 0 W 2 F 0 L L 0 W 2
F O L L O W S F O L L O W S F 0 L L 0 W 4 F 0 L L 0 W 4
F O L L O W S F O L L O W S FO L L O W G FO L L O W G

As can be seen, the correct mappings are produced.

This analogy was presented to UAR in four ways, each offering the same results:

•  The first involved a set of simple types only (which only distinguished between pred

icates, objects, higher-order relations, attributes) and involved 284 initial mappings, 

and three iterations of propagation followed by removal.
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•  When full type-checking (distinguishing not only between the above simple types but 

also between all the types enumerated previously in this chapter) was enforced, there 

were only 92 initial mappings, and just two iterations of propagation followed by re

moval, but with the same results.

•  If causal relations only are used, and not both causal and temporal follows relations 

(which were used in the two previous runs), then there are only 56 mappings and 2 

iterations of propagation.

• W ith temporal follows relations only, but no causal relations there are 72 initial map

pings and 2 iterations.

Issues

Note th a t the dislike and criticises relations have the same name and :isa indicator. As 

mentioned earher the name is meaningless reference, but must be unique; the importance is 

the :isa indicator referring to the concept of dislike^ or criticise.

In the section on general knowledge above, the :isas are to types as described in Chap

ter 4, and are fully described in the description of a type taxonomy there. For example, 

professional-hoxer :isa categorical means tha t the concept pro/essiona/-6oxer identifies a cat

egorical relationship. Thus professional-hoxer :isa professional-hoxer :argl mary means that 

there is a part in the situation, which is named professional hoxer, and th a t this part is an 

instance of the concept professional-hoxer. This concept is of a categorical type, which means 

th a t to assert the above is to say tha t mary belongs to the class of professional-hoxers. If the 

:isa were :isa object then the assertion would mean tha t mary is an object (belongs to the 

class o f objects). The reason tha t this is represented explicitly as a separate part is tha t the 

relationship is referred to expUcitly elsewhere in the situation (otherwise the representation 

could simple be mary :isa professional-hoxer a.nd (setisa professional-boxer person)).

Comparing the first two runs shows tha t enforcing types can speed up the analogical reasoning 

process by cutting down on the number of initial potential mappings, and therefore reducing 

the need to remove irrelevant mappings later on in the iteration stage.

Comparing the second two runs shows tha t the structure coming from an analogy can be 

tem poral as well as causal. However, the analogy using temporal relations only is only 

partial (i.e. the mappings produced are a proper subset of the results where causal and 

tem poral relations are used), because not all lower-order relations are arguments to higher- 

order temporal relations. In this case, however, only the arm and break parts did not have a 

mapping; all the other mappings existed and were correct.
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F igh t /  A rgue analogy, com plications  

Description

The first problematic analogy is the above Fight /  Argue analogy bu t with a small change in 

representation.

This shows how sensitive analogical reasoners are to the input representation. It also shows 

th a t dropping some of the most basic constraints can still allow the analogy to be determined, 

bu t tha t the time taken increases greatly.

Representation

To introduce the complexity involves changing the attribute with quahfier hreak(john), part 

arm  to the relation break(john, arm). Now, in order tha t the analogy is complete, there 

must be a mapping hurt(john) — > hreak(john, arm). T hat is, a mapping from an aspect 

(attribute) to a predicate. This problem remains with other, more formal representations, 

because we are mapping something with two-parts (John and his arm) to something with one 

(John). Of course there are ways around this, e.g. John has his feehngs which are hurt, so 

feelings would map with arm. But then hurt could be hurt-feehngs, and the representation 

returns to a one-place to two-place mapping. The resolution of such problems is with the 

development of a canonical form for AR, which lies beyond the scope of this dissertation.

R esults

In order to do this, syntactic similarity must be dropped. When this is done, there are 484 

initial mappings (as everything is syntactically compatible with everything else). The correct 

analogy is determined, though, with 4 iterations.

Issues

The number of initial mappings could be reduced if predicates were only mapped with pred

icates, and higher-order relations with other higher-order relations, but nonetheless there 

would still be many mappings.

One can begin to see why AR researchers are very careful about their representations, as 

even a small mis-match such as this can have quite strong negative consequences!
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K arla /  H awk  

Description

This is the Karla /  Hawk analogy as introduced to describe the operation of SME.

This analogy shows that UAR can perform this analogy just as well as other analogical rea

soners. This, along with the Fortress /  Radiation analogy, are two of the standard analogies 

used as bench-marks with which to judge new models of analogical reasoning. It also shows 

how different types of similarity enforcement affect the speed at which the analogy is com

pleted. An im portant point is that there can be more or less appropriate ways of enforcing 

basic similarity constraints, such as syntactic similarity.

Representation

The representation is as close as possible to the representation used when SME was described. 
G en era l K n ow led ge

( s e t is a  ’is -b ird  ’a t t r ib u te )  
( s e t is a  ’is -p e rso n  ’a t t r ib u te )  
( s e t is a  ’k a r la s -a sse t ’a t t r ib u te )  
( s e t is a  ’is -w e ap o n  ’a t t r ib u te )  
( s e t is a  ’n o t ’p re d ic a te )
( s e t is a  ’eq u a ls  ’p re d ic a te )  
( s e t is a  ’success ’p re d ic a te )  
( s e t is a  ’d e s ire  ’p re d ic a te )  
( s e t is a  ’o ffer ’p re d ic a te )
( s e t is a  ’h a p p in e ss  ’fu n c tio n )

(se tis a  ’is -w a rlik e  ’a t t r i b u te )  
(se tis a  ’is -c o u n try  ’a t t r i b u te )  
(se tis a  ’z e rd ia s -a s se t ’a t t r i b u te )  
( se tis a  u se d -fo r ’p re d ic a te )  
( se tis a  ’a t t a c k  p re d ic a te )  
( se tis a  ’fo llow  ’p re d ic a te )
( se tis a  ’e q u a ls  ’p re d ic a te )  
( se tis a  ’re a lis e  ’p re d ic a te )  
( se tis a  ’o b ta in  ’p re d ic a te )  
( se tis a  ’p ro m ise  ’p re d ic a te )

B a se  rep resen ta tion

( fa iled  :isa  o b je c t)
(k a r la  :isa  o b je c t)
(b ird  :isa  is -b ird  :a r g l  k a r la )
(h u n te r  :isa  o b je c t)
(w a rlik e  :isa  is-w ar lik e  :a rg l  h u n te r )
(p e rso n  :isa  is -p e rso n  : a r g l  h u n te r )
( fe a th e rs  :isa  o b je c t)
(h ig h  :isa  o b je c t)
( fe a th e rs -a s se t :a rg l  fe a th e rs  :isa  k a rla s-a sse t)
(c ro ss-b o w  :isa  o b je c t)
( is -w e ap o n  :a r g l  c ro ss-b o w  :isa  a sp e c t)
(h a s - fe a th e rs  :isa  u se d -fo r :a rg l  fe a th e rs  :a rg 2  cro ss-b o w )
(h a s -n o t-fe a th e rs  :isa  n o t  :a rg l  h a s -fea th e rs )
( a t ta c k -h u n te r  :isa  a t t a c k  :a r g l  h u n te r  :arg2  k a r la  : tim e  2)
( n o t - a t ta c k  :isa  n o t  :a r g l  a tta c k -h u n te r  : tim e  8 )
(se e -k a rla  :isa  see  : a r g l  k a r la  :arg2  h u n te r  :tim e  1)
(fo U o w -see-a ttack  :isa  fo llow  :a rg l  see -k a rla  :a rg 2  a t ta c k -h u n te r  : tim e  2) 
(su c c e ss -a tta c k  :isa  success :a rg l  a tta c k -h u n te r  : tim e  3)
( fa i le d -a t ta c k  :isa  eq u a ls  :a rg l  su c c e ss -a tta c k  :arg 2  fa iled  : tim e  3) 
(c a u se -fa ile d -a t ta c k  :isa  c au se  :a rg l  h a s -n o t- fe a th e rs  :arg 2  fa ile d -a t ta c k  :tim e  3) 
(d e s ire -fe a th e rs  ;isa  d es ire  :a r g l  h u n te r  :arg2  fe a th e rs  :tim e  1)
(rea lise -d e s ire  :isa  re a lise  :a rg l  k a r la  :arg2 d e s ire -fe a th e rs  :tim e  4)
(fo llo w -rea lise  :isa  fo llo w  :a rg l  fa ile d -a t ta c k  :arg 2  re a lise -d e s ire  :tim e  4 )
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(o iF er-fea thers :isa  o ffer :a rg l  k a r la  :arg 2  h u n te r  :arg 3  fe a th e rs  : tim e  5) 
(cau se -o ffer :isa  c au se  :a rg l  re a lise -d e s ire  :arg2  o ffe r-fea th e rs  : tim e  5) 
( ta k e -fe a th e rs  :isa  o b ta in  :a rg l  h u n te r  :a rg 2  fe a th e rs  :tim e  6 )
(c a u se - ta k e  :isa  c au se  :a r g l  o ffe r-fea th e rs  :arg2  ta k e -fe a th e rs  ; tim e  6) 
(h a p p in e s s -h u n te r  :isa  h a p p in e ss  :a rg l  h u n te r  itim e  7)
(h a p p y -h u n te r  :isa  e q u a ls  :a r g l  h a p p in e ss -h u n te r  :arg 2  h ig h  :tim e  7 )
(c a u se -h a p p y  :isa  c au se  :a r g l  ta k e -fe a th e rs  :arg2  h a p p y -h u n te r  : tim e  7) 
(p ro m is e -h u n te r  :isa  p ro m ise  :a rg l  h u n te r  :arg2  k a r la  :arg 3  n o t - a t ta c k  : tim e  8 ) 
(c a u se -p ro m ise  ;isa  cau se  :a rg l  h a p p y -h u n te r  :arg2  p ro m is e -h u n te r  : tim e  8 )

T arget rep resen ta tio n

(fa ile d  ;isa  o b je c t)
(h ig h  :isa  o b je c t)
(z e rd ia  :isa  o b je c t)
( is -c o u n try  :isa  a sp e c t  :a r g l  ze rd ia )
(g a g ra c h  :isa  o b je c t)
( is -w a rlik e  :isa  a sp e c t :a r g l  g a g rac h )
( is -c o u n try  :isa  a sp e c t :a rg l  g ag rach )
( s u p e rc o m p u te r  :isa  o b je c t)
(su p e rc o m p u te r -a s s e t  :isa  z e rd ia -a sse t :a r g l  s u p e rc o m p u te r )
(m iss ile s  :isa  o b je c t)
(w e a p o n  :isa  is-w eap o n  :a rg l  m issiles)
(u se -su p e rc o m p u te r  :isa  u sed -fo r : a r g l  s u p e rc o m p u te r  :arg2  m issile s) 
(n o t-u se -s u p e rc o m p u te r  :isa  n o t :a r g l  u se -su p e rc o m p u te r)
( a tta c k -g a g ra c h  :isa  a t ta c k  :a rg l  g a g ra c h  :a rg 2  z e rd ia  : tim e  1)
( n o t - a t ta c k  :isa  n o t  :a rg l  a tta c k -g a g ra c h  :tim e  7)
( su c c e ss -a tta c k  :isa  success :a rg l  a tta c k -g a g ra c h  :tim e  2)
( f a i le d -a t ta c k  :isa  eq u a ls  :a rg l  su c c e ss -a tta c k  :arg2  fa iled  : tim e  2)
(c a u se -fa ile d -a t ta c k  :isa  cau se  :a rg l  n o t-u se -su p e rc o m p u te r  :a rg 2  fa i le d -a t ta c k  : tim e  2) 
(d e s ire -su p e rc o m p u te r  :isa  desire  :a rg l  g a g ra c h  :arg2  su p e rc o m p u te r  : tim e  1) 
( re a lise -d e s ire  :isa  re a lise  :a rg l  z e rd ia  :arg2  d e s ire -su p e rc o m p u te r  : tim e  3 ) 
(fo llo w -rea lise  :isa  fo llow  :a r g l  fa ile d -a t ta c k  :arg2  re a lise -d e s ire  : tim e  3) 
(o ffe r-su p e rc o m p u te r  :isa  offer :a rg l  z e rd ia  :arg2  g a g ra c h  :a rg 3  su p e rc o m p u te r  : t im e  4 ) 
(cau se -o ffer :isa  cau se  : a r g l  rea lise -d es ire  :a rg 2  o ffe r-su p e rc o m p u te r  : tim e  4) 
(b u y -su p e rc o m p u te r  ;isa  o b ta in  :a rg l  g a g ra c h  :arg2  su p e rc o m p u te r  ztim e 5)
(c a u se -b u y  :isa  cau se  :a rg l  o ffe r-su p e rc o m p u te r :arg2  b u y -su p e rc o m p u te r  ztim e 5 ) 
(h a p p in e ss -g a g ra c h  zisa h a p p in e ss  zarg l g a g ra c h  ztim e 6 )
(h a p p y -g a g ra c h  zisa e q u a ls  zarg l h a p p in e ss -g ag ra ch  zarg2 h ig h  ztim e 6)
(c a u se -h a p p y  zisa c au se  za rg l b u y -su p e rc o m p u te r  zarg2 h a p p y -g a g ra c h  ztim e 6) 
(p ro m ise -g a g ra c h  zisa p ro m ise  zarg l g a g ra c h  zarg2 z e rd ia  zarg3 n o t - a t ta c k  ztim e 7) 
(c a u se -p ro m ise  zisa c au se  zarg l h a p p y -g a g ra c h  zarg2 p ro m ise -g a g ra c h  ztim e 7)

R esults

FAILED
BIRD
FEATHERS
FEATHERS-ASSET
IS-WEAPON
HAS-NOT-FEATHERS
NOT-ATTACK
FOLLOW-SEE-ATTACK
FAILED-ATTACK
DESIRE-FEATHERS
FOLLOW-REALISE
CAUSE-OFFER
CAUSE-TAKE
HAPPY-HUNTER
PROMISE-HUNTER

FAILED
(no-m apping)
SUPERCOMPUTER
(no-m apping)
(no-m apping)
NOT-USE-SUPERCOMPUTER
NOT-ATTACK
(no-m apping)
FAILED-ATTACK
DESIRE-SUPERCOMPUTER
FOLLOW REALISE
CAUSE-OFFER
CAUSE-BUY
HAPPY-GAGRACH
PROMISE-GAGRACH

KARLA
HUNTER
HIGH
CROSS-BOW
HAS-FEATHERS
ATTACK-HUNTER
SEE-KARLA
SUCCESS-ATTACK
CAUSE-FAILED-ATTACK
REALISE-DESIRE
OFFER-FEATHERS
TAKE-FEATHERS
HAPPINESS-HUNTER
CAUSE-HAPPY
CAUSE-PROMISE

ZERDIA
GAGRACH
HIGH
MISSILES
USE-SUPERCOMPUTER
ATTACK-GAGRACH
(no-m apping)
SUCCESS-ATTACK
CAUSE-FAILED-ATTACK
REALISE-DESIRE
OFFER-SUPERCOMPUTER
BUY-SUPERCOMPUTER
HAPPINESS-GAGRACH
CAUSE-HAPPY
CAUSE-PROMISE
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Several tests were carried out on this, using the parameters in UAR to check for the im

portance of various similarity constraints. In all cases, the same mapping was produced. 

However, the number of initial mappings and number of iterations needed to complete the 

analogy varied greatly, as follows:

• The first run used UAR’s simplest type system and involved 141 initial mappings, and 

3 iterations to end up with the final mapping.

•  SME’s typing resulted in just 52 initial mappings and 1 iteration to converge on the 

final mapping.

•  W ith UAR’s full typing system employed, there are 107 initial mappings and again 3 

iterations.

•  If UAR’s full typing system is used (as described earfier in this chapter), bu t if semantic 

similarity is also enforced between relations, then there are just 52 initial mappings and 

1 iteration and the analogy is successfully determined (i.e. the same behaviour as with 

the SME simulation). This shows that this analogy involves predicate mappings which 

always have semantic similarity, and further that if this is used there are few spurious 

initial mappings. Thus, is it a real test for an analogical reasoner, as a semantic analysis 

alone would allow the determination of the (analogical) similarity? This shows again 

tha t SME, by enforcing identical-predicate mappings, is being restricted to the deter

mination of analogies that share semantic similarity (this analogy is the one presented 

by Falkenhainer et al. to show SME’s operation on analogies).

•  If semantic similarity is used, but not enforced, then there are the same number of initial 

mappings (107) as the case where semantic similarity is not used. This is because, in 

UAR, (the absence of) semantic similarity is not used to remove mappings. There are 

just 2 iterations instead of 3. This shows that the strength given to mappings because 

of using semantic similarity allows a quicker removal of other, competing, mappings.

•  Similarly, if the mapping stage is carried out as under the third case above, bu t where 

isomorphism is enforced, there are just 2 iterations (as the conditions under which a 

competing mapping is removed are weaker), and again 107 initial mappings.

•  The number of initial mappings can also be reduced by using some loose sense of time. 

As can be seen from the representation, a number has been attached to each of the 

predicates in the base and target. W ith the time-distance value set to 30 percent and 

using the simple typing system as in the first run, the number of initial mappings can 

be reduced to 74 (from 141), followed by 2 iterations, again resulting in the correct
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mapping. This is because some mappings which were created in the first run are not 

created here due to them being temporally incompatible - the temporal position of 

the base part is not compatible with the temporal position of the target paurt. This 

is an alternative and less strict application of temporal knowledge than tha t used in 

the above Fight /  Argue analogy. In that analogy, complete temporal consistency was 

enforced through the higher-order follows relation.

Issues

Comparing the first two runs -  UAR’s and SME’s typing -  might initially seem to show that 

SME’s typing system is much more appropriate than UAR’s. However, what it really reveals 

is the simplicity of the analogy, as revealed when identical-predicate mapping is enforced (see 

point 4 above), as the few spurious initial mappings being removed in one pass in iteration 

means tha t there are hardly any structural or other ambiguities to be resolved (remember tha t 

there was ample criticism of encoding predicates in the same way in the review of Structure- 

mapping in Chapter 3, and in Chapter 5, on elaboration). If the predicate attack-hunter 

remained an instance of an attack, but attack-gagrach was encoded as an instance of invade, 

then SME would fail to determine this analogy. UAR does not, though, and successfully 

determines the analogy.

The third run -  UAR’s full typing -  shows that, although typing parts is not as strict as 

enforcing identical-predicate mappings, it can result in a similar performance whilst allowing 

more freedom for semantic differences in the analogy. Thus a better typing system approaches 

the efiiciency of forcing identical-predicate mapping but without limiting the sorts of analogies 

tha t can be determined to just those where only predicates of the same name match.

The fourth run -  typing with enforced semantic similarity -  again shows tha t the number 

of initial mappings can be reduced without being too restrictive on the sorts of mappings 

considered.

These four runs show how types can be apphed along a continuum, from a loose typing 

system th a t allows many mappings, through a type taxonomy tha t is still quite abstract 

but restricts the number of mappings, through to a typing system tha t insists on absolute 

semantic identify between certain parts.

To recap, semantic similarity in UAR comes about either through a shared ISA concept (in 

which the parts are seen as completely similar), or through an explicit assertion of similarity 

between two concepts, in which case the degree of similarity is stated.

The fifth run -  semantic similarity as a passive constraint -  shows th a t the typing system 

can be loosened but still be effective by allowing a quicker convergence. (Remember that
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semantic similarity can be employed in UAR passively, but tha t it will have an active effect 

in removal, as the more support a mapping has from any source -  including semantic -  the 

more chance it has of resulting in the removal of another, weaker mapping.)

The sixth run -  enforcement of isomorphism -  shows tha t the analogy is quicker again when 

being restrictive about the sorts of analogy tha t can be considered (i.e. only isomorphic 

ones). Note tha t UAR’s best simulation of SME is enforcing isomorphism using identical 

predicate mapping. This certainly results in the analogy being completed quickly, but looks 

very restrictive compared to using semantic similarity passively, or even actively, or using a 

loose or even quite detailed typing system with which to determine syntactic similarity.
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W eddin g B ells /  A cadem ia -  sim ple version  

Description

This is a thematically elaborated (by hand) version of the main analogy used in Chapter 5, 

on elaboration.

This analogy shows (as does the above analogy to some extent) just how simple analogical 

reasoning can be if the right representations are used.

Representation  

G en era l K n ow led ge

(s e t is a  ’p e rso n  ’o b je c t)  
( s e t is a  ’d e n y  ’p re d ic a te )  
( s e t is a  ’offer ’p re d ic a te )  
( s e t is a  ’a w a re  ’p re d ic a te )  
( s e t is a  ’p ro p o se  ’p re d ic a te )  
( s e t is a  ’u n h a p p y  ’a sp e c t)

B a se  rep resen ta tio n

(e q u ip m e n t :isa  o b je c t)  
(p o p o ff  :isa  p e rso n )

( s e t is a  ’w a n t ’p re d ic a te )  
(s e t is a  ’u n iv e rs ity  ’o b je c t)  
(s e t is a  ’to o - la te  ’p re d ic a te )  
(s e t is a  ’p o s tp o n e  ’p re d ic a te )  
(s e t is a  ’a c c e p te d  ’p re d ic a te )  
(s e t is a  ’f in d -o u t ’p re d ic a te )

(m ik e  :isa  p e rso n )
(u n h a p p y  :isa  u n h a p p y  :a r g l  m ik e )

( s e t is a  k n o w  ’p re d ic a te )  
( s e t is a  ’t r a n s fe r  ’p re d ic a te )  
( s e t is a  ’w a n t ’p re d ic a te )  
( s e t is a  ’e n g ag e  ’p re d ic a te )  
( s e t is a  ’in -lo v e  ’p re d ic a te )

( re q u e s t :isa  w a n t : a r g l  m ik e  :arg2  p o p o ff  :a rg 3  e q u ip m e n t)
(k n o w  :isa  k n o w  za rg l p o p o ff  :arg2  u n h a p p y )
(d e n y  ;isa  p re v e n t zarg l pop o ff zarg2 re q u e s t)
(c a u s e l  zisa c au se  zarg l d en y  zarg2 u n h a p p y )
( r iv a l zisa u n iv e rs ity )
(a c c e p te d  zisa a c c e p te d  zarg l m ik e  zarg2 r iv a l)
( t r a n s fe r  zisa tr a n s fe r  za rg l m ik e  zarg2 riv a l)
(cau se2  zisa c au se  zarg l u n h a p p y  zarg2 tra n s fe r )
(e n a b le  zisa e n a b le  zarg l a cc ep te d  zarg2 tra n s fe r )
(f in d -o u t zisa fin d -o u t zarg l p o p o ff zarg2 a c c e p te d )
(c au se 3  zisa c au se  za rg l f in d -o u t zarg2 offer)
(o ffer zisa o ffer zarg l p o p o ff zarg2 m ik e  zarg3 e q u ip m e n t)
( to o - la te  zisa to o - la te  zarg l offer)
(cau se4  zisa c au se  zarg l t r a n s fe r  zarg2 to o - la te )

T arget rep resen ta tio n

(m a r r ia g e  zisa o b je c t)  (se c re ta ry  zisa p e rso n )
(p h il zisa p e rso n )  (fed -u p  zisa u n h a p p y  zarg l s e c re ta ry )
(w a n t zisa w a n t zarg l se c re ta ry  zarg2 p h il zarg3 m a rr ia g e )
(a w are  zisa a w a re  zarg l p h il zarg2 fed -u p )
(p o s tp o n e  zisa p re v e n t zarg l p h il zarg2 w a n t)
( c a u s e l  zisa c au se  za rg l p o s tp o n e  zarg2 fed -u p )
(a c c o u n ta n t  zisa p e rso n )
(in -lo v e  zisa in -lo v e  z a rg l s e c re ta ry  zarg2 a c c o u n ta n t)
(e n g ag e  zisa en g ag e  za rg l s e c re ta ry  zarg2 a c c o u n ta n t)
(cau se2  zisa c au se  za rg l fed -u p  zarg2 en g ag e )
(e n a b le  zisa e n a b le  zarg l in -love zarg2 eng ag e)
(fin d -o u t zisa fin d -o u t zarg l p h il zarg2 in -love)
(cau se3  zisa cau se  zarg l fin d -o u t zarg2 p ro p o se )
(p ro p o se  zisa p ro p o se  zarg l p h il  zarg2 s e c re ta ry  zarg3 m a rr ia g e )
( to o - la te  zisa to o - la te  zarg l p ro p o se )
(cau se4  zisa c au se  zarg l e n g ag e  zarg2 to o - la te )
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R esults

E Q U IP M E N T
P O P O F F
K N O W
D E N Y
R IV A L
T R A N S F E R
E N A B L E
C A U SE S
T O O -L A T E

M A R R IA G E
P H IL
A W A R E
P O S T P O N E
A C C O U N T A N T
E N G A G E
E N A B L E
C A U SE S
T O O -L A T E

M IK E
R E Q U E S T
U N H A P P Y
C A U S E l
A C C E P T E D
C A U SE 2
F IN D -O U T
O F F E R
C A U SE 4

S E C R E T A R Y
W A N T
F E D -U P
C A U S E l
IN -L O V E
C A U S E 2
F IN D -O U T
P R O P O S E
C A U S E 4

Analogy is easy with the right representations (see below). This representation involved just 

46 initial mappings and two iterations to determine the correct analogy.

Issues

This is the fully elaborated, ‘thematic’ version of the Wedding bells /  Academia analogy as 

described in Chapter 5. As with the Karla /  Hawk analogy, it is very simple for UAR to deter

mine (the version needing elaboration is described later). This is because the representation 

has been chosen just to allow the correct mappings. This is not to say th a t the representa

tion is inaccurate, or wrong, or not the representation that a person might use when either 

working the analogy out or trying to justify it to someone. However, it is certainly different 

to the initial representation as shown in Chapter 5 and it is an interesting question to ask 

where such a representation (and the one for the Karla /  Hawk analogy above) came from, 

because it does not seem to be from a basic translation of the English.

The above analogies have shown the importance of structural, conventional semantic, and 

temporal similarities, and show how typing analogies can lead to greater or lesser efficiency.
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Fortress /  R ad iation  analogy  

D escription

The main analogy used in this dissertation is described here. In this example, both the 

base and target are complete with solutions, to show that they can be mapped. The version 

involving inference is presented in the inference examples section.

This analogy shows the importance of non-isomorphism and pragmatic similarity.

There is a representational inadequacy in this example, as the numbers of rays (one, many) are 

defined in terms of being singular and plural versions of rays. However, the intensities of rays 

(low, high) are not represented in terms of magnitude. This is because the addition of these 

assertions would not affect the results, as UAR (or any analogical inference mechanism making 

an appropriate inference) requires the singular /  plural relationship for the transformation 

inference (see inference example of this analogy).

Representation

G en era l K n ow led ge

(s e t is a  ’d e s ire  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e ) 
( s e t is a  ’a t t a c k  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e ) 
( s e t is a  ’co n v erg e  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e ) 
(s e t is a  ’c a p tu re  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e ) 
(s e t is a  ’lo c a te  ’s p a tia l)
(s e t is a  ’n o t ’p re d ic a te )
(s e t is a  ’p lu ra l  ’a sp e c t)

(s e ts im ila r  ’a t t a c k  ’a p p ly  0.2)

(s e t is a  ’re q u ire  ’p re d ic a te )  
( s e t is a  ’d e s tro y  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )  
( s e tis a  ’p o s it io n  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )  
(s e t is a  ’ra d ia te  ’s p a tia l)
(s e t is a  ’p e rso n  ’o b je c t)
(se tre l  ’s in g u la r  ’p lu ra l  ’p lu ra l)

(s e ts im ila r  ’a t ta c k  ’d e s tro y  0 .4 )

( s e t is a  ’c o n tro l  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e ) 
( s e t is a  ’a p p ly  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )  
( s e t is a  d iv id e  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e ) 
( s e t is a  ’c e n tre  ’a sp e c t)
( s e t is a  ’g o a l ’s t r u c tu r e )
( s e t is a  ’s in g u la r  ’a sp e c t)

( s e ts im ila r  c a p tu re  ’d e s tro y  0.3)

B ase  rep resen ta tio n

(v illag es  :isa  o b je c t)  (m in es :isa  o b je c t)
(a rm y  :isa  o b je c t)  (g e n e ra l :isa  p e rso n )
(p re v e n t 1 :isa  n o t  :a r g l  d e s tro y l  :p a r t  p ro b lem )
( d e s tro y l  :isa  d e s tro y  zarg l m in es  :arg2  a rm y  zarg2 v illag es zpart p ro b le m )
(d esire2  zisa d e s ire  z a rg l g e n e ra l zarg2 p re v e n t 1)
(o n e -ro a d  zisa o b je c t)  (ro ad s  zisa o b je c t)
(e n tire -a rm y  zisa o b je c t)  (fo r tre ss  zisa o b je c t)
( a t t a c k l  zisa a t t a c k  zarg l e n tire -a rm y  zarg2 fo r tre s s  zarg3 o n e -ro a d  zpart f a i le d - p la n l)  
( c a p tu re 2  zisa c a p tu re  zarg l fo r tre ss )
( re q u ire  zisa re q u ire  za rg l c a p tu re 2  zarg2 e n tire -a rm y )
(sm a ll-g ro u p  zisa s in g u la r  zarg l a rm y )
( a t ta c k 2  zisa a t t a c k  zarg l sm a ll-g ro u p  zarg2 fo r tre s s  zpart fa ile d -p la n 2 )
(d e s i r e l  zisa d e s ire  z a rg l g e n e ra l zarg2 c a p tu r e l )
( c a p tu r e l  zisa c a p tu re  zarg l a rm y  zarg2 fo r tre ss  zpart p ro b le m )
(d iv id e l  zisa d iv id e  zarg l g en era l zarg2 a rm y  zarg3 sm a ll-g ro u p s  zp art so lu tio n )  
( r a d i a te l  zisa r a d ia te  za rg l ro a d s  zarg2 fo r tre ss )
(d iffe re n t-ro a d s  zisa o b je c t)  (c o u n try  zisa o b je c t)
(p o s i t io n l  zisa p o s it io n  zarg l sm a ll-g ro u p s  zarg2 d iffe re n t-ro a d s  zpart s o lu t io n )  
( c e n t r e l  zisa c e n tre  zisa a sp e c t zarg l c o u n try )
( lo c a te  1 zisa lo c a te  za rg l fo r tre ss  zarg2 c e n t r e l )
( s im u lta n e o u s  zisa p re d ic a te  zarg l con v erg e  1)
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(sm a ll-g ro u p s  ;isa  p lu ra l  :a rg l  a rm y )
(co n v erg e  1 :isa  con v erg e  :a rg l sm a ll-g ro u p s  :arg2  fo r tre s s  :p a r t  so lu tio n )  
(p re v e n t2  ;isa  p re v e n t zarg l desire2  :arg2  a t t a c k l )
(p re v e n ts  zisa p re v e n t zarg l re q u ire  zarg2 a t ta c k 2  zpart f a i le d -p la n l)  
(c a u s e l  zisa c au se  zarg l desire2  zarg2 d iv id e l  zpart so lu tio n )
(c au se 2  zisa cau se  zarg l d e s ire l  zarg2 d iv id e l  zpart so lu tio n )
( e n a b le l  zisa e n a b le  za rg l d iv id e l  zarg2 p o s i t io n l  zpart so lu tio n )  
(e n a b le 2  zisa e n a b le  za rg l p o s i t io n l  zarg2 s im u lta n e o u s  zpart so lu tio n )  
(e n a b le s  zisa e n a b le  za rg l s im u lta n eo u s  zarg2 c a p tu re 2  zpart so lu tio n )  
(e n a b le 4  zisa e n a b le  za rg l lo ca te  1 zarg2 s im u lta n e o u s  zpart so lu tio n )  
(e n a b le s  zisa e n a b le  za rg l r a d ia te l  zarg2 p o s i t io n l  zpart so lu tio n )

T arget rep resen ta tio n

(h e a lth y - t is s u e  zisa o b je c t)  (ray s  zisa o b je c t)
(p re v e n t  1 zisa n o t  zarg l d e stro y 2  zpart p ro b lem )
(d e s tro y 2  zisa d e s tro y  zarg l ra y s  zarg2 h e a lth y -tis su e  zpart p ro b le m )
(d o c to r  zisa p e rso n )  (o n e -p a th  zisa o b je c t)
(d e s ire 2  zisa d e s ire  za rg l d o c to r  zarg2 p re v e n t 1)
(p a th s  zisa o b je c t)  (h ig h -in te n s ity -ra y s  zisa o b je c t)
( tu m o u r  zisa o b je c t)  (b o d y  zisa o b je c t)
( a p p ly  1 zisa a p p ly  zarg l h ig h -in te n s ity -ra y s  zarg2 tu m o u r  zarg3 o n e -p a th  zpart f a i le d - p la n l)  
( d e s t ro y s  zisa d e s tro y  zarg l tu m o u r)
(re q u ire  zisa re q u ire  za rg l d e s tro y s  zarg2 h ig h -in te n s ity -ra y s )
(o n e -lo w -in te n s ity -ra y  zisa s in g u la r  zarg l ra y s)
(a p p ly 2  zisa a p p ly  za rg l o n e -lo w -in ten s ity -ra y  zarg2 tu m o u r  zpart fa ile d -p la n 2 )
(d e s i r e l  zisa d e s ire  za rg l d o c to r  zarg2 d e s t r o y l)
(d e s t r o y l  zisa d e s tro y  zarg l ra y s  zarg2 tu m o u r  zpart p ro b le m )
(d iv id e l  zisa d iv id e  zarg l d o c to r  zarg2 ra y s  zargS lo w -in te n s ity -ra y s  zpart so lu t io n )
( r a d i a te l  zisa r a d ia te  zarg l p a th s  zarg2 tu m o u r)
(d if fe re n t-p a th s  zisa o b je c t)
( p o s i t io n l  zisa p o s it io n  zarg l lo w -in te n s ity -ray s  zarg2 d iffe re n t-p a th s  zpart s o lu t io n )  
( in te r io r l  zisa in te r io r  zisa a sp e c t zarg l b o d y )
( lo c a te  1 zisa lo c a te  za rg l tu m o u r  zarg2 in te r io r l )
(s im u lta n e o u s  zisa p re d ic a te  zarg l co nverge  1)
(lo w -in te n s ity -ra y s  zisa p lu ra l zarg l ray s)
(c o n v e rg e l  zisa co n v erg e  zarg l lo w -in te n s ity -ray s  zarg2 tu m o u r  zpart so lu tio n )
(p re v e n t2  zisa p re v e n t zarg l d esire2  zarg2 a p p ly  1)
(p re v e n ts  zisa p re v e n t zarg l re q u ire  zarg2 ap p ly 2  zpart f a i le d -p la n l)
(c a u s e l  zisa cau se  za rg l d esire2  zarg2 d iv id e l  zpart so lu tio n )
(c au se 2  zisa cau se  za rg l d e s ire l  zarg2 d iv id e l  zpart so lu tio n )
(e n a b le l  zisa e n a b le  za rg l d iv id e l  zarg2 p o s i t io n l  zpart so lu tio n )
(e n ab le2  zisa e n a b le  za rg l p o s i t io n l  zarg2 s im u lta n e o u s  zpart so lu tio n )
(e n a b le s  zisa e n a b le  z a rg l s im u lta n eo u s  zarg2 d es tro y S  zpart so lu tio n )
(e n a b le d  zisa e n a b le  za rg l lo c a te l  zarg2 s im u lta n e o u s  zpart so lu tio n )
(e n a b le d  zisa e n a b le  za rg l r a d ia te l  zarg2 p o s i t io n l  zpart so lu t io n ) ) )
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R esults

VILLAGES HEALTHY-TISSUE MINES RAYS
ARMY RAYS ARMY HEALTHY-TISSUE
PREVENTl PREVENTl DESTROYl DESTR0Y2
GENERAL DOCTOR DESIRE2 DESIRE2
ONE-ROAD ONE-PATH ROADS PATHS
ENTIRE-ARMY HIGH-INTENSITY-RAYS FORTRESS TUMOUR
ATTACKl APPLYl CAPTURE2 DESTROYS
REQUIRE REQUIRE SMALL-GROUP ONE-LOW-INTENSITY-RAY
ATTACK2 APPLY2 DESIREl DESIREl
CAPTUREl DESTROYl DIVIDEl DIVIDEl
RADIATEl RADIATEl DIFFERENT-ROADS DIFFERENT-PATHS
POSITIONl POSITION 1 COUNTRY BODY
CENTREl INTERIORl LOCATEl LOCATEl
SIMULTANEOUS SIMULTANEOUS SMALL-GROUPS LOW-INTENSITY-RAYS
CONVERGEl CONVERGEl PREVENT2 PREVENT2
PREVENTS PREVENTS CAUSEl CAUSEl
CAUSE2 CAUSE2 ENABLEl ENABLEl
ENABLE2 ENABLE2 ENABLES ENABLES
ENABLE4 ENABLE4 ENABLES ENABLES

As with the Karla /  Hawk analogy, the importance of types and applying different degrees 

of similarity constraint is evident when UAR is run on this example using the different 

param eters available:

• W ithout full type-checking, but with a simple set of types, as described in a previous 

example there are 241 initial pairings and 2 iterations to determine the correct mapping.

•  W ith type-checking there are 97 mappings and 2 iterations; the same (correct) analogy 

is determined.

•  If either semantic similarity is enforced on relations, or isomorphism is enforced, then 

a complete mapping cannot be found. Thus SME and JAM would not be able to 

determine this analogy as it involves mapping predicates tha t are not semantically 

similar and involves non-isomorphism.

• However, enforcing pragmatic similarity cuts down the number of initial mappings from 

97 to 88.

•  When no type checking is enforced (i.e. any base part is not excluded from mapping 

with any target part on the basis of their being different types) the number of initial 

mappings is 1332. The number of initial mappings is reduced from 1332 to 202 by 

enforcing pragmatic similarity, however.
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Issues

Pragmatic similarity is useful here and it does have a measurable effect. However there is 

only a small reduction in initial mappings when pragmatic similarity is introduced because 

the type checking system keeps the number of initial mappings low. This is evident from the 

last run, where pragmatic similarity can reduce the number of mappings created if there is 

no type checking.

Function /  structure relationships can be added to the base and target representations with 

this analogy, though they are not strictly needed as the analogy can be determined quite well 

without them. As an example, though, the following parts can be added (of course with no 

change in the mappings produced):

In the base:

(d iv is ib le  :isa  d iv is ib le  :ax g l a rm y )
( s t r - e u a b le l  :isa  s tr -e n a b le  :a rg l  d iv is ib le  :arg2  d iv id e l)
(su m -e ffec t :isa  sum -eiFect zarg l sm a ll-g ro u p s)
( s tr -e n a b le 2  :isa  s tr -e n a b le  zarg l sum -effec t zarg2 c o n v e rg e l)
(s tr -e n a b le 4  zisa s tr -e n a b le  zarg l lo c a te l  zarg2 s im u lta n e o u s  zpart so lu tio n )
(s tr -e n a b le S  zisa s tr -e n a b le  zarg l r a d ia te l  zarg2 p o s i t io n l  zpart so lu tio n )

And in the target:

(d iv is ib le  zisa d iv is ib le  za rg l ray s)
( s t r - e n a b le l  zisa s tr -e n a b le  zarg l d iv is ib le  zarg2 d iv id e l)
(su m -e ffec t zisa su m -effec t zarg l lo w -in te n sity -ray s)
(s tr -e n a b le 2  zisa s tr -e n a b le  zarg l su m -effec t zarg2 c o n v e rg e l)
(s tr -e n a b le 4  zisa s tr -e n a b le  zarg l lo c a te l  zarg2 s im u lta n e o u s  zpart s o lu t io n )
(s tr -e n a b le S  zisa s tr -e n a b le  zarg l r a d ia te l  zarg2 p o s i t io n l  zpart so lu tio n )
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9.10 .2  Inference

The next examples aU show how inference is carried out in UAR. The first example -  the well 

known Solar system /  Atom analogy -  is included for completeness rather than  any clever 

inference technique, but does show UAR performing mapping and inference on a typical 

example. The other examples show results of the different types of inference offered by 

UAR. As is covered in more detail in Chapter 6, these are inference through instantiation 

(attributing a base part to the target), replacement (using an existing target part th a t is not 

currently mapped) and transformation (using an existing mapping and concept relationship 

between a mapped part and the part being inferred (e.g. is-plural-of) to create a new part 

in the target).
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Solar System /  Atom  

Description

This is a version of the common analogy, presented here for completeness. It is (using the 

normal representation) in fact one of the simplest analogies imaginable. This can also be 

used as a yardstick when considering the number of initial mappings and the number of 

propagation sub-stages required, as compared with other, more complex analogies.

Representation  

G en era l k n ow ledge

( s e t is a  ’life -o n  ’a sp e c t)
( s e t is a  ’g re a te r  ’o rd e rin g )
( s e t is a  ’a t t r a c t  ’m u tu a l)
( s e t is a  ’rev o lv e  ’p assiv e -p ass iv e)

B a se  rep resen ta tio n

(su n  :isa  o b je c t)
(p la n e t  :isa  o b je c t)
(h o t  :isa  a sp e c t :a r g l  su n )
(ro u n d  :isa  a sp e c t  :a rg l  su n )
(life -so u rce :a rg l  p la n e t  :isa  b fe-on)
(m a ss -su n  : a r g l  su n  :isa  a sp e c t)
(m a ss -p la n  : a r g l  p la n e t  :isa  a sp e c t)
(m o re -m a ss  :a rg l  m ass-su n  :arg2 m ass-p lan  :isa  g re a te r )
( a t t r a c t s  :a r g l  su n  :a r g l  p la n e t  :isa a t t r a c t )
(rev o lv es :a rg l  p la n e t  ;arg2  su n  :isa  revolve)
(c au se s  :a r g l  m o re -m ass  :a rg l  a t t r a c t s  :arg2  rev o lv es :isa  cau se )

T arget rep resen ta tio n

(n u c le u s  :isa  o b je c t)
(e le c tro n  :isa  o b je c t)
(m a ss -n u  zisa a sp e c t z a rg l n u c leu s)
(m ass-e l zisa a sp e c t  zarg l e le c tro n )
(m o re -m a ss  zisa g re a te r  zarg l m ass-n u  zarg2 m ass-e l)

R esults
M ap p in gs

SUN
HOT
LIFE-SOURCE
MASS-PLAN
ATTRACTS
CAUSES

NUCLEUS 
(n o  m a p p in g )  
(n o  m a p p in g )
MASS-EL
(n o  m ap p in g )  
(n o  m a p p in g )

PLANET
ROUND
MASS-SUN
MORE-MASS
REVOLVES

ELECTRON 
(n o  m a p p in g )  
MASS-NU 
MORE-MASS
(n o  m a p p in g )
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In feren ces

(CAUSES :ISA CAUSE :ISA HIGHER :ARG1 ATTRACTS :ARG1 MORE-MASS :ARG2 REVOLVES) 
(REVOLVES :ISA REVOLVE :ISA RELATION :ISA PREDICATE :ISA QUALPRED :ISA 

PASSIVE-PASSIVE :ARG1 ELECTRON :ARG2 NUCLEUS)
(ATTRACTS :ISA ATTRACT :ISA RELATION :ISA PREDICATE :ISA QUALPRED :ISA MUTUAL 

:ARG1 ELECTRON :ARG1 NUCLEUS)

The mapping version of this generates 6 initial mappings which are pruned down to these 

results in just one iteration. The inference stage is similarly trivial for UAR. All three 

relations are simply copied over from the base.

Issues

The competing mappings (between the sun and planet mapping with nucleus and electron 

respectively, and vice versa) are easily resolved because of the relations in which they appear.
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Simple inference 

Description

This is a simple example of inference. It shows UAR traversing from mapped parts to 

unmapped parts, and attributing those to the target.

Representation

G en era l k n ow ledge

( s e t is a  ’h u m a n  ’o b je c t)
( s e t is a  ’h u r t  ’a t t r ib u te )
( s e t is a  ’sh o u ts  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )

(se tis a  ’h it  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )  
(se tis a  ’p u n c h  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )  
(se tis a  ’h a n d -p a r t  ’o b je c t)

B a se  rep resen ta tion

( a  :isa  h u m a n )
(fist :isa  h a n d -p a r t )
( is h u r t  :isa  h u r t  :a r g l  b )
(p u n c h es  :isa  p u n c h  : a r g l  b  :arg2  a  :a rg 3  fis t)  
( s h o u ts a t  :a rg l  b  :a rg 2  a  :isa  sh o u ts )
(c au se s2  :isa  cau se  : a r g l  ish u r t  :arg2  p u n ch es)

(b  :isa  h u m a n )
(h its  zisa h i t  zarg l a  zarg2 b  )
(cau ses zisa cau se  zarg l h i ts  zarg2 i s h u r t )

T arget rep resen ta tio n

(a  zisa h u m a n )
(h its  zisa h i t  z a rg l a  zarg2 b )  
(b  zisa h u m a n )

( ish u r t zisa h u r t  zarg l b )
(h a n d  zisa h a n d -p a r t )
(cau ses zisa cau se  za rg l h i ts  zarg2 i s h u r t )

R esults
M ap p in gs

H IT S
A
IS H U R T
P U N C H E S
C A U S E S 2

H IT S
A
IS H U R T  
(n o -m a p p in g )  
(n o -m a p p in g )

F IS T
B
C A U SE S
S H O U T S A T

(n o -m a p p in g )  
B
C A U SE S
(n o -m a p p in g )

In feren ces

(C A U S E S 2  zISA C A U S E  zISA H IG H E R  zA R G l IS H U R T  zARG2 P U N C H E S ) 
(P U N C H E S  zISA P U N C H  zISA R E L A T IO N  zISA P R E D IC A T E  zISA Q U A L P R E D  zISA

A C T IV E -P A S S IV E  zA R G l B zA R G 2 A  zA R G 3 H A N D ) 
(H A N D  zISA H A N D -P A R T  zISA O B J E C T )

The simple inference of the base parts can be seen.

Issues

When UAR carries out inference, it produces a representation in exactly the same form as 

the input to the elaboration stage. The results shown here are a textual representation of
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this format. If one concatenates the target representation with the inference, and performs a 

mapping, then UAR will happily generate the mappings tha t were implicit in the inferences.

UAR has performed a replacement in this analogy. When it inferred the part fist over from 

the base, it found the semantically similar object hand in the target and so used th a t as the 

target part for the third argument to the punches relation.
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R ep lacem en t and transform ation  

Description

This is the Borstal analogy previously used earlier in this chapter. It shows UAR detecting 

instances where it is possibly appropriate to do something other than blindly attribu te a base 

part to the target. Although UAR’s replacement and transformation rules are very simple, 

they nonetheless do allow for some inferences tha t appeal to common sense.

Representation  

G en era l K n ow led ge

(s e t is a  ’b o r s ta l  ’o b je c t)  (se tis a  ’p r iso n  ’o b je c t)
(s e t is a  ’h ig h -se c u rity -p r iso n  ’o b je c t)  (se tre l ’b o r s ta l  ’p r iso n  ’h ig h e r-s e c u r ity )
(s e t is a  ’p e rso n  ’o b je c t)  (se tis a  ’se n d  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )
(s e tre l  ’p r iso n  ’h ig h -se c u rity -p r iso n  ’h ig h e r-se c u rity )
(s e t is a  ’ev il ’a c t iv e )

B a se  rep resen ta tio n

( jo h n  ;isa  p e rso n )
( p r i s o n l  :isa  p r iso n )
( s e n d l  :isa  se n d  : a r g l  jo h n  :arg2  b o r s ta l l )  
( c a u s e l  :isa  cau se  : a r g l  e v il l  :arg2  s e n d l )  
(fo llow s :isa  fo llow s : a r g l  s till-e v il :a rg 2  s e n d l )  
(s ti ll-e v il  :isa  ev il : a rg l  jo h n )
(sen d 2  :isa  se n d  : a r g l  jo h n  :arg2  p r is o n l)  
(cau se2  :isa  c au se  : a r g l  s ti ll-e v il  :arg2  sen d 2 )

( b o r s ta l l  zisa b o rs ta l)  
( e v il l  zisa ev il zarg l jo h n )

T arget rep resen ta tio n

( jo h n  zisa p e rso n )
(h ig h -se c u r i ty -p r iso n l  zisa h ig h -se cu rity -p riso n ) 
( e v il l  zisa ev il z a rg l jo h n )
( s e n d l  zisa se n d  za rg l jo h n  zarg2 p r is o n l)  
( c a u s e l  zisa cau se  za rg l e v i l l  zarg2 s e n d l )  
(s ti ll-e v il  zisa ev il zarg l jo h n )
(fo llow s zisa fo llow s za rg l s till-e v il zarg2 s e n d l )

(p r is o n l  zisa p r iso n )

R esults
M ap p in gs

JOHN
PRISONl
SENDl
FOLLOWS
SEND2

JOHN
(n o  m a p p in g )  
SENDl 
FOLLOWS 
(n o  m a p p in g )

BORSTALl
EVILl
CAUSEl
STILL-EVIL
CAUSE2

PRISONl 
EVILl 
CAUSEl 
STILL-EVIL 
(n o  m a p p in g )

In feren ces

When HIGH-SECURITY-PRISONl is not represented in the target:
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(C A U S E 2  :ISA  C A U S E  :ISA  H IG H E R  :A R G 1 S T IL L -E V IL  ;A R G 2  S E N D 2 )
(S E N D 2  :ISA  S E N D  ;ISA  R E L A T IO N  :ISA  P R E D IC A T E  :ISA  Q U A L P R E D  :ISA  A C T IV E -P A S S IV E  

:A R G 1 JO H N  :A R G 2 P R IS O N l-H IG H E R -S E C U R IT Y )
(P R IS O N l-H IG H E R -S E C U R IT Y  :ISA  H IG H -S E C U R IT Y -P R IS O N )

Alternative inference (replacement) if HIGH-SECURITY-PRISON1 is present in base

(H IG H -S E C U R IT Y -P R IS O N  1 :ISA H IG H -S E C U R IT Y -P R IS O N )

As stated, in this example two more complex types of inference are shown. In the second 

case the object high-security-prison is used to replace one of the objects to be inferred. In 

the first case, there is no object in the target, so one is created, with the appropriate ISA. 

This is an example of transformation. More detail on this technique is given earher in this 

chapter and in Chapter 6.

Issues

Although these examples of transformation and replacement appeal to common sense, they 

are very simply applied, and it would not be difficult to develop situations tha t would confuse 

UAR and make it produce inappropriate replacements or transformations. The use of stronger 

forms of concept-based relationship (i.e. context-free relationships such as plural, singular, 

and in this case tha t one thing is a higher security version of another) can make replacements 

more justifiable.

Because of the similarity between the structures sendl /  causel and send2 /  cause2 the factor 

to remove weak mappings had to be decreased from 30 percent to 20 percent to prevent the 

non-isomorphic mapping from sendl in the base to both sendl and send2 in the target, and 

from causel to causel /  cause2 likewise.
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S olu tion  o f  R ad iation  Problem  

Description

This is the Fortress /  Radiation analogy in a representation tha t allows for the inference of 

the solution in the target. The previous representation to describe mapping used complete 

problems and solutions in both the base and target representations. This example is missing 

the target solution, which is inferred.

This is one of the test-bed examples for any analogical reasoner tha t includes a reasonably 

powerful inference stage. This shows that UAR can perform inference in this complex case. 

It also shows the use of transformation.

Representation  

G en era l k n ow led ge

( s e t is a  ’c o n tro l  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )
( s e t is a  ’a t t a c k  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )
( s e t is a  ’d e s tro y  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )
( s e t is a  ’a p p ly  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )
( s e t is a  ’co n v erg e  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )
( s e t is a  ’p o s i t io n  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )
( s e t is a  ’d iv id e  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )
( s e t is a  ’c a p tu r e  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )
( s e t is a  ’r a d ia te  ’s p a tia l)
( s e t is a  ’c e n tre  ’a sp e c t)
( s e t is a  ’lo c a te  ’s p a tia l)
( s e t is a  ’p e rso n  ’o b je c t)
( s e t is a  ’g o a l ’s t r u c tu r e )
( s e t is a  n o t  ’p re d ic a te )
( s e tre l  ’s in g u la r  ’p lu ra l  ’m u ltip le )
( s e t is a  ’s in g u la r  ’a sp e c t)
( s e t is a  ’p lu ra l  ’a sp e c t)
(s e ts im ila r  ’a t t a c k  ’a p p ly  0 .2 )
(s e ts im ila r  a t t a c k  ’d e s tro y  0 .4 )
(s e ts im ila r  ’c a p tu re  ’d e s tro y  0 .3 )

B a se  rep resen ta tio n

( fo r tre s s  ;isa  o b je c t)  ( c o u n try  :isa  o b je c t)
( c e n t r e l  :isa  c e n tre  :isa  a sp e c t zarg l c o u n try )
( lo c a te l  ;isa  lo c a te  za rg l fo r tre ss  zarg2 c e n t r e l )
( ro a d s  zisa o b je c t)
(o n e -ro a d  zisa s in g u la r  zarg l ro a d s)
(d iffe re n t-ro a d s  zisa a sp e c t zarg l ro a d s )
(a ll- ro a d s  zisa a sp e c t  zarg l ro a d s)
( r a d i a te l  zisa r a d ia te  zarg l ro a d s  zarg2 fo r tre s s  zqual to  c o u n try )
(g e n e ra l zisa p e rso n )  (a rm y  zisa o b je c t)
(sm a ll-g ro u p  zisa s in g u la r  zarg l a rm y )
(sm a ll-g ro u p s  zisa p lu ra l  zarg l sm a ll-g ro u p )
(e n tire -a rm y  zisa a sp e c t zarg l a rm y )
(c o n tro ls  zisa c o n tro l  z a rg l g e n e ra l zarg2 a rm y )
(g o a l zisa g o a l zarg l c a p tu r e l  zarg l p re v e n t 1 zpart g o a l)
( c a p tu r e l  zisa c a p tu re  za rg l g e n e ra l zarg2 fo r tre s s  zqual m ea n s  e n tire -a rm y  zpart p ro b le m )
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(p re v e n t!  :isa  n o t :ax g l d e s tro y l  :p a r t  p ro b lem )
( d e s tro y l  ;isa  d e s tro y  :a rg l  m ines :arg2 a rm y  :arg2  v illag es  :isa  c o u n te r - fa c tu a l  ;p a r t  p ro b le m )  
(v illa g es  ;isa  o b je c t)  (m ines :isa  o b je c t)
( a t t a c k l  :isa  a t ta c k  :a r g l  e n tire -a rm y  :arg2 fo r tre s s  :q u a l m e a n s  o n e -ro a d

:isa c o u n te r - fa c tu a l  :p a r t  f a i le d - p la n l)
(p re v e n ts  :isa  p re v e n t zarg l p re v e n t!  :arg2 a t t a c k l  zpart f a i le d -p la n l)
( a t ta c k 2  zisa a t t a c k  zarg l sm a ll-g ro u p  zarg2 fo r tre s s  zpart fa ile d -p la n 2  zisa c o u n te r - fa c tu a l)  
(p re v e n t4  zisa p re v e n t zarg l c a p tu r e l  zarg2 a t ta c k 2  zpart fa ile d -p la n 2 )
(c a u s e l  zisa c au se  zarg l p re v e n ts  zarg2 d iv id e l  zarg l p re v e n t4  zpart so lu t io n )
(d iv id e l  zisa d iv id e  zarg l g en era l zarg2 a rm y  zargS sm a ll-g ro u p s  zpart s o lu t io n )
( e n a b le l  zisa e n a b le  zarg l d iv id e l zarg l r a d ia te l  zarg2 p o s i t io n l  zpart s o lu t io n )
( p o s i t io n l  zisa p o s itio n  zarg l sm a ll-g ro u p  zarg2 d iffe re n t-ro a d s  zpart so lu t io n )
(e n ab le2  zisa e n ab le  za rg l lo c a te l  zarg2 c o n v e rg e l zpart so lu tio n )
(c o n v e rg e l zisa co n v erg e  zarg l sm a ll-g ro u p s  zarg2 fo r tre s s  zpart so lu tio n )
(cau se2  zisa c au se  zarg l c o n v e rg e l zarg2 c a p tu r e l  zpart so lu tio n )

T arget rep resen ta tio n

(b o d y  zisa o b je c t)
( lo c a te l  zisa lo c a te  zarg l tu m o u r  zarg2 c e n t r e l )  
(ray  zisa o b je c t)

( tu m o u r  zisa o b je c t)
( c e n t r e l  zisa c e n tre  zarg l b ody)
(d o c to r  zisa p e rso n )
( lo w -in te n s ity  zisa s in g u la r  zarg l ra y )
(lo w -in te n s ity -ra y s  zisa p lu ra l zarg l lo w -in te n s ity )
(h ig h - in te n s i ty  zisa a sp e c t zargl ra y )
(c o n tro ls  zisa c o n tro l  zarg l d o c to r  zarg2 ray )
(g o a l zisa g o a l z a rg l d e s tro y l  zarg l p re v e n t!  zpart g o a l)
( d e s t ro y l  zisa d e s tro y  zarg l d o c to r  zarg2 tu m o u r  zqual m e a n s  h ig h - in te n s i ty  zpart p ro b le m )  
(p re v e n t!  zisa n o t zarg l destro y 2  zpart p ro b lem )
(d e s tro y 2  zisa d e s tro y  zarg l ray  zarg2 h e a lth y -tis su e  zpart p ro b le m  zisa c o u n te r - fa c tu a l)  
(h e a lth y - t is s u e  zisa o b je c t)
( a p p ly !  zisa a p p ly  za rg l h ig h -in te n s ity  zarg2 tu m o u r  zpart fa i le d -p la n l  zisa c o u n te r - fa c tu a l)  
(p re v e n ts  zisa p re v e n t zarg l p re v e n t!  zarg2 a p p ly !  zpart f a i le d -p la n l)
( a p p ly 2  zisa a p p ly  zarg l lo w -in te n s ity  zarg2 tu m o u r  zpart fa ile d -p la n 2  zisa c o u n te r - fa c tu a l)  
(p re v e n t4  zisa p re v e n t zarg l d e s t ro y l  zarg2 ap p ly 2  zpart fa ile d -p la n 2 )

R esults
M ap p in gs

F O R T R E S S T U M O U R C O U N T R Y B O D Y
C E N T R E ! C E N T R E ! L O C A T E ! L O C A T E !
R O A D S (no  m ap p in g ) O N E -R O A D (n o  m a p p in g )
D IF F E R E N T -R O A D S (no  m a p p in g ) A L L -R O A D S (n o  m a p p in g )
R A D IA T E ! (no  m ap p in g ) G E N E R A L D O C T O R
A R M Y H E A L T H Y -T IS S U E A R M Y R A Y
S M A L L -G R O U P L O W -IN T E N S IT Y S M A L L -G R O U P S (n o  m a p p in g )
E N T IR E -A R M Y H IG H -IN T E N S IT Y C O N T R O L S C O N T R O L S
G O A L (no  m ap p in g ) C A P T U R E ! D E S T R O Y !
P R E V E N T l P R E V E N T l D E S T R O Y ! D E S T R 0 Y 2
V IL L A G E S H E A L T H Y -T IS S U E M IN E S R A Y
A T T A C K ! A P P L Y l P R E V E N T S P R E V E N T S
A T T A C K 2 A P P L Y 2 P R E V E N T 4 P R E V E N T 4
C A U S E ! (no  m ap p in g ) D IV ID E ! (n o  m a p p in g )
E N A B L E ! (no  m ap p in g ) P O S IT IO N ! (n o  m a p p in g )
E N A B L E 2 (no  m ap p in g ) C O N V E R G E ! (n o  m a p p in g )
C A U S E 2 (no  m ap p in g )
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Inferences

(CAUSE2 :ISA CAUSE :ISA HIGHER :PART SOLUTION :ARG1 CONVERGEl ;ARG2 D ESTROY l) 
(ENABLE2 :ISA ENABLE :ISA HIGHER :PART SOLUTION :ARG1 LOCATEl :ARG2 C O N VERGEl) 
(CO NV ERG El :ISA CONVERGE :ISA RELATION :ISA PREDICATE :ISA QUALPRED :ISA

ACTIVE-PASSIVE :PART SOLUTION :ARG1 LOW-INTENSITY-RAYS :ARG2 TUMOUR) 
(ENABLEl :ISA ENABLE :ISA HIGHER :PART SOLUTION :ARG1 RADIATEl :ARG1 D IV ID El 

:ARG2 PO SITION l)
(PO SITIO N l :ISA POSITION :ISA RELATION :ISA PREDICATE :ISA QUALPRED :ISA

ACTIVE-PASSIVE :PART SOLUTION :ARG1 LOW-INTENSITY :ARG2 DIFFERENT-ROADS) 
(DIFFERENT-ROADS :ISA ASPECT :ISA RELATION :ISA ATTRIBUTE :ARG1 ROADS)
(RA DIA TEl :ISA RADIATE :ISA RELATION :ISA PREDICATE :ISA QUALPRED :ISA SPATIAL 

:ARG1 ROADS :ARG2 TUMOUR)
(ROADS :ISA OBJECT)
(CAUSEl :ISA CAUSE :ISA HIGHER :PART SOLUTION :ARG1 PREVENT4 :ARG1 PREVENTS 

:ARG2 DIVIDEl)
(D IV IDEl :ISA DIVIDE :ISA RELATION :ISA PREDICATE :ISA QUALPRED :ISA ACTIVE-PASSIVE 

:PART SOLUTION :ARG1 DOCTOR :ARG2 RAY :ARG3 LOW-INTENSITY-RAYS) 
(LOW-INTENSITY-RAYS :ISA PLURAL :ISA RELATION ;ISA ATTRIBUTE :ISA ASPECT :ARG1 

LOW-INTENSITY)

The representation used here allows the solution to be inferred to the target, rather than 

mapped with it. Mapping involves just 30 initial mappings and two iterations before settling 

on an accurate set of correspondences.

As can be seen, the mappings produced include non-isomorphisms. Most of the solution in 

the base is not considered for mapping as those parts do not belong to a pragmatic structure 

th a t is shared with the target. Not only is this common sense, but removing pragmatic 

similarity means that UAR, in its attem pt to get the best mapping possible, will actually 

make some inaccurate mappings from base parts in the solution to target parts th a t are not 

in the solution.

Several types of inference have occurred with this example:

• Instantiation of roads and different-roads in the target.

•  Transformation of small-group to low-intensity-rays by using the general knowledge 

relation between small-group and army, and the similar general knowledge relation 

between low-intensity-rays and low-intensity

• The causal chain which is the solution, from the initial division of the rays, to the 

convergence, has been inferred.

Issues

The problems encountered when pragmatic partitioning is turned off is related to what Keane 

asserted about failed plans being mapped with successful plans, but is more fundamental 

because it is not tha t incorrect pragmatic structures get mapped as a whole, but tha t the 

whole mapping gets jumbled up. Being restrictive and enforcing something like identical- 

predicate mapping might avoid this problem, but it also weakens the mapping power of the
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analogical reasoner, and is certainly not a solution because the problem is not about semantic 

similarity. There are no problems with the mapping if pragmatic partitions are used, so it is 

more appropriate to have a flexible analogical reasoner tha t will try  and map anything, and 

prevent bad mappings by the use of pragmatic partitions.

Although the inferencing of the solution goes beyond simple instantiation in some cases, the 

general case is tha t the base part is simply attributed to the target. Thus one gets inferences 

with names like roads with little semantics (i.e. just being an instance of an object) in the 

target domain. It would require much more domain knowledge to accurately transform 

relations or objects Uke this to the target domain.
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F u nction  /  stru cture relationships — abstract exam ple  

Description

This is an abstract analogy where the base has several function /  structure relationships. This 

example is designed to show how function /  structure relationships are used in inference.

Representation G en era l know ledge

( s e t is a  ’s e m a n tic s  ’a sp e c t)  (s e t is a  ’se m an tic s2  ’p re d ic a te )

B a se  rep resen ta tio n

(x  ;isa  o b je c t)  (y  ;isa  o b je c t)
(z :isa  o b je c t)  ( a d u m l :isa  a sp e c t :a r g l  z)
(a d u m 2  :isa  a sp e c t  :a rg l  z) (ad u m S  :isa  a sp e c t :a r g l  x )
( s d u m l  :isa  s tr -e n a b le  :a r g l  a d u m l  :arg2  c l )
(sd u m 2  :isa  s tr -e n a b le  :a r g l  ad u m S  :arg2  c l )
( a l  :isa  a sp e c t  :isa  s e m a n tic s  :a rg l  z)
( p i  :isa  p re d ic a te  :isa  se m an tic s2  :a rg l  x  :arg2  y)
(p2  :isa  p re d ic a te  : a r g l  z :arg 2  y)
( c l  :isa  c au se  :a r g l  p i  :arg2  p2)
( s i  ;isa  s tr -e n a b le  : a r g l  a l  :arg2  p 2 )

T arget rep resen ta tion

(x t :isa  o b je c t)  (y t :isa  o b je c t)
(z t :isa  o b je c t)  ( a l t  :isa  a sp e c t :isa  s e m a n tic s  : a r g l  z t)
( p i t  :isa  p re d ic a te  :isa  se m an tic s2  :a r g l  x t  :arg2  y t)

R esults

This analogy took just 5 initial mappings and two iterations to determine the mappings. 
M ap p in gs

X  X T  Y  Y T
P I  P I T  (u n m a p p e d  b ase  p a r ts  n o t  sh o w n )

In feren ces

(S I  :ISA  S T R -E N A B L E  :ISA  H IG H E R  ;A R G 1 A I T  :A R G 2 P 2 )
( C l  :ISA  C A U S E  :ISA  H IG H E R  :A R G 1 P I T  :A R G 2 P 2 )
(P 2  :ISA  P R E D IC A T E  :ISA  R E L A T IO N  :A R G 1 Z T  :A R G 2 Y T )
( A I T  :ISA  S E M A N T IC S  :ISA  A S P E C T  :ISA  R E L A T IO N  :ISA  A T T R IB U T E  :A R G 1  Z T )
(Z T  :ISA  O B J E C T )

Issues

This example has several dummy attributes and dummy function /  structure relationships, 

UAR, however identifies only the relevant one and infers it, using the attribu te  and the object
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in the target. W ithout this particular function /  structure relationship, UAR would instan

tiate the base part z in the target, ignoring It is not only im portant th a t the replacement 

is made, but that the reason, because of the expHcit function /  structure relationship, is also 

inferred in the target.

As already stated, function /  structure relationships are im portant because they allow novel 

uses to be attributed to objects. Perceiving things in novel ways is a hallmark of analogy, and 

this is just what inference using function /  structure achieves, as the target part is assigned a 

function because of just one of its attributes, which suddenly becomes salient in the context 

of the base situation being used in an analogy. The next example shows this with one of the 

most famous problems of restructuring.
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D u n c k e r ’s C a n d le  P ro b le m  

D e sc r ip tio n

This is Duncker’s Candle Problem which was initially used to show tha t people exhibit 

‘functional fixedness’, which meant they perceive objects as instances of normal categories. 

To use things in a novel way these conventional categorisations must be broken. 

R e p re se n ta tio n  

G en era l k now ledge

( s e t is a  ’1-shape ’a sp e c t)  (se tisa  ’c o n ta in e r  ’a sp e c t)
( s e t is a  ’sh a rp  ’a s p e c t)  (se tisa  ’v e r tic a l  ’a sp e c t)
( s e t is a  ’s u p p o r t  ’a sp e c t)  (se tisa  ’affix  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )
(s e t is a  ’h a n g  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )  (se tisa  ’p lac e  ’p re d ic a te )

B a se  rep resen ta tio n

(c a n d le  :isa  o b je c t)  (box  :isa  o b je c t)
(1 -shape :isa  1-shape :a rg l  box)
(c o n ta in e r  :isa  c o n ta in e r  :a rg l  box)
(d ra w in g -p in s  :isa  o b je c t  :isa p lu ra l)
(d ra w in g -p in  :isa  o b je c t)
(sh a rp  :isa  s h a rp  :a r g l  d ra w in g -p in )
(w a ll :isa  o b je c t)  (v e rtic a l :isa  a sp e c t  :a rg l  w a ll)
(p la c e  :isa  p re d ic a te  :a r g l  can d le  ;arg2  w all :p a r t  g o a l)

T arget rep resen ta tion

(b a sk e t :isa  o b je c t)  (b rac k e t :isa  o b je c t)
(1-shape :isa  1 -shape :a rg l  b ra c k e t)  ( su p p o r t :isa  s u p p o r t  : a r g l  b ra c k e t)
(n a ils  :isa  o b je c t)  (n a il :isa  o b je c t)
(sh a rp  :isa  sh a rp  : a r g l  n a il)  (w all :isa  o b je c t)
(v e r t ic a l  :isa  a sp e c t  : a r g l  w a ll)
(p la c e  :isa  p la c e  :a r g l  b a sk e t :arg2 w all :p a r t g o a l)
(c a u s e l  :isa  c au se  : a r g l  p lac e  :arg2 affix)
( s t r - e n a b le l  :isa  s tr -e n a b le  :a rg l  sh a rp  :arg2 affix)
(affix  ;isa  a ffix  : a r g l  b ra c k e t :arg2  w all :arg3  n a il  :p a r t  so lu tio n )
(e n a b le  :isa  e n a b le  ;a r g l  affix  :arg2 p lace2 )
(s tr -e n a b le 2  :isa  s tr -e n a b le  :a rg l  1-shape :arg2 p lace2 )
(s tr -e n a b le S  :isa  s tr -e n a b le  :a rg l  1-shape :arg2 affix)
(p lac e2  :isa  p la c e  : a r g l  b a sk e t :arg2 b rack e t :p a r t  s o lu t io n ) ) )

R e su lts

This analogy took one iteration over three mappings to come up with the (sparse) set of

mappings:
M ap p in gs

B A S K E T  C A N D L E  W ALL W A L L
P L A C E  P L A C E  (u n m a p p e d  b a se  p a r ts  n o t  sh o w n )
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In feren ces

(STR-ENABLE3 :ISA STR-ENABLE :ISA HIGHER :ARG1 L-SHAPE :ARG2 AFFIX)
(STR-ENABLE2 :ISA STR-ENABLE :ISA HIGHER :ARG1 L-SHAPE :ARG2 PLACE2)
(ENABLE ;ISA ENABLE :ISA HIGHER :ARG1 AFFIX :ARG2 PLACE2)
(PLACE2 :ISA PLACE :ISA RELATION :ISA PREDICATE ;PART SOLUTION :ARG1 CANDLE ;ARG2 BOX) 
(STR-ENABLEl :ISA STR ENABLE :ISA HIGHER :ARG1 SHARP :ARG2 AFFIX)
(CAUSEl :ISA CAUSE :ISA HIGHER :ARG1 PLACE :ARG2 AFFIX)
(AFFIX :ISA AFFIX :ISA RELATION :ISA PREDICATE :ISA QUALPRED :ISA

ACTIVE-PASSIVE :PART SOLUTION :ARG1 BOX :ARG2 WALL :ARG3 DRAWING-PIN)
(SHARP :ISA SHARP :ISA RELATION :ISA ATTRIBUTE ;ISA ASPECT :ARG1 DRAWING-PIN) 
(DRAWING-PIN :ISA OBJECT)
(L-SHAPE :ISA L-SHAPE :ISA RELATION :ISA ATTRIBUTE :ISA ASPECT :ARG1 BOX)
(BOX :ISA OBJECT)

This is a highly satisfactory inference. Compare it with the inference if no function /structure 

relationships are specified:

(ENABLE :ISA ENABLE :ISA HIGHER :ARG1 AFFIX :ARG2 PLACE2)
(PLACE2 :ISA PLACE :ISA RELATION :ISA PREDICATE ;PART SOLUTION 

:ARG1 CANDLE :ARG2 BRACKET)
(CAUSEl :ISA CAUSE :ISA HIGHER :ARG1 PLACE :ARG2 AFFIX)
(AFFIX :ISA AFFIX :ISA RELATION :ISA PREDICATE :ISA QUALPRED

;ISA ACTIVE-PASSIVE ;PART SOLUTION :ARG1 BRACKET :ARG2 WALL :ARG3 NAIL)
(NAIL :ISA OBJECT)
(BRACKET :ISA OBJECT)

As can be seen, target objects are used in the base with the inference using function /  

structure relationships. If this were a real situation, it would not be much good to give a 

solution to the Candle Problem suggesting that one should afiix the bracket to the wall with 

nails!

Issues

The most im portant use of the function /  structure relationships is with regard to the bracket 

being used as a support because it is 1-shaped, and this quality also holding for the box. Thus 

when the inference stage comes to map over the bracket, it finds tha t the box makes a suitable 

replacement, and so uses that object in the target to fulfill the current purpose, as the bracket 

did in the base.

W hat the inference stage is doing here is a dynamic re-categorisation of the box in the target 

representation, by identifying that one of its quahties can be employed in a context other 

than the box’s normal one (i.e. as a container). Although this is a fairly simple representation 

of Duncker’s Candle Problem, it clearly shows how an existing plan can be used, with the 

structural qualities necessary in the plan being used to instantiate it, and its objects, correctly 

in the target example.

This is quite a common type of analogy, where there are few, but im portant, mappings, and a 

large number of inferences. This is the sort of analogy tha t a case-based reasoner might map
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all in one go, then incrementally proceed to replace base parts mapped over to the target 

with target parts.
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9 .10 .3  E laboration

As discussed in Chapter 5, elaboration can get very complex. It was concluded th a t the only 

forms of elaboration tha t were computationally feasible in a general sense (i.e. in a general, 

largely domain-knowledge-free analogical reasoner) were structural elaboration th a t removed 

knowledge tha t played no role in a higher-order relation, and causal compression th a t allowed 

causal structures to become more structurally compatible. Two examples here show simple 

forms of causal elaboration in the form of causal compression (UAR also performs structural 

elaboration and implicit pragmatic elaboration in the mapping stage if pragmatic similarity 

enforcement is enabled). The third example here shows the need for more complex forms of 

elaboration which currently lie beyond the scope of any analogical reasoner (or AI program). 

The Wedding Bells /  Academia analogy from Chapter 5 has this quality.
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Sim ple causal com pression  

D escription

This is an abstract analogy which needs a causal bridge in the base to allow a good mapping 

with the target.

This shows how UAR can create an additional relation in its elaboration stage which then 

allows the mapping stage to proceed smoothly.

R eprésentât ion 

G en era l k n ow led ge

( s e t is a  ’p l - ty p e  ’p re d ic a te )

B a se  rep resen ta tio n

( a  :isa  o b je c t)
(c  :isa  o b je c t)
( p i  :isa  p l - ty p e  :a r g l  a  :arg2 b ) 
(p2  :isa  p re d ic a te  :a r g l  a  :arg2 c) 
(p 3  :isa  p re d ic a te  :a r g l  b  :arg2 d) 
( p p l  :isa  c au se  :a r g l  p i  :arg2  p2) 
(p p 2  :isa  c au se  :a r g l  p2 :arg2 p3)

(b  :isa  o b je c t)  
(d  :isa  o b je c t)

T arget rep resen ta tion

(a  :isa  o b je c t)
(d  :isa  o b je c t)
(p 3  :isa  p re d ic a te  :a r g l  b  :arg2 d) 
( p p l  :isa  c au se  : a r g l  p i  :arg2 p3)

(b  :isa  o b je c t)
( p i  :isa  p l - ty p e  : a r g l  a  :a rg 2  b )

R esults

As a result of elaboration ECAUSE(P1, P3) is added to the base representation. 
M ap p in gs — w ith o u t elaboration

A B A A
B B C D
B B D D
P I P I P 2 P 3
P I P I P 3 P 3
P P l P P l P P 2 P P l

l i n g s  -  w i t h  e l a b o r a t i o n

E C A U S E l P P l A A
B B C (n o  m a p p in g )
D D P I P I
P 2 (no  m ap p in g ) P 3 P 3
P P l (no  m ap p in g ) P P 2 (n o  m a p p in g )
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Issues

As can be seen from the mappings, the causal compression is required to allow a complete 

mapping. In the second set of results (the result with causal compression enabled), the 

ECA USEl relation was created automatically by UAR.
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L iteral exam ple o f causal com pression  

Description

This is a literal example of an analogy where causal compression is desirable for a coherent 

mapping to be produced. A variant of this analogy has been used in the body of this 

dissertation.

This analogy shows tha t sometimes causal compression is needed even if the base and target 

are from the saune domain, because the base is represented at a shghtly more-detadled level 

of representation.

Representation

G en era l k n ow ledge

( s e t is a  ’p e rso n  ’o b je c t)  
( s e t is a  ’b leed s ’a c tiv e )  
( s e t is a  ’lo se -b lo o d  ’a c tiv e )

(se tis a  ’h i ts  ’a c tiv e -p a ss iv e )  
(se tisa  ’d ie  ’a c t iv e )

B a se  rep resen ta tio n

(x  :isa  p e rso n )  (y  :isa p e rso n )
( h i t l  :isa  h i ts  : a r g l  x  :arg 2  y)
(b le e d  :isa  b lee d s  : a r g l  y )
(c a u s e l  tisa  c au se  : a r g l  h i t l  ;arg2  b leed )
( c a u s e la  :isa  c au se  : a r g l  b leed  :arg2 lo se-b lood) 
(lo se -b lo o d  ;isa  lo se -b lo o d  :a rg l  y)
( c a u s e lb  :isa  c au se  : a r g l  lo se -b lo o d  :arg2 d ie)
(d ie  :isa  d ie  : a r g l  y)

T arget rep resen ta tio n

(x  :isa  p e rso n )  (y  :isa p e rso n )
( h i t l  :isa  h i ts  : a r g l  x  :arg 2  y ) (b leed  :isa  b lee d s  : a r g l  y )
( c a u s e l  :isa  cau se  : a r g l  h i t l  :arg2  b leed )
(d ie  :isa  d ie  : a r g l  y) (cause2  :isa  c a u se  : a r g l  b lee d  :arg 2  d ie )

R esults
M ap p in gs — w ith o u t e lab ora tion

X
HITl
CAUSEl
LOSE-BLOOD
DIE

X
HITl
CAUSEl
DIE
DIE

Y
BLEED
CAUSEIA
CAUSEIB

Y
BLEED
CAUSE2
(n o  m a p p in g )

If elaboration is enabled then two causal relations are added ECAUSE(hitl, lose-hlood) 

and ECAUSE2(bleed, die). A further one is then added which bridges the initial ones, 

ECAU SE(hitl, die).
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M a p p in g s  — w ith  e la b o r a t io n

E C A U S E 2
X
H I T l
C A U S E l
L O S E -B L O O D
D IE

C A U SE 2
X
H IT l
C A U S E l
(no mapping)
D IE

E C A U S E l
Y
B L E E D
C A U S E IA
C A U S E IB
E C A U S E 3

(no m apping) 
Y
B L E E D  
(no m apping) 
(no m apping) 
(no m apping)

W ith elaboration there are 20 initial mappings and two iterations, without elaboration there 

are 15 initial mappings and the same number of iterations.

Issues

UAR takes longer to determine the analogical mappings with causal compression enabled, as 

there are two more relations in the representation. However, the overhead is small.

As can be seen from the example that uses causal compression, relations created in the 

elaboration stage do not necessarily have to be used in mapping. In this case, the higher- 

order relations chosen are a combination of those existing in the initial representation and 

those generated in the elaboration stage.

W ith causal compression enabled, the causal structures of the base and target become com

patible thus allowing the mapping stage to determine the appropriate correspondences. It is 

interesting to note tha t without causal compression UAR does not come to the ‘correct’ set 

of correspondences (it cannot because of the incompatible causal structures), but a partially 

acceptable non-isomorphic mapping is produced. This involves lose-hlood and die in the base 

both mapping into die in the target.
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W eddin g  B ells  /  A cadem ia -  difficult version  

D escription >

This is the Wedding bells /  Academia analogy in its original form, and with manual elabo

rations th a t are needed to make it comprehensible to UAR and similar analogical reasoners.

This analogy shows how UAR can perform on representations of two stories which are strongly 

analogous to a person presented with the English, but incompatible according to the analog

ical constraints commonly used in analogy, if a literal interpretation of the English represen

tation is made to predicate form. It also shows tha t with a few selective additional predicates 

and higher-order relations, which are completely compatible with the original representation, 

an acceptable analogy can be determined.

Representation

G en era l k n ow led ge

( s e t is a  ’p e rso n  ’o b je c t)  (se tisa
( s e t is a  ’k n o w  ’p re d ic a te )  (se tisa
( s e t is a  ’u n iv e rs ity  ’o b je c t)  (se tisa
( s e t is a  ’offer ’p re d ic a te )  (se tisa
( s e t is a  ’w a n t ’p re d ic a te )  (se tisa
( s e t is a  ’p o s tp o n e  ’p re d ic a te )  (se tisa
( s e t is a  ’p ro p o se  ’p re d ic a te )  (se tisa
( s e t is a  ’in -lo v e  ’p re d ic a te )  (se tisa
( s e t is a  ’fin d -o u t ’p re d ic a te )  (se tisa
( s e t is a  ’s tu d y  ’p re d ic a te )  (se tisa
( s e t is a  ’lose  ’p re d ic a te )  (se tisa
( s e t is a  ’g ra d -s tu d e n t  ’p re d ic a te )  (se tisa
( s e t is a  ’re sp o n s ib ili ty  ’o b je c t)  (se tis a
( s e t is a  ’see  ’p re d ic a te )  (se tisa
( s e t is a  ’b u y  ’p re d ic a te )  (se tisa
( s e t is a  ’p la n  ’p re d ic a te )

’w a n t ’p re d ic a te )
’d e n y  ’p re d ic a te )  
’tra n s fe r  ’p re d ic a te )  
’to o - la te  ’p re d ic a te )  
’a w are  ’p re d ic a te )  
’e n g ag e  ’p re d ic a te )  
’a c c e p te d  ’p re d ic a te )  
’u n h a p p y  ’a sp e c t)
’o f te n  ’a sp e c t)  
n o t  ’p re v e n t)  
d ec id e  ’p re d ic a te )  

’s e c re ta ry  ’p re d ic a te )  
’a f ra id  ’p re d ic a te )  
’h o n e y m o o n  ’p re d ic a te )  
’sh o w  ’p re d ic a te )

B a se  rep resen ta tio n

(m ik e  :isa  p e rso n ) (d e p a r tm e n t :isa  o b je c t)
(p o p o ff  :isa  p e rso n )  (g ra d -s tu d e n t-o f  :isa  g ra d -s tu d e n t  : a r g l  m ik e  :a rg 2  p o p o ff)
(u n h a p p y  :isa  u n h a p p y  :a rg l  m ike) (b a d  :isa  o b je c t)
( fa c ili t ie s  :isa  a sp e c t  :isa  fu n c tio n  :a rg l  d e p a r tm e n t)
(e q u a ls  :isa  e q u a ls  :a r g l  fac ilitie s  :arg2  b a d )
(c a u s e l  :isa  c au se  :ax g l eq u a ls  :arg2 u n h a p p y )
(k n o w  :isa  k now  :a r g l  p o p o ff :arg2 u n h a p p y )
(e q u ip m e n t :isa  o b je c t)
(re q u e s t  :isa  w a n t : a r g l  m ik e  :arg2 po p o ff :arg 3  e q u ip m e n t)
(o f te n  :isa  o f te n  :a r g l  re q u e s t)  (d en y  :isa  p re v e n t :a rg l  p o p o ff  :arg 2  r e q u e s t)
( r iv a l ;is a  u n iv e rs ity )  ( s tu d y  :isa  s tu d y  :a rg l  m ik e  :a rg 2  r iv a l)
( a c c e p te d  :isa  a c c e p te d  :a r g l  riv a l :arg2  s tu d y )
(fin d -o u t :isa  f in d -o u t :a r g l  popoff :arg2  a c c e p te d )
( lo s e l  ;isa  lose  :a rg l  p o p o ff  :arg2 m ike)
(w a n t :isa  w a n t :a r g l  p o p o ff :arg2 lo se l)
( n o t  :isa  n o t :a r g l  w a n t)  (offer :isa  offer :a rg l  p o p o ff  :arg 2  m ik e  :a rg 3  e q u ip m e n t)
(c au se 2  :isa  c au se  : a r g l  n o t  :arg2 offer)
( t r a n s fe r  :isa t ra n s fe r  : a r g l  m ike  :arg2 r iv a l)
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(cau seS  :isa  c au se  :a r g l  fin d -o u t :arg2 offer) 
(d e c id e  :isa  d e c id e  : a r g l  m ik e  :arg2 tra n s fe r)  
( to o - la te  ;isa  to o - la te  :a rg l  offer)
(c au se 4  :isa  cau se  :a rg l  d ec id e  :arg2 to o - la te )

T arget rep resen ta tio n

(s e c re ta ry  :isa  p e rso n )  (p h il :isa  p e rso n )
(se c re ta ry -o f  :isa  s e c re ta ry  :a rg l  se c re ta ry  :arg2  p h il)
( fed -u p  ;isa  u n h a p p y  :a r g l  se c re ta ry )
(c a u s e l  :isa  c au se  :a r g l  p o s tp o n e  :arg2 fed -u p )
(a w a re  :isa  a w a re  :a rg l  p h il :arg2  w an t)
( in -lo v e  :isa  in -lo v e  : a r g l  p h il :arg2 se c re ta ry )
( re s p o n s ib ili ty  :isa  re sp o n s ib ility )
( a f r a id  :isa  a f ra id  :a rg l  p h il :arg2  re sp o n sib ility )
(o th e rs  :isa  o b je c t)  (d a te  :isa  see  :a rg l  p h il :a rg 2  o th e rs )
(cau se2  :isa  c au se  : a r g l  a f ra id  :arg2 d a te )
(k e ep s-o n  :isa  o f te n  :a rg l  d a te )
( m a r ry  :isa  m a r ry  : a r g l  se c re ta ry  :a rg l  p h il)
(w a n t :isa  w a n t :a r g l  s e c re ta ry  :arg2 m a rry )
(p o s tp o n e  :isa  p re v e n t :a rg l  p h il :arg2 m a rry )
( r in g  :isa  o b je c t)  (a c c o u n ta n t  :isa  p e rso n )
(in -lo v e2  :isa  in -lo v e  : a r g l  s e c re ta ry  :arg2 a c c o u n ta n t)
(c a u se 3  :isa  c au se  : a r g l  fed -u p  :arg2 d a te )
(d a te 2  :isa  see  :a r g l  s e c re ta ry  :arg2 o th e rs )
(e n a b le  :isa  e n a b le  :a r g l  d a te 2  ;arg2 in-love2)
(fin d -o u t :isa  fin d -o u t :a rg l  p h il :arg2 in-love2)
(p ro p o se  :isa  p ro p o se  :a r g l  p h il  :arg2 se c re ta ry )
(c au se d  :isa  c au se  za rg l in -love  :arg2 p ro p o se)
(h o n e y m o o n  :isa  h o n e y m o o n  :a rg l  s e c re ta ry  :arg2  a c c o u n ta n t)
(cau se5  :isa  c au se  : a r g l  f in d -o u t :arg2  p ro p o se )
(b u y  :isa  b u y  :a r g l  p h il  :arg2  rin g )
(causeG  :isa  c au se  : a r g l  f in d -o u t :arg2  b u y )
(sh o w  :isa  show  :a r g l  p h il :arg2  se c re ta ry  :arg3  r in g )
(p la n  :isa  p la n  : a r g l  s e c re ta ry  :arg2 h o n ey m o o n )
( to o - la te  :isa  to o - la te  :a r g l  p ro p o se )
(c a u se ?  :isa  c au se  : a r g l  p la n  :arg2 to o - la te )

R esults
M a p p in g  o f  orig in a l rep resen tation s (w ith  preferen ce for isom orp h ism )

M IK E  S E C R E T A R Y  U N H A P P Y  F E D -U P
R IV A L  A C C O U N T A N T  S T U D Y  H O N E Y M O O N
S T U D Y  IN -L 0 V E 2  T R A N S F E R  H O N E Y M O O N
T R A N S F E R  IN -L 0 V E 2  D E C ID E  P L A N
(u n m a p p e d  b a se  a n d  ta rg e t  p a r ts  a re  n o t show n)

This is clearly a poor analogy, and there are 188 initial mappings and 5 iterations required. 

However, through the addition of some relations, a better analogy can be determined. The 

addition of these extra relations can be justified as follows:

Common sense predicate re-writes

In the base representation, alter the relation that says Popoff finds out about the acceptance, 

to asserting tha t Popoff finds out about Mike studying at another University (this is implied
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by common sense knowledge).

(fin d -o u t! :isa  fin d -o u t :a rg l  p o p o ff :arg2  s tu d y )  
(cau se3 l ;isa  cau se  :a rg l  find -ou t! :arg2  offer) 
(c a u se s  ! :isa  cau se  :a rg l  u n h a p p y  :arg2 s tu d y )  
(e n a b le l!  :isa  e n a b le  :a r g l  d e n y  :arg2 s tu d y )

Causal compression
In the target representation, two higher-order relations can be added using causal compression 
rules.

(causeS! :isa  c au se  :a r g l  fed -u p  ;arg2 in -Iove2)
(en ab le2 ! :isa  cau se  :a rg l  p o stp o n e ! :arg2  in -love2)

Common-sense implied knowledge
Again, using general knowledge, one can infer tha t the proposal is an offer, specifically of 
marriage:

(m arr iag e !  :isa  o b je c t)
(offer! ;isa  o ffer :a r g l  p h il :arg2  s e c re ta ry  :a rg 3  m a rr ia g e !)
( to o - la te !  :isa  to o - la te  :a rg l  offer!)
(cau se? ! :isa  cau se  :a r g l  p la n  :arg2  to o -la te !)
(cause4! :isa  c au se  :a r g l  in -love  :arg2 offer!)
(causeS! :isa  c au se  :a r g l  f in d -o u t :arg2  offer!)

This re-representation is quite complex, as it involves changing the want and postponement 

of a predicate -  marry -  to wanting and postponing of an object -  marriage. Again, this is 

semantically justifiable and common sense, but should only really be added on a demand- 

driven basis.

(w an t! :isa  w a n t :a r g l  se c re ta ry  :arg2 p h il :arg 3  m arr iag e !)
(aw are ! :isa  a w a re  :a rg l  p h il :arg2  w an t!)

(c a u s e l  ;isa  c au se  :a rg l  po stp o n e! :arg2 fe d -u p )
(p o stp o n e2 ! :isa  p re v e n t :a rg l  p h il :arg2 w an t!)
(p o stp o n e ! :isa  p re v e n t :a rg l  p h il :arg2 m arr iag e !)

Using these manual elaborations one can come to a quite acceptable mapping, which takes 

265 initial mappings and 6 iterations:
M a p p in g  o f  m od ified  rep resen tation s (w ith  p referen ce for isom orp h ism )

M IK E
P O P O F F
U N H A P P Y
F A C IL IT IE S
C A U S E l
E Q U IP M E N T
O F T E N
R IV A L

S E C R E T A R Y  
P H IL  
F E D -U P  
(n o  m ap p in g ) 
(n o  m ap p in g )  
M A R R IA G E ! 
(n o  m ap p in g ) 
A C C O U N T A N T

D E P A R T M E N T
G R A D -S T U D E N T -O F
B A D
E Q U A L S
K N O W
R E Q U E S T
D E N Y
S T U D Y

(n o  m a p p in g )  
S E C R E T A R Y -O F  
(n o  m a p p in g )
(n o  m a p p in g )
(n o  m a p p in g )  
W A N T ! 
P 0 S T P 0 N E 2 !  
IN -L 0 V E 2
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A C C E P T E D
L O S E l
W A N T
O F F E R
T R A N S F E R
D E C ID E
C A U S E 4
C A U SE S!
F IN D -O U T !

(no mapping)
P R O P O S E
(no mapping)
O F F E R !
H O N E Y M O O N
P L A N
C A U SE7!
CA U SES!
F IN D -O U T

F IN D -O U T
L O S E l
N O T
CAUSEZ
CAUSES
T O O -L A T E
C A U SES!
E N A B L E l!

(no m apping) 
IN -L O V E  
(no m apping) 
(no m apping) 
(no m apping) 
T O O -L A T E ! 
C A U SE S!
(no m apping)

Issues

W hat is quite surprising from this initial representation is just how many mappings can be 

made with the non-elaborated examples. When the manual addition of elaboration-type 

knowledge is made (i.e. the parts added above), the complete analogy can be determined.

This example shows tha t causal compression can be useful. However, it also shows the com

plexity of adding additional knowledge by re-writing relations. Although this has been done 

manually, and carefully, it is clear tha t much general knowledge has been used. Although the 

current architecture of UAR allows these elaborations to be made before mapping, intuitively 

people would not make this sort of re-representation until much later on in the analogical 

reasoning process (possibly not until justification). The further problem with adding rela

tions (as opposed to higher-order relations) is the additional work tha t has to be done to 

make sure tha t the new relation takes its correct place in the higher-order structure. This 

was discussed in Chapter 5, on elaboration.
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9 .10 .4  Justification

As stated earlier, the justification stage in UAR offers a passive report on the main types of 

similarity tha t were found to be useful in the analogy, both for mapping and for inference. 

The justification part of UAR simply considers each of the mappings and inferences, and 

takes the main similarity judgements used in these stages to report on each.

For example, in the Fortress /  Radiation analogy, the justification report for the army map

ping with rays is as follows:

Ju s tif ic a t io n  fo r A R M Y  - RAY S
S a m e  S M T  ty p es  o f (O B J E C T )
S a m e  U A R  s im p le  ty p e s  (O B J E C T )
T e m p o ra lly  c o m p a tib le
B ase  p a r t  in te rn a lly  c o n n e c te d  to  5
S t r u c tu r a l  s u p p o r t  59.5
A R M Y  n o n -iso m o rp h ic  w ith  1
R A Y S n o n -iso m o rp h ic  w ith  1

This indicates that this was an object mapping (type similarity through both  SME’s and 

UAR’s typing hierarchy is shown for comparison), and tha t it involved temporally compatible 

parts mapping. The base part is connected (i.e. appears as an argument) to 5 other base 

parts, it has a high structural support (this is the numerical value created in the iteration 

stage of mapping), and there is some non-isomorphism with other mappings. One could of 

course enumerate all the parent mappings, but this is available from the initial representations 

and mapping report.

A more complex form of type similarity is shown below:

J u s tif ic a t io n  fo r D E S T R O Y  1 - D E S T R 0 Y 2  
S a m e  S M T  ty p e s  o f (P R E D IC A T E )
S am e  U A R  sim p le  ty p e s  (P R E D IC A T E )
S am e  U A R  co m p lex  ty p es  (R E L A T IO N  Q U A L P R E D  A C T IV E -P A S S IV E )
S am e  U A R  o r th o g o n a l ty p es (C O U N T E R -F A C T U A L )
S a m e  a r i ty  o f  2 
T e m p o ra lly  c o m p a tib le
B o th  p a r t  o f  p ra g m a tic  p a r t i t io n  (P R O B L E M )
S tr u c tu r a l  su p p o r t  34.5

Here, UAR’s more complex types are also shared, as is pragmatic similarity.

The justification stage also shows how many mappings there were, and how many base parts 

were mapped, along with the degree of non-isomorphism:

T h e re  w ere  38  m ap p in g s  
A v e rag e  n o n -iso m o rp h ism  w as 0.105 
37 fro m  37  w ere  m a p p e d
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This means tha t approximately one in every 10 parts from the base had a non-isomorphic 

mapping.

Justification for inference is very similar to justification for mapping, except tha t the addi

tional information of how the inference was created is shown. As described in the section 

on inference, a base part can be transferred over to the target domain by transformation (to 

refiect the target domain), replacement (by a part from the target domain), and instantiation.

For example, this is the justification for one of the inferences in the Candle Problem:

J u s tif ic a t io n  fo r in ference  s tr -e n a b le 3  - s tr -e n a b le 3  
T h is  in fe re n ce  c am e  a b o u t th ro u g h  (IN S T A N T IA T IO N )

S a m e  S M T  ty p es o f (H IG H E R )
S a m e  U A R  sim p le  ty p e s  (H IG H E R )
S a m e  U A R  co m p lex  ty p es  (S T R -E N A B L E )
S a m e  a r i ty  o f  2
S a m e  n u m b e r  o f  a rg u m e n ts  in  e ac h  p o s it io n  
N o se m a n tic  s im ila r ity  fo und

As a final example, here is the function /  structure inference in the Candle Problem for the 

bracket being replaced by box:

J u s tif ic a t io n  fo r  in ference  B R A C K E T  - B O X  
T h is  in fe re n ce  c am e  a b o u t th ro u g h  (F U N C -S T R )

Same SMT types of (OBJECT)
S a m e  U A R  sim p le  ty p e s  (O B J E C T )
N o se m a n tic  s im ila r ity  found  
B a se  p a r t  in te rn a lly  c o n n ec te d  to  4 

J u s tif ic a t io n  fo r in feren ce  L S H A P E  - L S H A P E  
T h is  in fe re n ce  c am e  a b o u t  th ro u g h  (F U N C -S T R )

S a m e  S M T  ty p es  o f  (A T T R IB U T E  A S P E C T )
S am e  U A R  sim p le  ty p e s  (A T T R IB U T E )
S am e  U A R  co m p lex  ty p es (R E L A T IO N  A S P E C T )
T ax o n o m ic  s im ila r ity  (L -S H A P E )
B ase  p a r t  in te rn a lly  c o n n ec te d  to  2
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9.10 .5  C om plexity  o f U A R  and relative com p letion  tim ings

Although UAR was not designed to be an efficient model of analogy, an appropriate consider

ation of the various similarity constraints does not necessarily result in poor performance in 

general cases, nor a particularly poor performance in worst cases for mapping and inference.

In elaboration, if the number of initial parts in the base is n, then the maximum number of 

parts after structural elaboration is also n. However, with causal elaboration, it is possible 

th a t more parts are created because of causal compression (in UAR), or predicate re-writing 

or re-representation (the importance of which has been shown, but which is not implemented 

in UAR). In theory, if a situation was represented as one long causal chain, then there could 

be approximately n /3  causal relations, relations and objects each (for each causal relation 

there must be at least four parts, two relations and two arguments, but one each of these 

might be shared with another causal relation). This means possible causal bridges

(each causal relation pair can be ‘bridged’ in the following sense: from C l(a ,b) and C2(b,c) 

create C ’(a,c), where each C is a causal relation) apart from the first and the last. Each 

of these bridges can itself be bridged, and so on, but the number of bridges gets less each 

time, and so the maximum number of causal bridge iterations is limited, actually in a linear 

relationship to n. Thus the maximum number of additional relations is O(n^).

For mapping, if the number of initial base parts is n and the number of target parts m, then 

the first stage of determining initial pairings is 0 (n  * m).

The second stage involves the addition of links between mappings. Each mapping can po

tentially link to any other, thus the complexity is 0(n*m  * n*m). The propagation stage 

involves linear operations on this organisation of mappings and mapping relationships, thus 

the complexity stays the same.

Inference is currently a much less complex process, as there are at most n  base parts not 

mapped. For each base part, one must examine potentially all the mappings to determine 

what to infer. Although inference is recursive, each unmapped base part is inferred only once. 

The complexity is thus 0 (n  * n*m).

For average cases, the complexity of analogical reasoning might be reduced to some constant 

order. This is because pragmatic partitions can cut up the mapping space into meaningful 

‘chunks’. The more parts there are in each of the situations, the more pragmatic knowledge 

will be used to cut the situation up. This reduces the maximum number of mappings to a 

linear function of ra’ multiplied by m \ where n ’, m ’ are the maximum number of parts in any 

one pragmatic partition in the base and target respectively.

W ith respect to actual examples, the graphs in Figures 9.7 and 9.8 show the initial number
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of mappings and number of iterations required to settle on a mapping as a function of the 

average number of parts present in the base and target after elaboration, for the examples 

presented above, along with other examples run on UAR. Although there are only 18 examples 

in these graphs, some general comments can be made about the apparent trends.

Number of 
initial maps

500 

200 

100

50

•  •  •  
$ e 
$

\

No pragmatic or semantic 
knowledge

*  #

Less Typing 

Fewer pragmatic *  

partitions

More pragmatic partitions 
More typing

10 20 30
Number of parts

40 50 60 70

Figure 9.7: Initial mappings UAR as a function of number of parts

First, by looking at Figure 9.7 and the groupings made there, the number of initial mappings 

appears to be in some hnear relationship to the number of parts. That is, with the appropriate 

use of pragmatic, temporal and semantic knowledge, the theoretically possible number of 

initial maps, of order 0 (n  * m) is not reached. It is only when the ‘extra’ knowledge is not 

used, or if syntactic similarity is removed, that the relationship seems to be truly 0 (n  * m).

Second, when looking at Figure 9.8, it appears that the number of iterations needed for UAR 

to come to a concrete set of mappings is at most very loosely related to the number of parts. 

As was hinted at earlier in this chapter, the number of iterations required to settle on a 

set of mappings is probably more a function of the ‘difficulty’ of the analogy, rather than 

the number of parts. That is, a difficult analogy will result in possibly a larger number of 

initial mappings but almost definitely more iterations to remove the incorrect ones. This was 

seen with the Karla /  Hawk analogy, where Centner’s initial typing system was used, which 

resulting in an almost immediate 1-1 mapping. With looser, more flexible typing the number 

of initial mappings was larger and there were more iterations.
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Figure 9.8: Iterations in UAR as a function of number of parts

9 .10 .6  Im plem entation  details

The current version of UAR is written in PC-Scheme 3.03 and runs on any IBM compatible 

PC with 1MB disk space and 640k RAM running PC-, DR-, or MS-DOS 4.01 or greater. 

PC-Scheme compiles Scheme code into a virtual machine code (not native 80x86 assembler) 

and thus runs somewhat slowly compared to native-code compilers. Although it is not an 

aim of this dissertation to show that fast analogical reasoners can be built, and UAR was 

not implemented with absolute speed in mind, it does not perform particularly slowly. As 

described above, the simplest structural analogies described in the mapping section take just 

over 1 second to determine, whilst the Radiation /  Fortress analogy including inference takes 

about 10 seconds. Purely structural analogies involving many predicates can take one or two 

minutes. These timings are from a 20MHz IBM PC-AT (80286) compatible machine. Some 

of the more complex analogies require a machine with 2MB RAM and extended or LIM 4.0 

EMS memory.

9 .1 0 .7  E xten sion s to  U A R

Although UAR has been shown here to be extremely successful both with what are now 

everyday test examples for analogy and with newer analogies involving elaboration and more 

appropriate inference, future work in this line could allow the determination of more analogies
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in a possibly more coherent way.

The first thing tha t could be done to UAR is an enhancement of the knowledge representation 

mechanism, to allow it to represent more detailed relationships, possibly including some 

inferencing ability of its own. UAR’s representation can just about cope with function /  

structure relationships and extra-situation concept relationships, but these must be exphcitly 

stated, as must semantic relationships beyond the taxonomic. Dynamic categorisations must 

be represented in the base and target, and the semantic network is not active in any way. The 

typing system developed for UAR is necessarily biased according to the sorts of analogy so fax 

considered. Borrowing more ‘objective’ typing systems from AI or linguistics (or philosophy) 

could prove beneficial. For example, Sowa’s type system shows promise, as does the number 

of cases associated with an action in Sanskrit [41].

UAR’s current way of determining inferences through function /  structure and semantic 

relationships is quite Umited, as simply the first relationship found is appUed. Techniques 

need to be developed to allow the sensitive application of these types of inferences.

UAR’s inference stage applies the inference rules rather bUndly. For example, when an 

object is being inferred to the target, the first time it is inferred fixes its mapping for aU 

other inferences. A better implementation would allow non-isomorphic, contextual inference 

of objects. Similarly, there is a well defined pecking-order of inference techniques, beginning 

with dynamic semantic similarity (function /  structure relationships) and ending with simple 

instantiation.

One of the most useful parts of UAR with regard to experimentation is the existence of 

the switches which turn  various similarity constraints on or off, or allow them  to be varied. 

Next generation analogical reasoners must be prepared to make these decisions themselves, 

first using the simplest and fastest techniques, resorting to more expensive techniques if the 

faster ones fail. For example, semantic similarity could first be enforced, then relaxed if the 

determination of the analogy is not proceeding well.

The way the stages of analogy are implemented in UAR is also quite simple, with very Uttle 

interaction. It might be possible to modify UAR by replacing the effectively parallel apph- 

cation of similarity in mapping with a depth-first search mechanism, which would not just 

back track if problems occurred, but refer to elaboration with a request for causal compres

sion or predicate re-writing (say). Such a demand-driven mechanism would allow for more 

effective elaborations and inferences which currently require too much computational effort, 

cannot be performed in isolation within just one stage, or cause subsequent stages to become 

confused if applied non-selectively.

These are just some of the most important issues to be addressed if more appropriate knowl
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edge representation formalisms and more appropriate stages of analogy are to be developed. 

This list is not supposed to be exhaustive -  research on analogy is progressing on many fronts. 

Rather these are the things the author would like to do, given resources.

9 .10 .8  C onclusions

This section has shown how UAR performs on example analogies. The real reason for includ

ing these example analogies is to justify some of the assertions made in the central chapters, 

e.g. concerning using several different types of similarity constraint and the need for elabo

ration and more complex forms of inference.

In UAR, in the inference stage, and with the use of function /  structure relationships in 

mapping, the relationship between concept relations within a situation or domain and rela

tions representing mappings is more fully explored. Previous analogical reasoners have taken 

the concept relationships to represent predicates within the current representation. However, 

these concept relationships can be anything pertinent to the current analogy. This has been 

clearly shown in inference where the techniques of transformation and replacement have been 

employed.

In developing UAR some additional problems with integrating existing approaches with newer 

ideas were encountered. One such example is the use of additional, common-sense, knowledge, 

which Ues beyond the representations for the purpose of the current analogy. This knowledge 

can be used quite successfully (see the above paragraph), for example the plural relation in 

the Fortress /  Radiation analogy, to help transform base parts into appropriate target parts. 

However, if this knowledge is included in the representation it adds structure to it which 

can confuse or conflict with other structural knowledge. For example, it could relate parts 

not otherwise related and therefore prevent structural elaboration. This problem, of where 

to pu t knowledge, is also encountered with partonomic relations, e.g. between a hand and 

an arm. To assert hand(arm) is to assert that when we map hand(x) with hand(y) we also 

map X with y. Although this might be true, it goes against the normal interpretation which 

is th a t the hand is less important than the arm (whilst here the hand is the parent in the 

relation and arm the child). It also makes hand a 1 place relation rather than an object. 

The more complex the situations considered, the more problems hke this arise. Perhaps now 

tha t the general principles of analogical reasoning have been developed, more appropriate 

representations can be formulated.

In running these examples on UAR, some interesting relationships between various aspects 

of similarity discussed in Chapter 4 were revealed. The above examples confirm the futiUty 

of the strong syntactic approach. Such approaches only work in LAM, SME and ACME (and
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UAR) because of these programs’ near insistence on isomorphism. W hat the above examples 

show is tha t there are normally some other, more meaningful, cues in the analogy th a t can be 

used in determining the mappings (for example temporal, pragmatic knowledge, and function 

/  structure relationships). Those cases where no such alternative similarity constraint can 

be found show tha t UAR can be used to determine abstract analogies through the syntactic 

and structural constraints but -  apart from academic interest (and corroboration tha t UAR 

works) -  one cannot argue tha t in general the ‘analogies’ determined are a t all interesting.

UAR employs a dynamic type hierarchy, which can be easily altered to give different basic 

classifications of parts. This allows variations on the basic criteria used for an initial map, 

from assuming nothing about the syntactic nature of a part, to taking a p a rt’s argument 

positions and number of arguments in each position, to making simple semantic judgements. 

This can be used to show, for example, tha t in some cases enforcing predicate identity allows 

a rapid analogy, but using a looser type system allows more variation in the analogies that 

can be determined, even though the determination might take a little longer.

9.11 U A R  and AI

The general approach to analogy made in this dissertation and in UAR makes a contribution 

both  to research on analogy and to AI in general. UAR extends and unifies the approaches 

made in ACME, SME and I AM, and clarifies the use of similarity in analogical reasoners. 

It determines not only all the main analogies used when these programs were described by 

their authors, but also well-known analogies that existing approaches cannot perform (or 

can perform but only by limiting the power of the reasoner). It also works on new sorts of 

analogy and shows the additional types of similarity and procedures tha t can be employed 

when determining more complicated, or different types of, analogies. The description of 

UAR also includes examples of analogy that cannot be performed by it or other current 

techniques. Thus UAR is not only a consolidation of existing approaches and a presentation 

of new approaches, but a potential stepping-stone for future analogical reasoners.

In the more general context of AI, UAR belongs to a class of well-accepted analogical rea

soning programs tha t perform on limited non-domain-specific representations. However, the 

general question remains of whether or not general analogical reasoning programs are useful 

as (or at least as useful as establishment-respected) examples of valid AI? When one considers 

the sorts of problems tha t analogical reasoners solve, and the way in which they solve them, 

it can be seen tha t they are valid in this sense. Although future reasoning mechanisms will 

undoubtedly integrate the mechanisms and representations developed in the context of ana
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logical reasoning with other reasoning techniques (e.g. planning by using abstractions from 

other domains as sub-goals to allow a decomposition of the problem), in order to develop 

valid ‘real-world’ reasoning tools, analogical mechanisms in themselves provide illuminating 

examples of reasoning that are independent of nearly all other approaches in AI. Although 

the response to the statement that a program can perform the Solar System /  Atom analogy 

might well be ‘so what?’, the fact that an analogical reasoning program can produce a solu

tion to Duncker’s functional-Gxedness Candle Problem through an adaptation of an existing 

plan should be noted by AI researches investigating reasoning in other areas, especially when 

the solution is produced in such a novel way, i.e. through general localised statem ents (i.e. 

mappings and inferences) about the situation rather than repair techniques based on domain 

knowledge. The fact tha t analogies can nearly always offer a short-cut solution, and that 

this can be demonstrated, is also an interesting point tha t researchers interested in other 

approaches should continually consider.

9.12 Conclusions

The problem with developing a computational approach to analogy is th a t any theory of 

analogy must be inherently either vague or exceptionally detailed if it is to account for the 

many types of reasoning that intuitively appear to be examples of reasoning by analogy. This 

makes it difficult to formulate a precise or concise set of rules tha t will hold in any analogy.

If any similarity constraints could be developed tha t applied in all analogies, then the possi

bility of highly efficient general analogical mechanisms would be quite feasible. However, with 

many simple analogies a retrospective analysis shows tha t only some constraints apply, and 

even those th a t do are often only partially satisfied. The way UAR (and SME and ACME) 

avoid this problem is by enforcing one of the most central constraints, systematicity, but 

UAR (unlike SME and ACME) has an elaboration stage to effectively prevent its absolute 

application on the original representation. Existing mechanisms are actually quite good at 

determining quite a range of analogies, and, as in UAR, with the addition of elaboration and 

more comprehensive inference the range of analogies that can be determined grows. UAR 

also shows th a t syntactic similarity can be dropped as a necessary constraint yet analogies 

can still be determined (albeit with much more effort); this is a new point as all other models 

enforce syntactic similarity as an absolute constraint. However, the problem remains that 

there is no way of finding any short-cut to the analogy beforehand, even though after the 

analogy has been determined the similarities can be seen quite quickly. In the current state 

of research into AR, one must be careful not to use too strict an application of Occam’s razor
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to cut out a wide range of similarity determining techniques, just because they do not always 

apply or the use of them appears to be difficult.

In computational terms, the need for elaboration and the use of several types of similarity 

separates analogy from CBR. Elaboration shows that analogy cannot rely on canonical forms, 

and it is possible that future work on analogy will be concentrated on knowledge represen

tation and re-representation, rather than mapping. The need for several types of similarity 

is one reason why analogical reasoners will either be short on the types of analogy th a t can 

be considered (SME, lAM), or involve many competing and cooperating constraints (UAR, 

ACME). The former might claim some efficiency in some cases, but it is the la tter th a t have 

the upper hand in determining the widest range of analogies.

Although many similarity constraints described in the main body of the dissertation are not 

actively used by UAR, they are nonetheless very important. First, they provide a means of 

justifying an analogy (the more constraints satisfied the better). Second, they are implicitly 

used in UAR (this is most true of pervasive or dead metaphors, and polysemy, which, as 

noted in Chapter 4, are widely used in analogy, but not often acknowledged). Third, UAR 

has switches which allows some constraints, which are not normally considered as central 

mapping criteria (e.g. semantic similarity and temporal consistency), to be applied absolutely, 

which demonstrates tha t sometimes these constraints can be used to speed up the analogy 

process, or replace more conventional constraints. Future analogical reasoners will no doubt 

extend these types of similarity or use them in diflferent ways (as they might concentrate on 

the elaboration stage as the central stage of analogy), and if this occurs then UAR will have 

more than  served its purpose.

One final point, which has been hinted at in various parts of this dissertation, and which is 

that, although analogy is ‘sold’ as an interesting reasoning technique because it involves non

literal cross-domain correspondences and similarity judgements and therefore in some sense 

transcends conventional (literal) forms of similarity, any mapping in an analogy determined 

computationally must necessarily come about because of a presence and detection of literal 

similarity, if not at the most obvious level. Very often, though, this literal similarity is 

‘once-removed’ from the conventional interpretation of similarity. For example:

•  Syntactic similarity just looks at a highly abstract representation of parts.

•  Structural similarity looks at the role of parts in the current situation (so two things 

are similar if they have similar roles, i.e. take place in the same higher-order relation).

• Functionally relevant attributes are either identical (e.g. divisibility in the Fortress /  

Radiation anadogy) or similar according to some conventional form of semantic similar-
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ity.

The sort of analogical similarity which is implemented in UAR, and indeed all current com

putational approaches, can therefore be defined as follows:

Two parts are analogically similar if they are (a) immediately seen to be conventionally (liter

ally) similar, or (b) certain context-free abstract representations (an abstract representation 

is here used in the sense that the representation of the thing being represented contains 

strictly more information that the abstract representation) of them are conventionally sim

ilar, or (c) certain context-sensitive abstract representations of them (i.e. their use in the 

current situation) are analogically similar.

Semantic similarity is type (a), syntactic similarity type (b), and pragmatic, functionally 

relevant, and structural similarity is of type (c). Clearly, type (c) analogies are the most 

interesting ones. Unfortunately, they are also those analogies involving a recursive use of 

similarity.

Finally, there will always be more analogies than can be determined by any one analogical 

mechanism (because of the diversity of examples of similarity tha t fit the above recursive 

definition). However, it is also all too easy to be limited in what you mean by analogy, until 

all you have is an algorithm that performs very well on a very limited range of analogies, or on 

highly contrived representations of those analogies, and sometimes achieves Uttle more than 

a word-processor-like find-and-replace (see, e.g. the Karla /  Zerdia example and Chapter 3 

when describing Structure-mapping and Chapter 5), and this is something few researchers in 

analogy have either observed or acknowledged. The development of the seven-stage frame

work, and UAR, has attem pted to move away from this tendency. However, UAR is not 

pretentious. Like all analogical mechanisms, the knowledge representation is inadequate, 

mapping can be too strict, and it would not be hard to think up analogies beyond its capabil

ities. I t is only by admitting this, and by admitting tha t the situation representations to be 

found in many examples of analogy are highly contrived, tha t one can proceed and find out 

what other sorts of similarity or process must be considered to make analogical mechanisms 

more powerful.
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C hapter 10

Conclusions

10.1 Introduction

This dissertation includes reviews of some of the most favourable general models of analogical 

reasoning; and has chapters devoted to some of the most im portant stages of analogy, with 

im portant progress made in mapping, inference and elaboration in particular, with a chapter 

devoted to the explanation of a new and significant computer implementation of each of the 

central stages. Throughout the dissertation a framework of seven stages and four similarity 

constraints has been used to place things in perspective and relate them to each other.

The most definite conclusion that can be drawn from this is tha t research on many areas of 

analogical reasoning is in an early stage. One only has to consider tha t many of the peripheral 

stages of analogy still remain vague, and look at the complexities tha t arise in elaboration 

and inference to realise tha t as much work will have to be put into these stages as has been 

put into the central stage of mapping. However, some more useful statem ents can be made 

about analogy.

10.2 W hat has been shown

The first main conclusion is that the seven-stage and four-constraint firamework for analogy is 

justifiable, in tha t it allows all the main current general models of analogy to be placed within 

it (as shown in Chapter 3) and it allows more types of analogy to be considered relative to 

other analogical reasoners (as shown in Chapters 4 through 7), as more similarity constraints 

and more stages are taken into account. The four constraints can account for most, if indeed 

not all, types of similarity in analogy, as they represent various perceptions of similarity along 

a continuum (as shown in Chapter 4).
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In Chapter 4 on mapping it was shown tha t more types of similarity are either at work in 

analogy, or can be used to determine analogies; an extensive typing system was presented 

which is a development of some previous systems but more exhaustive, and much material 

was presented concerning the appropriate use of similarity constraints. In Chapter 5 on elab

oration it was shown tha t often some ‘work’ must be carried out on situation representations, 

if they are to be used for analogical reasoning, and im portant techniques, such as causal 

compression, were introduced. This questioned the representations currently used for (and 

processes used to determine) analogy. Although some might argue tha t appropriate repre

sentation of situations, as opposed to new representational formalisms, can circumvent many 

of the problems presented, the point is tha t such representations presume what analogies are 

going to be determined. It was pointed out tha t if this is the case, or if re-representation 

requires working according to some common abstraction, then it might be more appropriate 

to consider other approaches to analogy, possibly similar to some of those in CBR tha t do 

not include the sort of mapping stage seen in general analogical reasoners (including UAR). 

Chapter 6 on inference showed that the transfer of new knowledge to the target is not trivial, 

but tha t some general techniques can be used; some of the techniques being presented were 

new, and all were presented in the form of a new, general model th a t could be used in a 

variety of analogical reasoning contexts. Chapter 7 on justification summarised the use of 

similarity in the previous stages by showing what criteria can be used to justify analogy in 

general. Chapter 8 questioned current approaches to retrieval and learning and made ten

tative suggestions as to how they should be carried out in the context of general analogical 

reasoning.

Chapter 9 described the program developed to experiment with analogical similarities, which 

embedded some of the conclusions made in earUer chapters. This allowed some conclusions 

to be made about analogical mechanisms, e.g.:

•  The mapping stage in UAR in general converges (ie. produces a solution) very quickly. 

Although Holyoak and Thagard argue that their parallel-constraint satisfaction ap

proach becomes unstable if parameters are changed so tha t it converges quickly, UAR’s 

similar approach often completed the analogy after ju st 3 or 6 analogues of ACME’s 

propagation cycle. (However later research may suggest tha t it ACME can converge 

quickly in some cases.). UAR does not need inhibitory connections.

•  Because the inference stage adds additional structure to the target, the inclusion of 

at least simple techniques using dynamic or static semantic similarities is needed, as 

mappings are effectively created here.
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•  Arbitrary analogies taken from literature which is not attem pting to describe detailed 

mapping processes often need working on before they satisfy mapping constraints. Al

though some general techniques such as causal compression work (and are implemented 

in UAR), relation re-representation cannot work in general^ thus suggesting some other 

approach at least in some cases of analogical reasoning.

One final point about analogical reasoning that has been at least implicitly shown is th a t all 

analogical reasoners developed to date are reductionist, and tha t furthermore the reduction 

is to literal similarity. Thus an analogy between two situations is seen as a collection of 

similarity statements between parts; the situations have to be broken down into (or are 

initially represented as) parts and operations performed on parts, or small collections of 

them, in order to determine the analogy - this is reductionism. It might be difiicult to 

appreciate this point, as so much of AI relies on predicate-type representations where whole 

situations are exhaustively described in terms of events, predicates, and other relationships. 

However, when presenting two stories to a person, it is difficult to imagine they go through 

the process of forming a predicate-type representation before performing an analogy. The 

person is not completely reductionist (because they can reason at a level th a t does not involve 

symbolically working on all the precisely defined parts of a situation), the program is (because 

it can only embody the knowledge of a situation as a collection of related parts). Perhaps 

only the isomorphism constraint, and to some extent the systematicity constraint, break 

out of this reduction, as they refer to the whole analogy, or at least a larger part than an 

individual predicate. The other constraints all end up making fiteral similarity judgements 

sooner or later. Syntactic similarity is quite literal, as is semantic similarity. Pragmatic 

similarity is often determined by seeing if two parts have the same (literal) role, or belong to 

the same part (failed plan, solution etc.) of the situation structure. It was argued th a t all 

causality and other higher-order relations do is determine the role of a part, and tha t parts 

are mapped because they play the same role. Functionally relevant attributes are im portant 

for mapping, inference and justification, yet what they really involve is the same attribute 

being shared. SME insists that predicates have the same name. Polysemy and metaphor 

allow ‘literal’ similarity to be a bit more powerful because the same class might refer to two 

different senses.

10.3 C om puter Science and AI research into analogy

Any reader of this dissertation (and indeed many products of artificial intelligence) might 

question whether or not it is actual ‘Computer Science’, or even ‘science’. Although there have
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undoubtedly been many researchers who have asked themselves this question, and probably 

disseminated their views, I would nonetheless like to briefly place this work with respect to 

scientific enquiry and computer science.

As regards scientific enquiry, there are two opposing views tha t might shed hght on what is 

happening in research into analogy. The first view (which is largely outdated now) is that 

scientific enquiry involves making observations about the world, finding commonaHties, then 

producing general laws which embed these commonalities. This is known as the ‘inductive’ 

approach. A second view, which was introduced largely to circumvent philosophical objec

tions about the former (which exhibits the ‘Problem of Induction’), asserts th a t one begins 

with theories about the world, then goes through a process of corroboration or falsification 

by applying tha t theory to the world. This is known as falsificationism, and is largely due to 

Karl Popper. (I must point out tha t Philosophers of Science have strong philosophical and 

methodological objections to both these views, and have formulated many accounts of how 

science has proceeded, and how it should proceed).

In defending their work on analogy, researchers such as Holyoak and Thagard and Centner 

might make references to their psychological work on analogy, and assert th a t what they 

are doing is developing a model which can be assessed according to its conformance to  psy

chological results. However, what is the justification for this work on analogy, and other 

non-psychological work? Taking the first view of science above, one can assert th a t this 

work involves looking at various examples of analogical reasoning, finding commonalities, 

then producing a model (textual in the cases of Chapters 4 to 8, and com putational in the 

case of Chapter 9) which makes use of these commonalities. The only difference between 

the commonalities here and those that might be found in psychological models is th a t the 

commonalities are those which can be asserted to exist, not those which are perceived by 

people.

The second view of science allows an even stronger justification for this work. It asserts that 

science begins with theories of the world, followed by attem pted falsification. Now here one 

could assert tha t a theory involves not just some terms relating to each other, bu t the creation 

or definition of those terms. Newton’s laws could not have been expressed unless concepts 

such as force and acceleration had existed. Nor can analogical models be formulated unless 

concepts such as systematicity exist. Although the formulation here is much looser than the 

precise formulation of concepts in physical laws, terms such as ‘similarity’, ‘elaboration’ and 

‘inference’ all need to be described in order tha t models of analogy can exist. One aspect 

of this dissertation has been to look again at existing terms in analogy, and expand them 

or question aspects of them (e.g. developing syntactic similarity, and questioning the use of
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isomorphism). Another has been to introduce new terms (such as elaboration). Although 

some might argue that this is pre-scientific, in tha t a language for analogy must be developed 

before any model of theory, it is nonetheless within the scientific cycle. The clarification of 

the meaning of terms is also certainly part of natural philosophy.

So what of the program? If much of this dissertation is addressing itself towards pre-scientific 

aspects of analogy, surely any model resulting will be immediately falsifiable? Of course this 

is the case, as was shown with the Wedding Bells /  Academia analogy. However, the devel

opment of appropriate programs is relevant because, first, the development of appropriate 

term s for describing something goes hand-in-hand with the development of tentative mod

els showing why they are relevant, and, second, because a program allows the most precise 

formulation of and experimentation with the some of the concepts being developed (such as 

system aticity).

There is one more point to make about science and scientific theories. There has been much 

discussion in the philosophy of science concerning what makes one theory be tte r than any 

other. People have asserted that the best theory is the theory with the fewest terms, the 

theory tha t can be expressed in the shortest way, the theory tha t is most general, the theory 

th a t has fewest known falsifications. Under many of these criteria, one might assert tha t the 

model described here loses out to other models. The shortest theory might be th a t embedded 

in SME, the one with fewest falsifications Russell’s Valid Analogical Inference [68]. However, 

these theories are also the ones that say less about analogical reasoning than do ACME or the 

contents of this dissertation. Of course it is im portant to find the most concise formulation 

of any theory, but is also important to realise the limitations of concise and limited theories 

and introduce new ideas about how these can be overcome.

To conclude, all analogical reasoning theories and models are still at the stage where they are 

either quite specialist and have a narrow range of apphcation, or quite general and have many 

examples of falsification. Perhaps at this current state of research in analogy the ultimate 

criterion for any treatm ent of analogy should be whether or not it allows future researchers 

to develop even better models. If this is the case, then the extension of the term s used in 

analogy, and the new stages considered puts this dissertation on safe ground.

10.4 Future work

From the unifying approach made in this dissertation, and from the experimentation of 

developing UAR, several comments can be made about the future of analogical reasoning in 

general. Although many comments have been made about what should happen in the central
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stages of analogy (that was the main purpose of the central chapters in this dissertation), the 

main conclusions are here reiterated to form part of the conclusion for the dissertation as a 

whole.

First, the actual need for an elaboration stage calls into question the reliance on syntactic 

similarity. An example in Chapter 9 showed tha t syntactic similarity must be relaxed in some 

cases, but this can lead to a huge explosion in the number of initial mappings. Although 

other constraints, such as pragmatic similarity, can cut down the number of initial mappings 

in UAR, in general it uses syntactic similarity in a similar way to the use of isomorphism in 

SME; though UAR can map without syntactic similarity enforced it is not efficient in doing 

so. In fact, all of the main general models are built around syntactic similarity which means 

th a t if it does not hold with a particular analogy, or if it only holds in a form tha t does not cut 

down the mapping space too much, then there might be a whole class of analogies tha t can 

not be efficiently tackled with the class of current analogical reasoning mechanisms. Future 

mechanisms should take the similarity constraints for analogy as developed here, bu t possibly 

offer a cleverer algorithm that takes into account sub-stages within the mapping stage to avoid 

the rather blind apphcation of similarity constraints tha t appears in current models. That 

is, the next class of general models for analogy should be able to drop syntactic similarity or 

employ multiple constraints without any type of similarity being prior (remember the initial 

stage in SME, ACME and UAR which determines a first set of mappings).

A corollary of the above point is tha t one should not be led into assuming th a t research into 

analogical reasoning just involves the development of mapping algorithms. One might be 

tem pted to put much effort into the development of a mapping procedure (and a research 

effort in the area of computer science might especially find pressure to concentrate on this). 

However, although the models put forward as programs, which all concentrate on the mapping 

stage (JAM, ACME, SME, UAR) are not to be disregarded, one must accept the importance 

of other stages of analogy.

Third, a possibly existing development of work on analogy would be an integration of more 

general approaches which involve mapping, and more CBR-type approaches which rely on 

domain knowledge, or madce use of non-analogical knowledge in the reasoning process. Again, 

this would also begin to work away from abstract mapping procedures as being seen as the 

core of analogical reasoning.

Fourth, the tentative suggestions made in Chapter 8 could be developed and implemented, 

producing a simple model for analogue retrieval and learning.

Although some ‘hohstic’ approaches to reasoning have been suggested as useful for analogical 

reasoning, no formal or semi-formal expositions have appeared to date. Although ACME does
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appear to take many types of similarity into consideration, this is not a holistic approach, 

which would not be reductionist. It could be said that all AR models developed to date are 

too reductionist (to very detailed representations), as they rely on quite detailed predicate-like 

correspondences. Perhaps future models will remain general (i.e. not rely on predetermined 

abstractions to guide the AR process), yet not require such detailed correspondences or be 

sensitive to changes in what are quite detailed representations. As argued in the dissertation, 

though, any set of detailed correspondences is useful as a justification (or a starting point 

for a justification) for the analogy. Alternative approaches would possibly have to offer a 

different form of justification.

The above possibilities for future work all seem to point away from syntactic, blind reasoners, 

in favour of reasoners tha t make use of other knowledge. So is the hope for general analogical 

reasoners poor? I think the answer might well be ‘yes’. This does not mean the development 

of AR mechanisms has been futile. They offer psychological plausibility in some respects, 

they do work for a certain class of analogies, and (perhaps most im portantly) they do offer the 

exposition of terms such as systematicity, isomorphism and elaboration th a t are undoubtedly 

im portant in other areas of similarity-based reasoning, such as CBR.

Future AR mechanisms must have a much better knowledge representation, and will probably 

approach analogies in a way that would constitute ‘cheating’ in this dissertation, because of 

their use of knowledge-intensive procedures. However, this does not mean th a t the sorts of 

similarity considered here will have become obsolete -  they will however be apphed in a more 

appropriate way because they will be integrated into systems tha t have more knowledge about 

the situations that are being analogised. Although much significant work has been carried 

out since W inston’s model of analogy, his assertion that one should be concerned with the 

sorts of things that are to be considered analogous still needs to be addressed. The offering 

of this dissertation is tha t a ‘sort’ can refer to many things, not just conventional semantic 

similarities, but abstract ones (types), contextual ones (functionally relevant attributes) and 

pragmatic ones. Looking at the relationships between these sorts (e.g. seeing tha t type 

similarity can arise because of polysemy, or image-schemas) also helps clarify ju st what is 

happening when people refer to analogical reasoning.
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